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Welcome
In this conference, we are weaving two overlapping
strands – India HCI and Interaction Design for
International Development....
The academic subject of Human-Computer Interaction
began coalescing in the early 1980s with the first CHI
conference in 1982. The IFIP INTERACT conference
series began in London in 1984. In the UK (where Andy
comes from), the annual HCI conference has been
running since 1985. But the world has changed
substantially since then.
In those early years, the typical arrangements being
studied were a QWERTY keyboard, a mouse and a
cathode ray tube screen sitting on a desk – most
commonly located in an office in Europe or North
America. The applications may have varied: from
process control to document editing, but the frame of
reference began with a single user, a single computer in
a workplace, and the usual focus was usability in terms
of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction.
But HCI researchers were quick to challenge the limits
of this vision. For some, the new frontier was the needs
of people who had visual, motor, or other disabilities.
For others, the frontier was understanding and
responding to the social context of interactions and
computer supported co-operative work. The 1990s saw
a number of technology changes that took HCI
researchers out of the workplace. Mobile phones, the
World Wide Web, e-commerce, and the huge diversity
of digital technologies as consumer products all led to
new areas of research interest. Computing in the
“developed” world was becoming ubiquitous, and HCI
researchers had an ever-widening scope of phenomena
to study, consider and design for. Yet, despite the
constant growth in scope, this vision of HCI is still
restricted to just a small proportion of humanity, within
a narrow cultural perspective.
In 1988, New Delhi was the location for the first
meeting of what became IFIP Working Group 9.4 on the
Social Implications of Computers in Developing
Countries, with regular meetings taking place since
then. The last decade has been a decade of transition,
both within the HCI community as well as the wider
world – especially the developing world. The idea of
designing
information
and
communications
technologies that are relevant for everyone, including
the most marginalised seems more feasible today than
ever before. Many researchers have noted the potential

of using new computing and communications
technologies to make a positive contribution to
international development goals. Researchers have
noted the rapid adoption of mobile phones, and sought
to understand how improved communication
opportunities can contribute to improved livelihoods.
Interaction designers from around the world have
shown interest in exploring how their expertise can
contribute. In March 2008, the IFIP Special Interest
Group on Interaction Design and International
Development was established to support such research.
The last ten years have also been a period of sustained
economic growth in India and in many other
developing countries. Digital communications networks
(together with a highly skilled, educated and innovative
workforce!) have enabled phenomenal growth in the
Indian software industry to a point where, in 2008, India
held a 65% market share in offshore IT services, and
45% of the business process outsourcing market. The
physical distances and cultural differences between the
producers and users of software in these new
arrangements form one driver of the huge demand for
HCI capability in India and in other emerging
economies. At the same time, the economic growth has
opened up huge new markets for interactive products.
Recognising that India and other emerging economies
are not one large monolithic market, but several niches,
each with its own aspirations, capabilities, and needs,
has driven further demand for high quality interaction
design capabilities.
In response, there has been a significant change in terms
of acceptability of interaction design and usability in
Indian industry and academia. HCI practice in some
software services companies has matured and become
mainstream. Several start-up businesses have grown
substantially and new business models have emerged.
The HCI community has also become active – with new
discussions, mailing lists and events such as the World
Usability Day. In academia, research and teaching in
interaction design has increased substantially. Many
new courses have started, and some existing courses
have offered new additions. The number of research
publications in international conferences coming out of
India has increased greatly. Research collaboration
increased between universities and the industry.
Partnerships such as the Indo-European Systems
Usability partnership have represented one way to
develop capabilities and helped to stimulate a first India
HCI conference in Bangalore in 2004. Today, the UK
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recognition, respect and reward for them. He has
been a founder of several important organisations
that work in this area, including SRISTI, Grassroots
Innovation Augmentation Network, the Honey Bee
Network and the National Innovation Foundation.

India Network for Interactive Technologies is
continuing this tradition of collaboration and
partnership.
This conference aims to bring together the best of
India’s growing HCI discipline, and the best
international research on interaction design for
international development.
To stimulate our discussions, we have invited four
highly accomplished researchers from around the world.
•

Mary-Beth Rosson is Professor of Information
Sciences and Technology at Pennsylvania State
University in the US. She has been researching HCI
since the very start of the discipline with a paper in
the first CHI conference in 1982 examining text
editors. Of particular interest for IDID and for India
HCI is her work on community computing.

•

Anurag Gupta is an architect turned entrepreneur,
who helped build and implement a technology
platform for branchless banking, which today
enables financial inclusion in many Indian villages.
Anurag’s companies A Little World and Zero Mass
Foundation work with 21 Indian banks in 18 states
across India, providing banking facilities to the so
far unbanked communities.

•

Anil Gupta is a Professor in the Indian Institute of
Management, Ahmedabad. He has been a
champion of grass-roots innovators in India. He has
been working on the expansion of global as well as
local space for grassroots innovators to ensure
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•

Edwin Blake is Professor of Computer Science at
the University of Cape Town. He has many years of
experience designing interactive technologies in
support of social and economic development. His
findings have led him to ask fundamental questions
about how we approach the processes of software
creation when we begin from development oriented
goals.

We are honoured to have such esteemed guests making
time to contribute to our discussions.
Looking forwards, we see a new decade of exciting
opportunities for HCI researchers and practitioners to
contribute to further advance. The Indian constitution
places a number of fundamental duties on every citizen,
including: “to promote harmony …”, “to strive towards
excellence in all spheres of individual and collective
activity …”, and “to develop the scientific temper,
humanism and the spirit of inquiry and reform”. We
hope that both our Indian and non-Indian delegates will
approach this conference and their future work drawing
upon these inspiring ideals.
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WORKSHOPS

W01: HCI Aspects of Information Visualisation in Industrial
Software Systems
Saturday, 20th March 2010, all day
Aim
Research in HCI and visualization has suggested
numerous forms of visualization and methods for
interacting with consumer software products. In recent
years, a number of novel interaction and visualisation
techniques being researched and proposed for mass
based consumer products by many researchers across
the globe. However, methodical understanding of
complex interaction of Industrial Software System and
effective visualisation techniques for large complex data
set has been less explored from HCI perspective. For
many years, HCI practitioners are studying readily
available interaction and visualisation technique of
consumer software products and translating them into
use in industrial software. Nevertheless, Industrial
environment has different task structure, priorities and
set-up as compared to consumer based software and
therefore should be treated accordingly. We understand
that Human Computer interaction has an important
role to play in the industrial environment where
primary focus is safety of the users in plant, Security of
data and efficiency of the system. Industrial
Environment is characterized by the well define

Business Process, time bound goals, interdependence
between people for goal achievement. Most of the time,
the interaction between the user and machine happen in
HMI on field device and control room in this
environment.
The Goal of workshop is to make aware, learn and
envision the HCI in Industrial Software System. The
workshop will have talks and discussion on gaps,
approaches, challenges and trends in Human computer
interaction for User in Industrial Environment. This
workshop aims to explore additional aspects of further
research areas, such as Scientific Visualization, Data
mining, Information Design, Computer Graphics,
Cognition Sciences, Perception Theory, or Psychology.
The workshop will bring together personal from
industry, Academia and Users to fruitful knowledge
sharing for usable HCI aspects of Data Visualisation for
industrial domain.
Organisers
Sanjay Tripathi, Sanjay.Tripathi@in.abb.com
Gaurav Bhargva, gaurav.bhargva@in.abb.com
Wagesh Kulkarni wagesh.kulkarni@in.abb.com
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WORKSHOPS

W02: HCI Education in India
Saturday, 20th March 2010, all day
Aim
The related disciplines of human-computer interaction /
interaction design / usability / information architecture
are currently taught at three levels in India: as full time
specialisations, as additional courses in existing design
and engineering education (at UG, masters or PhD
levels) and as short-term courses for working
professionals. While a lot is being done there is scope to
move towards a better, more updated, contemporary
curriculum shared nomenclature. Special challenges
arise because of lack of awareness about these
disciplines, their multi-disciplinary nature and the
variety of skills and abilities the field demands. Other
challenges arise because of the business models in the
industry.
Content
In this workshop we will take stock of the present and
make concrete suggestions for the future. The day will
be divided as follows:
Morning session (9:00 am to 1 pm)
Position papers by participants divided in five themes
(40 minutes each, but could vary depending on
submissions): Full time specialisations, Additional
courses in design education (at UG, masters or PhD
levels), Additional courses in engineering education (at
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UG, masters or PhD levels), Additional courses in
psychology education (at UG, masters or PhD levels),
Short-term courses for working professionals
Afternoon session (2 pm to 5:30 pm)
Break out sessions in each of the above – theme
“brainstorming the next steps", Presenting back to each
other on the discussions, Summarising key points for a
white paper, Preparing for a panel discussion
The workshop will be followed by a panel discussion
during the main conference at a suitable time. The first
15 minutes of the conference, we will share a
presentation capturing the summary of the workshop,
followed by comments, discussion and questions and
answers.
Organisers
Prof. Ravi Poovaiah, IDC, IIT Bombay
Prof. Beena Chintalapuri, Osmania University,
Hyderabad
Prof. Pradeep Yammiyavar, DoD, IIT Guwahati
Nitin Urdhwareshe, Infosys
Prof. Yogesh Deshpande, Department Of Information
Technology, VIIT Pune
Atul Joshi, Design Incubator
Prof. Debasis Samanta, IIT Kharagpur
Prof. Anupam Agrawal, IIIT Allahabad
Prof. Anirudha Joshi, IIT Bombay
Apala Lahiri, HFI

WORKSHOPS

W03: A National UX Conference and National UX Body in
India
Sunday, 21st March 2010, Afternoon
Content
Aim
The past decade has seen several HCI, interaction design
and usability conferences in India, including the Easy
conferences, the India HCI 2004 conference, the Doors
of Perception conferences, the UMO conferences, the
World Usability Day events, the USID conferences,
CAUE 2008, HWID 2009 and a few others. Some of
these were peer reviewed, others were based on invited
sessions. Some were archived and published, others
were not. Some of these conferences were one-off
efforts, others continue to be organised annually.
Organising these conferences has been a great effort,
often on the part of an individual or an organisation at
other times on behalf of larger groups.
Are these efforts enough or is there a need to organise
yet another conference? Some believe that there is a
need to pool these resources and efforts to organise a
regular, national conference in an open, transparent
manner such that everyone can participate in. Others
feel that we ought to have both, an open national
conference and continue organising other conferences.
What do you feel? The other side of the coin is the need
for a national body that represents the Indian HCI
professionals, researchers, academicians and students.
Again, there have been several efforts but no body that
can call itself a representative organisation. As the
community expands, the need for such a body is
growing. Should it be an independent national
association? Should it be a SIG under a national body
such as the CSI or NASSCOM? Should it be a chapter
under an international body such as the ACM SIGCHI,
UPA, IXDA or HFES? Or should it be a combination of
all these? How should such a body be organised and
popularised? What kind of events and activities it
should have? How should it govern itself? What role
should educational institutes play?
The workshop will result in a co-authored white paper
documenting ideas, discussion and conclusions.

Accepted papers will be circluated in advance and also
given a presentation slot during the workshop. In
addition, there will be slots for open discussions, and
breakout sessions to come up with individual proposals.
We are also hoping to invite representatives from CSI,
NASSCOM, SIGCHI, UPA and people who have been
past organisers of UX events to attend this workshop
and give their inputs. They will be invited to come
forward and state what works and what doesn’t work in
the current activities.
The workshop will be followed by a panel discussion
during the main conference at a suitable time to discuss
how to leverage current efforts in putting together a
national body and conference. We will share a
presentation capturing the summary of the workshop,
followed by comments, discussion and questions and
answers.
How to participate?
To participate, please write a 2-page position paper in
the
BCS
eWIC
format
(http://www.bcs.org/server.php?show=nav.7939)
and
send it to anirudha {at} idc.iitb.ac.in by February 1,
2010. The papers will be reviewed by the organisers and
accepted papers will be notified by February 22.
Accepted papers will be given a slot for presentation
during the workshop. In addition, there will be slots for
open discussions, and breakout sessions to come up
with proposals.
Organisers
Girish Prabhu, HFI
Sandeep Datar, Yahoo!
Sanjay Tripathi, ABB
Anirudha Joshi, IIT Bombay
Dinesh Katre, CDAC
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WORKSHOPS

W04: Approaching Culture(s): Myths and Realities on the
Culture Trail…
Saturday, 20th March 2010
Aim
This Workshop will solicit papers from a variety of
research perspectives on the disparate ways in which the
topic of “culture” has been, and can be, addressed in the
HCI field. Both position papers on sutiable conceptual
frames, and more pragmatic papers focusing on specific
practices are encouraged. The aim of the workshop is to
articulate and subsequently critique the different
examples provided, and the conceptual viewpoints
expressed. We wish to examine not just national
cultures, but also other kinds of culture, such as
professional cultures, youth cultures, etc. In particular,
the (over?-)reliance of many HCI approaches on
national stereotypica; cultural models such as that of
Hofstede will be discussed.
Format of Workshop
Position papers will be circulated in advance. After a
short Introduction by the organizers, eahd participant
will be allowed a brief slot to present key points from
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their paper. Subsequently, core themes will be extracted
and grouped together. After lunch, various subgroups
will address specific topics. Later, these subgroups will
come together and share their deliberations, before a
final plenary discussion forum is held as the final
session.
Length of Workshop
Our original plan is for a full-day Workshop, however,
this might be shortened or lengthened depending on
interest.
Size of Workshop
In order to ensure good social networking and adequate
time for discussion among the participants, the number
of participants should ideally be between 10 & 20.
Organisers
Liam Bannon, University of Limerick, Ireland
Andy Smith, Thames Valley University, UK

WORKSHOPS

W06: Workshop on Modelling for Accessibility
Personalization in HCI
Saturday, 20th March 2010
Schedule
Rationale
The possibility to access to Information and
Communication technologies is frequently challenged
by diverse factors such as
• characteristics of the user (including physical,
sensory or cognitive restrictions and literacy
problems);
• limitations of the equipment (obsolete devices or
applications, narrow band access, small displays or
keyboards);
• barriers imposed by context of use (noisy or dark
environments; performing parallel activities, such as
working or driving).
Frequently these issues have a deep root in social causes
such as poverty and limited access to education.
Aims
This workshop aims to present, analyze and discuss the
latest trends (methodologies and tools) to create
adaptive interaction systems oriented to the
enhancement of the universal accessibility. In addition,
the tendencies for future development of this field will
be considered.
Content
This workshop will analyze and discuss the application
of effective adaptive user interfaces that help in closing
the digital divide. In addition, it will propose methods
that give people suffering restrictions higher
opportunities to access to ITCs. These activities will
mainly focus to the interfaces that allow automatic
adaptation considering the user’s own characteristics,
the context where the interaction is carried out, the task
to be performed, the technology being used, etc.

The morning will be reserved for presentation by the
attendees and discussion about each presentation.
In the afternoon, two working groups will
• Summarize techniques and tools applicable /
recommendable to personalization for accessibility.
• Propose lines of actuation for the future in research,
development, networking and information sharing
Who should attend
Designers of general purpose HCI systems interested in
their personalization and accessibility.
How to attend
Each attendee is expected to do a presentation
explaining its particular field(s) of interest, experience,
current activities and future plans on personalization for
universal accessibility.
Expected outcomes
•

Commented revision of current personalization
techniques for personalized HCI applicable to
universal accessibility
• Discussed proposals for personalization in diverse
accessibility fields (poverty; physical, sensory or
cognitive accessibility; technology limitations; etc.)
• Proposals for further collaboration, networking,
sharing materials, etc.
Email: [julio, myriam, nestor ]@ehu.es
Links: http://www.kat.ehu.es/s0139lipcnec/es/contenidos/informacion/gi0163_conferencias
/
es_00163_co/india_hci_2010.html
Organisers
Julio Abascal, Myriam Arrue, Nestor Garay
Laboratory of HCI for Special Needs
University of the Basque Country. Spain
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WORKSHOPS

W08: Design for Social Impact and Social Innovations
Sunday, 21st March 2010, Morning
Aim
The aim of this one-day workshop is to have focused
and interactive discussions in the area of ‘Designing for
Social Impact and Social Innovations'. In addition to
raising awareness about the topic, this workshop also
aims to build a platform to exchange ideas and develop
a community of designers interested in, and committed
to, advancing Design for Social Impact.
A white paper on Design for social impact & innovation,
with findings from the workshop, which will be shared
with participants and organizers for future reference.
Also one can expect a stronger network of professionals
with an interest in this upcoming area of design
application.
Content
Morning Session (2 Hrs): Introduction and discussions
on case studies related to Design for Social impact and
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Social Innovation. Sharing methodologies, theories, and
challenges faced.
Post Lunch Session (2hrs): Group Activities on
Designing solutions for socially relevant topics.
Post Tea Session (2hrs): Presentation on Design
Solution and discussions on the way forward from here.
Who should attend?
The session is open to all, though not limited to
Designers, Corporate Representatives, Engineers, Social
Activists, Economists, Environmentalists, NGO
representatives, and Academicians
Organisers
Selvan Thandapani, IFMR, Chennai
Kshitiz Anand, Director and Co-Founder, Deskala,
Bangalore
More information on this workshop can be found at
http://sites.google.com/a/ifmr.ac.in/design-for-socialimapct/

TUTORIALS

T01: Intellectual Property Rights: Protect and Monetize
Your Ideas and Designs
Sunday, 21st March 2010, Morning
Overview
Designers come across various ideas, but they remain
unprotected because of lack of awareness about
intellectual property. Understanding of IP can prove to
be critical in creating value for these ideas and their
subsequent monetization.
This tutorial intends to provide an overview of
intellectual property, various types of intellectual
property for e.g. Patent, Registered Designs, Copyright,
Trademark, Trade secret. Comparison of design patents
with trademark, copyright and utility patent will be
discussed. Attendees will also learn the design patent
(Registered Design) filing process in India and abroad.
Considering the background of attendees a few sessions
are dedicated for discussing IP from a ‘Design’
standpoint. To help attendees understand the
commercial importance of patents, some of the recent
litigation & lawsuits in the industry will be discussed.
Towards the end attendees will be aware of how to
protect fonts, icons, UI, UI elements, interactions,
ornamentation and shape of objects designed by them
This tutorial will be extremely helpful for designers,
innovators, budding entrepreneurs, and people with
research background.
Tutor: Suyog Deshpande
Suyog is a graduate of Indian Institute of Technology
Guwahati. He completed his bachelors of design with
focus on Interaction Design. He has presented several

research papers in various national/international
conferences. Suyog was invited to speak on “IP from
academic and industry standpoint” at IP symposium
2008, IIT Guwahati . Topic for his final year research
seminar was “Design & Intellectual Property Rights”
Suyog has worked on several projects in the domain of
intellectual property litigation at iRunway, a company in
the domain of Intellectual Property & Technology
Consulting,
Schedule
Modules Sessions Content
Intellectual Property IP Overview What is IP
Types of IP (Patent, Trademark Copyright etc.)
Importance of IP for Corporations and Individuals
Methods to commercialize your of IP
Patents Basics Requirements for a patent
Parts of a patent
Patent filing How to file a patent?
Patenting in India
USPTO/WIPO overview
PCT to file patent worldwide
Design Patents/ Registered Design How to protect your
designs
What does novelty in design mean
Looks or/and Utility, how to file a design application?
IP and User Experience How to protect the UI, visual
assets, UI elements, Icons, Interactions and fonts.
Interesting patent litigation suits and case studies
Assignment and Q&A session
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TUTORIALS

T03: New Modes of Interaction
Sunday, 21st March 2010
Who should attend?
Aim
The objective of the workshop is to rethink the way we
interact with existing devices/applications and services,
how new interaction modalities can help enhance the
interactions & experiences and understanding of
hardware prototyping techniques. This tutorial will also
focus on understanding new modes of interaction
through several projects/case studies and a small
exercise.
Content
Introduction to a prototyping tool arduino
Hands-on experience on keyboard hacking and its
implementation on design
Several projects and case studies on new modes of
interaction
Exercise
of
redesigning
the
existing
application/service/artifact to think on different
interaction modality
Participants are requested to bring a working keyboard
(not necessary a new one, any keyboard which works).
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The tutorial is aimed at interaction design practitioners,
designer researchers and design students enthusiastic
keen on exploring different possibilities of interaction
design, physical computing and ubiquitous computing.
Enrolled participants will be kept updated about the
contents/schedule/equipments required through email
to give them prior understanding of tutorial.
A short biography of the tutor
Keyur Sorathia is currently a Design Teaching Associate
with Indian Institute of Technology, Bombay. He is
keenly interested in blending technology and design to
enhance our everyday life experiences. He is actively
engaged in design research, physical computing,
interactive installation and prototyping. In addition to
research papers in CHI and IMC-09, his work has been
presented in Salone Del Mobile 07.
For more information about his work:
http://towardsbetterinteraction.com/what_i_do.html
For more information about the tutorial:
http://towardsbetterinteraction.com/tutorial.html

TUTORIALS

T04: Computer-Supported Cooperative Work: Concepts
and Tools
Saturday, 20th March 2010, Afternoon
A short biography of the tutor
Aim
The aim of this tutorial is to present basic concepts and
paradigms of Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW) as well as its design principles and prototypes.
It primarily focuses on the support of cooperative work
with computerised artefacts such as groupware,
cooperation technology, global information systems like
the WWW, and so forth.
Content
In particular the following areas are covered:
introduction and scenario of CSCW; basic concepts;
CSCW and groupware systems; analysis of cooperative
environments; design and implementation of CSCW
and groupware; and CSCW in a broader context and
future perspectives.
Who should attend?
This tutorial is of interest to people from academia and
industry, and beginners and experts likewise.

Dr. Tom Gross chair of Computer-Supported
Cooperative Work, and Vice Rector of the BauhausUniversity Weimar, Germany. His research interests are
particularly in Computer-Supported Cooperative Work,
Human-Computer Interaction, and Ubiquitous
Computing. He has published numerous articles in
journals, conference proceedings, books and book
chapters. And he has been teaching at various
universities across Europe. He was the Opening Keynote
Speaker at the 9th International Conference on
Innovative Internet Community Systems (I2CS 2009)
and at the International Conference on Interfaces and
Human-Computer Interaction (IHCI 2008). He has
participated in and coordinated activities in various
national and international research projects. He is an
expert member of the IFIP Technical Committee on
‘Human Computer Interaction’ (TC.13). He has been
conference co-chair and organiser of many international
conferences (e.g., most recently papers co-chair of the
ACM GROUP 2010, and of the PDP 2010). Further
information can be found at: http://www.tomgross.net.
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TUTORIALS

T06: Right Fidelity Rapid Prototyping with MS Excel
Saturday, 20th March 2010, Morning
Other requirements
Aim
Prototypes help entire team to advance the project and
designers are in a unique position to contribute through
their prototyping skills coupled with strong design
thinking. The aim of this workshop is to share the skills
of prototyping using very simple tool like MS Excel. The
participants are expected to learn how powerful
prototype can be made, iterated and used throughout
the development and testing.
Content
Importance of prototypes, fidelity, choosing right
prototyping method
Why MS Excel can be used effectively with speed
Techniques and methods from ground up
Hands on exercise
Discussion and experience sharing
Who should attend?
Anyone who needs to create prototypes including
developers, usability professionals and web designers.
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Participants are required to carry laptops with a
spreadsheet program installed – preferably MS Excel.
A short biography of the tutor
The tutorial will be conducted by Ganesh Gaikwad.
Ganesh has rich experience in interaction design from
product and service industry. He has been leading
projects and teams at Symantec Corporation as
Principal Human Factors Engineer since 2006. He has
experience in design, usability testing, project planning
and research at national and international level.
Additional Information
Visit
http://sites.google.com/site/gaikwadgv/prototypingtutorial
Mail to: Ganesh_Gaikwad@symantec.com

TUTORIALS

T07: Fundamentals of Web Typography
Saturday, 20th March 2010
Aim
The aim of this tutorial is to sensitise participants to the
visual, functional and technical aspects of typography
on the web with reference to the technological tools
available today.
Content
This tutorial starts off with talks and short presentations
designed to inform the participants on use of type for
websites. The initial talks focus on the basic principles of
typography and design; later on we focus on how to
apply these to the web, and how to translate them
through available tools. The remaining part of the
tutorial consists of on hands-on exercises where
participants would be asked to apply these fundamental
typographic principles into actual web-pages.
Participants would also be made aware of the technical
and visual requirements of setting Indian (languages)
scripts on the web and hence would be encouraged to
create web pages for the same.
Who should attend?
As pre-requisites, participants are expected to know the
basics the HTML and CSS. However no prior

knowledge of typography is required. In order to take
part in the hands on exercises, participants are
requested to bring their own laptops, preferably with
Dreamweaver installed on it.
A short biography of the tutor
Girish Dalvi graduated in Computer Engineering from
the University of Pune; and completed his post
graduation in New Media Design from the National
Institute of Design, Ahmedabad. Following this he
joined Yahoo Technologies and worked on web based
Indian Language projects first as an intern and later as
an independent consultant. Presently he is a teaching
assistant at the Industrial Design Centre and visiting
faculty at the Tata Institute of Social Science. He teaches
Typography, User Experience Design and Cyberculture.
Since 2006 he is pursuing his doctoral research at the
Industrial Design Centre in the Indian Institute of
Technology Bombay. His areas of focus in research
include the history of Devanagari typography, Typeface
Design, Indian Language Computing, and Classification
Theories. Currently he is working towards constructing
a conceptual model for structural analysis of Devanagari
typefaces. In his free time he reads and typesets his
favourite books.
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TUTORIALS

T11: Classical think aloud evaluation of Human Computer
Interaction
Sunday, 21st March 2010
Aim
The participants in this course will benefit by learning
how to conduct a think aloud evaluation of interaction
designs and user interface prototypes. Probably most
people attending an HCI event will agree that the think
aloud method is the most frequently used, and most
valuable single technique of getting access to the users’
minds. But what is a think aloud evaluation? Basically it
is a usability professional observing a target user; the
target user performs a task with a user interface
prototype, and at the same time tells what is on her
mind. The goal with the evaluation is to identify
problems occurring during the target user’s interaction
with the design prototype. The technique originates
from cognitive psychology. It relies on the usability
professional’s ability to do task analysis, and to facilitate
and observe the user’s verbal behavior. This course
delivers a complete guide for conducting a think aloud
evaluation session in the tradition of Human computer
interaction.
This course is intended for people attending the HCI
event who are interested in learning about, or adjusting
their knowledge and skills in, human-oriented
evaluation within HCI. The topics that will be covered
include theory and guidelines for classical and relaxed
styles of think aloud evaluation procedures, adaptation
of think aloud evaluation to different settings and target
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user groups, and comparison, analysis and
communication of usability problems to colleagues and
clients in multi-site think aloud evaluations. Prior
knowledge of cognitive psychology is not required.
Planned schedule:
Case presentation: What is Think Aloud? / Torkil
Clemmensen
Lecture on Classical Think aloud theory / Torkil
Clemmensen
“Hands-on" sessions with feedback to participants
/Tutorial participants, helped by tutor and assistant
tutors
Lecture on the use of the think aloud method in Human
Computer Interaction / Torkil Clemmensen
Structured exercise 1: facilitating Think aloud during
usability testing in different settings /Tutorial
participants, helped by tutor and assistant tutors
Structured exercise 2: communicating the results of
Think aloud usability evaluation /Tutorial participants,
helped by tutor and assistant tutors
Summary of the day / Torkil Clemmensen
A short biography of the tutor
Torkil Clemmensen - Please see
http://uk.cbs.dk/research/departments_centres/institutt
er/node_8155/menu/staff/menu/academic_staff/vidensk
abelige_medarbejdere/associate_professors/clemmensen

TUTORIALS

T13: Gesture Analysis
Saturday, 20th March 2010, Afternoon
Who should attend?
Why Gestures, and why hand gestures?
Speech-based systems have a restriction of a good
training set, and the efficiency of such systems crucially
depends on the training set. Haptic interfaces are handson, and based on touch - which makes them somewhat
limited in their scope. Hand gestures are a natural mode
of communication in most cultures, and are often used
as a language supplement. In this tutorial, we examine
gestures, and in particular, hand gestures based on
visual inputs.
There is a trend towards natural modes of interaction
with computers / cameras / other devices. The
challenges in visual analysis of hand gestures with an
uncalibrated camera include the fact that hands are
highly articulated objects, of varying sizes and shapes.
They change both their position and appearance across
frames. We consider modelling and recognising spatiotemporal hand gestures - having same shapes following
different trajectories, and different shapes following the
same trajectories.
Mobile devices with a large number of sensors are
becoming ubiquitous now-a-days. Mobile phones for
instance, are coming with in-built sensors such as
cameras and accelerometers. With such mobile devices
used in the hand, they often form a convenient modality
for hand gestures, which need to be captured and
automatically interpreted by mobile devices with
sensors such as cameras and accelerometers. The
tutorial will also examine gestures made with
accelerometer-based sensors. Another interesting class
of gestures are those with pen-based inputs. Electronic
pens are also becoming a popular input sensor. Stylusbased input sensors have been around for mobile
phones and laptops/notebooks. Electronic pens and
tablets in combination enable the use of gestures with
pens being another input modality. Electronic pens also
come with camera-based inputs to scan input on
conventional paper.
Having different input modalities offers a rich testbed to
experiment with different types of gestures. This opens
up a vast array of possibilities for multimedia
communication with different modalities: combining
asynchronous and synchronous modalities.

This tutorial will be technology oriented - will have
hands-on experience as well as quantitative research
from a pattern recognition and image analysis point of
view. The tutorial will be useful both for technologyoriented people as well as those interested in a user
perspective using common input devices. The tutorial
welcomes people with backgrounds in HumanComputer Interaction, Computer Science and Electrical
and Electronic Engineering.
Short biographies of the tutors
Sumantra Dutta Roy
Sumantra Dutta Roy is a B.E. (Computer Engineering)
from D.I.T., Delhi, and completed his M.Tech and Ph.D.
degrees at the Department of Computer Science and
Engineering, I.I.T. Delhi. He started his career in
teaching and research in the Department of Electrical
Engineering at I.I.T. Bombay, where he worked from
2001 to early 2007. Since then, he has joined I.I.T. Delhi
in the Department of Electrical Engineering as an
Associate Professor. He is a recepient of 2004 INAE
Young Engineer Award (Indian National Academy of
Engineering), and the 2004 - 05 BOYSCAST Fellowship
of the Department of Science and Technology,
Government of India. His research interests are in
Computer Vision and Image Processing, Music
Information
Retrieval,
and
Bioinformatics.
(http://www.cse.iitd.ac.in/~sumantra)
Santanu Chaudhury
Santanu Chaudhury did his B.Tech (1984) in Electronics
and Electrical Communication Engg and Ph.D (1989) in
Computer Science and Engg. from I.I.T, Kharagpur,
India. Currently, he is a professor in the department of
Electrical Engg. at I.I.T. Delhi. He was awarded INSA
medal for Young Scientists, and is a Fellow of the Indian
National Academy of Engineers and the National
Academy of Sciences. His research interests are in the
areas of Computer Vision, Artificial Intelligence and
Multimedia Systems. He has published more than 100
papers in international journals and conference
proceedings.
(http://www.iitd.ac.in/deptt/ee/people/faculty/schaudhu
ry.html)
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TUTORIALS

T15: Best Practices - Eye Tracking and Behavioural Research
in Design and Usability: Make Perception Tangible
Saturday, 20th March 2010
Contents
Although eye tracking finds application in various
segments – from neuroscience to professional sports
training, from space flight to advertisement effectiveness
studies in marketing research - one of the fastest
growing industries incorporating user interaction and
also users visual interaction is in the usability and UX
domain. Quantifying saliency and attention span for
individuals and target groups when interacting with new
devices or interfaces, when navigating through websites
and software with rivaling information; allowing arousal
or engagement measures during the interaction as
above, optimize navigation and reveal eye-catching
elements in design and layout – eye tracking can
provide deep insight in individual but also inner- and
intergroup (statistical) behavior.
Eye movements have become the gold standard in
different areas of behavioral research in last few decades.
The use of eye tracking in several areas of cognitive
science research has been quite diverse. In his talk he
would like to elaborate the different areas of research i.e.
language processing, reading, scene perception, cultural
cognition, child language and patients where currently
eye tracking is used. He would discuss the different eye
tracking measures that are used to understand aspects of
cognitive processing in such research. He would present
eye tracking data from his own lab to demonstrate how
eye movement analysis can successfully be used to
explore new questions in cognition and behavioral
sciences.
A short biography of the tutors
Christian Lappe
Dr. Christian Lappe is heading the Sales and Marketing
activities for SMI SensoMotoric Instruments GmbH Eye
and Gaze Tracking Solutions from the head office in
Berlin, Germany, US-based office in Boston and a
network of resellers and distributors around the globe.
He relies on more than 10 years business experience
with global activities in B2B and B2C. Prior to joining
SMI, he was responsible for sales and account
management for opto-electronic solutions in medical
device industry and research institutions in health care
and life science. His educational background is a degree
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in physics followed by a Ph.D in Medical Physics from
Univ. Heidelberg, Germany. Find a profile in LinkedIn
here: http://www.linkedin.com/pub/christian-lappe-phd/5/558/b07
Wilko Dijksma
Mr. Wilko Dijksma heads the Product Management
operations for India. His technical knowledge is in
various aspects of Behavior Science and the specific
technological advances Noldus has made in the
Usability field. He was fully involved in the planning of
TCS Usability lab from lay-out, to installation &
commissioning. He was also involved in the training of
personnel at TCS. The TCS lab is a well planned
usability lab & consists of a Stationary & a Portable
Usability lab. Mr. Wilko Dijksma has been with Noldus
since 2007. (email: wilko@noldus.com)
Amitoj Singh
Amitoj Singh did his M. Des (Masters of Design,
Industrial Design) from IIT Delhi after graduating in
mechanical engineering. Currently he is working as an
Assistant Professor in the Industrial Design Programme
at IIT Delhi. He specializes in emotion centred product
design. Prior to starting his career in academics he was
working as a Design Manager in Industrial design studio
at the R&D department of Hero Honda Motors Limited,
India. During his tenure of around six years at Hero
Honda, he was instrumental in establishing an industrial
design studio and has lead various motorbike styling
projects. His industrial design projects and academic
initiatives have got him acclaim from media and the
industry. (amitoj@iddc.iitd.ac.in)
Ramesh Mishra
Dr. Ramesh Kumar Mishra received his PhD in
Linguistics from University of Delhi specializing in
Psycholinguistics and currently is an assistant professor
in Cognitive Science at Centre of Behavioral and
Cognitive Sciences, Allahabad University. Dr. Mishra’s
major research interests are in the fields of Languagevision interaction, Neurobiology of language processing,
Eye movements in scene perception among others. Dr.
Mishra has been a visiting scientist at the Max Planck
Institute for Psycholinguistics and has given talks at
many European and Indian universities.

TUTORIALS

T16: Tips for Effective Usability Testing in India
Sunday, 21st March 2010, Morning
Aim
I would like to propose a tutorial on ‘Tips for Effective
Usability Testing in India’. This is based upon my
experience working in an agile setting in an Indian
organization that is set in stage 3 of Nielsen’s Corporate
Usability Maturity description. The organization I work
in creates Alexa Top 200 consumer websites where I
conduct field and lab-based and summative and
formative usability tests on both prototypes and the
released product.
Cultural Differences
India has a different cultural system as compared to the
west. Its culture, values and language and ways of
working and interfacing with people are different from
those in the west. The difference is illustrated through
Geert Hofstede’s cultural dimensions. No book written
on usability testing in India- All of the popular books on
usability testing are written by western counterparts and
understandably so, these are written in context of
western users.

that may occur because of the PDI dimension
(moderator-participant) of Geert Hofstede’s cultural
dimensions.
Usability testing can only take place if concerned
stakeholders realize its value and see it as an integral
part of the SDLC. They ultimately hold the key to
deciding how much of a role will usability testing play in
the SDLC. Since Indian organizations have a different
way of working from MNC’s and foreign firms, the
other half of the tutorial will talk about how to work
towards successfully demonstrating the value of
usability testing into Indian organizations (set in stages
2 to 4 or Nielsen’s Corporate Usability Maturity
description). It will talk about what challenges may be
faced, what mistakes should one avoid, about why
business cases and generic deliverable templates don’t
work, how to deal with time and budget constraints, and
how to deal with attitudes and successfully connect with
stakeholders. Please go through my presentation:
http://www.slideshare.net/ConeTrees/tips-for-effectiveusability-testing-in-india (slide 13 onwards) to get a
brief idea of what the presentation will contain which
will not be limited to the content in this presentation.
Who should attend?

Organization differences
As an industry member, I would estimate that the vast
majority of Indian organizations are between stages 1 to
4 of Nielsen’s Corporate Usability Maturity description.
At a stage where usability testing is not formally
integrated into the product development lifecycle,
technical capability is only half the contributing factor
to successfully establishing the usability practice as an
essential organ of the company. The ability to engage
with stakeholders in a way that they continually offer
support to the usability initiative is the other half
contributing factor to maturing the usability practice
within the organization. It is therefore necessary that
technical knowledge has to be supplemented by the
addressing of ‘soft’ issues that to tackle organization
bottlenecks in order to successfully execute usability
testing so that value may be derived from it that is
recognizable by stakeholders.
Content
Specific to usability testing in India, the tutorial in
particular talks about various practical tips dealing with
usability test moderation to avoid introduction of bias

Usability engineers and any user experience
practitioners who conduct usability testing of all
experience levels.
A short biography of the tutor
Abhay Rautela works as Senior Human Factors
Engineer at a leading internet services company in
Noida and is responsible for planning, execution and
oversight of user research and usability evaluation
across projects that mostly include Alexa Top 200
websites. He has conducted formative and summative
usability evaluations on low (paper) to high fidelity
prototypes and the actual product in all phases of the
SDLC. He has also authored usability testing deliverable
templates and guidelines and has defined an optimized
usability testing process to streamline the usability
testing process in his current organization, in addition
to authoring other user research deliverable templates.
Abhay has a BA (hons) Multimedia Arts degree with
specialization in usability and accessibility from
Middlesex University, UK.
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KEYNOTE

From the Outside In: Designing Community Systems to Suit
Their Context of Use
Prof. Mary Beth Rosson
Pennsylvania State University
Monday, March 22, 10 am
mrosson@ist.psu.edu

The Web provides a platform for many forms of
communities to share activities across time and space.
In some cases the communities are emergent, taking
advantage of whatever services and tools its members
can find and use. In other cases the group members
need support to discover one another, cohere and
pursue shared goals. In this talk I will survey a number
of design case studies conducted by my colleagues and I
in the context of community system development, for
groups that are both geographically bound and forming
through computer-mediated interactions. The case
studies are part of more than a decade of research and
thus also offer an historical perspective on the
emergence of many web-based services and technologies
we now take for granted. I will use these case studies to
reflect on what we have learned about contextual factors

that must be understood and addressed in the course of
building community information systems.
About Mary Beth Rosson
Mary Beth Rosson is Professor of Information Sciences
and Technology at Pennsylvania State University, where
she co-directs the Computer-Supported Collaboration
and Learning Lab; she is also Affiliate Professor of
Instructional Systems. Prior to joining Penn State in
2003, she was Professor of Computer Science at Virginia
Tech and Research Staff Member IBM T. J. Watson
Research Center. Rosson is internationally known for
her research and education in human-computer
interaction, including participatory and scenario-based
evaluation and design methods, computer-supported
collaborative learning, community informatics, and end
user developmnt. She is author of Usability Engineering:
Scenario-Based Development of Human-Computer
Interaction (Morgan Kaufmann, 2002) and numerous
articles, book chapters, and professional tutorials. She
has also served in many professional leadership roles,
including conference chair for OOPSLA 2000, CHI
2007, and VL/HCC 2010. She is a member of the CHI
Academy and an ACM Distinguished Scientist. More
details are available at http://mrosson.ist.psu.edu.
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Krishi-Mitra: Case Study of a User-centric ICT Solution for
Semi-literate and Illiterate Farmers in India
Rajasee Rege
Interaction Designer
Human Computer Interaction
Indiana University, Bloomington, USA
rrege@umail.iu.edu

Shubhada Nagarkar
Lecturer
DesignDepartment of Lib. & Inf. Science
University of Pune, Pune India
shubha@unipune.ernet.in

More than 70% of the Indian population resides in rural area. This non-English speaking population practices agriculture as the main
livelihood. Although farmers in India possess deep knowledge about traditional agricultural practices, they often lack immediate,
contextual and real time access to vital factual information such as the current market prices for specific produce at their local agromarket, seed procurement, pest management, real-time updates on weather conditions etc. We designed and tested “Krishi-Mitra”, a
user-centered ICT (Information and Communication Technology) solution that aims to revolutionize the rural farming
communities in India by providing seamless access to vital agricultural information. We envisage “Krishi Mitra” as a user-centered
information system with an easy to use, efficient, scalable, community oriented design that aims to promote professional growth of the
rural farmers. The user interface of Krishi- Mitra is thoughtfully designed using audio- visual-textual cues and familiar high affordance
metaphors that are easily understood not just by literate but also by the illiterate and semi-literate farmers. It supplements direct
two-way interaction between farmers and agricultural experts, thus eliminating possible exploitation of farmers through deceitful
intermediaries. To scaffold this design endeavor, we conducted rapid ethnographic research to uncover a deeper understanding of the
information needs of rural farmers in two different districts in the State of Maharashtra in India. In this paper, we introduce the interface
design of Krishi-Mitra realized through a conceptual prototype and discuss qualitative usability testing results of the User Interface of
Krishi-Mitra conducted with five farmers in the Ahmadnagar district of Maharashtra in India. We believe that the findings and
discussions from this case study will prove useful to interface designers and user researchers to inform and guide future work in this
important area.

User interface, low literacy users, agriculture, information system, user-centered ICT, interaction
design, usability testing, digital divide, audio-visual metaphors, interaction design, information
design

1. INTRODUCTION
Designing an information system for rural Indian
population is a challenging task. The challenge
manifolds when the target group is illiterate. The rural
Indian population faces multiple barriers like poverty,
illiteracy, and diversity in geography, culture, and
language, notion of “caste”, apprehension towards
adopting
technology,
ignorance,
superstition,
corruption and the lack of robust infrastructure. All of
these grave issues are discussed at length in [2, 3, 5, 7, 8,
11, 13, 17, 18, 22, 23, 24, 25, 30].
Because the target population is so diverse, it is essential
to take both a qualitative and quantitative research
oriented approach in order to get a deeper
understanding of the information needs of the user
population. Design and implementation of humancentered ICT solutions that cater to the information
needs of such a unique target group such as the rural
farmers in India will provide them an opportunity to

rise against corruption, exploitation and make more
informed decisions in their profession. The current
dissemination system in India is mostly paper based or
through word of mouth. Farmers often incur heavy
losses due to ignorance, lack of most recent agro based
updates and their dependence on the informal
intermediaries. Most of the rural population has never
seen or heard of computers or advanced technologies.
Most of the rural population cannot afford hi-end
technologies and is quite apprehensive of utilizing or
purchasing technologies due to lack of sufficient
training or funds to purchase these devices. In [24]
Parikh et. al. explain that there exists a huge difference
in income, expenditure levels, and travel times between
cities and villages. Travel is difficult, time-consuming,
tedious and cumbersome in rural areas.
In the past decade, India has displayed exponential rise
in the usage of telecommunication systems. In
joshi.et.al.[13], the authors mention that the current
growth is primarily contributed through voice
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communication along with the rest of the utilities and
applications staying un-leveraged and unexplored by the
low literacy and illiterate population. Mobile phones
and information kiosks have gained considerable
acceptance in rural areas in India. However, their
appropriation for disseminating contextual information
to rural farmers is not yet realized on a large scale and
only limited to design projects like eSagu, iShakti, Tamil
Market, KioskNet, Digital Green and others [8, 18, 19,
22, 26, 28, 29]. Leading IT and communication
technology giants like Nokia, Infosys and Microsoft
have also realized the importance of catering to the
information needs of the rural populations in several
parts of the world and are undertaking projects like
Nokia Life Tools, specialized IT systems and Digital
Green, etc. [11, 18, 19, 22].
Census data from year 2001 shows that 45% (468
million) people in India are illiterate and about 76%
(771 million) people have not studied beyond the
mandatory primary school. Census data for the year
1991 shows that English is the first language for only
0.02% of Indians and second and third language for 8%
and 3% respectively. Parikh et al in [24] mention that
using numbers in user interface can prove beneficial
for low literacy rural population. In [12, 24], the
authors also elaborate on how keyboards designed in
English make text entry difficult for non English
speaking population. Standardization of keyboard
mappings for other languages has been limited and
remains unrealized on a large basis. Even to those who
are introduced to the world of mobile phones or kiosks
often get confused in the cobweb of complex menus and
confusing navigation. Many of the rural areas lack a
robust infrastructure [17, 24, 27].
2. KRISHI MITRA: USER INTERFACE
After doing extensive literature review, we realized that
there are very few attempts like Rangoli, Tamil Market,
Bhaav Puchiye and few others [2, 18, 19, 13, 26] to
design an information access system for illiterate rural
farmers in India. We wanted to design a system which
would be intuitive, extremely easy to use and highly
appealing to illiterate farming population in rural India;
one that would require least amount of training to use
and support exploration and eliminate confusion or
complication.
We conducted the research and design studies in the
Maharashtra state of India due to our familiarity with
the local language (Marathi) and geographic proximity
to the target group. Prior to design exploration of
Krishi-Mitra, we conducted rapid ethnographic research
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with a total of nearly 40 farmers in Sindhudurg and
Pune district. We wanted to understand what kind of
agricultural information do the farmers currently have
access to, what are their information access practices
and resources, and their level of familiarity with useful
ICT technologies like computers, landline phones,
mobile phones, the internet, etc.
More than 50% of the farmers (28 out of 40) owned a
television set with only the national channels, namely
Doordarshan 1 and 2 telecasted through dish TV
antenna. The participants mentioned that they are
aware of farming related advertisements and
informational shows being aired on these national
channels but they are often working on the field and
seldom find time to watch these shows. Most farmers
rely on crop management information provided by the
owners of local retail stores that sell fertilizers,
pesticides, seeds, and insecticides. Further, farmers rely
heavily on traditional farming practices, such as the use
of cattle and wooden ploughs, the use of organic
fertilizers (cow dung, green waste from farm) for
treating the farm [see figure 1]. Most of the farmers still
use
local wells to irrigate their crops. Typically,
farmers gather informally every fortnight to discuss
farming issues. However, farmers hardly obtain the
latest information regarding advanced techniques in
farming or tools available in the market.
The farmers grow a diversity of crops like paddy,
legumes, chilli, lentils, cashew nuts in Sindhudurg
district and crops like cabbage, carrots, wheat, corn,
onion in Pune districts, each of which presents a distinct
set of problems. To aid farmers in improving crop yield,
the government has established co-operative societies
through which it organizes exhibitions, symposiums,
conferences, and during these events, information is
provided to farmers regarding seed procurement, loans,
soil nurture, marketing, agricultural methods, and
fertilizers availability, among other things. These
events are typically held in nearby towns, often
requiring farmers to travel 2-3 hours via public
transportation. Farmers expressed the need for
information regarding quick weather changing
conditions, available fertilizers, insecticides and
pesticides suitable for their crops based on their cost and
sales.
Another important way that low-literate farmers receive
agro-based information is through local newspapers like
Agro-won but the illiterate farmers cannot access this einformation disseminated through the medium of the
newspaper. Most of the farmers, typically sell their
produce through middle-men. Based on this
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ethnographic research [figure 1], we gathered a rich set
of design insights.

Figure 1: Snapshopt of from our ethnographic research in
Maharashtra State with several farmers

We tried to design the User Interface of Krishi Mitra on
the following research insights: The user interface
should:
•
•
•
•

be intuitive and easy to use
eliminate dependency on mediators by
providing contextual information through
trusted sources
provide range and depth of agricultural
information
support two way interaction between
farmers and agricultural experts

Figure 2: Design exploration of the Krishi-Mitra UI.

2.1 The Hi fidelity Prototype of Krishi-Mitra
After some initial design explorations using paper
prototypes, the high fidelity prototype was built using
Microsoft PowerPoint 2003 and the visual design
was created using Adobe PhotoshopCS4. Voice-over
for each of the icons was pre-recorded using Audacity
open source software and embedded into the
PowerPoint prototype.

interface should be scalable on an information kiosk as
well as a GUI based mobile phone for facilitating both
collective and individual utilization.
The user interface of Krishi-Mitra relies on audio visual
cues to inform the current state, navigation and
information display on the screen. Each of the buttons is
designed to be a large clickable area with a large icon to
reduce the room for error by clicking on the wrong
button. The visual metaphors used in the interface were
carefully designed based on prior contextual
ethnographic research that we conducted earlier.
Insights from the Rangoli project [13] suggest that
colors and icons could very well work as navigation,
however supplementing it with text helps in reducing
errors, particularly for users with some literacy. Their
study also showed that even people with low literacy
memorize text as visual patterns and start recognizing
them. We used this insight to guide our design of
Krishi- Mitra. Easy to understand icons like clouds and
sun for weather-updates, bag of seeds for seed
procurement, icon of “pest-infected crop” for pest
management, a measuring balance for market prices
and so on were chosen for the design. The main
navigation of Krishi-Mitra consists of three major
options: to get information about weather-updates, to
get information on agricultural practices from local
agricultural experts and to get information about
current market prices of locally grown crops from the
local agro-based markets. The main global navigation is
always displayed at the top. The user is able to choose
between any of these options simply by clicking on that
option. Each of the options is provided with a voice
over in the Marathi language to assist the farmer
navigate through the system and seek the desired
information. We decided to use visual metaphors along
with dispensing information through audio feedback to
reduce errors often encountered in purely audio systems
[26] and to enhance reorientation of the current state of
the user interface if the user has missed out on some
audio feedback.

While designing the Krishi-Mitra concept system, our
major assumption was to provide information through
trusted resource such as agricultural experts appointed
by government for different local areas. Also, the
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Figure 3: Welcome screen of Krishi Mitra

Figure 5: Screen to speak to agricultural experts

The screen [figure 3] is the welcome screen of KrishiMitra. On the welcome screen, the farmer has three
options to choose from: weather-updates, market price
updates, and speaking to an agricultural expert through
a toll free number. As soon as the welcome screen
launches, and the farmer hears an audio recording that
tells the farmer of the available information choices. The
farmer has to click on any of these icons to access that
information.

The screen [figure 5] enables the farmer to choose a
question type and speak to an agricultural expert simply
by clicking the green button with “open receiver icon”
and he can cancel the call anytime by clicking the red
button.

Figure 6: Screen to view weather updates

Figure 4: Screen to view market prices

This screen [figure 4] helps the farmers to select locally
produced items and check their market prices in the
local agro markets. As the farmer clicks on each item,
the market price for that item in announced in Marathi,
through the voice-over. At a time, only one voice over
plays per selection. The items displayed were contextual
to the region.

In the above screen [figure 6] the farmer can click on the
sun icon to hear the maximum and minimum
temperature by clicking on the cloud, humidity
information is heard and the rainfall button will give
information on rainfall. This information will be for the
current day and current week. If the farmer wishes to
learn about the weather updates of a different month, he
can choose the month and date and click on the icons in
the center to get those updates
3. QUALITATIVE USABILITY STUDY
We conducted formative evaluation [21] of the KrishiMitra hi fidelity prototype with five participants in
Ahmadnagar district in Maharashtra State of India. We
used a demographic questionnaire and a debriefing
questionnaire to collect the participant information
and their thoughts on the concept system after
conducting the study. Small tasks were given to retrieve
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agricultural information using Krishi-Mitra. We took
inspiration from the IDEO‟s HCI Design Tool kit [9] to
aid our study. The goal of this qualitative usability study
was to gauge whether the target group would be
comfortable with the “point and click‟ interaction.
Through this formative evaluation we also intended to
understand whether an audio-visual metaphor-based
system would be easier to use and intuitive for illiterate
and low-literate non English speaking rural farmers.
The insights generated from this Formative study would
help us improvise the design of Krishi-Mitra and
influence its design directions in future.

After a few timid attempts, the participants suggested
that they would prefer to “touch‟ the options they
would like to choose by pointing their finger to it rather
than using the mouse to make a selection. Surprisingly,
this request was consistent from all of the five
participants. We complied with their request and
conducted the rest of the study accordingly where the
participants would touch the screen and the researcher
would use the mouse to navigate through the system.
3.2.1 Scenario based testing
Following small tasks were given to the participants;
(i) Find out the recent market rate of
cabbage in nearby market.
(ii) Seek an expert advice regarding the
purchasing of seed
(iii) Find out information about tomorrows
weather conditions

3.1 Participant Profiles
Four of the participants were male farmers and one was
female. All were small-scale farmers owning a farmland
between 5 – 10 acres. The four male participants were
semi-illiterate (studied up to 6th -8th grade), the female
participant was illiterate and their lives are far removed
from the English language or technologies like
computers, the internet. The male participants were
familiar with the use of the mobile phones. They could
dial using the keypad. All of them are dependent on a
local shop keeper for making decisions about
purchasing of pesticides, fungicide and fertilizers. The
participants mentioned that this reliance on the local
shop keepers has often led them into making incorrect
decisions about purchasing seeds or selling their
produce or even managing the pests. The participants
also bank a lot on their traditional knowledge of farming
to manage their farms.
3.2 Methodology
We ran the Krishi-Mitra prototype on a 15 inch laptop
using an external mouse. At the beginning of the study,
each of the participants was given an in-person demo of
how to use a mouse with the laptop in order to
understand the click interaction.
From the very beginning, the participants were clearly
apprehensive of using a technology and performing a
task they had never seen or heard of in their lives. They
were simply worried because they feared that they
would break it, if they used incorrectly. This concern
was amplified with the illiterate participant. The
participants required constant reassuring that nothing
they did would be wrong or right and that we are testing
the system and not the participants themselves. The
participants often tried to touch the laptop screen in
their attempt to select an option. These multiple
attempts lead us to believe that the target group would
be more comfortable using a touch screen interaction
rather than a point and click interaction while using an
audio-visual based user interface to access information.
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3.3 Findings
3.3.1 Time required
Each participant took about a total of 15-20 minutes to
perform all of the above scenarios.
3.3.2 Use of Icons
By the end of the third scenario, all the participants got
comfortable with the iconography and instantly
identified most of them. The participants were initially
confused and took few extra seconds to recognize or
understand the “agricultural expert icon” and the “loans
and schemes‟ icon. Participants suggested that:
•

•
•
•

Using a more intuitive icon like a telephone to
indicate that they have an option for calling,
instead of the complicated icon. The question
mark icon was intuitive to the low literacy
participants; but it did not appeal to the
illiterate participants.
The icon for bag of seeds could also be
improvised to look like a huge sack of seeds
rather than a small bag of seeds.
They would prefer two separate icons for loans
and for agricultural schemes introduced by the
government.
They would appreciate just a one click away
mechanism to talk to an expert rather than
choosing their type of question first. They
suggested this, because they believe they would
want to ask different types of questions in one
long call instead of making separate calls to
different experts.
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3.3.3 Positive feedback
Participants enjoyed and applauded the icon and audio
based system for its intuitiveness and visual appearance.
They called it extremely simple and quick and moreover
very useful for their profession. They appreciated the
market prices and the produce items were very
contextual to their region and the voice over was
pleasant on the ears and easily understood. Three of the
participants who owned a mobile phone suggested that
they would also like to see such a system accessible
through a mobile phone. The participants quipped that
it was fun to play around and use the colourful text free
system that required less thought and effort from their
side and did more work on its own to get the desired
information. They said that they would advocate the
implementation of similar such services in their local
area, if available freely or at considerably low-price.

4.2: Weather
The weather screen was redesigned to display simply the
Sun, Cloud and Rainfall icon to provide an audio
feedback on current day’s and current week’s updates
on weather.
4.3: Call to expert
Additionally, a call button was added to the weather
screen to fetch updates on future weather forecasts in
the upcoming months through a toll free phone call.

3.3.4 Trusted sources of information
They participants proposed that the information
through such a system be provided from trusted sources
like a government organization or a trusted network of
agricultural experts to ensure accuracy and most recent
updates and eliminate chances of swindling from
deceitful intermediaries. We came across several
internet resources [1, 4, 10, 11, 14, 15, 16, 20] owned by
government as well as private organizations willing to
provide the information through the online platform.

Figure 7: Redesigned Screen to view market prices

Of particular concern was the weather screen. Although
the low literacy participants could identify the months
and dates and interact with it comfortably to fetch
information on weather conditions, the illiterate
participants were absolutely unable to recognize the
months or dates. They however simply clicked on the
sun and cloud icons and were glad to receive the current
day’s and the current week’s weather update.
4. REDESIGNING KRISHI-MITRA
Based on the participant’s feedback we received from
the Qualitative usability testing, we redesigned the
Krishi-Mitra interface screen to cater to their well noted
suggestions and comments.

Figure 8: Redesigned Screen to make toll free call to an agricultural
expert

4.1: Market prices
The market prices screen was kept intact since it was the
easiest to use and intuitive screen. The agricultural
experts screen was changed to a simple call and cancel
call button to serve as the simplest aid for the
participants to make a call to the toll free number
successfully.
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Figure 9: Redesigned Screen to check weather updates

5. CONCLUSION
This study has given us two major design directions:
firstly, to explore and compare touch screen interactions
vs. point and click interactions for audio visual
interfaces and secondly, to design such a system on a
moderately to low price mobile phone with a much
smaller screen real estate. In future, we would encourage
fellow interface designers to explore these design
directions while designing for non English speaking low
literacy or illiterate target populations. We also believe
that user interfaces that are purely based on icons and
audio visual feedback are easily scalable across
different regional areas across a multi cultural and
diverse country like India. We would encourage and
solicit for collaboration on similar projects targeted for
the illiterate rural farming population to assist them in
their noble profession and support their information
needs.
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The paper is about unique Map-based input mechanism for source and destination while booking Indian Railways ticket. This
mechanism came as one of the strong alternative solution, in design project on “Ticketing for Indian Railways on Mobile Phone”.
Targeted to users in small towns, the aim project was to come up with solution which could bridge the commuting gap between the user
and existing mobile internet application, which are difficult to use. Considering the mid-range phone which they possess, semi-literacy
levels and difficulty in typing text using number pad; the proposed solution requires minimum textual input. Proposed Map-based
solution uses number pad navigation method. The number pad on mobile phones is mapped with the Map of India plotted with rail
stations and rail routes. Users have to select the position of their station and navigate to the required station for booking ticket.
Learnability of this Map-based inputting method was found to be easy and fast compared to text inputting method.
Mobile based input methods, Digital divide, Mobile phone, Mobiles application for Rural, Mobile
phone in India, Indian Railway ticketing, m Commerce.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today India has 471.7 million mobile phone users out of
which 57.8 million users have internet capability on it.
[1] However many more poses basic mid-range mobile
phones which can have internet capability on it. So,
these basic phone users who have facility and
infrastructure to use internet are still void of it because
of inability to use phone device and conventional ways
of interaction with mobile applications. If there are
internet based applications and services which can be
used by these kind of people to do their basic jobs done
like small daily money transactions, finding information
related to daily activities like farming, vegetable prices,
quick medical advice, finding daily job opportunities;
etc. these people will quickly subscribe for these kind of
internet based services. Since this will be easy and very
affordable way of accessing these kind of information
and services. Also, today largest sections of society who
do not possess Mobile Phones belong to people who are
illiterate and semi-literate. Providing this kind of
capability can drastically increase penetration of Mobile
phones and internet based capabilities to great extent
and brings a great change in their life [2]. Main aim of
project was to make this group of people use the
capabilities of internet.
Indian Railways is one of the most frequently required
services by people in India. Many people migrate from
small villages to towns for employment. Some

travel back once years to their native places while some
very frequently or daily. Also, for Indian middle class
and lower class people Indian Railways is the most
affordable and popular means of travel. There are many
reasons besides affordability like easy access to interior
parts of Indian villages and towns, fast and safe mode of
travel compared to road ways, etc. So ticketing for
Indian Railways was chosen as a medium to achieve this
aim. Today more than 18 million people [3] travel daily
in Indian Railways out of which only 0.22 million use
internet at their home for doing it [4]. So, the main goal
was to enable basic mid-range phone user to book ticket
using internet which can drastically increase the number
of people booking ticket using internet.

2. CHALLENGES INPUTTING SOURCE AND
DESTINATION STATION:
Entering Source/Destination of Indian Railways is
difficult when it comes to inputting it on Mobile Phone.
Major reasons for this are diverse and complex nature of
both people and system;
There are nearly 7000 to 8000 stations in India out of
which users can book tickets for 3467 station; [5] so,
many times even incremental search results give long
list of station. For e.g. when we type 'BAN' letters in
input text field it still leaves us with 36 stations in the
filtered list. Whereas to type in 'BAN' we have to do 5
presses using mid-range number pad based mobile
phones interactions.
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Many times people from different regions know same
station by different names e.g. ‘Mumbai’ is known as
Bambai or Bombay, ‘Vadodara’ is also known as Baroda,
‘Delhi’ is also called as Dilli and ‘Pune’ called as Poona
or Poone etc. There are many similar sounding stations
e.g. ‘Anand Junction’ in Gujarat state, ‘Anand Nagar’ in
Andra Padesh, ‘Anand Vihar’ in West Bengal, etc.
causing confusion.

which needs to be heard, repeating behaviour of menus
options prompted, easily prone to mistakes, etc.
3. PROPOSED MAP-BASED SOLUTION FOR
INPUTTING

Names of many stations are more than 10 alphabets
which may consist of single name or more than two
words combined e.g. ‘Coimbatore North Junction’,
‘Visakhapatnam Junction’, ‘Trivandrum Pettah’, etc.
which are one of the major stations. Due to these
reasons people often make spelling mistakes while
inputting station names.
2001 Census data indicates that 45% (468 million)
people in India are illiterate out of if 76% (771 million)
people have not studied beyond the primary school. [6]
Majority of target users are non-tech savvy and semiliterate.
In addition to this it is also found that majority of these
kinds of people are not able to use basic functionalities
of phone like sms, contact book, etc [8]. So, these are
some of the things which show these people are not
comfortable with text inputting and when it comes to
mobile phones and that too using number pad
difficultly increases to great extent.
Audio based inputting by Speech recognition was
explored as one of the option for solving this problem,
many issues were found which stopped from taking up
this as final solution. There are 22 major languages
spoken in India and over 1600 regional dialects. Even
though Hindi is the official language, many people in
India do not speak it at all. Hindi is spoken by about half
the population, mostly in North India. Most languages
have their own script. Some of the major languages are
Hindi, English, Assamese, Bengali, Gujarati, Kannada,
Kashmiri, Malayalam, Marathi, Oriya, Punjabi, Sanskrit,
Tamil, Telugu, Urdu, etc. [7].
Also, this is the reason why the pronunciation of station
names may drastically differ for people using different
dialects. In addition to this there is always a personal
way of speaking which will add to the delta in
pronunciation, especially when it comes to people who
are illiterate, semi-literate and belonging to small towns
and villages delta will be large.
It was also found while doing competitive products
study that IVRS based services were not liked to great
extent, because of reasons like unavoidable options
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Figure 1: Map-based Interaction flow

SOURCE AND DESTINATION:
In order to assist user in navigation, information is
displayed on the map that evolves and gets detailed with
every zoom in. In first level only the map with the state
border and their capital cities marked are displayed. As
user zooms in at second level name of state capital and
major cities appear with rail routes.
On selection of required cell where the station is, the cell
zooms in till the stations of only selected cell appear on
whole screen with similar grid over laid on it. User
keeps zooming in the Map till the required station
Map-based interaction for inputting in Mobile phones
Atish Patel, Ishneet Grover

appears in the list view. At third zoom level all the
stations appear with major cities in bold, at fourth zoom
level user can easily read all the names of the station and
when selects to zoom in, all the stations present in the
map form a list which are now only number mapped.
Navigation and selection of required cell is done with
number pad mapped keys, and centre of joystick key or
key with ‘Select’ label is used to select the required cell.
In this navigation user can select any station using just
four key presses. The density of stations at different
places may vary. In most of the cases we can handle it
with 4 level of zoom in. If the density of stations exceeds
a 5th level of zoom can be introduced or if, the density of
stations is less it can be handled by 3 level of zoom in.

4. USER STUDY:
Majority of people booking ticket by Indian Railways
are people who travel between their native place and the
town where they work. Some travel frequently like once
or twice a week, whereas some people travel on yearly
bases. Sometime elderly people try to book their tickets
through their children. People try to locate their station
in the state to which their station belong and/or by some
junction or major station nearest to their station.
There are comparatively small numbers of cases found
during study when people were about to travel new
place. It was found before travelling to any new place or
booking their tickets, people try to find out information
like where is the place situated, in which state or which
is the major station near to destination station, etc. This
gives them some idea of location to the station where
they are travelling.
Some people also stated that they have rough idea of the
location of their native places and if they are shown map
they will be able to figure out where exactly it is.

5. USER TESTING:
The concept was evaluated using physical paper maps
laid with 3x3 grids on it. 15 people were asked about the
frequent stations to which they travel e.g. their native
place, work place, place where their family reside. Then
they were told to locate these stations with the help of
grid laid out on the map. It was found mostly everyone
was able to locate these stations on the map. If the
station does not exist on map, they were able to point
out nearest junction or major station.
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Figure 2: User testing with physical paper map and prototype build
in Nokia 6300

Then they were asked about some places where they had
visited in past but are not frequently visited place. Out
of 15; 12 could figure the required station in first 2
attempts whereas, 3 took more than 2 attempts to locate.
At the end last task for these users was to locate a station
where they have never been before nor its location is
known to them and which was not popular. Some hints
like the state in which it is present and some major
junction besides it was disclosed to help them. 11 people
were able to find it whereas 4 people could not find it.
Another interesting finding which came out was semiliterate people could not enter/create or write the name
of their native stations in English or their native
languages comfortably; but could easily recognize their
station name from already written group of similar
names.
This map-based navigation was then prototyped on
Nokia 6300, which is one of the popular handset and
many similar mid-range handset are widely used in
India. Prototype was then tested with same users.
Because of new paradigm of navigation and since,
people were used to list based navigation of handset
manufacturer; this map based navigation was little
difficult to understand at first go. This number pad
based navigation worked quite well. Also, numbers
written on grid made a positive difference and it assisted
users in navigation this was observed while users were
trying prototype. Similar, number pad based navigation
concept was successfully tested in one of the mobile
phone study for illiterate “Shree Ganesha Phone” –
another project going on parallel in institute with
Nokia[8].
But, it was found, when the users reached first or second
zoom in level, then the navigation model was
completely clear to them and they started using it
confidently. After first use people used to confidently
explore the stations.
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6. COMPARISON OF MAP BASED WITH
TEXTUAL INPUT METHOD:
20 participants with mix of age ranging from 23-45
years, different levels of literacy were interviewed and
given tasks for testing. Out of twenty 10 were semiliterates migrants from small towns, 5 were illiterates
using basic range mobile phone and; the rest 5 were
mobile phone savvy literates. This also resulted in
different level of tech savvy nature of users. They were
given tasks to enter station name using text input and by
map-based method.
12 people who were new or not very well familiar to text
inputting in mobile phone were able to select station
quickly and easily, as compare to text inputting from
first time use itself. Whereas 8 people, familiar with text
inputting could enter station name fast using text
inputting for first time use. But, from second time
onwards map-based method was found to be faster.
It was very important to note that people who were nontech savvy or semi-literate, very strongly preferred mapbased input method over text inputting. This was
because of difficulty in understanding three tap method
of text inputting compared to this new map based
inputting. Also, the time difference between two
methods for this group of participants was
comparatively high.

7. REFINING IDEA:
Form the user testing it came out that people were
getting confused with the stations which are near the
edges, outside/inside the grid. The confusion was in
which cell is that station.

adjacent cell if zoomed in. This can be explained by
example illustrated in figure above.
In above case shown in figure, station Mehana is
confusing, now even if it is in cell 2 it will appear in both
grids 2 and 5 at next zoom in level.

8. CONCLUSION:
We can conclude that Map-based method for inputting
Source/Destination is easier for the people who are not
at all or very little familiar with text inputting on midrange mobile phones using number pad. However for
the people who know text inputting; map-based method
is easier and faster than text inputting, after its first use
by them. Hence it can also be said that this method
works very well for all kind of users and especially well
for semi-literates and non tech savvy people.
This method does not work in some cases where people
do not have any idea of location of their station;
however these cases are expected to be very less. The
work around for this is incorporated in later combined
design by giving an option to input station using text
input method, this option is easily accessible from mapbased option.
This new map-based method can be used for inputting
in many different contexts when user has some idea of
where the element would be present on the map. It can
be applicable in many UI navigation ways where people
we can put the elements on map and there is some
correlation of finding the position of that element and;
now UI can become infinite canvas for the elements
spread on it. This kind of navigation can be useful for
navigation and controlling Web-page Browsing on
small mobile screen, Text inputting, Image viewer,
Menu-system itself for phones, Stock-market status
overview etc.
Also, being specific to this map based inputting for
selection of source / destination, location or region it
can be useful in many sectors like healthcare,
governance, traffic highlights etc.

Figure 3: +20 pixel area appears in next zoom level

So, in order to avoid the confusion, these stations which
were on edges would appear in next zoom level of both
the adjacent cells. Hence, stations which are currently 20
pixels outside the grid would still appear inside the cell
of its next zoom in level. Similarly, the stations which
are 20 pixels inside the grid would appear in next
34

Hence, this method can make above mentioned tasks
very easy and quick on extensively used mid-range
mobile phone with small UI real estate and; open many
different service opportunities obstructed due to small
size of mobile phones in developing county like India.
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Information technology undoubtedly plays an important role in the socio-economic development of a country. Rapidly evolving ways to
access information spread over the Web has benefited people in all aspects of life. However, there still exists vast untapped population at
the bottom of pyramid which is aloof from these benefits. Reasons include lack of capital, infrastructure, awareness and illiteracy. Of late,
we are seeing researchers going to the field to make information technology (IT) available to this class of people through simple
interaction devices such as phone and interaction medium as speech. The idea of using the existing telecom network as a medium to
reach information sources led to evolution of World Wide Telecom Web (WWTW). The WWTW enables access to IT services through
voice interaction over phone. However due to the limitation of the sequential nature of Voicesite interactions, the cognitive load on the
user can be significantly high for complex VoiceSite structures. In this paper, we present a novel system, Conspeakuous VoiGen - an
architecture for creating context aware VoiceSites. Conspeakous VoiceSites use contexts --- informative variables such as time, callerID,
caller location, various caller preferences --- from the system’s environment to gather useful information and present it in a flow that is
more friendly and apt for the caller. The architecture has been implemented using two approaches: one that models the context as a
finite state machine; and another that uses the Model-View-Controller approach to enable flexibility of managing the different
contextual VoiceSites. The paper evaluates the benefits of the two approaches and presents the usability of the Conspeakuous VoiGen.
Voice User Interfaces, Design, VoiceSite, VoiGen, Conspeakuous, WWTW, Telecom Web, Spoken Web.

1. INTRODUCTION
World Wide Web has undoubtedly served as catalyst in
development of human kind. It has defined the way
people interact with not only people sitting in some
other part of the world, but has also defined how people
interact with thousands of computers across the world.
As on May 2009, over 109.5 million [5] websites are
operating round the globe. Web has touched almost
every aspect of human life and the penetration is getting
deeper by every day. The new and upcoming technology
are continuously improving the way a website interacts
with the users. The HCI of a website is getting better
than ever before.
On one hand WWW is acting as catalyst for
development of some economies but in developing
countries like India there vast population at bottom of
pyramid which is aloof from the benefits owing to lack
of facilities. WWW is structured and efficient globally
but requires considerable support from infrastructure at
the user end. Internet penetration is still restricted in
remote areas. In contrast, PSTN has its influence even in
weaker economies and interior as it easy to use and can
be supported on lower cost and maintenance
infrastructure. Voice interface, with WWW, as provided
by WWTW
(World Wide Telecom Web) [1] forms a bridge between
WWW and community at bottom of pyramid. WWTW
is not limited to forming the bridge between WWW and

people at bottom of pyramid. Using its standard,
VoiceSites [2] have been made. A VoiceSite is voice
driven application that can be easily deployed and run
on a phone. A VoiceSite is analogous to website. Using a
VoiLink [2], VoiceSite gets connected to another
VoiceSite, thus making WWTW a powerful and
promising source of information for people still living
under covers
Human can interact with outer environment only with
the help of sense organs. The visual sense has a wider
extension than any other sense. In "The Visual Literacy
White Paper" [4] by Adobe, they talked about the
importance of visual literacy and its powers and its
benefits . Web technologies take the advantage of our
visual sense in providing the interface for interaction
with computers. Lots of images, text, examples are
provided to make things easier. Thus, WWW, in a way
has been advantageous in terms of making better HCI.
However, WWTW uses voice and hearing sense of
human to perform an interaction. There are several
limitations in using a voice interface: 1. The data goes inside humans sequentially. Thus, only
one thing can be interpreted at a time, opposite to the
case of visual sense, where human are able to
understand a complete dynamic situation with very
ease.
2. Since information is processed sequentially, even to
process a small amount of information can take lots of
time.
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3. Using Voice, the information has to be kept limited as
too many of them can lead to confusion and wrong
interpretations.
Thus, it becomes very challenging to create a model
having interaction system closer to the way human
interact. A static and predefined system cannot be the
solution as with static system there is always a chance to
get busy in dealing with non-relevant things uselessly.
Thus, even from initial observation one can say,
intelligence has to be embedded efficiently in any voice
driven system to get a usable interaction way.
Earlier we have seen the architecture of VoiServ and
Conspeakuous. VoiServ was the first architecture to be
proposed for making a VoiceSite. The VoiceSite it made
was completely static in nature. In all cases and
situation, it made same interaction with the user. This
way of interaction obviously has its limitation. To
overcome this limitation, the architecture of
Conspeakuous was proposed. While VoiServ
concentrated on making an architecture for VoiceSite
and its deployment, Conspeakuous concentrated on
making an architecture that improves the HCI of a
VoiceSite.
In our paper, we present a novel system that takes into
account the creation of a VoiceSite with improved
human interaction methods. We present an architecture
to create intelligent VoiceSite. Since lots of information
is present while interaction with users, Conspeakuous
VoiGen takes into consideration two central questions
1. What: What needs to be presented to the user is very
important. Since, a lot of information source exists, it is
not necessary that every information remains important
every time. Thus selection of correct information is very
essential.
2. When: A information is useful only when it is
presented at right time to the user. Thus, it is again very
important to present correct information at the right
time.
We have followed to approach to design the
Conspeakuous VoiGen. One uses the template based
approach to achieve efficient and flexible template of a
voice site and other deals with context using FSM.
2. RELATED WORK
IVR systems provides voice interface to an information
system. Conventional IVR are mainly DTMF based or
have restricted speech recognition support. WWTW [1]
gives platform for interconnected voice based
applications termed as VoiceSites (similar to websites).
VoiceSites can be interconnected using 'VoiLinks'
(analogous to hyperlinks) which are links between two
voice applications within the web. VoiLinks can span
across
different
enterprises
enabling
cross38

organizational workflows driven by a voice interface
over an ordinary phone.
Conspeakuous –architecture for modeling, aggregating
and using the context in spoken language conversational
systems. Since Conspeakuous is aware of the
environment through different sources of context, it
helps in making the conversation more relevant to the
user, and thus reducing the cognitive load on the user.
Additionally, the architecture allows for representing
learning of various user/environment parameters as a
source of context.
3. Problem Statement
HCI is an integral part of any software. A software with
excellent performance is of no use if it is not presented
well. For a system with limited and only relevant source
of information, the work is easier. But, in case where the
source of information varies and not all the information
is relevant every time, the way to provide interaction
between computer and humans become more tough.
The reason for such cases being complex are: 1. Since only a subset of all information is relevant, a
good interaction design would be one which interacts
with users only considering those information. Thus, an
extra effort has to be put in handling the relevant and
irrelevant informations.
2. As the working condition changes, the relevant
information may change and it is possible that the
interaction part needs to be changed completely. Thus,
an effort has to be put in the collaborative working of
the back-end, where all processing is being done and
front-end, to which user interacts.
We have lot of information around us, many of which
are contextual. For a particular task, we need to use a
finite set of relevant information, while others can be
easily ignored. However, in the classical way of
VoiceSite Creation that VoiGen used, we were not able
to limit the source of information for performing tasks.
Thus the whole process of interaction with user was
overburdened as time was uselessly spent in answering
to questions that were of no use in the current situation.
The only way to make it better is to limit the source of
information only to relevant ones. We saw
Conspeakuous, providing us with an architecture to
limit the source of information and perform task in a
better, reliable and efficient way. However, both of them
are discrete system.
It is very important to make a new system that has the
capabilities of both VoiGen and Conspeakuous. If we
ignore the importance of having a such a system, then
VoiGen would continue to work in old fashion and
Conspeakuous is not of much use in itself. Also, due to
high load of interaction both the system, eventually,
would be a failure if they continue to work alone.
Individually, they lead to less throughput. A user would
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spend lots of time and resource answering to irrelevant
questions and would get output out of a certain subset
from the set of questions.
4. Case Study
Shyam, who is a small taxi vendor, receives many calls
from his customers to get taxi. There are many queries
from the customers that Shyam needs to answer every
time. Also, answering to calls on phone keeps him busy
for a significant part of day. Although he maintains a
web site for his company, he observed that people
preferred to call him to get taxi booked. So, he decided
to make a VoiceSite for his company, so that when
customer call him, they interact directly with the
VoiceSite and get their taxi reserved. He discusses the
importance of making such a VoiceSite with his branch
offices in different cities. Once all of them agreed, he
asked them to pen down their requirements for the
VoiceSite. After he received the requirements, he saw
there was a great variation in the way the officials from
different branches wanted the VoiceSite to be made. He
observed difference in the services they want also noted
the vast amount of information that was needed to by
user to answer before he could reserve a taxi. Already
aware of VoiGen and Conspeakuous, he realized that on
one side VoiGen was unable to make a site that makes
intelligent decisions and on other hand it would be a
hard task to make Conspeakuous work for them, as that
required lot of administrative efforts to modify
Conspeakuous according to their requirements. Thus,
he decided to ask his phone subscriber to prepare a
system that would consider the service requirement of
all the taxi vendors and would enable them to choose
from services list , the service they would like to enroll
for their VoiceSite. Also, he requested them to make the
VoiceSite intelligent so that the end users who call do
not have to spend long time on phone answering
redundant questions every time. The context that could
be used in intelligent manner are :1. User Type : An information about new user and old
user, would help the taxi vendor to add relevant
welcome message for the person who calls.
2. Time of Day : Time of Day can be used to greet user
on time basis. He felt, a greeting saying good-evening in
evening and good-morning in morning would be
generous to users.
3. User History : The user history would enable the
VoiceSite to know about the user preferences like, no of
person, taxi type, AC preference for taxi, favorite
travelling destination. Shyam felt he could use these
information to suggest car and travelling destination to
the users. This way the load on user to answer a set of
question was reduced to choosing car, travel location
from the suggestion which were made from his personal
preference.
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4. Weather : Shyam also felt the need of adding current
weather information, which along with user preference
can be used to suggest a more relevant car.
5. Travel Records : Shyam categorized travel record in
three types : Past Travel, Present Travel, Future Travel.
He wanted these records to be used in a better manner.
For e.g. if a user has future record, the VoiceSite could
instantly ask him, if would like to make changes with
that travel. In case a user is in present journey, the
VoiceSite asked about present journey, how well is it
going ?
The requirement specified by Shyam are the salient
features of the Conspeakuous VoiGen.
5. Our Approach
We have followed two different approaches to make the
Conspeakuous VoiGen. While on one hand we used
MVC to enable flexibility in managing contextual
VoiceSites and on the other hand we followed the
concepts of FSM to achieve the easiness in the handling
of large amount of context during the processing of
VoiceSite. In the next sub-sections, we discuss both the
approach individually.
5.1 Context Management using FSM
A lot of information is present while interacting with
user thus it is very important to have clearly defined
context, context boundaries and transition among
context. To maintain all data efficiently, FSM has been
used, which provides with following benefits: (i) States can be easily defined using FSM. The concept
of defining states, for different conditions while
interacting with user, gives us a way to define the
context to be used and functions that needs to be
implemented in a box and keep it aloof, and thus
safe, from the world.
(ii) States also associate with itself the information of
next state to come. The transition of a state to
another state depends on the response of user. We
can also implement conditions in FSM to redirect
the current state to next correct state.
(iii) Using FSM, there is an ease to add new states, delete
old one or alter a transition. Thus it becomes easier
to handle new situations dynamically.
Using FSM, we are able to make a VoiceSite using
which, context was handled very efficiently. At every
stage the VoiceSite knew, where it is and where has it to
go from now. This approach helped us to manage large
number of context in discrete fashion. For all states, the
VoiceSite considered only relevant context and ignored
all other form of informations. The response of user
along with the current contextual information helped
the VoiceSite to move from one state to another.
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Fig 1: FSM with three states and redirection lines

In the figure 1, a FSM is shown. Blank circle shows the
state, directed lines shows the direction of transition. In
the figure 2, a FSM shows the easiness of adding a new
state.

Fig 2: The above figure depicts how to add a new state in between
two states. To add a new state the redirection lines have to be
modified. In the same fashion, states can be deleted, moved or
modified by doing proper operation on redirection lines and states.

Figure 3 shows our working FSM model that we used to
implement the scenario. We start with TWMS and then
move on to NUWMS or OUWMS, depending on a
check condition that verifies, if the user is new or old
and if welcome messages are available or not. If only this
portion of FSM is considered, the important features of
this part is: 1. The context information that was being considered
was only the type of user. Any other form of context
information was completely ignored.
2. Since the only importance of the both the state is to
make user listen welcome message, a state for them
could have been simply ignored. The FSM could have
moved to next relevant state and could have shown
these state on redirection lines easily. But, a state has
been dedicated to it, to recompile all the relevant form
of information, even when the VoiceSite only present a
static output to the user. In doing so, the FSM not only
drop the type of user information, which becomes
irrelevant now, but also picks up new relevant
information. The use of this state shows that using FSM
model, we can very easily keep track of all, even small,
processing of VoiceSite. Thus, every minute detail can
be easily tracked and any change in relevant source of
information can be detected, to make a further change.
We have continued to make FSM in same fashion, till
we reach an end. Thus FSM provided us with efficient
methods through which we were able to reduce load of
too many informations, to only relevant ones. Also, with
FSM,the any states can be easily handled for any
modifications.

Fig 3: The above figure shows the working model of the FSM we used to implement our working scenario. A blank circle shows come check
condition, which is then redirected to proper state. In this working FSM, we have assumed that the initial state is always constant and user
always choose timed welcome service.
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5.2 Template Based
5.2.1 Overview
This approach is inspired from earlier version of
VoiGen After receiving all the inputs, it parses through
the data to actually generate a VoiceSite. The generated
voice site either employs pure VoiceXML or adds
dynamicity using JSP. Using this methodology it
becomes difficult to flexibly add intelligence through
context sensitivity in generated voice site.
Conspeakous [2] architecture efficiently separates
context part from the conversation part. The context
part is not hard coded so that application is flexible to
changing contexts. Nature of conversation is controlled
by Situation computed from various context variables.
Contexts are fetched from separate module context
composer that fetches context values to Situation
Composer.
In this approach, we have tried to combine features of
Conspeakous to a new MVC based design that can
generate context sensitive application. Rather than
generating code for a voice site, the approach advocates
a complete template for a type of voice site. In template
based approach, every voice site that solves same
purpose uses one physical code only. Each voice site of
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same type (like Travel Voice Site A, B...) is identified by
the number it is associated with. This way the process of
generating a voice site is simplified to just creating new
model (database and preference parameters) whenever
creating a new voice sites. This approach significantly
simplifies the task of creating a voice site by a common
man as depicted in results.
At any point of time, behavior and content of
conversation is controlled by Situations. A Situation can
be understood as function of ‘n’ context parameters.
S=f(c1,c2,c3…,cn)
where the logic of function ‘f’ and data type of ci is
formulated by the developer. For understanding,
consider possible situations that may persist when a call
is initialized.
The number dialed by the caller tells the template which
voice site’s model (database items and preference
parameters) to be used. Caller’s number distinguishes
between old and new caller as reflected by database.
Using caller id of an existing caller one can also query
database to conclude whether the caller is just and old
customer, customer with pending booking or a
customer with a currently running booking (using time
also as context variable)
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Situation

Context Variable
Used

Impact on conversation

NEW_CALLER

CalledID, CallerID

Present standard menu and add caller to
database model

OLD_CALLER_NOT_CUSTOMER

CalledID, CallerID

From the knowledge of last call, like if
called queried something, suggest him
apt options.

OLD_CUSTOMER

CalledID, CallerID

Application now knows about his various
item preferences. Present options that
he is likely looking for.

CUSTOMER_WITH_PENDING_BOOKIN
G

CalledID, CallerID

The caller is customer with a pending
booking. He is likely to be interested
in cancelling or modifying his booking.

CUSTOMER_WITH_RUNNING)BOOKIN
G

CalledID,
CallerID, Time,
Caller Location

The caller is currently in between a
journey. He is likely to share his
experience, book further trip or looking
for facilities like hotels, rest rooms
etc. Appropriately direct him to
required voice site.

5.2.2 Implementation
The complete template of a voice site is as web
application in itself is deployed on a web server like
Glassfish or Apache Tomcat. To achieve above stated
features we have followed Model-View-Controller
paradigm. While implementing MVC paradigm, model
is commonly represented by entity beans, the view may
be represented by a Java Server Page and controller may
be represented by a servlet. This separation of
presentation from model and control supports ability to
add and modify new contexts and situations without
starting from the scratch. Initially the call is handled by
a Java Servlet that uses callerID and callerID to compute
Situation using database and preference parameters.
Then it sets Situation bean as session variable which is
available throughout call duration.

After saving Situation as session variable, the control is
transferred to an appropriate JSP page (the presentation
part). The JSP page has VoiceXML tags for prompting
and accepting user inputs. The grammar (SRGS- Speech
Recognition Grammar Specifications) used for
recognizing user input is also generated on the run by
implementing it as a JSP page rather then static .grxml
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file. This also improves speech recognition efficiency as
only relevant items are included in grammar
specification. The JSP page for presentation is divided
into switch-cases where each case corresponds to a
SituationCodes enum value. The page uses Situation
session variable to know which part of JSP page to be
executed.
5.2.3 Results
We implemented Conspeakuous VoiGen using both the
methodologies. Below we present the sample
conversation between the user and the system
VoiceSite: Hello, how can i help you?
Caller:
Book a taxi.
VoiceSite: What will be your destination?
Caller:
Delhi
VoiceSite: When would you like to travel?
Caller:
15th december
VoiceSite: Which car you prefer?
Caller:
Indica
VoiceSite:
Your booking on 15th december is
confirmed. Thank you.
Now caller calls while he is travelling.
VoiceSite: Welcome again.How can I help?
Caller:
Book further.
VoiceSite: What will be your next destination?
Caller:
Noida
VoiceSite: Your trip to noida is confirmed. Thanks
As we can see that in second case the conversation is
context sensitive and thus simplifies and more useful.

strong potential to come out of papers and make a
strong impact in life of every people and especially help
people still under covers to come at par with the world
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Some of the strong features that we are able to achieve
through use of above architecture are:1. Reduced Time of Interaction with user: - Through the
use of relevant context at proper time, we were able to
reduce the time of processing of a VoiceSite
considerably. In our scenario, we tested VoiceSite, once
using Conspeakuous VoiGen and also by running
classical VoiGen. We observed that we are able to
reduce time by 20 seconds. While VoiceSite made by
classical VoiGen took 1 minute 3 seconds to process our
scenario. VoiceSite made by our architecture completed
the whole work in 43 seconds only.
2. Standard of efficiency and reliability: - The output
made by Conspeakuous VoiGen was same as that made
by classical VoiGen, thus we are able to make a system
that produced same standard of result in lesser time.
This was our throughput was also increased
significantly.
3. Improved HCI: The HCI of telecom web was
suffering before this. Through our architecture, we
bring telecom web more near to the way humans, thus
making is more real time.
To conclude, through our improved way of interaction
between the system and humans, telecom web now has
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This case study demonstrates how User Experience (UX) consultants built a world class User Interface for industrial plant automation
system by applying coherent User Experience methodology. Optimized User Experience was achieved by applying various User
Experience techniques & activities. The progressive & contemporary User Interface was the essence of whole initiative. Peeking into a
typical plant operator’s field life; some of the key highlights of the execution were analyzing their daily tasks, cultures, behavioral
patterns & creating user- centered interfaces based on the usage patterns.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Industrial automation is about controlling industrial
tasks, machineries & large-scale activities by virtue of a
programmed system in combination with Information
& Technology. In order to reduce the annoyance of
performing monotonous human tasks, we designed a
state-of-the-art centralized system that controls
industrial plant. As a result, we supported plant
operators, supervisors (the system users) to figure out all
plant information by using a unified console without
any repetitive work, motor l work. Therefore we helped
industrial workers/operators by providing easy to use
computerized system with an enhanced productivity in
their routine task.
2 .SYSTEM AND REQUIREMENTS
The industrial Drive configuration tool is Windowsbased interface program (with Windows Vista UI
Compliant) used in configuring, commissioning, tuning
and monitoring the client’s current line of drives. The
system’s user-friendly interface leads the operator in
setting up plant operations at all levels. The passwords
protection at different levels saves the configuration
from any security breaches. The toolbox also allows the
Trend Recorder to monitor and record drive system
events.
2.1 Challenges
The biggest challenge was the time available for
designing User Interface (UI) in the short time span; the
application needed to be futuristic & adaptable. Thus it
would not require major modifications in the near

future to address GUI re-design & development efforts
and cost.
Another challenge was the restriction to do any
comparative analysis for similar products in the market
and design the product from scratch for complex
requirements.
Lengthy & complex business processes & work flows..
3. METHODOLOGY
The UX team took a customized design solution
approach for designing understandable & intuitive user
interface for industrial plant automation system. The
challenges involved in conducting an informal user
experience study based on the opening/operating of a
new drive information display/data manipulation &
configuration (of system drives) to common as well as
experienced plant operators (users). We performed
reasonable UX activities during end to end user
experience management, through iterative &
collaborative approach, to achieve state of the art user
productivity. User research, collaborative design &
timely usability testing describes how we step through
the entire user centered design framework & build
solution for explicit usage patterns. An incorporation of
user experience studies to affirm the overall design and
help in shaping the usability of an interface. Our
methodical approach incorporates several combinations
of cognitive science methods (stakeholder’s interviews,
Contextual Inquiries) and prioritizing task analysisusability testing-techniques, which provides one of the
major contributions of the work. During the course of
the execution, we also learned many useful lessons
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which were specific to the user (plant operators,
supervisor’s workers), their cultural diversity, usage
patterns whilst working on the system & operational
expertise. These lessons learned led us to provide
rational recommendations to design the workable
system/console, verify our design directions.
The methodical analysis led us to concrete usability
improvements
made
to
plant
automation
console/system in industrial surroundings. The
uniqueness of plant automation system as a class and
the industrial conditions present special challenges to
traditional user experience design & evaluation; here
observed these harms and execute in a combination of
user & usage analysis, empirical methods, background
research and user interface best practice to make
momentous usability improvements to an industrial
automation system.
Ultimately by employing structural approaches, we:
• Reduced the no repetitive tasks in a configuration
tool
• Ensured logical organization of the data on the
screen so as to help a system users with all the
‘relevant’ information at one place so that drive
installation process becomes simpler and efficient
• Designed progressive UI to change the way system
users were used to look at the data. The way UI had
been designed made it easier for both new as well as
experienced users to navigate the tool efficiently and
commission a drive system in a reduced time.
• Designed effective visual data representation rather
than just textual information and database tags.
• Defined optimized and seamless processes for
capturing real time data and moving it between the
tool file system and drive file system.
4.CONCLUSION
At last employing a concrete example, this case study
paper demonstrates how the design of a discovery and
delivery of an interface for industrial plant automation
console/system can satisfy the expectations of targeted
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users who are un-familiarized to computerized services
and can help engineering environment magnetize such
users back to the industrialized surroundings, where
they can acquire credible, hazardless, trustworthy &
intuitive content.
The solution provided many unique and important
features in most usable ways. Following are some of the
important features given for ease of access:
4.1.1 Functionally organized menus::
Information flows in a way where user can perform all
tasks related to particular drive and also to multiple
drives at the same time..
4.1.2 Drag-and-Drop Configuration: (yet to be
implemented)
Users should be able to drag and drop
signals/parameters/block diagrams between different
screens/drives.
4.1.3 Browse Capabilities:
Contents displayed in following different views: These
views help users to view the properties of
signals/parameters/block diagrams in a different ways.
• Details view with time and date - Locate
signals/parameters/block diagrams knowing when
the each was created
• Thumbnail
view
Locate
signals/parameters/diagrams knowing what it
generally looks like (icon).
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The bottleneck in improving the utility of interactive systems increasingly lies not in performing the processing task itself but in
communication requests and results between the system and its user. As a major fulfilment of Human Computer Interaction, gesture
recognition has been a prominent domain of research since last several years. Gestures are an important form of human interaction and
communication: hands are usually used to interact with things (e.g. pick up, move) and our body gesticulates to communicate with
others (e.g. no, yes, stop). With the appearance of digital devices like large screen and mobile devices, it becomes obvious that new forms
of man machine interfaces are required. The situation even becomes more challenging when it has to be operated in complex
environment where a scene involving crowds and/or large amount of occlusion is present. In these situations, robust communication
other than keyboard input would be advantageous. A gesture interface now affords realistic opportunities for specific application areas,
and especially for users who are uncomfortable with more commonly input devices such as keyboard and mouse in complex
environment. This paper surveys the different types of gestures, enabling technologies, applicability and provides a structured analysis of
ongoing research in developing gesture based interfaces and future research directions.
Keywords: Gesture interface, interactive techniques, analysis, complex environment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Human gesture recognition consists of identifying and
interpreting automatically human gestures using a set of
sensors (e.g. cameras, gloves). A gesture is a non-vocal
communication, used instead of or in combination with
a verbal communication, intended to express meaning.
It may be articulated with the hands, arms or body, and
also can be a movement of the head, face and eyes, such
as winking, nodding, or rolling eyes. Gestures constitute
a major and an important mean of human
communication. During the last decades, researchers
have been interested to recognize automatically human
gestures for several applications: sign language
recognition [1], socially assistive machines [2],
directional indication through pointing [3], control
through facial gestures [2], alternative computer
interfaces, immersive game technology, virtual
controllers, affective computing and remote control.
Some key criteria’s which make gesture recognition
challenging such as: real-time performance, robustness,
scalability and user-independence [14].
2. GESTURES CLASSIFICATION
The significance of a gesture strongly differs from one
culture to another: there is no invariable or universal
meaning for a gesture. For example, pointing with an
extended finger is common in United-States and Europe
but it is considered as a rude and offensive gesture in
Asia. This implies that the semantic interpretation of a

gesture depends strictly on the given culture. Figure 2.1
illustrates taxonomy of gesture categories.
Gestures
Dynamic

Conscious

Emblem

Beats

Illustrators

Iconic

Static

Unconscious

Affect displays

Deictic

Regulators

Metaphoric

Adaptors

Cohesive

Figure 2.1: A taxonomy of gesture categories

In addition, a gesture can be dependent on an individual
state: for example, hand gestures are synchronous and
co-expressive with speech, glance and facial expressions
which reflect the individual mood. A gesture can be
conscious (intentional) or non-conscious (reflex,
adaptors). In addition, a gesture can be dynamic or
static. In the latter case, the gesture becomes a posture
[4]. Finally, we can classify gestures according to the
body parts involved in the gesture: (1) hand gestures, (2)
head/face gestures and (3) body gestures.
3. ENABLING TECHNOLOGY
Various devices used in gesture recognition can be
classified as contact-based devices and vision based
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devices. Contact device based methods are intrusive and
require the user cooperation to use correctly the device.
Vision-based gesture recognition systems rely on one or
several cameras in order to analyze and interpret the
motion from the captured video sequences. Table 3.1
shows pros and cons of both technologies.

enough since the temporal local windows (with short
size and fixed spatial position) do not model the exact
local motion but several slices of that motion instead.

Table 3.1: Comparison between contact and vision devices.

Criterion
User cooperation
User intrusive
Precise
Flexible to configure
Flexible to use
Occlusion problem
Health issues

Contact
Yes
Yes
Yes/No
Yes
No
No(Yes)
Yes(No)

Vision
No
No
No/Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No

Gesture Representation

3D model based

3D Textual
Volumetric
model

3D
Geometric
model

3D
Skeleton
model

Appearance based

Color
based
model

Silhouette
Geometry
based

Deformable
gabarit based
model

Motion
based
model

Figure 4.1: The different representation of gesture.

4. REPRESENTATION OF GESTURES
5. APPLICATIONS
Several gesture representations and models have been
proposed to abstract and model motion of human body
parts [5]. We distinguish two main categories of
method: 3D model based methods and appearance
based methods.
Figure 4.1 overviews the different representations of
gestures [14].
3D model defines the 3D spatial description of the
human body parts [5]. The main advantage of 3D model
based methods is to recognize gestures by synthesis.
Appearance-based methods uses 2D image features to
model the visual appearance of the body and compare
these parameters with the extracted image features from
the input image. These methods are generally not robust
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Computers are becoming more than screens with
keyboards attached, so gestures are likely to be an
important part of user interfaces in the future. Gesture
recognition has several domains of application such as
presentations (Interaction), health care, virtual reality
interfaces, controlling, scientific visualization, GIS (map
browsing), games etc.
6. SURVEY OF VISION BASED TRACKING
SYSTEMS
The table 6.1 summarizes some of the vision based tracking
and gesture recognition systems

Gesture based Interfaces for Complex Environment - An Analysis for Future Developments
Siddharth S. Rautaray, Anupam Agrawal

Authors/Year

Table 6.1: Some of vision-based tracking and gesture recognition systems
Task
Approach
Category

Speed

Restrictions

Wu:2002 [6]

Real-time
ace/hand
localization

Use colour-based image segmentation
and non stationary colour-based target
tracking

Appearance
based

Realtime

Tomasi:2003
[7]

3D tracking for
hand
finger
spelling motions

Use a combination
classification
and
interpolation

of 2D image
3D
motion

Hand
model
based

Realtime

Limited
robustness
against lighting
and background
variations
Clean
background

Lin :2004 [8]

Tracking
the
articulated hand
motion in a
video sequence
Articulated
object
(e.g.
body/hand
postures)
recognition
Real-time hand
tracking

Searching for an optimal motion estimate
in a high dimensional configuration
space

Hand
model
based

2s/frame

Non real-time

Inverted indexing in an image database
using local image features

Hand
model
based

3s/query

Non real-time

The Viola-Jones method

Appearance
based

Realtime

Single posture
(hand palm)

http://atlasgloves.org
:2006

3D
tracking

Pair of illuminating gloves to track hand
gestures

Hand
model
based

Realtime

Limited
robustness
against lighting
and background
variations

Jia:2007 [11]

Head
gesture
control system

Wheelchair with laptop & webcam

Appearance
based

Realtime

Hyunglae:
2008 [12]

Real-time
tracking

hand

Composed of server, controlling peer
using cameral, software tools

Hand
model
based

Realtime

Strict
requirement on
head
pose
configuration
for recognition
Clean
background

Mistry:2009
[13]

Real-time
tracking

hand

Consists of projector, camera and colour
markers

Hand
model
based

Realtime

Zhou:2005 [9]

Barczak :2005 [10]

hand

7. CONCLUSION

This survey is the accomplishment of the task where
gesture based interfaces in complex environment has
been reviewed. From the analysis presented in table 6.1,
it is evident that most of the gesture based interfaces
developed as so far are not real time in nature and have
limited robustness against lighting and background
variations. Further it has been identified that more
emphasis is needed in areas of feature extraction,
India HCI 2010
IDID 2010

Strict
requirement on
hand
pose
configuration
for recognition

classification methods and gesture representation for
designing and developing a robust vision based gesture
recognition system to interact in complex environments
particularly in healthcare & mobile environment [14].
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This paper presents results from a 4-week study investigating teachers’ reactions towards the use of video as a feedback instrument. Four
teachers in a public-private school in Pune, India, were treated to three feedback protocols involving video technology in different measures
and modes of operation. Results indicate that teachers have a strong preference for feedback protocols that involve video, both in terms of
effectiveness and ease of use, although most teachers view the advice of a human mentor as indispensable. We also found evidence to suggest
that video technology improves the quality of human feedback by enabling rapid recall of events and by facilitating resolution of conflicts.

Education, Video-Based Self-Assessment, Teachers, Feedback

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the best ways to assess and improve teacher
performance in schools is to directly observe their
actions in the classroom and to provide them feedback
on different components of their classroom behaviour.
However, conducting classroom observations and
giving meaningful feedback to teachers requires
considerable human effort and expertise, which is often
not easily available. Video offers a potential solution to
this problem. For one, video technology is becoming
increasingly prevalent in schools and today, even
schools without dedicated access to expert classroom
observers are equipped with filming and film-viewing
equipment. For two, video offers certain facilities (like
neutrality, objectivity, and flexibility of access) which
are not possible in a human-driven feedback system. In
schools where observation-based feedback is infrequent,
video-based self-assessment emerges as a natural
candidate to provide feedback to teachers on their
classroom practices.

teachers came from middle and upper-middle class
families and received salaries of the order of 14-20,000
INR per month. Two teachers taught English; 2 taught
Science. Together, they covered grades 4 through 7.

2. THE STUDY

We implemented three feedback protocols for these
teachers – a human-only protocol (H), wherein a human
observer observed the teacher during class (while
simultaneously making written notes) and within 48
hours, gave free-form oral feedback to the teacher on
his/her classroom activities; a video-only protocol (V),
wherein a camera person video-recorded the teacher’s
activities in class and within 48 hours, the teacher was
required to “reflect” on his/her activities by watching the
video on a PC; and, finally, a protocol that combined
human and video feedback (HV), wherein the teacher
was observed by a human observer, his/her class
activities simultaneously recorded by a camera person,
and within 48 hours, he/she was required to “reflect” on
the video and receive feedback from the observer (in
that order). In HV, the human observer was also given a
copy of class video and was free to utilize it both before
and during the feedback session.

We conducted an exploratory study with four teachers
in a school in Pune, India, in order to understand
teachers’ perceptions towards the use of video as a tool
to give feedback on their classroom actions. There were
three female teachers and one male teacher in our
sample, and each of them had at least 3 and at most 6
years of professional experience. Teachers were selected
out of a pool of 16 teachers based on their need to
receive external feedback (as perceived by the principal),
which was influenced by their experience at school; our
sample was biased towards less experienced teachers. All

In both V and HV, teachers were provided a paper
form, called the reflection sheet, after class which they
were required to fill out while watching the video. The
reflection sheet consisted of three sections – an
unstructured self-critique section; a tally table, which
listed multiple measures associated with a teachers’
conduct (e.g., number of discipline-enforcing
commands, number of positive reinforcements), each of
which teachers were required to measure for their
classes; and a ratings table, which listed different aspects
of the teacher’s behaviour in class (e.g., quality of
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communication, ability to handle disruptive behaviour),
and teachers were required to rate themselves on a scale
of 5 on each of these aspects.

had been exposed to video-assisted feedback protocols
prior to our research and the one who had been
exposed, in fact, rated H above V

In both H and HV, teachers were observed by a human
observer. We selected two senior female teachers at the
school to play the role of human observers – one
specialized in English, one in Science. Each held a
masters’ degree from a deemed university.

Both teachers and observers reported that the use of
video significantly improves the quality of humandriven feedback. Several advantages of HV over H were
reported: the video helped teachers become more
receptive to oral feedback and helped resolve conflicts
during feedback sessions (e.g., “Earlier, my observer would

The study was conducted over 4 weeks. Teachers
implemented all the 3 feedback protocols but in 4
different orders. Observations and filming processes
happened during regular classes. We conducted semistructured interviews with teachers to gauge their
perceptions of the 3 treatments, at the end of the 4
weeks.

tell me that Harshad is too fidgety in class, but I did not believe her.
Then, she showed me using the video”); the video helped

observers express their oral feedback better (e.g.,
“Although the video did not alter what I wanted to tell the teacher
in the feedback process, it helped me fine-tune my suggestions to the
teacher”); and the video helped observers “cut down” on

their oral work (by enabling rapid recall of classroom
events).

3. FINDINGS
Quite expectedly, teachers expressed a strong preference
for the HV protocol: when asked to provide a strict
ranking to all protocols in terms of their perceived
effectiveness, 3 out of 4 teachers placed HV at the top;
the fourth one ranked V in the first place and followed it
with HV. Surprisingly, all but one teacher placed V
above H1. Teachers explained their preference for video
as follows: it afforded them neutral feedback on their
classroom work; it revealed details about the exact time
spent on different activities; they could watch videos
flexibly (at home or in school) and could pause and
rewind the video for reinforcement; and finally,
feedback did not require coordination with a human
mentor.
Despite their general preference for video-only
feedback, at least three teachers reported that the
feedback that a human renders cannot be substituted for
by video technology. As one teacher put it:
Their [the observers’] feedback helps improve lessons. A video
does not tell you how to go about a situation. A video can tell
you what went wrong but cannot provide a solution to it.

It is plausible that some of the optimism for video-only
feedback we observed in the teachers’ rankings was due
to the novelty effect2. None but one of these teachers

1

Even the teacher who placed H above V stated that in terms of
the “amount” of learning extracted from the feedback process, V
was better since it enabled them to analyze fine details of the class
e.g. the time spent on individual activities.
2
The validity of this claim will need to be evaluated in a longterm intervention.
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4. RELATED WORK
The idea of using video as a feedback instrument for
teachers is not new and has been in practice for several
years (Jensen et al. 1994). Surprisingly, though, there is
very little documentation on the subject in the research
literature, and in particular, understanding the relative
effectiveness of video and human-driven feedback
mechanisms has not received much attention. It has been
argued in various works that video-assisted reflection
helps teachers improve teaching practices by identifying
both their strengths and areas for improvement (Wright
2008; Schwartz & Hartman 2007; Grossman & Williston
2003; Roth 2007) but whether the same cannot be
achieved through human-only methods alone has not
been thoroughly investigated.
In India, video has been used for feedback in some
higher-strata schools, but there is no documentation of
the perceived or real benefits of such activities. An
interesting video-based innovation is the Digital
StudyHall (DSH) project (Sahni et al. 2008); in this
project, video recordings of charismatic urban-school
teachers are distributed on DVDs to rural and periurban schools and used as a tool to institute good
teaching practices. Like in DSH, our goal is teacher
improvement through video, although our approach is
radically different. Whether teachers benefit more from
video-assisted feedback or by watching other teachers’
recordings is an interesting research question worth
investigating in the future.
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Indian customers are increasingly served by firms with the help of a wide range of Touch Points. The premise is: “Touch
Point” is a construct distinct from Channel. A study was undertaken to discover the preferred Touch Points used by Indian
customers and the reason for selecting those Touch Points. Transactions pertaining to two kinds of service providers with
whom customers tend to have sustained relationship, Bank, and Telecom Service Provider (TSP) were studied. A sample
(N=87) drawn mainly from urban, educated population revealed that Convenience, Sense of Security and Control were the
most important considerations. The findings strengthen the view that “Touch Point‟ is indeed a distinct construct and
provide pointers to designing User Experience at Touch Points.
Touch Point, Channel, Channel Choice, Convenience, Security, Control, Service Encounter, Telecommunications
Services, Banking

1. INTRODUCTION
The phrase ‘Touch Point’ appears in print and cyber
media (BRIGMAN, Hank, n.d.)(LEE, Sampson,
2007)(MERHOLZ, Peter, 2009), as well as in business
conversations.Therefore, it seems to have practical
relevance. Some researchers too have used the term
touch point. For instance, Grönroos recognises the need
to offer several ‘touchpoints’ to provide satisfaction and
value to customers (GRÖNROOS, Christian, 2005).
However, there is no commonly agreed or consistent
meaning.
The Indian customer is being exposed to a wide range of
Touch Points. The available choices include some that
are unique and perhaps unimaginable in several other
countries.
For example, an ‘ATM’ in India is actually a collection
of a Touch Points, unlike one in several other countries.
For instance: a “Drop box” to deposit cheques, a rack
with stationary and walls lined with posters. A security
guard, generally perceived as a “bank representative”,
helps the customers if required, albeit, not as a formal
service offered by the bank! In the Indian social context
the importance of the additional Touch Points, and such
‘informal’ Touch Points cannot be ignored. Clearly, a
bank customer who visits an ‘ATM’ could be doing so to

Figure 1: ATM in India and Elsewhere

use any of these Touch Points and each of them could a
play a role in shaping the experience of using the
machine itself.
In this context, it was thought worthwhile to explore
which Touch Points a customer may use to carry out
transactions in their service relationships and the
reasons for the choice. Considering the diversity in
India in terms of sub cultures, education levels as well as
income levels, it is likely that the usage patterns,
perceptions and rationale behind selection and adoption
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of a specific Touch Point might be different than those
in other countries.
2. TOUCH-POINT AND CHANNEL
In contrast to Touch Point, Channel is an established
concept in marketing and sales, and
Kotler has conceptualised various Marketing Channels:
Communication channels, Distribution channels and
Selling channels (KOTLER, Philip, 2002).
Rayport and Jaworski have used the term ‘Service
Interface’ which comes close to the Touch Point
construct (RAYPORT, Jeffrey F. and Jaworski, Bernard
J., 2004). The term Touch Point (or touch point, or
Touch-Point etc.) is generally used in the literature
without definition, albeit at times appended with some
descriptions, ((LEE, Sampson, 2007)(BRIGMAN, Hank,
n.d.)(INTER VOX GROUP AND TOUCHPOINT
METRICS, 2005). Merholz defines touch point as “The
liminal spaces where engagement with customers
occurs”. (MERHOLZ, Peter, 2009). Meyer and
Schwager, talk about collecting customers’ experiences
at ‘touch points’, defining them as “instances of direct
contact either with the product or service itself, or
representations of it by the company or some party”
(MEYER, Christopher and Schwager, Andre, 2007).
Channel is a broad concept, and single channel may
offer multiple Touch Points with which a user interacts
to carry out transactions. For instance, “Internet
channel”, implicitly means web portals in literature.
However, portals could be could be accessed via a
mobile device as well. Clearly, the experiential aspects of
a Mobile portal are significantly different from a Web
portal. Similarly, a Web Portal could incorporate online
Chat, Virtual Assistant, and ability to send email from
within the portal itself, all of which could be used within
a single transaction. Evidently, all these different Touch
Points have their own experiential characteristics and
attributes from User Experience or User Interactions
perspective.
The term Touch Point is therefore defined for the
purpose of this study as: an entity with which a User
interacts to perform a transaction aimed at achieving a
goal, or an entity that plays a mediating role while a
User performs a transaction aimed at achieving a goal or
an entity with which a Prospective User interacts
involuntarily. The Provider has influence on the
presence and behaviour of a Touch Point
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3. BACKGROUND AND ANALOGOUS WORK
There do not seem to be studies focused on Touch Point
choices customers make, though channel choice has
been studied extensively in various fields such as
Marketing, Financial Service, and Banking and Human
Computer Interactions (HCI).
Srivatsa and Srinivasan found differences in the
adoption of and attitudes of urban and semi urban
population in India towards various Touch Points
offered by banks (SRIVATSA, H.S. and Srinivasan, R.,
2007). Kamakodi and Khan discovered that majority of
the Indian customers were open to using e-banking
channels, though security was a concern. They inferred
that the customers may carry out routine transactions
through e-banking channels but would prefer a human
interface for other transactions (KAMAKODI, N. and
Khan, Basheer Ahmed, 2008). Bitner et.al. found that
that customers prefer self service touch points because
of convenience, greater sense of control, timing of
delivery, and enjoyment (BITNER, Mary Jo et al., 1997).
The choice of such channels seems also to be influenced
by role clarity, extrinsic motivation, intrinsic motivation
and Ability (MEUTER, Matthew L. et al., 2005).
Dabholkar concluded that speed of use, reliability, ease
of use, enjoyment and sense of control influence the
choice of channel (DABHOLKAR, Pratibha A., 1996).
Cunningham et al. found convenience, ubiquitous
availability, time and money savings, reduction in
anxiety caused by judgmental service representatives
went in favour of self service (CUNNINGHAM,
Lawrence F. et al., 2009). Anxiety caused by service
representatives as a negative influence is particularly
relevant in the Indian context, where fear of social
discrimination can shape behaviours.
Pikkarainen et al. identified awareness of and
information on online banking, security and privacy as
having an impact on the acceptance of online
banking(PIKKARAINEN, Tero et al., 2004). Black et al.
proposed that Product complexity and perceived
product risk make customers rely on more “personal”
channels. Ease of access and availability of a channel
influences the choice positively, while channel cost and
perceived risk with the channel diminishes the
probability of its selection (BLACK, Nancy Jo et al.,
2002).
Considering the varied degree of education and
technology adoption in India, consumer confidence in
the ability to use a channel seems to be an important
dimension that is surely relevant.
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A South African study inferred that the semi-literate
had fewer positive expectations about ATMs and were
satisfied when these lower expectations were met. The
semi-literate also indicated a preference to using an
ATM than going into a bank (THATCHER, Andrew et
al., 2005). This behaviour is similar to the preferences
exhibited by the people from lower socio-economic class
in India (DE ANGELIA, Antonella et al., 2004). Literate
group was concerned about the safety, security and
privacy of ATMs. Considering the large mass of semiliterate and less-educated customers in India who
nonetheless form a sizable proportion of the customer
base, it appears that findings would be relevant in the
Indian contexts.

varied from 18 to 60+, though majority (55%) was from
the range 25 to 35. The gender distribution was
balanced. The respondents were all minimum graduates.

In India, most service providers tend to have a large
network of branches and other outlets. Most providers,
notably banks provide a range of Touch Points, and
actively promote their use. It was therefore found to be
worthwhile to explore the Touch Point preference of
Indian customers.

Feeling of Security seems to be playing a significant role
in not preferring a Touch Point. Technology comfort
did not appear to play a role in determining the
preference of a Touch Point. This finding is consistent
with the respondent profile but the near bottom ranking
of this factor was a mild surprise. One possible reason is
that the prevailing design of technology based Touch
Points such as ATM and Portals do not demand
significant aptitude towards technology. Experience
with staff of the provider did not emerge as a positive
factor influencing preference for a Touch Point, but was
a reasonably important negative factor influencing lack
of preference. Likewise but in the reverse, need for
human contact seemed to play a role in preferring a
Touch Point, but not a significant role in not preferring
a Touch Point.

4. EXPLORATORY STUDY: CUSTOMERS’ TOUCH
POINT PREFERENCE AND THE REASONS FOR
SELECTION
The service provider relationships that were included in
the study were those with Banks and Telecom Service
Providers (TSP), two most common relationships found
in India.
Objective of the study was:
•
•
•
•

To identify the range of Touch Points used by
customers in a sustained relationship with the
providers of services
Understand their preferences and choices of
Touch Points for various transactions
performed during such relationships
To obtain a preliminary understanding of the
factors that influence their choice
To identify whether there are any correlations
among the nature of transactions, the Touch
Points preferred and the factors that influence
the preference

The study was conducted in two stages:
(a) Depth interviews aimed at identifying factors
relevant to the Indian context that play a role in
Touch Point selection
(b) A Questionnaire
The sampling frame was urban, educated population
which has access to multiple Touch Points to carry out
transactions. The sample size was N=87. The age group
India HCI 2010
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A brief overview of important findings follows.
Looking at all the transactions, for both the providers
that were studied, namely Bank and TSP, the top three
reasons both for preferring and not preferring a Touch
Point pertained to the same factors, found to be in the
order – Convenience, Security and Control.
Convenience (or inconvenience)
important compared to the others.

was

far

more

Privacy did not seem to play a significant role at all as
far as Touch Point preference is concerned and
marginal role as a negative influence. Possible
explanation might be rooted in the Indian culture and
social norms.
Habit also does not play any role, and it appears that at
least the educated, urban Indian is open to trying out
and even preferring new Touch Points.
Looking at the banking relationship, the top two reasons
both for preferring and not preferring a Touch Point
pertain remained the same, in the same order –
Convenience and Security. However, interestingly, Ease
of Use comes at the third place in determining the
preference for a Touch Point, while sense of control
retains the third rank in influencing why people do not
prefer a Touch Point. However, when it comes to
Telecom, sense of security lost it importance. Instead,
sense of control has been ranked as the second most
important positive and negative influence. A possible
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explanation could be that most transactions here,
barring payment of bills, are not financial in nature.
5. CONCLUSION
The need to distinguish between the constructs ‘Chanel’
and ‘Touch Point’ was postulated, based on the study of
relevant literature and professional experience. It has
been established in this study that these are indeed
distinct constructs from the User Experience
perspective. For example, convenience, need to feel
secure and need of control on transaction are the top
criteria in selecting a Touch Point in banking
transactions. An ATM and a Drop Box was perceived
differently on these criteria. Similarly the dimensions
that would give a feeling of security while using an ATM
would be completely different from those needed to give
a sense of security on a portal. Respondents’ reasons for
selecting ATM and the bank’s portal were different too.
Clearly, clubbing ATM and Portal together as ‘Self
Service Technology’, as most researchers do would be
inappropriate from User experience perspective.
Customers’ apathy towards using Mobile (SMS, Mobile
Banking) and email was noted in the study. Due to their
easy access and near universal adoption as predominant
modes of communication, ideally these Touch Points
can play a significant role in the Touch Point ecosystem.
These Touch Points are already used widely in provider
initiated communications or as means to effect closure
of transactions. There can be a conjecture that in case of
Mobiles, the form factor and in case of mail the open
ended – free format nature of the communications
might be causing the hindrance. These findings provide
added insights to User Experience professionals.
Obviously, every Touch point will not be able to support
all transactions. However, it should be possible to design
a combination of Touch Points operating as a
constellation, or an ecosystem that addresses the
concerns and considerations pertaining to transactions.
The design of individual Touch Points and the
ecosystem can provide the necessary impetuous to
encourage self service, though formulating the basis for
development of the design principles will need further
investigation, which planned in an upcoming study.
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The growing field of technology and development has brought to the world's attention innovation in interfaces with regard to issues of
social and economic inclusion, and yet there has been almost no work on accessibility in the developing world. This oversight arguably
reflects the state of innovation in this space - despite research and development of several access tools to allow for greater physical
navigation and social inclusion for persons with vision impairments, the prohibitive cost of such technology has restricted their use
primarily to the developed world. With the range of communications and navigation options available through smart-phones, there is an
opportunity to drastically reduce the cost of such access, in part off-the-shelf phones may offset much of what is offered by specialized
devices. CelGuider explores navigation on foot and road vehicle transportation using location-tagging on a Google Android phone. This
paper discusses the key design challenges for Low Vision and Blind users in the following areas: creating, updating, and storing tags at
the phone, communicating audio information to the users, integrating GPS, power considerations, and the variability of tagging
mechanics based on street architecture scenarios and proposes an interface for Low Vision and Blind users. Finally, we discuss the
importance of much user testing for the contextual information necessary to understand individual and social practices around
navigation, as well as cost factors for smart phones in the developing world.
Geographical tagging, assistive technology, human factors.

1. INTRODUCTION
Article 9 of the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities has important consequences for several
member states from the developing world that have
signed and ratified the convention. Within this is
enshrined the right of access to transportation without
barriers for people with disabilities. Accessible streets
and transportation for people with disabilities remains a
challenge through much of the world, though some
legislative measures and a greater recognition on social
exclusion in public spaces have led to transit
accessibility measures (Carr, Lund et al. 1994; Wehman,
Wilson et al. 1999; Lewyn 2000). Such measures include
both infrastructural improvements for transit vehicles,
and the development of new technology to aid mobility
and navigation. Two issues in physical navigation for
people with visual impairments include the short-range
sensing of obstacles, and the medium- to long-range
navigation to transit destinations. Of these, the first
primarily deals with architectural accessibility such as
streets or platforms with edges, traffic lights with audio
prompts, and can be further be partly managed through
aids such as walking canes. In this paper, we discuss the
latter case, of navigation over medium-range distances
which is more dependent on route-planning.
Technological navigation systems for persons with
visual impairments have been used and researched since
the 1990s (Golledge, Loomis et al. 1991) but such

devices often cost thousands of dollars, and are often of
the wearable computing kind which can be problematic
in terms of bringing attention to users (Sasaki, Tateishi
et al. 2000; Ran, Helal et al. 2001). As more innovations
for people with disabilities turn to social models of
disability, and thus take into account issues of the public
gaze, there has been a growing interest in designing
inconspicuous technologies (Williams, Greeff et al.
2008) or incorporating access-related features into
existing personal technologies such as cell-phones to
avoid the reliance on specialized technology (Cavender,
Ladner et al. 2006). Global Positioning Systems based
devices have created new possibilities for outdoor
navigation, especially as their use has become more
widespread and incorporated into commodity cellular
phones. Although there has been work in this space for
well over a decade (Makino, Ishii et al.; Dodson, Moon
et al. 1999), there has been little exploration of the
possibilities within the use of navigation systems in an
environment of folksonomy-based tagging of locations
(Mathes 2004). With a combination of GPS and basic
geospatial data and a cellular device that can be used to
tag locations and share such tags, a navigation system
can be built on a basic bootstrap of data and provide
users with general information about location, as well as
route-specific information relevant to a user’s routine.
Such navigation systems may significantly expand
access to transportation for users in several parts of the
world, but this may require a number of pre-requisites
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such as the availability of reliable geo-spatial data, the
existence of a relatively regular and physically accessible
public transit system, affordability of smart phones, plus
a range of cultural factors that may determine the
usability of such devices. Indeed, many of these factors
are currently unavailable in much of the developing
world, but the expansion of access to geospatial data and
the falling prices of technology suggest that it is
important to start thinking in the direction of
accessibility devices that run on off-the-shelf
components. We present CelGuider, a cell-phone based
navigation system that uses basic GPS data to provide
location information and allows for tagging of locations.
While currently prevalent infrastructure may not allow
for the full use of CelGuider in many parts of the
developing world, we argue that this will soon change as
many countries, especially those that have ratified the
optional protocol to the UN Convention, seek to
increase accessibility on public transit. While work on
the emerging field of “ICTD” has brought to fore a
range of new technologies for social inclusion, there has
been little work on accessibility (Kalra, Lauwers et al.
2007), an important failing of the community in
addressing broad social inclusion. In the following
sections, we present a detailed design description and
the outcomes of trials held in Seattle to discuss some of
the interface concerns and the potential of deployment
in different scenarios in the developing world.
2. CELGUIDER SOFTWARE
The core idea of CelGuider is to allow users to create
and delete tags correlating geographical locations to
voice tags using a cell-phone. Once created, those tags
can then be used to assist users in geographical
navigation. When the tags are created using CelGuider,
the geographical locations, in the form of longitude and
latitude, are obtained via GPS and the voice tags are
recorded by the user speaking into the phone.
2.1 Target Users
The target users for CelGuider have several of the
following characteristics: they reside in developing
countries; the locations they need to navigate have poor
or no cellular network access; they have limited or
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intermittent access to electrical power; they do not have
access to a computer and the Internet; they don't have
the resources to acquire assistive technology tools
available in the market; the locations they navigate or
the languages they speak are not covered in other
accessible navigating tools targeted at the developed
world.
The particular user needs that CelGuider targets are
independent geographical navigation and using public
transit.
2.2 Core Features
User interaction with the software happens in two
distinct modes - Browsing Mode and Navigation Mode.
Navigation Mode alerts the user of approaching points
of interest (POIs) and allows the tagging of POIs.
Browsing Mode allows the browsing and deletion of
existing tags. By allowing users to add and remove tags
using the cell-phone, CelGuider remains a standalone
application, letting users maintain their tag lists without
the need for any additional hardware or software.
2.2.1 Navigation Mode
CelGuider will start in Navigation Mode when launched.
When entering Navigation Mode, the user will hear a
notification (“Entering navigation mode.”) using the
Android text to speech API (TTS).
In Navigation Mode, CelGuider starts tracking the
current location of the user in relation to all the tags
currently present on the phone. This allows CelGuider
to announce to the user, using the appropriate voice tag,
when he is approaching a particular POI. There are two
modes for notification, normal mode and motor vehicle
transportation mode. In normal mode, the user is only
notified when very close to the POI - 3 meters - to aid
user in determining whether he is in the correct
location. In motor vehicle transportation mode the user
is notified 0.5 km away from the POI, thus giving the
user some advance notice the POI is approaching.
CelGuider automatically transitions between the two
modes based on the speed acquired by the GPS - it goes
to motor vehicle transportation mode when the speed is
higher than 10 km/h and to normal mode when it is
lower.
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Figure 1: CelGuider user interface flow

Navigation Mode also allows the user to add voice tags
for his current location to facilitate future navigation.
The user can press the “0'' key on the keyboard to start
recording a voice tag. When the user presses “0'' again
CelGuider stops recording, queries current location
from the GPS, creates a database entry for the tag and
stores the audio file with the user recorded voice tag.
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The user can go to Browsing Mode by pressing the
“Menu'' key in the phone.
2.2.2 Browsing Mode
In Browsing Mode the user can browse through all tags
available in order of distance. For each tag, the voice tag
associated with it will be played, as well as the distance
to the tagged geographical location.
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When entering Browsing Mode, the user will hear a
notification (“Entering browsing mode.''). After this, the
user can navigate between tags using the keyboard. The
“1'' key goes to the previous tag and the “2” key goes to
the next tag. The tags are ordered by distance from the
user's location when he entered Browsing Mode. The
“Menu” key can be used to trigger a location reset and
the reordering of tags by distance to the current
location. The “space” key is used to repeat the audio of
the current tag. In this mode, the user can also delete
tags using the “0” key.
The user can go back to Navigation Mode by pressing
the back arrow key in the device.
2.3 Use case scenario
The use case scenario we propose in this design uses
CelGuider to navigate to a destination using on foot and
public transportation. In this scenario, the user wants to
go from location A to location B. He already knows the
necessary information on how to go from location A to
location B - in this example, the appropriate bus line
and the correct direction of travel in the bus - and
CelGuider has been bootstrapped with the appropriate
bus stop locations. CelGuider can be used as follows:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)
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The user starts CelGuider at location A. The
user presses the “Menu” key to go to
Browsing Mode. In Browsing Mode the user
can browse through tags to find the closest
bus stop.
The user now presses the “back arrow” key
to go back to Navigation Mode and proceeds
to the bus stop. In Navigation Mode the user
is notified when approaching the
appropriate starting bus stop.
The user boards the bus. CelGuider is still in
Navigation Mode and, due to the increased
speed with which the user is traveling, enters
motor vehicle transportation mode. In this
mode, CelGuider notifies the user of the
destination bus stop 0.5 km away from the
stop, allowing the user time to alert the bus
driver he wishes to leave before the target
bus stop is passed.
When the user exits the bus, CelGuider goes
back to normal mode as the user is either
stopped or moving at walking speed.
CelGuider issues the notification for the
current bus stop, allowing the user to verify
he exited the bus in the correct location.
The user can now go to Browsing Mode and
browse tags until he finds location B, and
listen to the distance to location B.

(vi) The user goes back to Navigation Mode, and
CelGuider notifies him when he arrives at
location B.
2.4 Testing
Testing was done with 5 users with no visual disabilities.
User testing led to several refinements of the prototype.
Some examples are decreasing the notification distance
in motor vehicle mode to 500 meters from 1 km and
changing the order in which the tags and speed were
spoken in Browsing Mode.
One important aspect of our testing was that CelGuider
has a very limited visual user interface. This avoids
masking hidden accessibility problems in the software
while testing with users with no visual disabilities1.
2.4.1 Testing bootstrapped device with users
Testing was done for the use case scenario described in
section 2.3 as follows:
•
•
•

Researcher described CelGuider to the users and
gave them instructions on how to use it;
Researcher asked users to use CelGuider to assist
them in accomplishing scenario described in section
2.32;
Researcher observed how users interacted with the
software and was available to respond to any user
questions.

Two main issues were found in testing this portion of
the work. The first was that the distance at which we
initially had set the motor vehicle notification to be
played (1 km) was too far away from the final
destination. This parameter was changed to 0.5 km after
the first two testers gave us feedback that the interval
was too long. The new distance received positive
feedback from the three remaining testers. The second
main issue was GPS precision for walking mode. For
two testers CelGuider sounded the notification within a
few meters of the correct location for start and end
location, for one tester one point was sounded over 10
meters away from correct location and for two testers
one of the end points did not receive a notification. All
notifications sounded correctly in motor vehicle mode.
The main qualitative feedback from users was that they
found the motor vehicle mode particularly useful and
that CelGuider was easy to use.
1

In Browsing Mode the only UI visible to testers was a black screen with
the application name. In Navigation Mode a list of files used by
CelGuider was displayed. The list of files was only there for debugging
purposes for the researcher, as the file names are random strings.

2

Note that we use simulated bus stops and bus routes to facilitate testing actual transportation was done in a car.
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2.4.2 Creating and managing tags
For this portion of the test users were asked to create
tags, browse through them and then delete them.
Users had no trouble navigating through tags or
creating and deleting them. The user feedback included
switching the order in which the voice recordings and
distances were spoken in Browsing Mode, playing the
voice recording of the deleted tag when the user deletes
a tag, adding a check to ask the user if he really wants to
delete a tag, adding a mechanism to activate and
deactivate particular tags and telling users how many
tags are left after a tag is deleted.
2.4.3 Creating a set of bootstrapping tags
As stated previously, bootstrapping data is important to
make CelGuider a more compelling application. Unlike
previous tests, this test was run with only one user. The
task was to, given the latitude, longitude and text for bus
stop tags, create a set of bootstrapping tags for the major
bus stops on the 545 bus line in Sound Transit.
To create the tags one needs to record the voice tags in
3gp format and to generate a Sqlite database that
contains a table that maps the geographical locations to
the file names for the voice recordings. The creation of
the voice recordings is difficult to automate, but in most
situations automation could be used to speed up the
translation of location data from any particular standard
format to the Sqlite database used by CelGuider. Sqlite
databases follow standard formats, so a database created
on a computer should be readable in an Android phone.
If automation is not a concern, one can simply use
CelGuider in the Android emulator. In the emulator,
the current location of the device can be mocked,
allowing the user to create tags for POIs in arbitrary
locations.
For this test, the Android emulator was used to create
the tags, which were then transferred to the device. The
545 route3 has 19 major stops. The voice recording took
approximately 15 seconds per tag on average. Entering
the latitude and longitude for each bus stop took 13
seconds on average. Sanity checking the tags for location
correctness and clarity of recording took approximately
10 minutes. The overall time to complete this task was
19 minutes. King County has approximately 300 bus
lines, thus, assuming the 545 is a representative line, the
expected time to create such bootstrapping data for
King County should be in the order of 95 person hours.
2.5 Prototype Device

hardware and API requirements of this project (voice
recording, voice play back, TTS conversion, GPS
location acquisition, database access and storage) and
because its SDK is free and open source.
The G1 also has fairly accessible hardware for blind and
low-vision users, following several guidelines from
AccessWireless.org (Burton 2009). Some examples of
particular relevance to this project are: hardware
keyboard with well separated and tactile keys; differently
shaped buttons for key functions on the phone; raised
dot in the “f” and “j” keys (this is a variation on the
AccessWireless.org guide4, which suggests raised dot on
5 for a numeric keyboard).
The G1 also has a large touch screen that supports
gestures, which we don't explore in this project.
However, there have been positive results of using touch
screens plus gestures to increase accessibility to blind or
low vision users4, and some of the key based navigation
in CelGuider could potentially be replaced by more
intuitive gestures (i.e. swipe finger right to go to next
POI).
As of the writing of this design case study, the off-theshelf cost for an Android G1 is approximately $350.
3. BOOTSTRAPPING CELGUIDER
Although CelGuider provides an accessible interface for
the user to create their own tags, CelGuider is more
useful with a set of bootstrap tags. For example, during
user testing, CelGuider was bootstrapped with tags for
the test simulated bus stops. Currently the only
mechanism to bootstrap CelGuider is to manually
transfer the file containing the tags to the phone by
copying it to the phone memory card. CelGuider will
read any Sqlite database files present in the
“/sdcard/CelGuider” directory and load the tags present
on those files into the CelGuider tag database.
Due to time constraints, CelGuider currently does not
implement an accessible mechanism to upload,
download or share tags. As this significantly simplifies
bootstrapping of CelGuider, two different types of tag
sharing are explored below.
3.1 Sharing Tags between Two Phones
Sharing between two phones allows two users using
CelGuider to share the locations they have previously
tagged. This is a particularly compelling scenario
because users could simply use the Ad-Hoc Wi-Fi
available in the G1, not requiring any extra equipment
or infrastructure. Also, since the data storage follows the

The cell-phone used for this prototype was the Android
HTC G1. It was chosen because it fulfills all the
4
3

http://www.soundtransit.org/x11978.xml
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Product Guide for Wireless Customers who are Blind or Visually
Impaired: http://www.accesswireless.org/product/visual.cfm
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qlite standard, if CelGuider is ported to other phones,
this mode would still be available for sharing.
3.2 Downloading a Set of Tags from a Well Know
Provider
This could be useful in scenarios where a mapping
service, a government service or a non-profit produce
tagging data for a particular set of geographical
locations. For instance, the government could publish a
file with tags for all polling locations for an election,
public transportation stops, hospitals, etc.
There are different ways the user could download this
data into the phone, but they all require some form of
external infrastructure. Some options include posting
the data to an accessible website that could be used on
the phone, creating a tool that could download a feed of
tags to the phone or a kiosk mechanism, where users
could go to a certain physical location and copy files
with tags to the memory card in their phone.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our purpose in creating CelGuider as a proof of concept
was to start a much-needed conversation on access
devices for the visually impaired in developing regions.
While we acknowledge that the current cost of high-end
phones and state of infrastructure in most parts of the
world severely limits the practical reach of such a device,
there is nonetheless evidence that a significant
population could be functionally served by CelGuider.
For instance, urban areas in middle-income countries
are served by functional public transportation, and
furthermore, there is reasonable geospatial data
available on the lay of the land in these cities. In such
cases, CelGuider has the potential to immediately offer a
viable alternative to very expensive custom-made
devices. In terms of broader access, there is reason for
optimism that smart-phones will get cheaper or that
lower end phones will feature the hardware needed to
enable CelGuider. Advances in GIS mapping should
also broaden the availability of geospatial data, enabling
CelGuider to have richer functionality, such as giving
users detailed directions between tags.
CelGuider’s focus on relying on off-the-shelf
components for hardware, an open framework for the
software, and a hybrid bootstrapped and communitypopulated content base makes it an important costefficient direction for access technologies in the future.
As the UN Convention ensures that more states that
sign on the dotted line on providing reasonable access
for people with disabilities make serious strides towards
their commitment to social inclusion, a re-examination
of access technology is imperative in the IDID
community.
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This paper examines the different roles in designing interactive software in a ICT for development context. Using experiences from a
participatory action research project, in which we used agile methods to design and deploy an system to support ‘agricultural
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider different ways of configuring
and distributing roles in a participatory project to create
new interactive systems in a social development context.
We review our experiences in a participatory action
research project, that has designed, developed and
deployed an ‘agricultural information flow system’ in
collaboration with a co-operatively owned crop
producers’ company in Sironj, Madhya Pradesh. We
examine the roles described agile software development
methodologies, and review how these roles evolved in
our project. Our findings reflect how the context of
interaction design for development differs from other
forms of software production, and suggest alternative
perspectives on roles in this setting. In particular, we
identify the critical role in our project of the
‘Development Project Co-ordinator’, and we
recommend that this role should be recognised and
supported by future projects.
Structure of this paper
In the next section we give an outline of the project in
which our work has been conducted. Section 3 discusses
the framework of action research that we have applied.
Section 4 examines different divisions of roles in agile
software development methods. Section 5 presents the
main analysis of the incidents within the project on
which we base our findings. Section 6 discusses the
implications of our experience for future projects.

2. BACKGROUND TO THE PROJECT
It is not the aim of this paper to discuss details of the
software and the basis for technical decisions made in
designing, our emphasis is on the organisation of the
designing activity itself. However, it is helpful to provide
some background to situate the discussion that follows.
Project aims and funding
The central research aim of the project has been to
“explore how techniques from the fields of participatory
design of Information & Communications Technologies
(ICT), agile ICT development and participatory rural
appraisal can be combined to support the (locally based)
development of sustainable software and business
systems for use by networks of rural village cooperatives.” (Dearden et al., 2006). Our approach has
combined literature and project reviews with an action
research intervention designing a software system in
one particular setting. The project was funded by the
UK Engineering & Physical Sciences Research Council
as part of an initiative on “Bridging the Global Digital
Divide”. It was a multidisciplinary research project,
bringing together researchers in software design, ICT
for development, interaction design, business models in
economic development, and an Indian software house
that specializes in providing solutions for the cooperative and NGO sectors.
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Project partners
The primary internal partners in the part of the work
described here have been: a researcher in participatory
methods, working as an employee of a UK University, a
principal investigator at the university who has overall
responsibility for the project; and the Indian software
development house. The goals of these partners were to
find ways to combine participatory methods in ICT
design and participatory methods in social
development, to design an information system for use in
Rural areas that could deliver multiple e-services. The
external partners (who were identified and selected after
the project began), are a large Indian NGO, Pradan, that
works to facilitate development programmes by
providing professional workers to work with
communities to build up their capabilities and to
support community based organisations, and the Sironj
Crop Producers’ Company Ltd. (SCPCL), an
agricultural co-operative that is supported by the
Madhya Pradesh government’s District Poverty
Intervention Programme (DPIP). SCPCL has
approximately 500 members, each of whom must
purchase at least one share in the company, which they
must purchase for 100 Indian Rupees (approximately
US$2.20). The members are located in many different
villages across the Sironj Block varying from 5 to30Km
from Sironj town.
The system being designed
Based on discussions with the DPIP, Pradan and
SCPCL, the project focused on supporting the
‘Agricultural Information Flow System’. The primary
goals is to improve communications between SCPCL’s
agricultural advisor, who works mostly from the co-op
offices in Sironj and makes visits to the different villages
to discuss problems and disseminate advice, with the
farmers in the villages.
The system allows telephone conversations between the
advisor and farmers to be recorded, indexed and then
accessed using an Interactive Voice Response System. It
also allows audio-visual messages, combining up to six
digital photographs together with an audio track, to be
exchanged. These audio-visual messages can be created
using camera phones which have been provided to a
‘service providers’ or ‘Munnas1’ in each village. The
system has required the development of bespoke
software to run on mobile phones (developed using the
Python interpreter running on Symbian 60 mobile
phones) and web server software running on a dedicated
1
The name Munna was derived in a workshop and refers to the
popular Hindi film character Munna Bhai.
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PC server. The basic structure of the audio-visual
messages is strongly influenced by the software
developed in the Storybank project (Jones et al., 2008).
Using these enhanced communications, it is hoped that
the advisor will be able to respond more rapidly to
farmers’ queries (currently farmers may wait a few days
before the advisor can visit their village); to deal more
easily with ‘frequently asked questions’; and will be able
to distribute general information (e.g. weather
information, upcoming events etc.) more easily.
RESEARCH METHODS
enters (having
declared F,M)
Real world
problem
situation (A)

Research themes
(new)
Researcher

Findings

takes
part in
Action in the
situation

enables

Reflection
on the
involvement
based on F,M

leads to

Figure 1: The cycle of action research in human situations.
Adapted from Checkland & Holwell, 1997, p15

This project is an action research enquiry into
participatory and agile software methods, conducted in
the context of designing new interactive systems for a
rural co-operative. Action research is an established
research approach in information systems (see
Baskerville & Myers, 2004), and there is a diversity of
action research methods reported in the literature
(Baskerville & Wood-Harper, 1998). As Checkland &
Holwell (1997) discuss, the validity of claims made from
action research studies cannot achieve the kind of
replicability that is characteristic of the empiricist
methods of the physical sciences. Rather, they argue that
researchers should seek to enable ‘recoverability’ of the
research activity, so that a reader of the work is able to
identify starting assumptions, assess potential biases in
interpretation, and the likely applicability of the findings
in another context. In particular, the framing
assumptions of the research must be declared at the
beginning of the research cycle, and opening up
discussions of interpretation to the subjects /
participants in the research process.
In this project, we follow Checkland & Holwell’s (1997)
framework. That is, we wish to investigate a specific
methodology M, in a specific real world problem
situation A and we have a framework of ideas F that is
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guiding our intervention. In order to ensure reasonable
‘recoverability’, Checkland & Holwell demand that the
methodology, the existing framework of ideas and the
guiding assumptions be made explicit at the beginning
of the research process. The researcher then enters the
problem situation, engages in an iterative, participatory
action process, and reflects upon the processes to record
learning about F, M, and A. The outcome of this process
cannot be the refutation of a hypothesis (as with
empirical investigations in the physical sciences), but is
more often a set of findings specific to the context of
application, and the development of research themes.
Figure 1 illustrates Checkland & Holwell’s
recommended process.
In this project, the problem situation (A) was designing
software for a rural agricultural co-operative in India.
The methodology (M) was an effort to combine agile
software development methods, specifically we focussed
on Beck’s (2005) eXtreme Programming, with
participatory design methods in IT and participatory
rural appraisal (See Dearden & Rizvi, 2008 for a review).
The framework of ideas focused on both: the software
design process described by Beck in terms of rapid
iterative development cycles and the distribution of
roles within the project based on descriptions in Beck
(2005) and in reports of other agile methods. We
assumed that the iterative structure of agile methods
would support the iterative participatory design of
interactive software, and would be compatible with
participatory social development approaches.
One distinction that should be noted is that agile
methodologies typically expect the software developers
and representatives of users and customers to be colocated during development. In the case of Indian
farmers, this is not feasible. The software developers are
not able to work in rural areas where electricity and
internet connectivity are either unavailable or very
unreliable, but the farmers are not able to leave their
fields for weeks at a time to participate in software
development.
The findings below have been generated through
discussion and reflection upon particular actions and
incidents in the project. These incidents and actions
were often associated with exchanges of emails and
documents. The incidents and actions were discussed
and analysed by the current authors at the time (or
within a few days of the event) and brief notes written.
They have also been discussed and reviewed with other
stakeholders in preparing this paper. For these reasons,
we expect that our findings will be of interest and value
to other researchers working on similar initiatives.
India HCI 2010
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ROLES IN AGILE METHODS
Dubinsky & Hazzan (2004) and Abrahamsson et al.
(2002) provide comparative reviews of different role
allocations that are used in common agile methods.
Some methods provide more fine grained divisions of
different roles than others. For example Scrum identifies
three major roles in the development organization:
scrum master, product owner, scrum team member;
together with customer and user as roles in the
customer organization and finally the management of
the software development organisation. The product
owner handles communication with customers and
users and sets priorities. The scrum master is a project
manager who supports the team to ensure that resources
are available when needed, that obstacles to progress are
removed, and that agile principles are followed. The
scrum team members conduct the work including all
development & testing tasks (Abrahamsson et al., 2002).
Beck’s (2000) description of Extreme Programming
(XP) identifies seven roles, increasing to eleven in his
more recent description (Beck, 2005) and Dubinsky &
Hazzan’s (2004) analysis of Dynamic Systems
Development Method (DSDM) lists eleven distinct
roles.
These methods do not require that each role is filled by
a distinct individual, but they highlight particular tasks
and responsibilities that need to be performed. An XP
team includes programmers, customers, testers, trackers
(who monitor progress), a coach (who has overall
process responsibility), as well as consultants and a boss
who are viewed as outside the team. DSDM
distinguishes four different roles for users and
customers, namely: an executive sponsor who acts as
project champion at a in management and commits
funds and resources for the project; an ambassador user,
who represents the user community; a visionary user,
who holds the vision of the product; and an advisor user
who brings daily business knowledge to the software
team. Crystal Clear identifies roles of ‘sponsor’, ‘user’
and ‘business expert’.
As well as identifying roles for people from within the
customer organisation, some agile methods allocate
specific roles for managing communications and coordination between the customer organisation and the
software development team. XP requires that the tester
works from the customer’s viewpoint and identifies
roles
for
project
managers
to
“facilitate
communication”, product managers to “encourage
communication between customers and programmers”,
for interaction designers, and technical writers to create
“closer relationships with users”.
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Table 1. Comparison of Roles: Based on role descriptions in Dubinsky & Hassan, 2004.

Scrum

XP

Product
owner

Scrum
master
Manager
Scrum
team

Crystal Clear

Adaptive Systems Roles at start of
Development
Project

Executive
sponsor

Sponsor

Executive
sponsor

Visionary user Chief architect

Senior
Designer

DSDM

Feature driven
development

Visionary user /
Product owner
(Researcher)

Customer

Ambassador
user

Domain experts User
Business
expert

Customer

Coach
Tracker

Project
manager
Scribe

Project manager Co-ordinator

Project manager Project manager
(MD of software
house)

Users (SCPCL
members)

Developmentmanager
Chiefprogrammer
Class owners

Developer

Development team
(Employees of
software house)

Facilitator

Facilitator
(Researcher)

Team leader
Programmer Technical coordinator
Tester
Senior
developer
Developer

Scrum has the ‘product owner’ who interacts with
customers and users and prioritizes the functionality
that is developed by the scrum team in each iteration.
The product owner corresponds to the ‘visionary’ in
DSDM. On the basis that typically the software delivery
organization will want to develop software that can be
sold to multiple customers, the product owner is usually
(though not always) an employee of the software
development organization. DSDM and Adaptive
Software Development both identify the role of
facilitator with responsibilities for planning, managing
and facilitating design workshops and decision making
sessions.
Naturally, each agile approach also includes specific
roles for technical staff to produce the software and
related outputs. These roles include: programmers in
XP; senior developers and developers in DSDM; the
senior designer, designer-programmers, co-ordinators,
testers and writers in Crystal Clear; chief architect, chief
programmers and class owners in Feature Driven
Development (FDD); master developers and expertise
leaders in Lean development; developers in adaptive
software development; and scrum team members in
scrum.
Most advocates of agile approaches accept the need to
adapt roles and practices to the specifics of local
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Sponsor (Principal
Investigator)

Designerprogrammer
Tester
Writer

conditions (Nodder & Neilsen, 2009). However, it is
clear from the above that the roles identified in agile
methods generally fall into a small number of general
classes. There is a common recognition of the need for a
project sponsor or champion in the customer
organization. Additionally, most methods recognise an
explicit distinction between project sponsors (usually
senior managers) and the users of the system. Within
the software delivery organisation, there is a role for a
project manager to co-ordinate activity, to track project
progress, encourage communication and ensure that
necessary resources are available. There is a need for
technical developers. In most methods, there is an
explicit roles for a facilitator to support good
communication between the customers, users and
developers, and to help the team to reach agreement
about priorities in each development cycle. Finally, most
methods recognize the need for a single point of design
authority, a product owner, who owns the overall vision
of the product.
Interaction design and agile development
A number of authors have explored how user centred
interaction design can be integrated with agile software
development practices (Chamberlain, Sharp & Maiden,
2006; Lee & McCrickard, 2007; Ferriera, Noble &
Biddle, 2007; Nodder & Neilsen, 2009). A common
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finding is that some overall conceptual design needs to
take place up front before coding starts, and that during
the development, the UI design team needs to work at
least one cycle ahead of the software development team
to ensure that good interaction design proposals are
available for the developers when they start building
each piece of functionality. In this project, there was no
specialist interaction design resource available. Our
solution was that, at the start of each software iteration,
a participatory design meeting was held with the
farmers and the software developers to create paper
prototypes of screen designs. These were then taken as
input to the software design.
ROLE EVOLUTION IN THE PROJECT
In this section, we reflect on our experiences in
understanding the roles as the project has progressed.
Our findings are illustrated by analysis of specific
incidents that occurred, and demonstrate how the
various roles required re-negotiation and re-definition
to suit our rural development context.
Initial roles in the Rural e-Services project
The structure of the funding scheme, as a research
project funded by a UK research council, meant that the
primary overall responsibility for the project had to be
held by an academic with a permanent contract at a UK
university (or research centre), and is given the title
‘principal investigator’. Our initial understanding was
that the principal investigator began with a role similar
to the agile project sponsor. The staff and members of
SCPCL were clearly in the role of users, and the staff of
the software development house were therefore in roles
related to developers, including team leaders, technical
co-ordinators, software architects etc. The project
manager for the software development was the
managing director of the software house. The researcher
undertaking the project field work, working directly
with SCPCL and other agencies in Sironj and Madhya
Pradesh (MP) was an experienced development
professional and technology project manager, but was
not a software developer, and we interpreted his
primary role as one of facilitator, with a secondary role
as the product owner or visionary user.

Enabling the role of user and customer
In agile methods one major task is to write 'user stories'
or 'customer stories' that form the basis for defining
software features. These stories are short descriptions of
‘units of customer-visible functionality’ (Beck, 2005,
p44), written in a couple of sentences on small cards.
These stories describe functionality that users will find
valuable, and allow software designers to estimate the
effort needed to implement each idea. The customers
and users can then decide which stories to include in the
next software cycle. The idea of defining a software
system using stories, written from the end users’
perspective, is a common feature of many approaches to
software design (Preece et al. 2004). However, there are
significant differences between users stories in XP and
the richer scenarios used in interaction design (see
Nodder & Neilsen, 2009, for a discussion).
To begin systems design we organised a first story
telling workshop to collect stories about how
agricultural information was shared in the community,
and to imagine how this might change. This one day
workshop was attended by 22 ordinary co-op members,
the 8 directors and the 6 employees of SCPCL,
representatives from Pradan, the researcher, and the
project manager from the software development
company. Prior to the workshop, smaller meetings
between the facilitator and groups of farmers had been
held to discuss information flow in the co-operative.
During the workshop, participants worked in groups to
imagine stories of how they might use new technology.
Although the users were familiar with mobile phones,
and had seen camera phones, they found it difficult to
recall and articulate specific conversations about
agricultural information exchanges, or to envisage
stories about how these could be in future. Rather than
persist with an activity that did not make sense to the
farmers, we encouraged them to develop general stories
about information and knowledge in their farming.
Some example stories that were told are given below:
I am Pappu2 from the Kamlapur village. I sowed
Soybean in 2 hectare with required quantity of
seeds/bigha. It rained and only ¼ of the field
germinated. It was a very dire situation and
big loss. I don’t what I should have done.

Because of the limited resources available to the project,
we did not have an experienced interaction designer
who could participate in the design sessions. The
principal investigator was the only team member with
relevant experience, and he was located in the UK, not
in India.

I have got 1.5 hectare of land, I come from
Gulabganj village and my name is Guddu. I
sowed Urad (a kind of pulse) in June. In the
early days the plants were not of good quality
2

Names and locations have been changed to preserve
anonymity
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but as these grew it formed good shape but
even then it didn’t give fruits/produce. I was
not having any clue on this and was not
having any mechanism to get timely
information on this.
My name is Pinki and I belong to the
Surajmukhi village. We have 1.5 hectare of
land. Our community was a nomad and we are
the first settlers. We were very poor and
suffered a lot and nobody gave us any value
and space in the society. We were working as
daily wage labourers and used to sell jungle
woods. At the same time we were away from
the information and its sources. It was only
when we got associated with Pradan we
realise the importance of organisation as we
formed a SHG3. We were working on our fields
but were not getting any return. We used to
sow 25 kilograms of Soybean in one bigha of
land and were getting only 50 kilograms as
the produce. It was after getting associated
with Pradan and SCPCL that we come to know
the problems in our soil and how to correct
that. We also learnt about the methods of
sowing e.g. 18 inches sowing. Now we are
getting 7 to 12 quintal in a bigha. We believe
that the information provided to us played an
important
in
our
prosperity
and
empowerment.
Whilst the story telling was valuable in building
commitment in SCPCL, these stories were too general to
be usable as inputs to software design. We needed to
find new methods to help the farmers to structure their
stories at a suitable level of detail.
Our solution involved creating a set of personas
(Cooper, 1999) to represent the primary actors in the
communication activities. These represented: farmers of
different socio-economic orientations and land
holdings, the ‘service provider’ (or Munna4) who works
for the co-op and holds the mobile phone, the
agricultural advisor, and external experts. Taking these
personae, a member of the software development team
drew a set of pencil sketches to represent each of the
personae on a single sheet of A4 paper. This was then
photocopied so that we could cut out copies of the
sketches. We also obtained some clip-art pictures to
represent places such as the farmer’s field, the village,
3

Self Help Group
The name Munna was derived from the popular Hindi
film series involving the always helpful gangster Munna
Bhai.

4
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the SCPCL office, etc. In a second (smaller) workshop
we used the personas to create user stories in the form of
cartoon strips or storyboards. Figure 2 shows one of the
storyboards created.
Having identified some stories, it was important to
establish an understanding of the relative priorities
associated with different pieces of functionality. To
facilitate these discussions, we used the participatory
rural appraisal method of ‘chapatti diagrams’. In this
technique, circles of coloured paper (analogous to
chapattis), are cut out for each item under
consideration. The relative sizes of the chapattis
represent the order of priority attached to different
ideas, and thus facilitate discussion of relative priority.
Figure 3 illustrates the technique in action.

Figure 2: one of the storyboards

As the project progressed from writing to selecting
stories for implementation, we noticed a difficulty with
the role of ‘customer’. A key aim in agile methods is to
identify those units of functionality that deliver the
maximum value for the minimum cost (Beck, 2005, p.
44ff). However, because the budget was held by the
research project, the ‘customers’ were not spending their
own money, and so found it difficult to decide which
features were most important for themselves. Also, the
researcher who was facilitating the discussions began to
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suspect that the participants were expecting that
ultimately all of the functionality would be developed,
rather than recognizing that items that they prioritized
would be developed, and those that were not prioritized
would actually never be built. An added complication
was that the funding for the research project allocated a
sum for software development, but also had allocations
for travel, equipment, and other research activities.
Consequently, the precise budget for software had not
been completely fixed within the project. A key step was
to demarcate a precise budget and share it with the cooperative. With this information, they could make
better informed choices, and modified some of their
priorities.

company. As the software design progressed, we
discovered that this was not satisfactory because of
competing demands on the managing director’s time.
For this reason, it was necessary to find another staff
member to act as the key contact between the facilitator
in Sironj and the software designers in AP.
Unfortunately, the first person to take over this role
resigned shortly after software design began. For the
third meeting between the software team and the cooperative, a team travelled from AP including one
female member of staff who seemed to have the
necessary skills, was able to develop good empathy with
the users, and was popular with them. The team
discussed her as a potential candidate for project
manager. Unfortunately, she was unwilling to take the
role because it involved frequent travel to Sironj an area
where communications and mobile phone coverage are
poor, and her parents were not satisfied that it was safe
for their daughter. Fortunately, another member of staff
was found who has taken the role and, with support and
capacity building input from the researcher, has
performed it well. This incident illustrates how cultural
factors and staff mobility, constrain the allocation of
critical roles.
Evolving the role of sponsor(s)

Figure 3: A chapatti diagram discussion

Our experience demonstrates how effort is required to
enable participants to fulfil the role of customer and
user. Similar experiences were reported by early
researchers in participatory IT design (e.g. Bødker et al.,
1987). Ehn & Kyng (1987) use the term ‘prequalification’, to refer to the process of developing the
skills needed to participate effectively in software design.
Heeks (1999) discusses the problem of ‘resource-deficit’,
where a project claims to be participatory, but does not
ensure that participants have the capabilities to
participate effectively. In this project, we constantly
worked to develop the understanding of participants
about software designing, but we recognise this as an
ongoing learning process requiring regular attention.
Shifting the role of project manager
Communication between developers and the users is a
vital factor in software design, so it is important to find
a person with the good social skills and empathy to
interact with users. At the start of the project, the main
project management role for the software development
team was held by the managing director of the software
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Another evolution has been the role of executive
sponsor. At the start, the role was located with the
principal investigator in the UK, who were paying for
the software. This is different from the usual situation in
agile software design where the sponsor is a senior
person in the users’ organisation, which for us would be
SCPCL. A third important organisation in our project
was the NGO, Pradan, with a head office in Delhi, a
local office in Sironj, and a state office in another district
of MP.
When the project began field work, one person (Manju)
was both team leader for Pradan in Sironj, and a
director and Chief Executive in SCPCL. Manju seemed a
natural choice as executive sponsor. However, this
might not be ideal, because it risked SCPCL members
becoming dependent on Manju's leadership. During the
project, Manju was offered a senior position in another
organisation and left Pradan (and SCPCL). When we
discovered that Manju was planning to leave, we had to
identify other sponsors within Pradan and/or SCPCL,
and to obtain formal commitments to sustain the work
after completion of the research.
We also realised, that there would be organisational
costs associated with the technology. In particular,
SCPCL would need an ‘Agricultural Communication
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Specialist’ – someone combining knowledge of
agriculture with strong IT skills. With Manju leaving
SCPCL the agricultural advisor Ramu was promoted to
Chief Executive Officer. This meant that he could not
also adopt the role of Agricultural Communication
Specialist. However, there was no money in the project
to pay this new member of staff. It was necessary to
persuade Pradan and SCPCL to commit to covering
these costs. The process of negotiating agreements
helped in gradually establishing stronger local
ownership. In the new configuration, a senior Pradan
manager acted as executive sponsor within Pradan, and
Ramu, acted as sponsor in SCPCL.
We recognized that Ramu would have a major influence
on project outcomes, but the project had to compete
with other demands on Ramu’s time and attention. It
was therefore important for the project to lend support
and advice to Ramu to help him develop skills and
confidence in his new job as CEO, and to provide
encouragement and positive feedback for his
engagement with the project.
Our experience suggests that future projects that are
initiated from outside of their beneficiary organisations,
need to plan how the role of sponsor will progress over
the project lifetime, and monitor progress. It is
important that the role of sponsor should be vigorously
taken up by people within the beneficiary organisation.
A formal memorandum of understanding should be
developed with the beneficiary organisation to ensure
that there is commitment to the project from the start.
Without such active commitment then the intervention
cannot be sustainable.
The role of the interaction designer
The role of interaction designers is not defined in the
primary descriptions of most agile methodologies. XP
simply notes that roles of consultant and boss are
external to the development team (see Dubinsky &
Hazzan, 2004). As noted above, our project did not have
resources available to employ a trained interaction
designer to support our work. This expertise could only
be offered by the principal investigator, located in the
UK, acting as an external consultant. In our project, we
did discover a need for interaction design input to
support initial designs, and for occasional expert input
to resolve impasses, and to open up design possibilities.
One incident arose in designing the interface to capture
the multimedia messages on the mobile phone. Our
initial ideas were influenced by the Storybank software
(Jones et al. 2008) which provides an easy to use
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interface to create a ‘story’ composed of six photographs
and an audio track. To help with design, the facilitator
and some software designers visited the Storybank
project to examine their solution. The Storybank
software is implemented in Java for one particular
phone but was not portable to other similar phones. Our
project was implementing using the Python interpreter
for Symbian 60 phones (to simplify prototyping and
increase portability). However, when the first version of
the software was completed, the users found our
interface far too complex. The interface required the
user to save each photograph under a different file
name, then create an audio track, then compose the
message by retrieving all the different files. However,
when the project manager and developers were
challenged to simplify the interface, they could only
suggest using a single picture with a single audio file.
Discussions with the users indicated that this was not
satisfactory. When asked why it was not possible to
replicate the Storybank interface, the replies became
technical, including issues of multi-threading. The
facilitator was unable to respond at this technical level,
and so had to retreat from the discussion.
The problem remained unresolved until the principal
investigator, entered into the discussions. Before the
discussion, he studied the Application Programming
Interface (API) for the Python interpreter. Thus, when
the discussion began, he could challenge the
programmers’ assertions about what was or was not
possible. As a result of these challenges, and follow up
queries, we discovered that multi-threading had arisen
because the programmers assumed that the pictures and
audio had to be synchronised (as with Storybank). This
would indeed require a multi-threading application on
the phone, which would be difficult to implement using
the Python interpreter. By removing this constraint, it
became possible to implement a simpler interface that
was suitable for the intended users.
The motivational role of facilitator
We discovered that the role of the facilitator was much
more than just moderating a dialogue between users and
software developers. ICT for development implies that
the users look for and adopt new practices around ICT.
Therefore, the facilitator must motivate users to invest
time and energy to explore potential new practices. Such
investments have opportunity costs, and there is a
constant need to understand the (actual and perceived)
costs and benefits for different stakeholders, and
respond accordingly.
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To fulfil this role, the facilitator needs to be trusted by
all participants. Anybody external to the community is
always perceived with suspicion and the facilitator was
the key referral point for the project. Confidence is
essential so that participants trust that the facilitator to
protect their interests. Without high levels of trust, it is
unlikely that the participants will commit strongly to the
organizational and practical changes that new
technology demands. On the other hand, the facilitator
must avoid creating dependency, rather than
empowering the users to act for themselves.
Building trust is a gradual and extended process. For
example after initial rapport building, the facilitator
participated in weekly and monthly meetings of the coop and facilitated discussions so that ordinary members
could articulate their issues in front of the Directors and
to reach to agreeable solutions. The facilitator
participated in a Kisan Mela (Farmer Fair) organised by
the cooperative in a remote area to increase
membership. On the personal front the facilitator
extended help to individuals. On one occasion some
SCPCL members were stuck in Bhopal (state capital)
because of a hartal (transport strike). The facilitator
used his local connections to arrange to get them home
(a three hour journey). From this position of trust, the
facilitator was then able to motivate and mobilise
different actors at different times to progress the work.
One incident that highlighted the importance of this
close engagement arose when Ramu took over as CEO
of SCPCL. In his new position, there were many
competing demands on his time, and the facilitator
became concerned that the Rural e-Services technology
was slipping down his list of priorities.
One hypothesis was that Ramu was finding that learning
his new role was very demanding, and because the
facilitator was established in the organization and in the
community, he might be able to lead the intervention
himself. If Ramu could simply delegate the project
completely to the facilitator, with minimal input from
himself, then this would free him to deal with other
issues. However, because the project was a short term
intervention to provide new software systems, it could
not provide that sort of support. It was critical that the
co-op adopted these responsibilities internally.
Another hypothesis was that Ramu might think that
credit for success would be associated with the Manju
not Ramu. Shifting Ramu’s perceptions to highlight the
potential benefits both to the co-op and to himself was
important in capturing Ramu's attention.
Being able to identify and diagnose this situation, to
respond to it, and to be listened to when suggesting
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ways forward, was only possible because of the deep
engagement and trust between the facilitator, the cooperative staff and members over an extended period.
The problematic role of product owner
A key role in agile methodologies is that of product
owner. The product owner is an authorised person who
acts as the final decision maker about priorities and
choices in each software cycle. In the rural e-services
project this role was fulfilled by the researcher working
in Sironj, on the basis that the researcher had a sufficient
understanding of software to guide the community in
making informed choices, whilst not working for the
software delivery organisation and therefore being able
to represent the community’s interests in negotiations.
However, the choices and priorities had to be guided by
wider objectives of community and organisational
development. Thus the project to create new software
was only one part of a larger project. In fact, the Rural eServices project could be understood as three related
activities: a research activity, a development activity, and
a software design activity. Each of these activities can be
described (from some perspectives) as ‘the project’, but
each has different aims, objectives and success criteria.
For the research project, the aims are concerned with
developing knowledge about designing ICT in a
development context that then be shared with others
through publications and other outputs. For the
development activity, the aims are about effective
change in the social and economic situation of people in
Sironj, through capacity building in SCPCL. For the
software design activity, the aims are concerned with
timely delivery of working software meeting customers’
needs. Each of these projects requires direction and
leadership. Coordinating and aligning these objectives is
a constant challenge.
Leading the development project is not simply
managing the tasks of designing, but also involves
managing the expectations, wishes, demands,
frustrations, conflicts, motives of the users and other
stakeholders. In the early phases of our project, when we
conceived of the software development organisation
providing the primary source of project leadership, this
arrangement was found to be ineffective. The software
project manager could not interact with key
stakeholders sufficiently regularly to manage and
negotiate expectations. Only the locally based
researcher, with regular day to day engagement with
SCPCL, Pradan and the farmers was in a position to do
this. Also, because the interests of users and customers
are not the same as those of software developers, the
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researcher had to take a role as an advocate to promote
users’ interests in design. Additionally, the researcher
had to review the skills, capabilities and performance of
the software development team, and work to build their
capacity to interact and communicate effectively with
the users. Finally, to ensure successful deployment of the
technology, the researcher had to work with the
directors, the farmers, the agricultural advisor and the
Munnas to devise ways of operating and using the
technology that would deliver real benefits, and to
encourage the new CEO to adopt a positive attitude in
the role project sponsor.
To describe this complex role as simply ‘product owner’
or ‘visionary user’ or even as 'facilitator', understates the
task. A more realistic title for the role is that of Project
Co-ordinator for the development activity. The
Development Project Co-ordinator occupies the central
role in orchestrating, encouraging and enabling the
diverse activities of the users, customer and sponsor.
The Development Project Co-ordinator needs to focus
on the wider social development objectives of the
project and integrate the software development within
this broader intervention.
Around this role, it may be possible to identify separate
roles of ‘product owner’, and ‘facilitator’ who would
then work with the development project co-ordinator,
however in our project, these roles were closely
integrated in one person.
DISCUSSION
Defined roles in software design methodologies should
be understood as a useful advisory perspective, rather
than a prescriptive framework. As Beck (2005) notes,
defined roles should not prevent individual team
members from making constructive contributions
whenever they are able to do so. Nodder & Neilsen
(2009) argue that roles and techniques in agile methods
should be understood as resources to help decision
making, but that the working practices that are adopted
in particular organisations should be based on
experience in the particular context, rather than
religiously following definitions set out ‘by the book’. It
is also the case that demarcations between roles and the
mapping between roles and individual people in a
project will must be sensitive to context, experience and
skills. However, our experience with the roles described
for agile software development suggests that these
existing frameworks are insufficient to guide effective
participatory interaction design in social and economic
development projects.
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Agile development methods assume that customers are
powerful and informed actors who are able to promote
their own interests in negotiating each stage of software
design. The concern of agile software design
organisations is to “… satisfy the customer through
early and continuous delivery of valuable software.”
(www.agilemanifesto.org). Customer satisfaction is
critical because customers and users can take their
business elsewhere. The model of rapid feedback cycles
and regular “planning games” is provided to allow
customers and users to constantly reflect on their
priorities and review their choices, and so maximise the
value they obtain in the process. However, in designing
ICT for development, where funds for technology come
from outside the user organisation and the organisation
begins with limited technology experience, these
assumptions are not valid. The customers are not
powerful and informed actors at the start of the project.
The project must undertake specific efforts to enable
them to realise their power, understand their options,
and build long term capability. Maunder et al. (2007)
reach similar conclusions, advocating an active focus on
developing users’ capabilities as an essential component
of their User Centred Design for Development
(UCD4Dev) approach.
Agile methods focus on delivery of satisfactory software
systems, not on the wider issues of socio-technical
change in the customer’s organization. For the
proponents of agile methods, these concerns are issues
of management within the customer organisation and
beyond the scope of software development
methodologies. Consequently, the role descriptions set
out are primarily concerned with the internal
organization of the software development team and
software delivery organisation. There is little guidance
about role divisions within the customer’s organisation,
which will vary in different domains. From the software
developers’ perspective, the main points about the
customer’s organisation are that there must be users
who can provide clarification about issues that affect the
software design, and there must be a clear design
authority to make decisions about priorities.
Participatory design techniques typically provide a role
for a facilitator to work with the users and other
stakeholders to inform and guide design discussions,
but this role is not explicitly defined in terms of leading
change management within the host organisation.
However, if the goals of a project are seen in terms of
wider social development (as must be the case in
interaction design for international development), then
it is necessary to identify roles within the project
specifically concerned with ensuring that these
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objectives are achieved. This is a different role from
facilitating design.
Our original thinking in the project was that the
combination of participatory methods, together with the
spread of roles drawn from agile methods would be
sufficient for this project. However, we discovered that
the role frameworks offered by agile methods do not
provide adequate guidance regarding the roles within
the ‘customer’ organisations to manage the
organisational changes that are associated with the
technology interventions. In commercial settings,
customers may hire a consultant to assist them in
negotiating with technology providers and managing
organisational change. Such roles are beyond the scope
of the role frameworks offered for agile software
methodologies. If we wish to describe and codify
approaches by which interaction design interventions
can contribute to social and economic development, we
will need to develop role frameworks that extend
beyond the existing scope of agile methods.
In this project, we identified one critical role as that of
Development Project Co-ordinator. To introduce this
role, it is important to consider the role should relate to
the roles of facilitator, sponsor and product owner; how
this role can support the development of the user and
customer roles; how the role should interact with the
software design team and with interaction designers.
Based on our findings, we conclude that future projects
in interaction design for international development
should pay particular attention to how this particular
role is conceived, performed and supported.
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PhD programmes in design seem to be becoming increasingly popular though questions about design research have been raised. In this
paper I present a short survey that I did with designers from India, who either have done a PhD in design or are doing one. An online
questionnaire was circulated among 34 design researchers. Twenty responded. As expected, the PhD has improved their ability to do
research. The impact on ability to do design and impact on salaries seems to be mixed. Among the reasons for starting to do a PhD,
opinion was divided about a PhD helping improve job prospects in the industry and even more divided about it being a requirement in
academic institutions. But why do designers do a PhD then? The reasons are interest in the area of their PhD, because it will help them
grow as a person and because they are interested in research. PhDs have helped people become a better researcher, a better design
teacher and also a better person but it has not helped them become a better designer.
Design, designers, research, PhD.

1. INTRODUCTION
Interest in design research is not new. Early work in
design research in the 1950s borrowed from techniques
in operational research to develop “systematic methods
of problem solving, borrowed from computer
techniques and management theory, for the assessment
of design problems and the development of design
solutions” (Archer, 1965). Importance of research in the
context of design has also been acknowledged. Bonsiepe
says that compared with other domains, design is a
scandalously under-researched field and that a
profession which does not foster and promote research
intensively, has no future (Bonsiepe, 2000).
Design research stayed a controversial matter and there
are several views about what constitutes design research.
Technical rationality has also been challenged and
importance was given to the implicit in the artistic,
intuitive processes which practitioners bring “to
situations of uncertainty, instability, uniqueness and
value conflict” (Schön, 1983). Newbury feels that the
difference between research in design and research in
other disciplines is often over-stressed and calls for a
dialogue with disciplines with which design has
overlapping interests (Newbury, 2002).
We can’t even say that design has established its typical
criteria for research. Jones expresses doubts that anyone
has yet found a definition of design research “that does
not risk excluding or inhibiting imaginative work for the
sake of academic respectability and reputation” (Jones,
et al., 1998). Cross suggests that our concern in design
research has to be the “development, articulation and

communication of design knowledge” that we can look
for in people, processes and products (Cross, 2007).
In spite of popular belief that designers don’t read,
articulation of design thinking also has a long enough
history. Journals related to design have been published
for several years. Visible Language (originally published
as the Journal of Typographical Research) (1967), U&lc
(1973), Design Studies (1979) and Design Issues (1984)
are some of the well known examples of journals
running for a long time. The importance of design
research and articulation continued to grow and
diversify as design entered more domains. Apart from
design-specific journals and conferences, several
domain-specific journals and conferences (such as those
related to HCI and interaction design) also have been
carrying peer-reviewed research publications and
conferences for several years. Further, such articulation
is not restricted to refereed and edited material alone.
High-quality articulation can also be found online. PhD
Design – a popular mailing list on discussion of PhD
studies and related research in design has been active
since 1998 (1998). There are several blogs and other
online media for articulation – for example (Ranjan,
2009).
The popularity of PhD programmes in design has been a
fairly recent phenomenon world over. For example,
Institute of Design, IIT Chicago, one of the older PhD
programmes in design, lists only one alumnus prior to
year 2000 out of a total 23 alumni (IIT Chicago, 2009).
In India, the phenomenon is even more recent. Design
research is carried out in a few institutes and only two
institutes offer a PhD programme in design. These
programmes have gained popularity within the last few
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years, with 10 and 26 students pursuing their PhD
currently and with only 4 Design PhD alumni till date
(IIT Guwahati, 2009), (IIT Bombay, 2009). A few more
designers have either done or are doing their PhDs in an
overlapping discipline in India.
This enthusiasm about design research and PhD is not
shared unequivocally. There are sceptics in the design
community who are not convinced about the value of
research and PhD. They feel that research activities
often take too much time and at the end, results are
often predictable. Many practicing designers can’t see
the point. They allege a “sense of inferiority as designers
and low self-esteem” as possible reasons (reference
omitted in curtsey). Some also believe that the only valid
reason to become a PhD could be to become a design
teacher. Davis agrees that while the notion of design
research culture does not seem odd to those outside the
field, greatest scepticism about expanding design
research programmes comes from designers themselves
(Davis, 2008).

which the respondent could agree or disagree with. The
statements were “it is a requirement for a teacher in
academic institutes”, “I was interested in the area of my
PhD”, “I was interested in research”, “I thought it will
help me grow as a person” and “I thought it will
improve my job prospects in the industry”. It also had
an open field for writing additional motivations not
listed.
The last set of questions was about the impact of PhD
on research, design, salary and on the person (“My PhD
so far has helped me...”) and presented 4 Likert-scale
type statements in a randomised order to which the
respondent could agree or disagree with. The statements
were “become a better designer”, “become a better
design teacher”, “become a better person” and “become
a better researcher”.

In this context it is important to try to answer the
question – “Why do designers want to become PhDs?”
“Not just to become an academic!” respond Jones and
Jacobs (Jones, et al., 1998). But why, then? In an attempt
to answer this question, I present a short survey that I
conducted among designers perusing their PhD in
India.

The effect of PhD on design ability, research ability and
salary were gauged with three statements: “Instead of
opting to do a PhD, had I continued what I was doing
earlier, the quality of my design work at the end of my
PhD tenure will be...”, “...the quality of my research
work at the end of my PhD tenure will be...” and “...my
salary at the end of my PhD tenure will be...” with 5
choices ranging from “substantially worse than what it
will be now” to “substantially better than what it will be
now”. There was an additional open field to describe
other effects of PhD (either positive or negative).

2. METHOD

3. RESPONDENTS

A survey was created using the online survey tool
SurveyMonkey.com. The questionnaire asked the
respondents about their backgrounds. The first question
was about the current status of my PhD (year 1, 2, 3, 4,
5+, recently finished and finished more than 2 years
ago). The second question was about their educational
background (undergraduate or masters) before PhD
(design, engineering, architecture, visual arts, literary
arts, other). A third question presented the statement
“the best way to describe me is...” and gave the choices
of
a designer who is doing a PhD in design, a designer who
is doing a PhD in a design-related area (but not in
design), a non-designer (engineer, architect, artist,
other) doing a PhD in design, a non-designer (engineer,
architect, artist, other) doing a PhD in a design-related
area (but not in design), a designer doing a PhD in a
design-unrelated area, and none of the above.

A list of potential respondents was created from student
and alumni pages of websites of the two design schools
that offer a PhD in Design in India and also by
including all designers known to the author who have
done a PhD or were doing one in another discipline.
These respondents were invited to participate in the
survey over email. A total of 34 people were invited.
Among these, 20 people actually responded by filling
out the online questionnaire. One other person declined
to respond to the online questionnaire, but sent in some
feedback on email.

Next, the survey asked about the motivation to start the
PhD (“I started to do my PhD because...”) and presented
5 Likert-scale type statements in a randomised order to
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Respondents were at different levels into their PhD.
Among the 20 respondents, 7 had just joined their PhD
(year 1), 2 in 2nd year, 6 were in their 3rd year, 3 in their
4th year and one in 5th year. One respondent had
finished his PhD more than 2 years ago. Before their
PhD, most respondents had a background in design
(17/20), a few had backgrounds in visual arts (8/20),
engineering (6/20), and architecture (3/20). One
participant had a background in literary arts and one in
‘other’. (Participants could select multiple backgrounds
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to include undergraduate and masters levels of
education.) Most respondents felt that the best way to
describe them was “a designer who is doing a PhD in
design” (8/20) or “a designer who is doing a PhD in a
design-related area (but not in design)” (7/20). Two
people thought “a non-designer (engineer, architect,
artist, other) doing a PhD in design” described them the
best while two other people chose “a non-designer
(engineer, architect, artist, other) doing a PhD in a
design-related area (but not in design)”. Interestingly,
no one chose the option “a designer doing a PhD in
design-unrelated area” though one person chose “none
of the above”.

strongly agreed and another 6/19 weakly agreed, the
result is not significant at α = 0.20. (Figure 2)

4. FINDINGS
To the statement “I started doing my PhD because...”,
the overwhelming choice was “I was interested in the
area of my PhD” (17/20 strongly agreed). “I thought it
will help me grow as a person” (14/20 strongly agreed
and another 3/20 weakly agreed) and “I was interested
in research” (12/20 strongly agreed and another 6/20
weakly agreed) also score well. All three are significant
beyond α = 0.01. Opinion was divided about the option
“it is / will soon be a requirement for a teacher in
academic institutes” and “I thought it will improve my
job prospects in the industry”. Neither are significant
even at α = 0.20. (Figure 1)
People were given an open field about mentioning any
other reason for starting to do a PhD, and some
respondents left interesting, often emotional messages.
Reasons mentioned included enjoyment, curiosity
towards the research topic, sense of achievement, rigour
of research and the need to reflect upon the world
outside. In one case the PhD was initiated after
inspiration from a mentor “I considered it as a blessing
from someone who I respected a lot, and a great
opportunity for me to evolve further”. Another
respondent vented his / her frustration about the
rigidity of current education systems “our current UG
level education doesn’t allow one to even breathe” and
“one is doubtful even about one’s death”. One person
took up his PhD “not for any specific reason, but always
want to do PhD”. The PhD has helped many become a
better researcher (13/20 strongly agreed, another 6/20
weakly agreed, significant beyond α = 0.01), a better
design teacher (9/20 strongly agreed, another 5/20
weakly agreed, significant beyond α = 0.05) and also a
better person (8/19 strongly agreed, 5/19 weakly agreed,
significant beyond α = 0.10). Opinion was divided
though tending towards positive about whether a PhD
helped them become a better designer – though 4/19
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Figure 1: Why designers started to do a PhD.

Figure 2: Effect of PhD on designers.

The effect on research is mildly positive – instead of
opting to do a PhD, if they had continued to do what
they were doing earlier, 45% believe that they would
have been much worse off, and another 10% believe that
they would have been a bit worse off in their research
ability (significant beyond α = 0.15). Surprisingly, PhD
has had very little effect on expected salary or ability to
do design (neither are significant even at α = 0.20). In
the free form text entry, respondents mentioned several
good and bad effects of PhD. The bad things include
financial difficulties, family issues, crankiness, time
management problems, health toll and social isolation.
One person mentioned, perhaps jokingly, “I've begun
reading too much! Bad for the eyes!” The good points
reflected the quantitative findings above, and seem to be
strong motivators to overcome the difficulties. Related
to professional development, respondents mentioned
improved research skills and improved realisation of
one’s potential that one hadn’t realised earlier. They also
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felt more determined to work in their area of work:
“Though people have actually written to me about it, but
I don’t think i can give up researching the topic ever”.
The guide’s role seems to be very important – one user
mentioned: “I think I met a wonderful designer and
human being, whom I can look up to in my guide. In
fact he is one of the main reasons for my continuing
interest in research.”
There were many positive comments on the personal
front, including a belief in one’s convictions (“even if
everyone else is against it”), passion, vigour, more
tolerance of different point of views (“all are correct in
their own way”), empowerment (“despite the
hierarchical ranking in our society”), patience, calm,
deep reflection and less impulsiveness. There was some
feedback about the methodology of the questionnaire.
One respondent stated that the question number 6, 7, 8,
9 (about effect of PhD) should have option "too early to
say" as the questionnaire was close ended. The PhD
student who had declined to respond to the
questionnaire because he “did not warm up to
answering them” raised questions “about the data that it
can generate – and the conclusions that may emerge”.
But he did send an email describing the reasons why he
was doing his PhD, which may (perhaps against his
wishes) be summarised as his interest in the area and an
influence of his guide.
5. CONCLUSIONS
To the insiders of design research, perhaps the findings
are obvious, but those on the periphery may be tempted
to jump in and the sceptics may find some evidence
against their arguments. The survey strongly establishes
that the reasons why people do a PhD in design in India
were interest in the research area, to grow as a person
and general interest in research. The PhD has had much
impact on individuals – it has helped people become
better researchers, better design teachers and better
people, but had no effect on their ability to design or
their expected salary after PhD. Jones and Jacobs were
right – there is no evidence that people are pursuing a
PhD to become an academic, though there is some
evidence that PhD helps in design teaching. There is
also no evidence that a PhD is expected to lead to
improved salary prospects. Free form comments
reconfirm that PhD helps people in research abilities
and in personality development and in their conviction
to work hard, but also point to negative effects on
finance, health and social behaviour. The deep
involvement and impact of PhD guides was also notable.
Like most quantitative surveys filled out in an online
environment, this one also has its limitations (as was
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pointed out by one of the participants). It explains to an
extent what happens, but lacks the subtler elements and
an understanding of why things happen the way they
do, though one can guess some of the reasons.
Qualitative depth interviews with individuals in various
sub-domains at different stages of their PhD could
throw more light on these issues and could be a matter
of future investigations (or a topic for someone to
pursue a PhD!).
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The Technology for Emerging Markets (TEM) group at
MSR India works to support the world's developing
communities. TEM's research explores how people
relate to technology and how innovations in technology
can help to meet their needs and aspirations. One of the
key challenges we face is the core question of HCI: What
is it that people really need from technology, and do the
technologies we create meet those needs? TEM
comprises a multidisciplinary group of researchers with
skills
including
anthropology,
developmental
economics, design, communication theory, HCI and (of
course) computer science. All of these disciplines are
brought to bear to help us understand how technology
may be able to help people and communities with a
serious lack of resources to improve their lives.
Among the group's projects are Digital Green, an
agricultural extension program; Text-Free User
Interfaces for non- and semi-literate computer users;
MultiPoint, which allows children at school to use
multiple mice simultaneously on a single computer;

studies of mobile phone banking and m-payments; and
a variety of ethnographies, ranging from studies of the
shared use of technologies in urban Indian slums to the
rising use of the mobile internet in the developing
world.
About Ed Cutrell
Ed Cutrell is a cognitive psychologist with a background
in cognitive neuroscience and has been working in the
field of HCI for more than 10 years. His primary
research concerns the exploration and measurement of
human interactions with information technology. He
has worked on a broad range of HCI topics, including
input
technologies,
brain-computer
interfaces,
intelligent notifications and disruptions, and interfaces
for information retrieval. Currently he manages the
Technology for Emerging Markets group at Microsoft
Research India, exploring how technology can help
people in the world's developing communities.
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Modelling Customer Experience – A Story behind the
Screen
Abhijit Thosar
Capgemini Financial Services
abhijit.thosar@capgemini.com

In the real world when customers interact with a service
provider such as a bank, they interface with People,
Processes and Products. These interactions present
“moment of truth” opportunities to the bank to
establish and reinforce a deeper customer relationship,
trust and loyalty.
However it requires an in-depth understanding of needs
and aspirations of different customer segments. While
the familiar UX techniques are useful, they need to be
augmented by more robust tools to capture the
complexities of multi-channel Customer Experience.
Banks are using techniques such as Customer Journey
Mapping to model the complex ecosystem of customers
interacting with products and services using direct and
remote channels. Banks are making every attempt to
identify and measure the Customer Experience KPIs
throughout the key user journeys across all customer
touch points.
The presentation discusses how some of the leading
banks are establishing a framework to orchestrate a
compelling Customer Experience based on real time
insights from the field. The author showcases some
industry examples of how banks using customer insights
to innovate their channels to effectively and efficiently
deliver financial services. The presentation also
emphasizes on the need to understand the business
drivers behind investing in Customer Experience
Design.
About Abhijit Thosar
Abhijit is a User Experience Strategist and Design
consultant with over 15 years of industry experience.
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Abhijit holds a Masters degree in Industrial Design and
a Bachelors degree in Engineering. He is also a Certified
Usability Analyst (CUA) from Human Factors
International.
Abhijit’s expertise spans across user experience design
and usability engineering methodologies. He has
directed many User Experience projects for array of
international clients from industries such as financial
services, retail, telecom, government, healthcare,
automobile and technology. He has delivered User
Interface solutions for variety of platforms such as web,
mobile, ATM and embedded devices.
Abhijit has led multi-disciplinary and globally
distributed project teams and has conducted many
training courses and workshops across Europe and Asia.
He has traveled worldwide to meet business
stakeholders, interview and observe users, present User
Experience strategies and to facilitate workshops.
Abhijit is known for his strategic approach towards
building user-centered design solutions with a clear
focus on meeting underlying business objectives and
enhancing key user experience matrices.
In past, Abhijit has held consulting positions with Tata
Consultancy Services and Human Factors International.
Abhijit now heads the Unified Experience practice at
Capgemini Financial Services where he leads a large
team of analysts and design consultants and works with
world’s leading financial institutions crafting their
customer experience strategy.
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Abstract: Intensive efforts are in progress to integrate ICT in education, e-learning but few have focussed on the needs of the teacher
post class hours. Technology can help teachers record their activity to track student progress and assess their own teaching across a
period of time in novel ways. Such activities can not only be a form of expression but also a measure of performance and a step away
from the tedium and monotony of log books. This paper presents a conceptual design of a tool that not only enables these activities but
also makes it enjoyable and investigates the impact of this tool among such teachers. A case of the “Zero Illiteracy Zone,” (ZIZ)
Campaign of Indian Institute of Technology, Guwahati is studied and teachers who are mainly university students themselves and
volunteers through the National Service Scheme (NSS) were asked to use the prototype while they were teaching children from
neighbouring areas.
Volunteer Teaching, ICT in education, Design for Social Impact, Teaching Aid, Blogging

1. INTRODUCTION
University campuses are powerful ecosystems where a
large number of students not only have the ability but
also the willingness to spread education to less
privileged children. While interaction is mutually
beneficial, there are several hurdles in accomplishing a
successful working model.
This paper presents a conceptual design of an
application that essentially helps the volunteer teachers
from a typical university campus to keep an electronic
log of the classroom events in an efficient and enjoyable
way. The design of this teaching aid was tested in a
challenging volunteer setting of the ZIZ program and
was found to be a useful tool for the purpose.
BRIEF HISTORY OF ZIZ
The Zero Illiteracy Zone (ZIZ) campaign at Indian
Institute of Technology, Guwahati was started in July
2008 wherein the security guards of the institute and
small children from nearby villages were taught. The
guards were taught spoken and written English. The
school children were taught almost all the subjects in
their curricula. Currently, there are around 150 kids
from nearby villages like Katinga Pahad, Reserve,
Muriyapatti, Chinarpatti, Lathiya Bagicha, Amingaon
AIDC etc. from standard 1-10. For each teacher, there
are not more than fifteen pupils and the class frequency
is not more than twice a week. The main idea is to
confront illiteracy by starting in regions close to an

academic institution which is a source of potential
volunteers.
One of the key challenges in spreading education
through a system like the Zero Illiteracy Campaign is to
make the process of a monitoring the activities of the
volunteering teacher as effective as possible. From the
volunteering teacher’s point of view describing what
took place in class to a supervising body must be
efficient and engaging in contrast to the usual tedium of
filling logbooks, forms or spreadsheets. In most cases
people volunteering to teach and mentor other
schoolchildren are themselves university scholars and if
the logging of classroom events is time consuming, it
might interfere with their own academic schedules and
eventually deter them from continuing to volunteer.
Several studies have focused on the classroom
interactions between students and teachers, trying to
integrate ICT into teaching, exploring newer ways of
collaborative learning and creating such spaces.
However, there is a need to address the requirements of
the teacher after class hours i.e. activities that happen
after teaching for the day is over.
Students in ZIZ come from diverse backgrounds and
present equally diverse challenges and so, each class
offers the volunteer teacher something new to learn
about the students or about one's own teaching. The
volunteer teacher must have a deep understanding of
pupils and their progress across a period of time.
Certain students are quick learners while others may lag
behind while few might need a different approach
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altogether. Sometimes, different volunteering teachers
may collaborate while teaching the same set of students
so they must understand the preceding work done by
each other. Since the volunteering teachers here are not
employed full time it becomes all the more important to
avoid loss of context in the transition involved when a
new teacher steps in.
2. NEEDS IDENTIFIED IN THE ZIZ SYSTEM
A series of visits were taken to venues where the
volunteer teachers conduct their class. This was to
understand how exactly a class is conducted in ZIZ. 20
volunteers who were deeply involved in the campaign
were considered. Data was collected primarily through
dialogue and interviews which were recorded.
Unfulfilled needs of these volunteers were carefully
observed.

•

Using Google Forms to create online
questionnaires and sending out these to target
audience
• Flickr or any other such online photo
management and sharing application for
sharing visuals with other participating
members
• YouTube for uploading videos and sharing
them with other participating members (when
required)
While each of the above methods is excellent
individually and extremely popular, it is observed
maintaining a record at each website with a different
account at a different location is cumbersome and time
consuming. Switching between different sites for
essentially one purpose, recording the day’s events, is
frustrating and leads to loss of information and
expression. The whole purpose of keeping a record is
defeated if the process becomes tedious. Also, these
isolated processes did not have a single identity (for eg. a
tool specifically for ZIZ) and although privacy can be
maintained it is still not very personal.
2.2 Encouraging Self-Reflection in Volunteer
Teachers

Figure 1: A volunteer teaching children from neighbouring villages
at Kendriya Vidyala, Amingaon, Guwahati.

2.1 CREATING ONE DESTINATION FOR
DIFFERENT LOGGING PROCESSES
For volunteer teachers in ZIZ, normally adopted
methods for keeping a record of a day’s classroom
activities were the following:
• Emails between fellow teachers to communicate
thoughts and experiences.
• Use of online collaboration tools (Google Docs
etc.) to keep a record of test performances or
attendance levels and inviting others to view the
document.
• Printing templates (paper) logs that contain a
set of questions and filling them up
appropriately. This is a bulleted list.
• If required, use of online maps (Yahoo Maps or
Google maps or any other such technology) to
locate where the class took place and
subsequently inviting fellow teachers and/or the
monitoring authority to view those maps.
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It is interesting to think of these university scholars as
teachers who still have a lot to learn about how to teach
other schoolchildren. Teaching is something they have
not experienced before and for them to work with other
children requires constant improvement of their own
teaching skills. According to Dewey (1933): “We do not
learn from experience…we learn from reflecting on
experience.” A teacher is one who regularly reflects on
his or her teaching through critical thinking. Reflective
thinking is “the kind of thinking that consists of turning
a subject over in the mind and giving it serious and
consecutive consideration”. Critical reflection helps
teachers and administrators rethink the purposes of
education and reshape the programs to meet students’
needs. [Burnett and Lingam, 2007]
Actual self assessment occurs when we interpret the
activity or evidence and evaluate its impact. Some
questions to be answered in this regard are:
• Where did the event occur?
• Where did the event occur?
• When did the event occur?
• Who was involved?
• What were the circumstances, concerns, or
issues?
• What artefacts have been included to describe
what happened?
A need for a platform to critically reflect on their
teaching processes as well as to gauge the impact of their
An Engaging Multimedia Blogging Tool for Teachers
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teaching on the children’s growth was found. Deep
Learning (learning for real comprehension) comes from
a sequence of experience, reflection, abstraction and
active testing. These correspond to four regions of the
brain, are experience (sensory cortex), reflection (back
integrative cortex), abstraction (front integrative
cortex), and active testing (motor

understood if we look at the following problems: A few
students understand only their mother tongue not
English or Hindi so there is a need to find a suitable
teacher especially in classes where such cases are high.
Some students are shy either inherently or because of
encounters with totally different people in a new
environment. Some students are very quiet and do not
take part in classroom discussions or group activities. If
these students can be approached by a teacher equipped
to solve their needs, it becomes more meaningful for the
pupil to attend classes regularly.
2.5 Allowing Multimedia Composition

Figure 2: Deep learning model [*]

cortex). [Zull, 2002] In our case, the ZIZ campaign,
classes are held on weekends so teachers usually have a
minimum of 3-4 days between classes so there is plenty
of time for the volunteers to self-reflect and learn from
their own experiences.
2.3 Community support
It is very crucial to enable switching of teachers without
loss of context. For instance a situation might occur
when a volunteer has an exam to write and cannot go to
teach. (And this happens on enough number of
occasions to be a problem of that requires much
attention) Another teacher must deputize but for that he
must have an accurate description of what went on in
preceding classes. Also, which students were absent and
which require a different approach to teaching. When a
blog has been created for the preceding classes rich with
visuals and voice inputs it is a great relief to members of
the teaching community.
2.4 Student Profiling
From the horse’s mouth, “The group of students coming
from different villages forms a diverse class and present
unique problems. All kids are not on the same level of
knowledge even if they are in the same standard in
school. Much time is spent on bringing weaker students
up to the same level and that’s when the actual class
begins”
So student profiling can save a lot of time for the
teachers. The significance of student profiling can
India HCI 2010
IDID 2010

It was observed that different teachers have different
strengths and weaknesses in expressing themselves.
Some were more inclined to writing but others preferred
speaking about it. Besides text-based writing, technology
can be used to encourage teachers to integrate visual
and audiovisual multimedia. Inserting images, sounds,
and video creates a complex, multilayered compositions
and this is helpful for those volunteering teachers who
have difficulty with writing.
2.6 Costs of keeping paper records
It was noted that costs of maintaining paper records
over a year add up to a large sum. Use of electronic
logging can stem this expenditure. The entire logging
process suggested here is paperless so there is an
obvious reduction in costs.
3. METHODOLOGY
In this paper, we present our design concept as an
“explanation,” specifically plans about why some
things—artifacts, features of artifacts, interactions
between people and artifacts, or interactions between
whole ecologies of people and artifacts, futures and
collective futures—are in a certain way and why they
should be another way (People are the volunteering
teachers and the artifact is the normal logbook or a
record book). For this reason we adopted the
PRInCiPleS Framework which is a framework for
representing designs as arguments. The PRInCiPleS
steps are steps in an argument rather than steps in a
design process. [Notess, 2004]
“P” is for predispositions and we enumerated all
significant points of view about the population being
designed for. For example the target users which in our
case are the volunteering teachers have no difficulty
using an online application for blogging. (This later was
proved through a questionnaire.) “R” s for research and
in this step we collected data from observations of the
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target population. We held interview sessions and
discussions with teachers to know the exact situation
experienced after each class. Trips were made to the
teaching venues to get a real understanding of the
system and during these trips photo-ethnography was
done, too. This stage also included literature review. “I”
is for insights or interpretations and in this stage we
analysed opportunities for improvement of the system
after we had diverged into it. These were presented in
the above sections. “C” is for concepts. We began
conceptualisation here with an aim to solve the various
problems encountered by the teachers. One such
problem was absenteeism shown by a few students.
This meant these students were not at the same level
of learning in the next class and their parents needed to
be informed. Also these students may require special
attention in subsequent classes. The second “P” is for
prototypes. Both high (working) and low fidelity
(behavioural or exploratory) for concept exploration
and refinement were developed. “S” is for
strategies where we state a proposal for effectively
addressing the needs of the ZIZ teachers.

Figure 3: This model describes how the application presented in
this paper fits into the entire system.
(1) The teacher finishes the lesson and goes back to his room to
record the day’s activity
(2)The teacher tell his story for the day by writing, adding visuals,
video or voice recording, uploading lesson files and the entry is stored
in a database to which members of the ZIZ system have access
(3)The entry is viewed by monitoring body
(a)Teachers reflect and assess themselves and implement it in the
next class

4. SYSTEM MODELLING
The system model explained in figure 3 explains how
the proposed concept fits into the entire model. Four
interaction models have been identified within the
system.
4.1 Self Reflection
Mapping teaching experiences to the objectives initially
laid down have several advantages. Firstly, it facilitates
teachers in identifying learning gaps. Secondly, it
facilitates teachers as a self-assessment tool in
determining their teaching needs. Finally, it facilitates
teachers in identifying their teaching outcomes through
Self-reflection.
4.2 Interaction between Volunteer and peers
Dialogues between participating volunteers can be
encouraged when they view each other’s record of
previous classes. For instance, if one volunteer decides
to teach a lesson using a film the effectiveness of the
experiment can be discussed.

(b)Dialogue between teacher and peers based on the blog
(c)Dialogue between teacher and the monitoring body based on the
blog
(d)The Monitoring body shows the blog as an example to aspiring
volunteer teachers
(e)Peers have a look at the blog

4.3 Interaction between Volunteer and supervising
body
When the supervising body wants to check the progress
of a volunteer’s class they can view records and
subsequent discussions can be constructive to both the
volunteers and pupils they teach.
4.4 Interaction between Aspiring Volunteers and the
supervising body
Aspiring volunteers may have questions related to how
to the system is running and their role when they join
the system. Stored records can be retrieved from the
system database to answer some of their queries.
5. CONCEPT
Communicating is not only limited to using words and
language, but also may be extended to visual images,
audio sounds, and other types of expression [Liao,
2007]. The concept was to enable volunteers to tell a
story layered with text, sounds and video which become
a mechanism for storing their experiences and
reflections of teachers for themselves as well as peers.
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The entire blogging process is divided into five distinct
steps.
• Locating where the class took place
• Logging in to your account
• Describing what the layout of the class and the
nature of the lesson (lecture, group discussion,
drawing class, and audio-visual lesson) that
occurred and speaking about it.
• Writing about achievements and experiences
for the day (success and failures, insights
gained)
• Uploading to the system database files that
could be photographs, lesson plans, video etc.
The same application when given an online presence
can generate unique stories from different participating
members for different set of pupils. The entries are to

arrangement on children’s participation in class and
how responsive they are in general to the lesson.
Traditional seating systems demonstrate an action-zone
effect on student involvement. [Marks, Fuhrer et al,
1999] Teachers are encouraged to visually describe the
proceedings of the lesson. This step allows teachers to
map their classroom experiences to methods used to
attain objectives defined earlier.

be stored in a system database, access to which is
determined by the supervising body.
5.1 Locating the class
The first part of creating an effective story about the
day’s activity is to locate where the class took place.
Typically, the classes take place in a school but it is the
location of that particular school that becomes
important especially in cases where volunteering
teachers may be required to go and teach in villages
outside the campus. The route taken to reach the venue
and the mode of transport used becomes important
information for other members of the system

Figure 4: An example of marking the location of the class on a map
interface.

The mapping mashup tool in this application allows
volunteering teachers to create a picture of their journey
to the place where the class took place. It could typically
be a classroom within the campus or a school in a
village.
For instance, a teacher reported that while going to
teach in a village, he had to cross a shallow pond and he
could do so only with the help of locals. So, it becomes
crucial in identifying the ‘hard to reach' venues and
supplementing the description of the journey with the
help of text annotations and images. It is these types of
information that can create an accurate description of
the journey to the class when other teachers may not
have adequate information on how to reach a class in an
unfamiliar village.

Figure 5: Describing Class Setting.

Figure 6: Signs were used to identify different needs.
(A) English weak, (b) Understands mother tongue only, (c) Maths
weak, (d) Require extra attention

5.2 Describing the setting of the class
Classrooms are usually described in terms of the
physical setting but it is important to note the
organisational setting of the class as well. Studies have
revealed the advantages of a semicircle seating
India HCI 2010
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5.3 Enriching entry with audio-video input
A rich story can be created by using your own voice
apart from text and images. Nonverbal, gestural and
articulatory cues, so important in speech, go missing
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from normal text entry. There is a difference between
‘please read it’ and ‘pleeeeeeeas read it’ and the impact of
listening to the same words in even greater. How the
teacher felt can be easily stored through voice or video
entry. Teachers are encouraged to use audio or video to
express and communicate their thoughts and ideas with
the world outside which in this case can be the authority
who monitors the ZIZ program as well as fellow
volunteers who may take up a similar class. They can
also keep a record for themselves. The advantage of such
a record is threefold.
•
•

The monitoring authority can be informed
about the class proceedings.
How the teacher felt after the class can be
recorded.
Fellow teachers who may be required to teach
the same class in future can get a more vivid
description of the preceding works done.

Figure 7: Adding voice entry.

5.4 Facilitating communication through multimedia
Communication over the internet is growing at a rapid
rate so communicating through the Internet can be one
of the most effective and simple ways to tell your story
to others. Internet can open routes to wider audiences
and present the opportunity to communicate in real
time. Teachers using this online platform know that
with the click of a button their story can reach every
member of the system. The student society at a college
like the one where this case has been studied embraces
digital media. For instance, viewing YouTube for
entertainment or education is common across most
students. The internet has revolutionized all forms of
communication from its inception so a college campus
becomes much smaller or more like a network of
students for whom communication is only a few clicks
away. Looking at these cultural phenomena it is was
concluded that teachers should have the facility to use
videos or audio blog to communicate effectively.

exactly what went on in the classroom and if the teacher
really went to teach. Certain question like what methods
were used to create an effective lesson, what planning
went into it, what the challenges were for the day can be
communicated in a more expressive manner and with
social cues? Audio – video input also have the potential
to be source of podcasts if the teacher if the teacher
wishes to create such a feed.
6. TESTING
An online survey was conducted to understand the
typical communication methods and the advantages
each offered. The volunteer teachers in the case we have
studied are mostly university students in the age group
18-24. They have an access to a computer for most part
of the day and are active on social networking sites like
facebook so they have no problems in regular use of an
internet based application proposed here. The following
results were obtained.
Advantages of Email
• To exchange teaching materials and lesson
plans
• To communicate with peers when there is
something that needs to be done
• To do some more formal and serious work
• To inquire when I have a question that needs to
be answered quickly.
Advantages of Instant Messengers
• To casually chat with my peers
• To talk to my peers during spare time when I
need some support
• To send or receive small files
Advantages of Phone
• To share my achievement with my peers when I
feel sad
• To talk with my close friends when I want to
share a lot of things with them.
• To seek help when I encounter urgent matter
• to contact my peer immediately
Advantages of Face to face meeting
• When I need to show personal concern and
care.
• To have other activities/have important things
to discuss.
• To build up the rapport when I have time.
• To exchange ideas/experience
• To share my thoughts or feelings when we are
free

Voice or video entries also lend a degree of authenticity
to the blog. While it creates a richer story, from the
monitoring body’s point of view they get to know
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Table2: Personal views on the use of the application.

Views

Figure 8: Preferred Medium of expression among 20 volunteer
teachers of ZIZ, IIT Guwahati

Figure 9: Internet Usage among 20 Volunteer Teachers of ZIZ, IIT
Guwahati

Thirteen students were involved in the testing of the
application proposed in this paper. The main goal was
ethnographic observation. The results reported below
were from the Likert-scale questions ranging from 1 to 5
with 1 stands for strongly disagree, 3 for neutral stance
and 5 for strongly agree

Table1: Preferred Medium used for communication between
members of ZIZ, IIT Guwahati.
Medium

Rating
Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Email
IM

0
0

5
5

2.31
3.85

BLOG
PHONE

1
3

4
5

2.62
3.85

FACE TO FACE

0

5

2.5

Table 1 shows that Instant messengers were found to be
the most common medium of communication between
peers. However, a relatively low mean for getting peer
advice in table 2 highlighted the need to offer IM with
the tool as well. The overwhelming response was that
this tool can save a lot of time spent otherwise on paper
work and online collaboration tools like Google Docs.
The perception of the application for most users was
that it is an effective tool for tracking the student
involvement class and their overall progress.
India HCI 2010
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Documentin
g
Experiences
Getting Peer
Advice
Student
Track
Getting
Senior
Advice
Use only if
required
Saves Time

Strongl
y Agree
(%)

Neutra
l (%)

Mea
n

15

Strongl
y
Disagre
e (%)
8

77

61

8

31

3.54

92

8

0

4.31

77

15

16

3.85

38

38

23

3.00

100

0

0

5

4.00

The volunteering students agreed that application
offered a more efficient way of keeping a track of their
pupils and communicating their thoughts with others.
All the respondents agreed that the application saves
time compared to paper logging.

7. CONCLUSION
Understanding the aspirations of the volunteering
teachers and how they fit into the system has been the
key to developing this concept. The impact of this
application has been considerable in the Zero Illiteracy
Campaign at IIT Guwahati so far but while the system
expands to new students from different areas new
challenges might crop up which may require different
interaction models. "Mentoring of local school students
by university scholars is a common trend in universities
abroad,” [Assamtimes.org, March 2009]. Such systems
are likely to be adopted in near future in universities in
India as well so the use of or even the concept of the
application presented in this paper is valid across all
such ecosystems. However, in case of regular schools
and professional teachers who may have to teach large
number students and take multiple classes each day this
application may not be completely appropriate or at the
very least require substantial modifications.
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Based on a detailed analysis of the present scenario of deploying ICT for literacy in emerging economies, we argue that there is a need to
do an empirical analysis of the effects of shared computing( CSCL ) on computer literacy of students in terms of developing basic motor
skills on input devices and basic understanding of user interfaces.
We consider the scenario of computer supported collaborative learning in an Indian government school classroom context and the
technology we inquire is Microsoft multipoint. We begin with case studies of projects focused on CSCL and deployment of ICT in
emerging economies. We frame assumptions based on the case studies and carry out a field study, using technological probe as a
methodology, to support those assumptions.
Later, we propose a frame work, highlighting the importance of basic motor skills on input devices and basic understanding of motor
skills as a measure of computer literacy of the students.
Finally we discuss experiments that can be used to analyse the effects of shared computing on students’ computer literacy, thus
analyzing the effects of CSCL in emerging economies.
CSCL, Emerging Economies, Microsoft Multipoint, Shared Computing, Computer Literacy

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have witnessed a variety of projects focused
on deployment of ICT applications in emerging
economies in variety of field such as health care, literacy,
business development at grass root level. The
depreciation in the cost of computing (Moore’s law) has
made the deployment of shared computing feasible for
developing countries. Also, there is significant
development in wireless communication especially
cellular and Wi-Fi, where application of ICT is fairly
possible [1].
We explored a specific area of ICT applications –
Education in Computer Supported Collaborative
Learning. This area deals with deployment of
technologies related to imparting education through
collaborative learning using computer supported tools.
Some major work in this area is done by Microsoft.
Microsoft developed a novel technology called
Microsoft Multipoint based on the idea of shared
computing, for creating a collaborative learning
environment [2]. Microsoft Multipoint enables the
usage of multiple mice on a single computer screen.

Applications can be developed for windows platform
using Multipoint SDK provided by Microsoft.
One major problem encountered by researchers in
deploying ICT applications in emerging economies is
the low technological baseline of users. In the case of
computer supported collaborative learning, the
challenges lie in the baseline computer literacy.
Computer literacy is the knowledge and ability to use
computers and technology efficiently. Computer literacy
can also refer to the comfort level someone has with
using computer programs and other applications that
are associated with computers. [3] Computer literacy is
now considered as an essential qualification for any job
profile in a country like India. The reason behind
teaching computer science in Indian schools is to build a
familiarity as well as understanding of computers and
related experience in students for their future
endeavours. The Computer literacy scheme under the
famous Sarva Shiksha Abhiyaan allocates £ 30,000 per
annum [4] for computer literacy per district which is a
highly insufficient amount considering the lack of
continuous power supply, large number of students,
untrained teachers and lack of comfortable workspace.
Also the current curriculum and methodologies being
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used in Indian government schools are not specifically
designed for that purpose. The researchers in many
cases have tried to focus on the usage of ICT for various
educational purposes but few have focused on teaching
computer education [8]. So, the major aspect of building
an experience and knowledge of computers solely rests
on the ICT deployment.
In case of Microsoft Multipoint, introducing students to
a technology that creates a collaborative learning
environment using a shared technology shows serious
concerns about the long term effect of these methods on
the computer literacy of students. Our research focuses
on an empirical study of the effects of computer
supported collaborative learning on the computer
literacy of students. We have carefully selected two
major aspects of computer learning
1)
Motor skills for using input devises
2)
Basic UI understanding
In this paper we argue that there is a need for an
empirical analysis of ‘the effects of shared computing
(CSCL) on computer literacy of students’ in terms of
developing basic motor skills on input devices and basic
understanding of user interfaces. We discuss the case
studies of three specific projects which are related to this
field:
1) MILEE – Carnegie Mellon University, USA
2) Mischief – Microsoft Research Labs, Asia
3) Hole in the wall – Sugata Mitra, NIIT, India
We use these case studies to gather generic data and to
develop assumptions. In order to further study the users
and support our assumptions, we proceed to a field
study in Kendriya Vidyalaya IITG using user
observation as a methodology. We inquire two scenarios
while observing our users; 1.Their natural working
space and 2.Created by us using technological probes.
Technology probes are self-logging, strategically
incomplete prototypes installed in real contexts to
collect information about usage patterns, usability issues
and the adoption process. Usage of technological probes
ensures the collection of highly contextual data in real
situations [9]. We then purpose a frame work,
highlighting the importance of basic motor skills on
input devices and basic understanding of motor skills as
a measure of computer literacy of students.
We also discuss some experiments that can be used to
analyse the effects of shared computing on student’s
computer literacy in different scenarios where effects
can be measured in terms of group performance as well
as individual performance while varying the size of the
groups, thus ensuring the data collection in varied
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scenarios. In next section we explain the background of
Microsoft multi point and computer literacy in India.
2. BACKGROUND
Multipoint is a novel technology developed by Microsoft
which enables multiple mice to connect to a single
computer. This would enable any developer to create
applications that support multiple mouse cursors
allowing multiple users to independently interact with
an application. Multi mouse is an SDG (shared display
groupware) design, where a single display is shared by
multiple users. This entails a separate mouse and
separate onscreen cursor for each user. Multiple mice
are connected via USB ports, and additional USB hubs
can theoretically allow any number of mice to be added.
The practical limit is in the lag between events as more
mice are added and frequency of events increases. Tests
conducted by Microsoft shows that connecting up to 15
mice simultaneously has minimal impact on the
responsiveness of each mouse. The SDG model has
proved to be beneficial in industrialized [10, 11, 13] and
developing countries [12], when applied in context of
children and education. In particular, multiple mice
have been shown to lead to higher engagement, better
task performance, and a positive impact on
collaboration and motivation [11].
In India the major reason behind the widespread
addition of computer education in normal curriculum is
to generate a pool of well trained professionals. Like all
other ICT projects computer education is free in all
government schools and a large amount of money is
being invested by the Government of India in these
projects. Despite of these efforts by various government
agencies, the computer literacy in India is far behind
compared to the computer literacy standards of
developed nations. In a recent survey conducted only
6.12 % of Indians are computer literate compared to the
60-70% mark set by developed nations [4]. Computer
education curriculum varies in India in different schools
but the basic architecture is almost same which gives
basic knowledge of computer hardware and builds basic
experience with input devices and UI by teaching them
to use Windows OS, Office Suite etc (CBSE curriculum
followed in Kendriya Vidyalaya, IITG)
A common scenario seen in Indian government schools
with respect to computer literacy is very less number of
computers with respect to the number of student
resulting in a 1:5 computer to student ratio [4]. The
quality time a student spends on a computer becomes
very less considering the lab period comes once or twice
every week accompanied by the lack of continuous
power supply. This situation offers researchers to
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explore alternate means of computer education using
technological advances but keeping in the mind the
economic condition as well as technological base line of
the people.

Technological Baseline
Very low technological baseline was noticed as most of
the students were unable to identify the usage of
technological artefacts. But surprisingly they had fare
idea of the cost of some artefacts [15, 16, 17, 18].

3. CASE STUDIES
We did through study of three research projects to
collect generic data. All of them were closely related to
our research. We carefully inspected the problems
encountered, inferences built, and solutions designed by
researchers working on these projects. The projects that
we selected encountered similar problems and yet were
found to have presented different solutions. The data
collected from these case studies was used to build
patterns and assumptions for our research.
3.1 – MILLEE
MILLEE – Mobile and Immersive Learning for Literacy
in Emerging Economies, is a heavily funded project
done by researchers from the Carnegie Mellon
University and the University of California, Berkeley.
This project highlights some major issues in current
educational practices in India. Formal schooling has
limited impact on children in developing countries due
to child labour, inadequate teacher training, etc. Literacy
levels in several underdeveloped regions can be
shockingly low, sometimes under 50%. Sub-Saharan
Africa has highest rate of children out of school (36.2%),
followed by South Asia (20%). School-age children
cannot attend school regularly when they need to work
for the family [14]. MILEE attempts at solving these
problems by creating educational games on mobile
phones. The widespread use of mobile technology and
better cellular connectivity even in rural areas strongly
support feasibility of the research. The idea is to bring
education to learners who cannot attend school on
regular basis through a Game-like learning experience
that is engaging and compatible with public schooling
and other educational delivery models.
Assumptions from relevant results of MILLEE:
Usability
Existing technologies being used to teach computers to
students had serious usability issues as the students were
not the target users for these applications [15, 16, 17,
18].
Computer awareness
Very low computer awareness was recorded among
students. The students were not able to identify
capabilities, necessities, and uses of computers [15, 16,
17, 18].
India HCI 2010
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Child Anthropometry
Children were uncomfortable
with mouse, and
keyboard in the beginning. But they were very good in
using touchpad’s [15, 16, 17, and 18].

3.2 – MISCHIEF
Mischief is an ongoing project at Microsoft Research
Lab, Asia. It focuses on creating a collaborative
classroom learning environment with remote teaching
using Microsoft Multipoint. The studies were mainly
done in rural Chinese classrooms. Mischief started with
developing remote learning environment but ended up
making an application that renders power point slides
directly into Microsoft Multipoint application. This
application gave the teachers power to control and
develop the content themselves. Mischief gave a
possibility of classroom learning in a minimally invasive
environment in remote teaching, by creating immersive
digital content and a functional learning environment
yet maintaining the teacher’s role in the class, by
providing progress feedback, content control and
control over student’s participation in hands of the
remote teacher.
Assumptions from relevant results:
Class room Learning:
Classroom Learning was seen to be an essential part of
teaching as it provides the teacher with necessary
control over the curriculum and the students, which is
essential for a steady growth [19].
Usability issues:
As the content was developed dynamically and the
application development control was upon the teacher,
the usability problems were diminished. [19]
Immersion
The applications are developed by the teachers so the
content is very contextual and immersive for the
students. Immersive content decreases the altercations
between students by attracting their focus onto the
screen. [19]
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3.3- HOLE IN THE WALL
The central idea behind the ‘Hole-in-the-Wall’ project is
that groups of children learn on their own without any
direct intervention. This was conceptually explained by
Dr Sugata Mitra, Chief Scientist of NIIT, as Minimally
Invasive Education (MIE). He found that children using
Learning Stations required little or no inputs from
teachers and learnt on their own by the process of
exploration, discovery and peer coaching. The idea of
MIE has crystallized over a period of time based on
observations and educational experiments conducted at
NIIT. Minimally Invasive Education is defined as a
pedagogic method that uses the learning environment to
generate an adequate level of motivation to induce
learning in groups of children, with minimal, or no,
intervention by a teacher [7].
MIE uses children's natural curiosity and focuses on
providing an enabling environment where they can
learn on their own. Children, in the process of freely
experimenting with the Learning Station, pick up
critical problem solving skills. It also provides a
collaborative setting where children can share their
knowledge and in the process, develop better group
dynamics, all in a highly natural environment.
MIE's uniqueness is its ability to attract children
towards the Learning Station driven purely by their own
interests. Conventional pedagogy, on the other hand,
focuses on the teacher's ability to disseminate
information in a classroom setting. MIE thus
complements the formal schooling system by providing
a much needed balance for a child to learn on her own
and provides for a holistic learning experience.
Functional Literacy
Functional literacy is an important factor while teaching
computers as it is based on ‘Discovery Learning’ and
‘Active Learning’ [5, 6, 8] which are found to be very
powerful theories of education in recent times.
Language Barrier
Like many researchers, Hole in the wall experiment also
faced the problems in existing computer system user
interfaces i.e. language barrier [5, 6, 8].
Minimally invasive education
The acquisition of basic computing skills by any set of
children can be achieved through incidental learning
provided the learners are given access to a suitable
computing facility, with entertaining and motivating
content and some minimal (human) guidance [5, 6, 8].
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Measuring computer literacy
A key tool in the MIE experiment was the GUI Icon
Association Inventory (IAI). An icon in MS Windows ™
is a small picture or object that represents a, program,
Web page, or command. Most of the time, the icon
relates to the function of the item that it represents.
They designed the GUI IAI to measure the ability of
computer users to associate the icons in a Windows™
GUI environment with their functionality [5, 6, 8].
4. FIELD STUDY
We conducted a 3 day field study with school students
in Kendriya Vidyalaya, IITG. We selected 6th standard
student for our field study as it is the first time computer
education is introduced in their curriculum. We did the
field study considering two scenarios; one was observing
the student in their natural working space under their
current curriculum. In the second scenario we design
task to elicit response using technological probes.
4.1 FIRST SCENARIO
As explained earlier, in our first scenario we observed
the students in their normal workspace. The reason for
choosing the normal classroom environment or
workspace was to obtain hard data without any
interference which may be caused by our presence.
Methodology
We contacted the computer faculty in the school and
made an appointment for our field study. The subjects
were 6th standard student, and all them were 11 or 12
years old. There were 43 students in the class. Out of
them 20 had a prior experience with computers at their
own home, or relatives, or neighbors and were fairly
good in using mouse, keyboards and Windows XP OS.
We excluded these students from our user group and
focused on remaining 23 students. We asked the teacher
to let us observe the students in their computer Lab
period. In a 45 minute period students were being
taught how to use MS word on MS XP. The computer to
student ratio was 1:4, so it was very much similar to a
shared computing environment. As the academic year
was in its midst, most of the student had a fair idea of
how to start MS office word on the computer. Mostly all
the girls made their separate groups in the beginning
but there were mixed gender groups also. As the
students were unaware of the motive behind our
presence they were acting normally. The major
inferences we collected from this scenario are
summarized below.
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Mouse and Keyboard Control:
Mostly all groups showed some tension whenever there
was a question of mouse and keyboard control. But
because of teacher’s presence this tension was minimal.
Finally in a group every student got around 6-7 minutes
of quality time on the computer which was also
accompanied by constant suggestions from the group
members by pointing their fingers onto the screen and
pulling the shoulder of the student in control of input
devices.
Usability:
Major issues were seen in the usability of MS word when
students were using it. This behavior supported our
initial assumptions regarding usability issues as the
students were not the primary target users of MS word.
Major problems were encountered because of the use of
English language in the interface. Also there were
usability issues in ergonomic aspects of input devices as
the standard mouse is usually big for their hands.
User experience:
Students were not very good in handling mouse and
keyboard in terms of accuracy and speed but they still
managed to do the basic operations slowly. The
experience the student had on computer was taught to
them in a certain manner and they were able to do every
task only in one way. We termed it as ‘Cram
Experience’. Surprisingly students were aware of the
usage, advantages and capabilities of a computer
because of the theory taught from the books. Also the
technological baseline was not as low as we have
assumed it would be. They had a fair exposure to
technology. This was quite different from the
assumptions made through the case study of MILLEE
mainly because the parents of the students in MILLEE
were economically backward compared to parents of
our subjects. Some of the students showed very less
interest in computers. One of the student stated that MS
Word is boring. This may be because of a non
immersive learning experience that MS word offers in
context to a primary student.
Role of teacher:
The teacher who was coordinating with us had a
bachelor degree in computer application and she was
very efficient in teaching the students. The minimal
altercations between the students despite the shared
computers can be accredited to her strictness. An
important point we noted is that when the period ended
and the teacher was not paying much attention, students
started messing with the computer by clicking and
typing arbitrarily. Some student also tried open games
in the similar scenario. When we asked how they
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learned to open the games, they said that the some of
the students from the 20 students that were excluded
from the study taught them.

Figure 1: Picture of first scenario of field test

4.2 SECOND SCENARIO
In this scenario we designed task Based Computer
Literacy test (TBCL) devised by Outreach and
Extension, University of Missouri, and Lincoln
University (United States) to elicit response using
technological probes. The reason behind using this
scenario lies in the idea of an informal session with the
students in minimally invasive conditions and to create
an environment of discovery learning.
Methodology
As this time we had to use our own resources, so we
decreased the number of students in our user group
from 23 to 12. We took 3 laptops, 1 desktop computer
and one projector with us. We also took different sizes
of mice and keyboards with us in order to minimize the
ergonomic issues. The task we designed was to make a
photo essay on MS PowerPoint as every student had a
little knowledge of PowerPoint because it was in their
curriculum. We made the task interesting by changing
the layout of MS XP desktop from what they usually get
in their lab computers. This was done to challenge their
“cram experience”. We deleted all the icons from the
desktop and put the start bar at the top of desktop.
We divided the students in three groups of four each for
the first exercise. In the first exercise we just gave them
the laptops and asked them to start PowerPoint. Nearly
all the students failed to start it as they were accustomed
to open the PowerPoint by clicking its icon on the
screen. Later on giving some hint they comprehended
the usage of start bar being at the top and opened
PowerPoint through star menu.
Later we came to our main task of making a photo essay
in PowerPoint. The task was instructed by us
beforehand beginning of the exercise. We showed them
some different ways of making a photo essay through a
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presentation projected for the whole class. We also
asked them to identify the image

elements as they didn’t know that a start bar can be
dragged and put at any side of the desktop. Time taken
by all three groups was almost similar but time taken by
the single users varied.
Table 1: Time taken by users to complete the task

Figure 2: Screenshots of desktop arranged for the exercise.

and write it as the slide title. All the students knew the
basic operation of opening a new file, adding slides and
text. We provided assistance whenever they asked us
questions like how to bring images and how to resize
them. We did the exercise first with a team of four and
then with a single student using one computer. Also one
student mentioned that she like working on the laptop
due to its mobility. The major inferences we collected
from this scenario are summarized below:

The conclusions derived were: In groups some students
understood the task very well and some didn’t. That
resulted in some students performing better and others
performing badly when working alone. But this task was
also done in 15 min suggesting that the unnecessary
altercations in the group increased its working time.
One important point that we noted was that most
number of images were indentified and titled correctly
in group tasks suggesting that groups performed better
in identifying images. In the beginning we created a
minimally invasive environment by telling the students
that they can do anything on the interface and to ask us
only when they have no other option. This scenario
developed an exploratory approach in students and in
the end students knew a lot more things about the
PowerPoint Interface as compared to what was being
taught in their curriculum. All of the students enjoyed
this experiment indicating that an immersive experience
can increase the learning outcome.

Role of teacher:
With no teacher present, students were very chaotic in
the group in the beginning. Later the noise level
decreased as the time progressed but we observed
continuous altercations between the group members
throughout the exercise.
Usability:
Usability problems associated with ergonomic factors
decreased as we introduced mice with different sizes.
Still PowerPoint showed same usability concerns
showed by MS Word earlier, which were because of the
same reason that these students are not the target users
of PowerPoint. Same problems were encountered in UI
handling as encountered in case of MS Word due to the
language barrier.
User Experience:
Students were not very good in handling mouse and
keyboard in terms of accuracy and speed but they still
managed to do the basic operations slowly. The first
exercise designed to challenge the ‘cram experience’,
showed that students had very little understanding of UI
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Figure 3: Students participated in first field

5. FRAME WORK
We inferred from our case studies and field studies that
computer literacy is affected by the type of technology
used and methodology employed to impart computer
education. Also computer literacy or developments in
the handling of input devices and understanding of UI
elements vary with context. In case of shared
computing, size of group can also affect the extent of
learning of a student. Also, we saw that the outcomes of
computer education showed a positive growth in cases
of minimally invasive education and discovery learning.
But it does not mean that students can be left alone with
computer without any interference from the moderator.
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Also teaching a single task on a computer does not
necessarily mean that the students understood the task.
That is why measuring computer literacy through task
based computer literacy test raises serious concerns. Our
frame work explores two questions about the usage
patterns of any user:
How user does a task?
We consider a scenario of a desktop computer with only
a mouse and a keyboard as input devices. A user can
only perform a task by using these devices and the
success of the task depends upon user’s control over
these devices. Here we assume that the user has very low
computer experience (perfectly able person, physically
and mentally, like the subjects of our field study).
Therefore measurement of a student’s computer literacy
depends upon his control over the input devices in term
of accuracy and speed. Now if a particular UI,
environment or technology decreases a user’s speed and
accuracy under normal condition then we can say that it
is having negative effect on user’s computer literacy. We
can see these types of experiments used by Gajos [20], in
his research of adaptive interfaces. He uses four tasks to
measure the motor skills; Pointing, Dragging, List
Selection, and Clicking. We consider the type of mouse
events possible, for instance clicking, moving, scrolling,
etc. and use their permutation and combinations to
design experiments with complex motions like Drag and
Drop, point and click, Scroll and Click etc.
Why did user do the task a certain way?
The method a user employs for performing a task
depends upon his knowledge of user interface (if it is
not the case of ‘cram experience’). Knowledge of user
interface depends on the understanding and learning of
UI elements. We can use various methods for
calculating the UI understanding and learning of users
like GUI IAI Test (Icon Association Inventory Test) [6],
Function Mapping etc.
Apart from these two parameters, there are some other
aspects that cannot be ignored. If we have to gain a
complete insight of the effects of CSCL on Computer
literacy, in context of a particular technology or
interface (like Microsoft MultiPoint in our case), we
have to consider some other variables as well. So in our
framework we also consider these three aspects making
a base for the framework and later build experiments
based on it.
1) Kind of Enviorment – Minimally Invasive,
Classroom etc.
2) Sharing scenario – size of group, group
dynamics etc.
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3) User’s background – economic, socio culture,
academic etc.
6. EXPERIMENTS
After we define a basic framework for the analysis of
computer literacy in various scenarios, we concentrate
on inquiring the effects of using the ‘multipoint’
technology as a method of computer literacy in a
classroom scenario. We design experiments that can be
used to compare learning by a single user on a single
computer to multiple users using Microsoft Multipoint.
The experiments are divided in two modules:
Module 1
Aim is to evaluate the development in motor skills of
users over time. Experiments will consist of exercises
designed to measure the skill level of users in using
various interaction techniques (like point and click, drag
and drop, etc.) possible through a variety of mouse
gestures. Data will be gathered by measuring the
accuracy and speed of the user(s) for these interaction
techniques. Accuracy and speed will be calculated by
using variations of Fitt’s Law. Exercises would be
designed to investigate only motor and visual load
associated with the interactions. The exercises will not
be memory based and would require no previous
learning. A simple example would be asking the user to
click a green color dot/circle whenever it appears on the
screen. This module will be carried out in two phases:
Practiced for 1) Single user 2) Multiple users (varying
group size). Data from both the scenarios will help us
compare the development in motor skills in both the
cases.
Module 2
Quantitative measurement of motor skills involving
motor, visual, intellectual and memory load for users.
Developing a basic understanding of UI components
through open ended exercises (like paint) and
evaluating the understanding developed through
various tests like:
1) Icon Association Inventory (test user’s knowledge of
the icons in the interface and capability in mapping the
icon with its functions) [5, 6, 8].
2) Best Task Selection (observing the methodology user
employs
for
performing
a
specific
task).
In this module we will develop applications (like paint)
that will allow the user to perform a number of tasks.
The application will have fixed icon inventory. We will
let the user gain experience on that application and then
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evaluate their experience. They would be evaluated for
their understanding of UI and appropriate use of UI
elements in the application interface.
7. CONCLUSION
This research projects a future perspective of measuring
effects of CSCL technology on the computer literacy of
the primary class students. Here we define some base
line concepts that should be taken in account whenever
there is question of deployment of ICT applications in
emerging economies in context of education.
Discussing a number of Case Studies in deploying ICT
for Education in Emerging Economies, this research
clearly outlines the present scenario of computer literacy
and deployment of ICT in computer education in a
developing country as India. The research presents a
detailed field study of classroom teaching using
computers in a school. The field study is discussed in
two scenarios: 1. Uninterrupted and 2.Moderated (in
presence of teacher) use of computer technology by
school children. This gives a clear understanding of
their attitude towards various tasks.
Understanding the classroom teaching scenario, this
research deploys a new and broad framework for the
empirical analysis of computer literacy in emerging
economies. This framework can be easily applied to
evaluation of CSCL or shared computing inquiring any
technology of its context. The framework discussed is
simple, practical, contextual and easy to approach with
children.
Further, as a part of our further research, we discuss on
using this framework to inquire and compare the use of
Microsoft Multipoint as compared to the normal
computer teaching scenario. We discuss the design of
experiments that can be deployed to analyze the
computer literacy of students discussed in two contexts:
1. Development of motor skills 2. Basic understanding
of GUI and appropriate use of GUI components and
interaction techniques.
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Past work with multiple input devices in low resource educational environments has largely been motivated by patterns of dominance
that emerge when a large group of students is asked to share a single computer — inevitably, some students, at the cost of others, derive
higher value out of the experience. Conversely, concern has been expressed about the lack of social learning and collaboration that
results when students are given computers for individual usage. One means of addressing both concerns is to design multiple-inputbased educational experiences to encourage collaboration among students. To explore this approach, we compared several different
educational game setups in a controlled study with 192 primary school students in Bangalore, India. In the course of this study, we found
that as collaboration was encouraged or enforced, patterns of dominance began to re-emerge, even though students each had direct
interactivity with the computer. In this paper, we examine and discuss these patterns as they relate to intervention design and
environment.
Shared computing, multiple input, single display groupware, developing regions, education, dominance, collaboration.

1. INTRODUCTION
Where computers are present in low resource
classrooms in the developing world, there are often
insufficient resources to individually support students.
As a result, students often interact with a computer in
groups of up to nine or ten. This situation can lead to
significant and troubling patterns of dominance among
the students, wherein the large majority of students in
the group never interact with the computer or the
educational software (Pawar 2006). To address this
issue, several interfaces have been developed to support
multiple input devices, one device for each student
(Pawar 2006; Moraveji 2008).
Multiple input research stems from both single display
groupware (Hourcade 2002; Stewart 1999) and shared
computer use among children (Inkpen 1999). Recent
work with multiple mice on a single computer has
found that engagement and learning in certain
conditions increased when each student was given an
individual mouse to interact with digital learning
material (Pawar 2006). Previous multiple mouse
interfaces have largely focused on competition-based
multiple choice designs, though some attempts have
been made to incorporate text entry into the design to
allow for more open-ended responses (Moraveji 2008;
Amershi 2010).

Building on this research, we developed MultiLearn
(figure 1), a multiple-input educational game for math,
spelling, and other subjects (Garg 2009). As an
alternative to the mouse, MultiLearn provides 10-key
USB numeric keypads. Due to their near-universal
compatibility, low cost, convenient size, and abundance
of keys, these keypads provide an effective means of
exploring input beyond the mouse, particularly for
numeric and text input. MultiLearn supports multiple
students at once by dividing the screen into individual
sections. It also incorporates several educational design
concepts: individual student performance is tracked
over time, the difficulty of questions asked of each
student is adjusted accordingly (made possible by the
split screen), and teachers are provided with tools to
create content and examine how each of their students is
improving.

Figure 1: MultiLearn setup: four keypads and split screen.
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MultiLearn was initially a competitive educational
game. Motivated by the significance of collaboration in
computer-based learning for children (Bricker 2002;
Moraveji 2008), we introduced several collaborative
modes to reduce dominance patterns that could affect
student engagement and performance. In the past, some
existing single-display groupware systems would
encourage rather than enforce collaboration, by
providing tools that combine to become more powerful
when used by multiple students (e.g., Benford 2000),
while other systems simply present students with a
single, shared problem to solve (e.g., Scott 2003). To
understand how effective these different modes of
collaboration would be in a split screen context, we
conducted a controlled evaluation with primary school
classrooms in Bangalore, India. We found that as the
collaborative modes were introduced, patterns of
dominance began to re-emerge — the same patterns
that multiple input devices were meant to solve.
STUDY DESIGN
Interface Conditions
Based on our initial goal of exploring collaboration and
multiple input devices, we designed five versions of a
math-based educational game for the MultiLearn
platform. In all versions of the game, the system
presented students with a series of single arithmetic
questions (addition, subtraction, or multiplication),
which students answered by entering a numeric value
on a keypad. For the competitive game, each round
ended once any student correctly answered 12
questions. Game rounds in the collaborative conditions
ended once either team correctly answered 24 questions
in total. Unless otherwise stated, each student had
his/her own keypad to use. Question difficulty was also
adapted to each student based on his/her individual
performance. This skill rating of students was not
preserved between conditions.
The experimental conditions supported four students at
once, and differed as follows:
No collaboration (M4) — As a baseline as well as to
introduce students to the concept of the game, we ran
this purely competitive and individual mode.
Implicit collaboration (MI) — Students worked in two
teams of two. Team members’ individual scores
summed to form the score for the team. The team
nature of the game was stressed to the students, but they
were not explicitly told to collaborate. Since a student
could help if their teammate was stuck on a problem,
but were not forced by design to do so, we considered
this condition to offer implicit collaboration.
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Explicit collaboration (ME) —Students were in teams of
two, and each team earned a point only when both
members correctly answered a question. To reinforce
this behaviour, the first student to answer correctly was
presented with an arrow pointing to his/her teammate’s
problem rather than the next question.
Physical collaboration (M2 and M2V) — Each team of
students worked on a single question. In M2, the two
students shared one keypad, which allowed us to study
whether having students physically share a single point
of input and problem would encourage constructive
behaviour. In M2V, both teammates were given active
keypads, both of which could be used to input the
answer. We introduced this condition to see if it would
affect the behaviour of the dominant student.
Methodology
The study took place in five public schools in lowincome neighbourhoods of Bangalore, Karnataka, India,
in August and September of 2009. We performed our
tests in India to ensure that we worked in typical
scenarios where computers were likely to be used as
shared rather than individual devices. Students were
randomly selected from classrooms in groups of four
and asked to sit at the computer, whereupon the game
would be explained to them in the local language.
Students were always presented with the competitive
mode first to familiarize them with the game — the
other modes were counterbalanced in order. As each
game was explained and played, students were observed
for engagement, collaboration, and dominance
behaviours, such as using another student’s keypad or
asking questions of other students. In addition, the
software automatically logged details about every game
session so that we are able to reconstruct and analyze
each game as it originally occurred. Once the mechanics
of the game itself and each condition was explained to
the students, we refrained from interacting with the
students unless they were struggling to understand the
input.
In addition, we asked teachers to rate the students in
general class performance. We used this rating to help
interpret collaborative and dominance patterns.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The data discussed here is from observations of 192 4th,
5th, and 6th grade students in Bangalore, with a total of
8976 responses recorded within the system. For
exploratory and logistical reasons, MI was replaced
midway through the study with M2V. As a result, data
from those conditions is incomplete and we only
include M4, ME, and M2 in the following analysis. All
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statistical analysis was done via repeated measures
ANOVAs, with a Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment for
non-spherical data. For posthoc pairwise comparisons, a
Bonferroni adjustment was applied.
Design effects
The impact of the study conditions on behaviours
related to dominance is summarized in Table 1. Due to
logistical constraints, observations were coded in situ by
two trained observers. Rules for rating were agreed
upon beforehand for measuring the metrics, but
otherwise no interrater control was instituted. Since the
number of questions per round was not constant, we
normalized the total number of instances of each
observed behaviour based on the number of in-game
questions. These figures were then multiplied by 100 for
readability.
Use of Another Student’s Keypad
The first metric, physical dominance, refers to the use of
another student’s keypad. In the case of M2, we defined
this metric as the seizure of the input device and
unwillingness to share despite requests from the
teammate. This is the most clearly defined of our
metrics in terms of dominance — in every instance
where we observed this occurring, the student whose
keypad was taken away disengaged immediately, not
endeavouring to continue work on the problem or
question the dominant student. In many cases, it led to
the student gradually becoming less engaged over the
course of the study, as they accepted the dominance of
the other student. Statistical analysis shows that there is
an effect of interface condition on instances of physical
dominance (F(1.42,55.5) = 34.3, p < .001), and pairwise
comparisons showed that significantly more instances
occurred in ME mode than M4 or M2 (p < .001 for both
comparisons).
The most likely cause for this difference is that, while
the stronger student is encouraged to help the weaker
one in the explicit collaboration mode (ME), the weaker
student still has ultimate control over the input device,
and thus the situation — this allows them to stall until
they are satisfied with their answer. Dominant students
would often lose patience, and attempt to physically
rectify the situation. In M2, the weaker student was not
empowered by their own input and question, so there
was much less need and opportunity for the stronger
student to steal input from a teammate.
Disengagement

ceasing participation in the game, generally looking
away from the screen and no longer answering
questions, often until another student intervened. While
disengagement may be the result of general disinterest
in the game, all students were excited enough about the
opportunity to participate in the study that this is an
unlikely cause. Instead, disengagement in the paired
conditions was likely the result of either the stronger
student waiting on the other student to finish before
being allowed to continue, or the weaker student
waiting for the stronger student to help and possibly
Table 1: Dominance metrics per group. For M4, ME and M2, N=40;
only partial data for MI and M2V.

Game
Type

Physical
dominance

Disengagement

Verbal abuse

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

M4

0.990

2.59

1.74

3.22

0.056

0.367

ME

5.25

4.73

2.95

4.72

1.35

1.88

M2

0

0

2.52

5.70

2.11

3.31

MI

0.878

2.00

0.991

1.55

0.245

0.521

M2V

1.95

2.57

3.87

3.48

1.52

3.48

Table 2: Dominance metrics by gender. N=167.

Male

Female

Metric
Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Aggression

0.686

0.877

0.589

0.725

Deference

0.214

0.508

0.156

0.393

Table 3: Dominance metrics by class performance. N=167.

Metric

Strong

Average

Weak

Mean

0.884

0.571

0.500

SD

0.868

0.739

0.622

Mean

0.192

0.143

0.250

SD

0.430

0.430

0.623

Aggression

Deference

The next metric measures the disengagement level of
students. Disengagement was defined as students
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finish both of their problems. Both cases are again
examples of poor dynamics and a potential imbalance,
though the former, which occurred exclusively in ME
mode, is less overtly negative than the latter.
Although the analysis on observed instances of
disengagement behaviour is not statistically significant,
the trend indicates that the team modes (ME and M2)
produced more disengagement than the competitive
mode (M4). This interpretation is supported by our
qualitative observations: the most severe case of
disengagement came in the modes where both
teammates were solving a single problem (M2 and
M2V), since the stronger student sometimes simply
answered all questions before the weaker student could
hope to make progress, resulting in the weaker student
gradually losing interest in the game.
Verbal Abuse
The verbal abuse metric measures the frequency with
which one student scolded another. While not as direct
as physically using another student’s keypad, verbal
abuse is still an indicator that one member of the team is
working poorly with the other. There was a significant
main effect of interface condition on observed instances
of verbal abuse (F(1.53,59.6) = 10.9, p < .001). Pairwise
comparisons showed that the conditions that used team
scoring (M2 and ME) resulted in more instances of
verbal abuse than the individual M4 condition (both
comparisons p < .001). Informally, it appears that the
frequency was higher in M2 than ME. The most
common case of verbal abuse in M2 was when the
weaker student was in possession of the keypad, either
because it was convenient or because the students were
taking turns, and answered a question incorrectly. It is
possible that the occurrence of verbal abuse was lower in
ME because of the previously mentioned effect of
‘ownership’ of a problem — in M2, a poor answer
reflected upon both students, whereas in ME it was the
other student’s responsibility to supply the correct
answer.
Gender and Class Performance
To understand how individual characteristics of the
students themselves might relate to dominance patterns,
we also conducted an exploratory analysis on
dominance patterns and the gender and the teacherrated proficiency of each student. This analysis is
preliminary and will need to be further validated.
For each student, aggression and deference scores were
calculated across all conditions based on raw
observation notes (see Tables 2 and 3 for a breakdown
of scores). For aggression, a student was rated 0 if no
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aggressive behaviour was noted, 1 if the student had
verbally ordered a teammate around or dictated
answers, and 2 if the student was physically using their
teammate’s input device on a consistent basis. Similarly,
for deference, students were rated 0 if no deferent
behaviour was exhibited, 1 for passive deference, most
specifically waiting for a teammate’s confirmation of
each answer before submitting, or 2 if the student
actively sought the other teammate to answer the
question for them so that the team could move on.
These two metrics are not directly linked, since simply
being bullied by a teammate does not raise your
deference rating, and vice-versa.
We found that male students had higher rankings in
both aggression and deference. This is perhaps
explainable by the observation that male students
tended to be more competitive — they were more
emotional about winning or losing the game, for
instance. This difference largely explains both metrics —
aggression, and thus dominance patterns, tended to
appear more often with male students than female
students due to their greater interest in competition and
thus impatience with teammates. They were also more
willing to defer to a stronger teammate and lose their
involvement in the game as long as it meant that they
would win in the end.
The breakdown by class performance also yields
interesting results: more advanced students appear to be
far more aggressive than the weaker students. There
were some instances of students who were verbally and
physically dominant who were actually weaker at math
than their teammate, but those students were generally
rare occurrences caused by pairing with abnormally
timid yet strong students. Weaker students were more
likely to defer to others, looking for help while playing.
Extremely weak students would receive help even from
the other team, as the students were generally aware of
each others’ skills.
CONCLUSION
Our results indicate an effect of game design on
dominance: the stronger the design was intended to
support collaborative activity, the stronger the
dominance patterns that emerged. Introducing team
play without otherwise supporting collaboration
appeared to motivate very little in terms of reducing
dominance. Conversely, forcing both students to work
on the same problem caused severe single instances of
dominance and subsequent disengagement of the
weaker student.
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We also found that gender and class performance were
related to observed dominance patterns, and it is likely
that pre-existing dynamics and relationships among the
students could impact the results. We randomly
assigned students to groups, but the collaborative and
dominance dynamics could be entirely different had
students been allowed to choose their own partners or
be paired with their friends.
All the modes that we tested still had elements of
competition along with the collaborative elements
introduced. This competition could explain some of the
motivation behind dominance, so purely collaborative
designs should be explored in future work. Our
observations and analysis also only focused on shorterterm negative aspects of dominance, and the study
protocol was not designed to capture more intangible or
longer-term collaborative benefits. For example, a
weaker student may gradually pick up skills from the
stronger student, or the dynamics between the two
students could change over time.
This research has shed light on dominance as it pertains
to multiple input systems in education, but,
unfortunately, none of our designs were optimal for
positive collaboration. A good design will need to
achieve a balance between facilitating a collaborative
dynamic, either physically or through the mechanics of
the activity, and the potential for stronger students to
feel limited by the skills of a weaker teammate.
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Generally, the interface of public payphone equipment in Malaysia comprise of 5 main sections. They are the keypad dial area, telephone
receiver, coin or card insert-return areas, liquid crystal display (LCD) unit, and the main housing itself. A survey was carried out to
establish the use of pictorial symbols and icons in relation to the public payphone’s functions. As icons are used to graphically indicate
and represent the functions on machines and equipment, the study was conducted to determine the level of user comprehension and
recognition. This paper attempts to illustrate the effectiveness of the volume adjustment icon in representing its intended function as an
example of the overall study. Subsequently, a new set of volume adjustment icon design was proposed and evaluated for its
comprehension and effectiveness. The icons presented in this paper are presently found on public payphones installed nationwide. This
paper concludes with the discussion of the test results and recommendations for improving the icon design that is capable of enhancing
the usability of Malaysian public payphone.
Icon design. Public payphone. Effectiveness. Usability. Interface design.

1. INTRODUCTION
Communication and human interaction is an important
aspect of modern life. Pictorial symbols and icons are
used in everyday telecommunication products and
devices to convey various meanings in relation to its
intended functions, tasks and interactions. These
symbols and icons play an important role in fostering
product-human interactions, and thus promote more
efficient communication activities. Studies have revealed
that icons are easier and quicker to recognise than pure
text (Collins and Lerner, 1982). It is known to assist in
the remembrance and the learnability of a user interface
or display (Constantine and Lockwood, 1999). The use
of well-designed symbols and icons can help reduce the
complexity of a manual or automated application
(Preece et. al., 1994). On the other hand, it is noted that
poorly designed icons can actually impede the use and
understanding of a product, task or function.

symbols (Shirk and Smith, 1994). Sen and Liew (2000)
also highlighted the application and importance of
ergonomics in the design of public payphones.
Insofar as imported telecommunication devices and
products are concerned, such products and devices
containing icons that have foreign interpretations and
values may not be suitable in the local context
(Piamonte, Abeysekera, and Ohlsson, 1999).
Furthermore, the authors have found that some icons
on certain models of public payphones installed in the
country represented the functions of services that are
not supported and not available in the country. This
creates unnecessary confusion among its intended users.
Therefore, studies on icons, its interpretation and
intended use are required for such customised products
and devices for specific group of users (Choong and
Salvendy, 1998; Russo and Boor, 1993).
2. BACKGROUND

This paper looks at the effective representation of icons
used on public payphones in Malaysia, where all its
payphones are imported from abroad since 1946.
Unfortunately, the authors are only able to illustrate the
part of the study involving the volume adjustment icon
set. Although many studies on icons and symbols only
consider the local contexts, issues pertaining to cultural
differences, values and ethnic diversity can greatly
influence the interpretation and meaning of icons and

The first public payphone installed in Malaysia in 1946
was reported as the British A-B Box type of public
payphone (Telekom Museum Archive, 2005). This type
of payphone was manufactured in England, United
Kingdom, and was imported into Malaysia.
Subsequently, all payphones installed in Malaysia since
1946 until 2003 (TM Payphone, 2003) were imported
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from the United Kingdom, Spain, Italy and Japan up to
the present day.
As a public facility, public payphones in Malaysia
provide the basic needs for making telephone calls. The
interface of the public payphone equipment, excluding
its booth, from late 1970’s till the present day can be
described as comprising of the telephone receiver
(speaker-microphone) area, keypad dial area, coin/card
insert-return areas, liquid crystal display (LCD) unit,
and the main payphone housing area. To date, all
payphones are equipped with a standardised phone
receiver with a steel-sheathed cord. The main keypad
dial area comprise of a standard set of numerical keypress buttons using the touch-tone technology while the
LCD unit vary in dimension and size on different
payphone models. However, we only studied the icons
appearing in areas relating to the phone receiver
(speaker-microphone) area, keypad dial area and
coin/card insert-return areas. These areas are the
primary, physical operating areas required by users to
conduct the basic task of making a phone call. In
addition, these areas contain the most pictorial symbols
or icons on a public payphone. Figure 1 shows the six
most commonly available public payphone models
found in Malaysia. They are all locally maintained and
serviced under the license of its principal and
manufacturer overseas.

and controls. These graphical and visual signs provide
an intuitive cue to its user to operate the device. There
have been reports that users considering only icons were
slower than those using texts only or a mixed mode
combining icons and text in a navigation task (Egido
and Patterson, 1988). Mixed modality approach to icon
design has been valued as more meaningful than icons
that utilise only verbal or graphical elements, and those
verbal elements have been preferred over graphical
elements when mixed modality was not available
(Guastello, Traut and Korienek, 1989). However, in an
exploratory experiment, Lansdale, Simpson and Stroud
(1990) found that there was no evidence of advantage of
visually enriched icons over verbally enriched icons in
an information retrieval task. A study carried out by
Kacmar and Carey (1991) looking at menu items
consisting of text, icons and text-and-icons found that
the use of mixed media formats and text-only formats
resulted in fewer errors compared to the use of icononly formats. In addition, no considerable advantages
were associated with the use of iconic representations
against text representations in the performance of casual
users with an electronic mail system (Benbasat and
Todd, 1993). Sen and Liew (1999) also highlighted the
importance of the legibility of textual data and the use of
text as an instruction set or as a prompt for user
interaction
on
modern-day
multimedia
and
telecommunication devices.
Over the years, additional functions began appearing on
local payphones that provided more modern features
such as earpiece volume adjustment, operator assist,
multiple language options on display, credit card
facility, phone card facility, redial option and follow-oncall function. All of these additional functions are
represented on the payphone by icons. However, as
stated earlier, there are some icons being utilised to
represent functions that are not supported by the local
telecommunication service providers, and they will be
regarded as optional items in our study.

2.1 Payphone Interaction

Figure 1: Public payphone models in Malaysia

It is observed that communication devices and
applications involving human-machine interaction
(Weidenbeck, 1999) rely a lot on symbols, icons and
texts to help describe its intended functions, operations
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The user-payphone interaction begins when the user
identifies the telephone receiver and removes it off its
hook. Users are expected to be able to change the
volume of the telephone receiver (earpiece) throughout
the length of a telephone conversation. The common
user tasks associated with the use and function of the
public payphone are explained in Table 1.
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Table 1: Description of user tasks on a public payphone
No.
1

2

3

Task

Description

Pickup

User pick up the headset/receiver of the

Receiver

payphone unit

Listen dial

User will listen for dial tone to verify that

tone

there is a phone line

Dial Number

User is prompted to dial the destination

(keypad

telephone

numbers)

(Note that the set of keypad dialling icons

number

are not considered in this study as it is
assumed as a standard and a constant
feature)
4

Interface “ON”

a) system automatically activates money
and/or card system
b) system automatically activates LCD
screen lighting or backlighting (a facility
available on some units)

5

6

7

8

Restore

User restores the headset/receiver to the

Receiver

payphone unit

Adjust

User can choose to adjust volume (louder or

Volume

softer) on headset/receiver

Insert

User will be prompted to insert payment

Card/Coin

(card or coin)

Redial

User can choose to redial the previous
number

9

10

11

Correct

User dials the correct number – System

Number/Line

allows user to converse without difficulties

Availability

– The destination number is available

Follow-on-

User can choose to make a follow-on-call

Call

with remaining payment

Conversation

User carries out conversation – System
shows remaining payment

12

End Call

User decides to end the call but has options
to Follow-on-Call, Redial or Hang-up

13

Hang-up

User decides to end usage by replacing
headset/receiver on the unit

Certain features such as the multiple language option on
display, credit card facility and operator assist are not
considered as typical features on local public payphones
as they are not available on all payphones – features are
found to be specific to the payphone model and design.
Also, the keypad dial icons (numeric numbers) should
be assumed as a standard feature.

carried out with the general public to establish how well
the icon on existing public payphones refers to its
intended meaning.
3.1 Method
Mullet and Sano (1995) explain that user studies should
be conducted to determine how easily icons can be
recognised, its level of remembrance and how well an
icon is distinguished from other icons. An icon is
considered to be "successful" if the interpretation of the
user matches the sign or meaning that it was intended to
relate to (Barr, Biddle and Noble, 2002). However,
Ferreira, Noble and Biddle (2006) described the icon
intuitiveness test based on a user survey where
respondents were required to provide interpretations to
sets of icons. The icon is defined as being unsuccessful if
its interpretation does not tally with the intended
referent. Hence, this study adopted a survey approach to
determine how well users intuitively recognise icons
towards its referent. Respondents were required to
identify (to name or describe) the volume adjustment
icon in under a minute. The number of positive and
negative responses were evaluated against the
recommended ISO 9186-1 benchmark of 66% successful
recognition rate to distinguish the well and poorly
designed icons.
3.2 Process
The design and distribution of the questionnaires
involved all team members. This ensured that the test
participants understood the questions and were more
open to discuss their opinions (in their own language if
they wished so). All respondents were instructed to
describe the icon set in 5 words or less, and the survey
took approximately 10 minutes to complete.
Respondents were discouraged to ponder and to enquire
from their friends the meaning of the icons – this was to
ensure that the meaning of the icons is derived from the
respondent’s own perception and understanding. The
survey was carried out in the vicinity of public
payphones and included those who used the payphones.
A pre-survey was carried out to best ensure the
respondents understood the context and the purpose of
the survey. All the respondents were approached in
public places, such as shopping malls, eateries, grocery
stores, markets, public parks and in villages where
payphones are plentiful. The survey was conducted
without prejudice to race, gender, religion and specific
social groups, and was random in nature.

3. ICON USABILITY SURVEY
A questionnaire survey was conducted to determine the
icon and its intended meaning, representation and
interpretation. The survey reported in this paper was
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3.3 Instrument
A questionnaire was designed to contain the volume
adjustment icon set derived from existing public
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payphones in Malaysia. The list of icons also consists of
an improved version of the volume adjustment icon.
The volume adjustment icon set used in the survey is
shown in Table 2 below.
Table 2: Volume adjustment icon set from existing public
payphones and a redesigned icon (S18).
Function
(referent)

Icon Set
(with icon coding)

Adjust

A total of 525 respondents participated in the survey.
Subsequently, all responses were transcribed and
translated before being compiled and computed in
Microsoft Excel and SPSS. There are no vibrant colour
sets for the icons. All icons on the payphones are set
against a grey, gun metal background as buttons and its
keys are silver and greyish in colour. All icons tend to be
in a physical dimension of 10mm x 10mm, or 20mm x
10mm or in a circular button measuring 20mm in
diameter.

Volume

Table 3: Gender and age of survey respondents.
Gender
Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Male

260

49.5

49.5

49.5

Female

265

50.5

50.5

100.0

Total

525

100.0

100.0

S8

S1

S10

S14

Age
S21

S18

Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

18 and below

59

11.2

11.2

11.2

19-24

263

50.1

50.1

61.3

25-30

98

18.7

18.7

80.0

31-45

69

13.1

13.1

93.1

46-60

33

6.3

6.3

99.4

61 and above

3

0.6

0.6

100.0

525

100.0

100.0

S25

(new, redesigned)

Total

Icons S1 and S14 are regarded as abstract icons while
S10, S21 and S25 are semi-abstract icons. S3 icon and
the improved S18 icon are both considered as concrete
icons.
4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 2008 report from the Malaysian Communications
and Multimedia Commission (MCMC) highlighted that
77% of public payphones installed in the country are in
urban areas. The highest density of payphones per
thousand inhabitants in the country were recorded in
the state of Malacca (4.73%) followed by the federal state
of Kuala Lumpur and its neighbouring state of Selangor
(6.8%), whilst Labuan has the highest density of 8.49%.
This was the premise for the authors to conduct the
survey questionnaire in the states of Malacca and
Selangor, and the federal territory of Kuala Lumpur.
The survey was conducted in a partial interview manner
to ensure that the respondents did not walk away with
the questionnaire, and that all questions were answered
for (to ensure the icons were described).
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Table 3 shows the gender and age distribution of the
respondents. Out of the 525 participants, it was by
chance that we collected a near equal number of male
(49.5%; n=260) and female (50.5%; n=265) respondents.
The age of the respondents ranged from 12 to over 61
years old. We also found that 57.9% of respondents we
approached were pursuing some sort of higher
educational programme while 8.19% of respondents
were involved in administrative and clerical careers.

Figure 3 shows the users’ responses in a word cloud
format illustrating the frequency of literal responses
provided. For instance, the relative frequency for the
icon S1 is represented by the size of the largest text of
"no answer" and followed by the next largest text "up
and down" in the word cloud. There are 92 counts
(17.5%) for the term "no answer" while "up and down"
has 41 counts (7.8%) in the survey. The relative
frequency of the term "no answer" is taken literally from
the survey answers and its frequency may not properly
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highlight the true survey context but only the
appearance of an exact term. There are also derivatives
of "no answer" in the survey such as "no idea" which is
not considered by a word cloud. Similarly, "up and
down" is also reflected by the terms up down, up and
down button, button up and down, going up and down,
up and down selection, up button down button, etc..
The word cloud for the new S18 icon may depict “no
answer” as the most frequently provided answer for that
phrase. However, the accumulated answers referring to
volume adjustment including derivations of it (increase
decrease volume, volume control, etc.) exceeds 66%.
The actual statistics showing the transcribed answers,
arranged in categories of correct, wrong and undecided,
are shown in Table 4.
S1

S8

S10

S14

S18

S21

S25

Figure 3: Word cloud of user’s responses on each of the volume
adjustment icon set

The analysis of the survey data with regards to the icon
set is transcribed into three main classifications of
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interpretation. They are "Correctly Interpreted",
"Wrongly Interpreted", and "Undecided". The authors
classified the respondents’ answers relating to "Correctly
interpreted" based upon the following accepted
responses: volume adjust, volume control, volume or
sound control, volume or sound controller, volume
adjuster, change volume, volume tuning, volume
decrease or increase, loud and soft, volume level up and
down, modify audio setting, audio or volume setting,
volume up or down, sound up or down, sound level,
volume tools, tone voice up and down, speak loud speak
low, and volume level.
The "Wrongly Interpreted" classification consist of the
following accepted user feedback range: loudspeaker,
speaker, up and down, volume central, loud or loudness,
loud voice, mute, unmute, on speaker mode, increase or
decrease card, on or off sound, volume on or off, silent,
speaker up or down, change language, speaker on or off,
can speak now, lift, select menu, volume blast, volume
microphone, too loud, scroll, louder, handset, on/off
volume, signal, handsfree, handphone, listen, on/off
sound, volume mode, and enable sound.
The "Undecided" classification consist of the following
user feedback range: sound, volume, volume or sound
up or increase, volume or sound decrease, volume level,
volume quality, don’t know, louder volume or sound,
voice, ringing sound, increase or enlarge volume,
speaker volume, louder voice or sound, maximum voice,
speaker volume, volume key, less sound, add volume,
audio, loud soft, volume on and make the sound phone
louder. The classifications help to transcribe the user
data from the survey for further analysis. Table 4 shows
the frequency and cumulative responses from the survey
for each of the icons in the existing volume adjustment
icon set.
In descending order, the least weakest interpreted icon
is S8 (41% wrong interpretation; n=215), followed by
S21 (49.9% wrong interpretation; n=262), followed by
S10 (51.6% wrong interpretation; n=271), followed by
S14 (70.9% wrong interpretation; n=372), followed by
S1 (74.7% wrong interpretation; n=392), followed by the
weakest interpreted icon S25 (88.2% wrong
interpretation; n=463). In terms of correct
interpretation by respondents on the icon set, icon S1
scores the highest correct interpretation (18.1%, n=95)
followed by S8 (16.8%, n=88), S10 (10.5%, n=55), S21
(9.1%, n=48), S14 (6.5%, n=34) and S25 (2.7%, n=14). It
is observed that all existing volume adjustment icons,
S1, S8, S10, S14, S21 and S25, are in icon-only format
except for the new icon design S18, which is a icon-andtext combination. Followed by S21 (49.9% wrong
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interpretation; n=262), followed by S10 (51.6% wrong
interpretation; n=271), followed by S14 (70.9% wrong
interpretation; n=372), followed by S1 (74.7% wrong
interpretation; n=392), followed by the weakest
interpreted icon S25 (88.2% wrong interpretation;
n=463). In terms of correct interpretation by
respondents on the icon set, icon S1 scores the highest
correct interpretation (18.1%, n=95) followed by S8
(16.8%, n=88), S10 (10.5%, n=55), S21 (9.1%, n=48), S14
(6.5%, n=34) and S25 (2.7%, n=14). It is observed that
all existing volume adjustment icons, S1, S8, S10, S14,
S21 and S25, are in icon-only format except for the new
icon design S18, which is a icon-and-text combination.

In descending order, the least weakest interpreted icon
is S8 (41% wrong interpretation; n=215),
It is also interesting to note that all of the existing icons
scored higher as being wrongly interpreted. This is
surprising as some payphones have been installed in the
public domain for nearly three decades. Perhaps there is
a significant distinction between iconic signs and
symbolic signs, and the mis-match between user's
expectations. Symbolic signs may be too abstract to be
interpreted correctly against its intended function even
though local users realise the context of use. For
instance, the sample population did not identify icons
S10, S14, S21 and S25 as a function for adjusting the
volume. Some of the feedback from the participants
described these icons as providing a function for users
to listen or to hear and not about volume adjustment,,
thus the misinterpretation of the icon.
A combined chart of the frequencies and percentage
recognition rates is shown in Figure 4 where we were
able to make further comparisons. Notice that S14 fared
poorly against icons S10 and S21. Even though S14
consist of the "speaker" sign, it only lacked the "wave"
next to the speaker to resemble a speaker, let alone
volume adjustment. Many users could not determine
that the symbol on icon S14 resembled a speaker to
mean adjusting the volume on the telephone receiver.
Although S1 is the second weakest interpreted icon for
volume adjustment, most respondents managed to
identify it correctly amongst the icon set. S1 comprise of
two arrows pointing up and down respectively. It is a
purely symbolic sign, though abstract, with no textual
description. Perhaps users interpret the "up" and "down"
arrows to mean louder and softer, thus providing a
sense and action of "adjustment" towards its referent
during the use of the payphone.
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Table 4: Cumulative statistics from icon usability survey.

Volume Adjustment.S1
Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Undecided

38

7.2

7.2

7.2

Wrong

392

74.7

74.7

81.9
100.0

Correct

95

18.1

18.1

Total

525

100.0

100.0

Volume Adjustment.S8
Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Undecided

222

42.3

42.3

42.3

Wrong

215

41.0

41.0

83.2

Correct

88

16.8

16.8

100.0

Total

525

100.0

100.0

Volume Adjustment.S10
Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Undecided

199

37.9

37.9

37.9

Wrong

271

51.6

51.6

89.5

Correct

55

10.5

10.5

100.0

Total

525

100.0

100.0

Volume Adjustment.S14
Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Undecided

119

22.7

22.7

22.7

Wrong

372

70.9

70.9

93.5

Correct

34

6.5

6.5

100.0

Total

525

100.0

100.0

Volume Adjustment.S21
Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Undecided

215

41.0

41.0

41.0

Wrong

262

49.9

49.9

90.9

Correct

48

9.1

9.1

100.0

Total

525

100.0

100.0

Volume Adjustment.S25
Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Undecided

48

9.1

9.1

9.1

Wrong

463

88.2

88.2

97.3
100.0

Correct

14

2.7

2.7

Total

525

100.0

100.0

Volume Adjustment.S18 (new, redesigned)
Frequency

Percent

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

Undecided

56

10.7

10.7

10.7

Wrong

118

22.5

22.5

33.1

Correct

351

66.9

66.9

100.0

Total

525

100.0

100.0
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Figure 4: Recognition frequencies and percentages for volume adjustment icon set

The icon S25 was the most poorly recognised icon to
resemble volume adjustment because of the iconic
representation of the telephone receiver with "waves"
emerging from it. This is confusing to users as the
telephone receiver is not a usual symbol to signify a
speaker nor does it represent any action of volume
adjustment. Some users thought that the icon
represented the mute function or a hands-free action,
whilst others could not mentally ascribe any function
to the icon as it was perhaps too abstract for them to
comprehend.
A newly designed icon, S18, was inserted into the
survey to determine if a combined icon and text sign
provided any differences to user's interpretation for
volume adjustment. Note that the design comprised
of the up and down arrows (S1) and also the elements
of a speaker (S14). The icon consists of two separate
volume adjustment buttons; one to increase the
volume and the other to decrease the volume. The
volume increase icon consist of a "speaker" with an
"up" arrow and the text "HI". The volume decrease
button also consists of a "speaker" but have a
downward pointing arrow with the text "LO". The
icon was designed to fit the pictorial signs and textual
information within the existing dimension of the
keypad button on the public payphone (10mm x
10mm square). Icon S18 was designed to provide a
India HCI 2010
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clear, concrete and concise representation towards the
referent within a 10mm x 10mm dimension. The
mixture of graphical element and text provided icon
S18 the highest correctly interpreted rate of 66.9%
with a frequency of 351, just meeting the ISO 9186-1
(2007) benchmark on public information symbols graphical symbols. Icon S18 also received a 22.5%
wrongly interpreted rate. This may be due to some
users not understanding the abbreviated text of "HI"
and "LO" to mean volume adjustment. Similar to icon
S14, the lone "speaker" sign tend to provide a weaker
interpretation aspect to the icon design. Perhaps
adding a "wave" next to the "speaker" sign would help
users understand better.
5. CONCLUSION
This paper is part of a larger study in establishing
suitable icon sets for public payphones and public
telecommunication equipment in Malaysia. There
were also usability tests on simulated and actual
devices, and output from those studies will, perhaps,
be published in other avenues. The authors are
reporting on a preliminary survey that attempted to
determine the effectiveness of icons in a developing
nation based on users’ intuition and whether users
were able to associate the icon towards its referent.
Unfortunately, we are only able to report and share
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our results on the volume adjustment icon set due to
the length of the paper.

telecommunication equipment, and to assist in
formulating local telecommunication policy.

Icons on everyday products and equipment are meant
to help convey instructions and to assist in the usermachine interactions. This is especially important
when the product or device is functioning as a public
service utility, such as that of public payphones. The
text-only icons and representations are recommended
for certain functions instead of graphic-only icons in
the Malaysian context. This study highlighted a few
important observations. In a broader context of this
study involving all of the payphone icons, we found
that pure symbolic, abstract icons and semi-abstract
icons are clearly not practical for the local use and
creates misinterpretation. In general, it was found that
icons meeting the ISO 9186-1 benchmark and
percentage rate of over 66% consist of a combined
icon-and text format, that is a concrete icon.
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KEYNOTE

Human Computer Interaction: at the Bottom
of the Pyramid
Mr. Anurag Gupta
A Little World
Wednesday,
March 22, 9 am
anurag@alittleworld.com

I will talk about my experience in building a bank
branch on a mobile phone, now operated by women
'branch managers' in thousands of far flung villages
who cannot read or write English, and utilized by tens of
lakhs of customers, many of them completely illiterate,
to deposit, withdraw and transfer tiny sums of money,
without direct intervention of anyone from outside the
village. I will show live demonstration of how accounts
are opened, cards issued, cash deposited, withdrawn and
transferred using a very simple voice guided interface on
a mobile phone.
About Mr. Anurag Gupta
Anurag Gupta, 49, graduated in architecture in 1982
from SPA, Delhi. He started his professional career as a
media company’s creative lead for print and television
campaigns. In 1985, he won a national competition to
design the extensions to the National Gallery of Modern
Art (Jaipur House). He set up an NGO called
Information for Action Teams (INFACT) in 1992,
which worked for 2 years in Latur and Osmanabad to
create an extensive documentation of best practices to
retrofit non-engineered stone houses to strengthen

them against a future earthquake. Anurag worked with
several Government agencies to disseminate disaster
vulnerability, low-cost building materials and simple
construction techniques, through documentaries,
publications and exhibitions. Anurag made three
documentaries on street children and pavement
dwellers of Mumbai; and savings and credit systems
developed by underprivileged women in Ahmedabad
and in Mumbai working with SEWA and SPARC.
Several of these were showcased on national television.
In 2000, Anurag set up A Little World, to attempt the
creation of India’s first payment system, focussed on
small value transactions and the bottom of pyramid
segment. Anurag has mobilized industry opinion and
led initiatives with Banks, regulatory institutions,
universities, standards bodies, government and industry
to support standardization and enhanced security as the
basis of mass deployment in the Indian environment. In
2003, Anurag started a collaborative research and
documentation process with IIT-Bombay and the
IDRBT-Hyderabad to pilot new generation technologies
for small value payment transactions. He started the GoMumbai initiative for Automatic Fare Collection (AFC)
in Mumbai buses and local suburban railways in 2004
and built the mChek mobile payment product in 2004.
He has built the ZERO technology platform for
branchless banking, and brought key banks like SBI and
industry majors such as Nokia and NXP to support the
implementation Financial Inclusion in villages. In 2007
Anurag founded the Zero Microfinance and Savings
Support Foundation – a not-for-profit Section 25
Company which today acts as a Business Correspondent
to 21 banks in 18 States across India.
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It’s not just illiteracy
Indrani Medhi,
Microsoft Research India,
196/36, 2nd Main Sadashivnagar,
Bangalore, India
indranim@microsoft.com

Ed Cutrell
Microsoft Research India,
196/36, 2nd Main Sadashivnagar,
Bangalore, India
cutrell@microsoft.com

Kentaro Toyama
School of Information,
University of California,
Berkeley, USA
kentaro_toyama@hotmail.com

There is increasing interest in using computing applications towards the socio-economic development of the poor. However, because
poverty commonly correlates with illiteracy, researchers have identified various usability challenges that low-literate users may
encounter in interacting with traditional text-based UIs. To counter such problems, researchers have proposed non-textual UIs for these
users. However, most current work focuses exclusively on illiteracy (the inability to read) per se, with little recognition to other problems
or the overall context in which a user is situated.
In this paper we suggest that the inability to read is only one of several possible concerns that prevent useful interaction of existing
computing (PC and mobile phone) UIs by low-literate users. Through our ethnographic and usability studies with 400 low-literate, lowincome subjects across India, the Philippines and South Africa, we find a host of nuanced issues which mediate how a user interacts with
computing technologies. Such issues include: cognitive difficulties, collaboration, cultural etiquette, experience and exposure,
intimidation, mediation, motivation, pricing, power relations, social standing, and others. We observe that these factors can have farreaching influence on the design of UIs as well as services for low-literate populations.
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read) per se, with little recognition to other problems or
the overall context in which a user is situated.

1. INTRODUCTION
There is increasing interest in applications of computers
and mobile phones for serving economically poor
populations in the field of Information Communication
Technology for Development (often abbreviated
ICT4D), the goal being to find ways for technology to
alleviate
poverty
and
boost
socio-economic
development (Brewer et. al., 2005; Toyama & Dias,
2008). One of the greatest challenges faced in developing
such applications is that potential users may lack
significant formal education. In fact, 41% of the
population in the least developed countries is nonliterate (UNESCO, 2007), and even the literate among
the poor are typically novice users of computer
technologies.

In this paper we suggest that the inability to read is only
one of several possible concerns that prevent useful
interaction of existing computing (PC and mobile
phone) UIs by low-literate users. Through our
ethnographic and usability studies with 400 low-literate,
low-income subjects across India, the Philippines and
South Africa, we find a host of nuanced issues which
mediate how a user interacts with computing
technologies. Such issues include: cognitive difficulties,
collaboration, cultural etiquette, experience and
exposure, intimidation, mediation, motivation, pricing,
power relations, social standing, and others. We observe
that these factors can have far-reaching influence on the
design of UIs as well as services for low-literate
populations.

A recent body of work aims at designing user interfaces
(UIs) on PCs, PDAs and mobile phones for low-literate
adult users (Chipchase, 2005; Griesdale et. al., 1997;
Huenerfauth, 2002; Medhi et. al., 2006; Parikh et. al.,
2003; Sherwani et. al., 2007). Researchers have identified
various usability challenges that low-literate users may
encounter in interacting with traditional text-based UIs.
To counter

2. RELATED WORK
Most previous work in UIs for non-literate users has
focused exclusively on illiteracy (the inability to read)
per se, by mainly examining the mechanics of interfaces
on PCs, PDAs and mobile phones. Researchers have
recognized the value of imagery, and have advocated
extensive use of graphics (Grisedale et. al., 1997;
Huenerfauth, 2002; Medhi et. al., 2006; Parikh et. al.,
2003a; Parikh et. al., 2003b). More specifically, it appears

such problems, non-textual UIs that use voice, graphics
and video have been proposed. However, most current
work focuses exclusively on illiteracy (the inability to
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that static hand-drawn representations are better
understood than photographs or icons (Medhi et. al.,
2007). Some authors note that the use of numbers is
acceptable, as many non-literate people can read
numerical digits (Parikh et. al., 2003a; Parikh et. al.,
2003b). Other work has focused on ultra-simple
navigation as a design goal (Griesdale et. al., 1997), or
on removing anxieties about technology use. For
example, looping video clips which include
dramatizations of the overall usage scenario have been
found to be effective in reducing barriers to usage by
first-time users (Medhi and Toyama, 2007).
Apart from work that focuses on PCs and PDAs, there is
some research that looks at mobile phone UIs for lowliteracy users. Researchers have recognized the value of
voice feedback (Medhi et. al., 2006; Parikh et. al., 2006,
Plauche and Prabaker, 2006) and speech interfaces
(Boyera, 2007; Plauche and Prabaker, 2006; Sherwani et.
al., 2007). Others have questioned suitability of menubased navigation for novice users (Jones et. al., 2007)
and have discussed designs that advocate fewer menus
and dedicated buttons for this target group (Lehrman,
2007).
However, there is very limited amount of work that
looks beyond the mechanics of the UI, at broader issues
which can influence the use of technology artifacts
among populations with limited exposure to
technology. One study examines coping mechanisms of
low-literate users when confronted with traditional
mobile interfaces (Chipchase, 2006; Chipchase, 2005).
Another paper discusses issues such as pricing, peer
learning and social dynamics that can affect the use of
technologies among developing world populations with
low exposure to technology. (Ramachandran, et. al.,
2007). But this particular work targets a broader
population and does not focus exclusively on lowliterate users, like we do. Moreover, in our study of lowliterate users, we discover many more nuanced
qualitative issues beyond pricing, peer learning and
social standing which mediate how a user interacts with
computing technologies in general. We suggest that
apart from illiteracy per se, there exist other possible
concerns that prevent useful interaction of existing
computing (PC and mobile phone) UIs. In addition to
studying the human-device interaction issues, we
examine the overall context in which the user is situated.

mobile phones around job information, health
information and mobile money-transfer. Through this
research, we arrived at several UI design principles that
we believe could apply to many non-literate groups new
to computer use. However, there remain other factors
beyond strict usability not covered by our previous
work, which we discuss here, that could potentially
enhance design of interfaces as well as services for these
user groups. The findings summarized here come from
a variety of separate research projects of ours. These
ideas have never been synthesized in the way they are
being done in this paper, although hints of the ideas
have appeared in previous publications.
In the following section we describe the target
community and the methodologies employed for our
previous research:
3.1 Target community
In the course of our work we have studied more than
400 subjects from communities across India, the
Philippines and South Africa. Our subjects were usually
functionally illiterate or semi-literate (able to read only
with difficulty and effort) but numerate (could read
Indo-Arabic numerals 0,1,2,3...); had low levels of
formal education (highest education attained being
schooling up to the eighth grade of the K-12 education
system or its equivalent across the three countries); and
had zero experience with personal computers. Apart
from these traits, we looked for varying degrees of
experience with using mobile phones—there were both
users and non-users of mobile phones in our subject
base.
Subjects were typically domestic workers and daily wage
labourers like plumbers, carpenters, construction
workers, mechanics, vegetable vendors, weavers, farm
hands, fishermen, drivers, etc. Household income
ranged from USD 20 – USD 200 per month. Some of
our subjects had television sets, music players and gas
burners, but these were not owned by all households. A
few had seen computers in person (but again, none had
ever used them). The subjects’ primary languages were
Kannada, Hindi and Tamil in India; Tagalog in the
Philippines; Afrikaans, Xhosa and Zulu in South Africa.
Our subjects did not speak English for the most part,
but strongly associated it with wealth and prestige.
3.3 Methodology

3. PREVIOUS RESEARCH
The issues discussed in this paper, emerge from our
previous work in designing UIs for first-time, lowliterate users for a range of applications on PCs and
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Across the separate projects in our previous research, we
drew from guidelines of contextual design and goaldriven design, in which techniques of ethnography were
used to gain a deep understanding of the subjects,
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within the context of their specific goals (Cooper and
Reimann, 2003). We observed users in specific contexts,
analyzing and synthesizing information gathered, and
incorporating these insights into a design. We held
open-ended interviews, both one-on-one and in groups,
on different information domains we were designing
for. We visited individual households to talk to people
about their daily activities and to observe their living
environments. The interviews and participant
observation techniques gave us a broader understanding
of the local context and user needs. The ethnographic
study involved over 450 hours in the field across India,
the Philippines and South Africa.
Subsequently, we used an iterative design process to
develop the UIs, where we elicited constant feedback
from the subjects for each iteration. We used this
information to evaluate our designs and incorporated
the necessary changes into each following prototype.
We tested our final prototypes through formal usability
tests with our subjects. We defined a task for each of the
users and embedded tasks into a story like in the
“Bollywood method” (Shaffer, 2004). In this method,
tasks are embedded in dramatized stories involving the
subject, which has been found to be better at motivating
subjects toward the desired tasks, even for computer
novices. Particularly in a context with asymmetric
power relations with the experimenter, and where
subjects tend to be reserved about giving feedback to
people they perceive to be in authority (as
experimenters were perceived to be), this became an
invaluable tool for encouraging honest feedback. We
also made a number of modifications to ensure that
subjects were as comfortable in the testing environment,
as possible. In all cases, we performed the testing in a
physical setting which was routine for the participants—
their own homes and work places, non-profit
organization offices which were known to them, etc.

We designed non-textual UIs based on the design
principles we had established, using combinations of
voice, graphics and video, to help overcome usability
barriers. Rigorous user evaluations showed that our
designs were strongly preferred over standard textbased interfaces and that first-time, non-literate users
were, in fact, able to navigate through our UIs
meaningfully. However, there still remains a lot more to
be accomplished in order to make computing
technology interfaces truly usable for our target
audiences. Through our ethnographic and usability
studies conducted during this UI design research, we
discovered a host of nuanced issues, beyond strict
usability, which in our opinion could further inform the
design of UIs for these populations. These are informal
qualitative observations, which we have so far not
followed up with quantitative tests. We offer these here
as possible hypotheses for future verification.
4.1 Ability to navigate text-based UIs through rote
learning exists
As has been mentioned earlier, to help non-literate users
overcome usability barriers on traditional text-based
UIs, researchers have proposed non-textual UIs that use
graphics, voice and video (Griesdale et. al., 1997;
Huenerfauth, 2002; Medhi and Toyama, 2007; Medhi et.
al., 2006; Parikh et. al., 2003; Sherwani et. al., 2007).
Typically, one would expect that a non-literate person
has absolutely no ability to make sense of a traditional
text-based UI because of his/her inability to read. And
as the level of literacy increases, the ability to navigate
UIs also increases in a somewhat linear fashion. This
relationship could be imagined like shown (by the
dashed red line) in the schematic graph, in Figure 1.
However, based on our research, we suspect that even
non-literate users have some capacity for basic
navigation of current text-based interfaces, which
happens through rote learning.

4. ISSUES BEYOND ILLITERACY
Overall, we found that there were a number of usability
challenges which people experienced while interacting
with traditional text-based UIs, on both mobile phones
and PCs. In addition to the general inability to read text,
one of the other major challenges was the difficulty in
navigating hierarchical menus in current information
architectures. Particularly for mobile phones, we also
saw that people experienced a host of barriers in current
input mechanisms.
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Figure 1: Schematic graph showing relation between literacy and
ability to navigate; graph not to scale

In our work designing money transfer UIs on mobile
phones, we had asked our subjects to perform a set of
tasks (dialling a phone number to call a friend, writing a
short SMS text message to a friend), both on their own
handsets and on mobile phones provided by us (in order
to determine how much of their usage was by rote
memorization). Diagrams of the perceived menu
structures are shown in Figure 2. In many cases, the
diagrams had mention of text labels of physical buttons
(e.g. button “ABC”), instead of the actual function
accomplished by the button. Secondly, there were many
subjects who were able to perform the tasks on their
own handsets but could not accomplish them on other
handsets. In another instance, a subject narrated an
ATM transaction she had once carried out. To explain
the interaction, she first drew the physical keypad of the
ATM as she remembered it (numbers within square
boxes as seen in Figure 2). She did not know any of the
functions on the screen, but remembered the exact
order in which she had pressed various physical buttons
to carry out the transaction.

All of these observations suggest that even the
completely illiterate have some ability to navigate, even
if it is by rote memorization of UI steps. So the (literacyability to navigate UIs) schematic graph may in fact look
like the solid line in green, in Figure 2. After some
degree of literacy and education, people have enhanced
ability for navigation– at least, with some training. In
between, there appears to be an “S” curve with a steep
slope that sharply divides those who can learn moderate
UIs and those who cannot. It is not yet clear where the
point of inflection occurs, but it does seem to cleanly
divide the literate from the non-literate. In terms of
formal education, our conjecture is this point of
inflection occurs around Grade 6 of the K-12 education
system (“adult level literacy”), when the ability to read
simple sentences with fair amount of fluency is attained.
But this needs to be established through rigorous
evaluation. It seems as though once this level is attained,
some fundamental change in cognitive capacity occurs
from a UI perspective.
These observations may suggest that if the menus of
existing text-based UIs are kept relatively short, there
might be ways to leverage the abovementioned ability of
non-literate users, for them to be able to navigate these
UIs.
4.2 It’s not just illiteracy
Through previous research, we find the inability to read,
is only one of several possible concerns that prevent
useful interaction of existing computing UIs. Among
other issues, first there is intimidation of technology
caused by one’s social standing, which seems to
influence a user’s comfort level with technology. During
qualitative user studies and usability tests, on PCs for
example, in spite of ensuring that subjects feel
comfortable, we have seen that because of the implicit
class hierarchy between our subjects and the
experimenter, our older participants usually fear that
they would “break the device” if not used “correctly”
and would be taken to task for it. This is especially true
of older subjects in India, who appear to have low
confidence on a technology that is new to them. We
suspect this may be related in some way to our older
participants growing up in caste-entrenched times, in
India.

Figure 2: Diagrams produced by semi-literate subjects to represent
menu structures for user tasks
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being unbanked had no previous context for this
information field.
4.2 Even light exposure to non-ICT technology
facilitates overcoming usage barrier
Given that our target audiences live in low-technology
environments, we find that even light exposure to
technology facilitates overcoming usage barriers. In this
context, “technology” is not necessarily ICT technology,
and broadly means any complex mechanical tool used
to interface between two or more domains that facilitate
more effective action of one domain upon the other.

Figure 3: Low-technology living environments of our subject
communities

Our subjects mostly live in low-technology contexts
without much exposure to computing technology in
their living environments, and sometimes the physical
appearance of the device used in usability studies also
can be intimidating to our users. From what we have
seen, the more expensive the device appears; higher is
the level of discomfort in using that technology.
Another issue mediating the use of computing
technologies is the inability of our subjects, in many
cases, to apply instructions provided not just through
the UI but also by the human experimenter in a usability
test setting. Our subjects have not been exposed to
institutionalized education contexts. And the associated
culture of following detailed procedural instructions, we
suspect, is therefore unfamiliar to our subjects. This
unfamiliarity could be the reason why our subjects were
unable to apply instructions from what they hear to
actual practice on the UI.
Finally, the lack of knowledge of application context also
seems to influence how subjects interact with various
technologies. To register for an existing mobile moneytransfer service, our subjects were required to fill up
details such as their mother’s maiden names. Most of
our subjects did not understand what the term meant.
Information such as mother’s maiden name is usually
required for banking protocols and most of our subjects
India HCI 2010
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We observed in some cases that subjects whose
professions required them to interact with any complex
mechanical tool on a daily basis (public two-wheeler
drivers in Philippines with their vehicles, machine
garment makers in South Africa with their sewing
machines) were more comfortable interacting with PCs
and mobile phones as compared to subjects who had
negligible active interaction with technology in their
professional work (vegetable vendors, domestic
workers). Our conjecture is that familiarity with and
understanding of the mechanics of a complex tool
results in greater comfort with technology devices in
general.
4.3 Motivation trumps usability challenges
In UI design work for low-literate users, usability
challenges are usually attributed to educational
deficiencies of potential users. Most current research
work in this area ignores the centrality of user
motivation in determining adoption of services.
Through our work, we find that motivation indeed is a
powerful force, and influences how a user interacts with
technology in general.

(a)

(b)
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mobile phones in urban India, we find that novice
technology users will traverse multiple levels of complex
UI navigation, if the motivation exists (Smyth, et. al.,
2010). In this particular case, the motivation is for the
desire to be entertained. We observed that users
traversed as many as 19 steps (Figure 3) to do Bluetooth
transfer of entertaining content consisting of music,
music videos, film dialogs, and comedy clips. This was
despite minimum technical knowledge.
This observation suggests that while designing services
for low-income, low-literate populations, in addition to
focusing on users’ inability to read, it is important to pay
attention to the level of user motivation for the
concerned application.
4.4 Collaborative usage enhances user experience
Information technologies have been traditionally
designed for individual usage scenarios. However in the
case of our low-income, low-literate populations, we
have observed that during single-subject tests, subjects
usually appear nervous and uncomfortable when asked
to perform a task. A group, on the other hand, seems
more comfortable, while interacting with a computer.
(c)
Figure 3: Steps involved in (a) making a call, (b) sending a text
message, (c) performing a Bluetooth transfer of media files

Motivation, though, is often contingent on what the
technology application has to offer. We further observe
that what we as researchers might perceive as needs for
poor communities, need not necessarily be what they
desire for themselves. The level of motivation may
therefore vary between perceived needs and desires. A
research study shows that often expectations of intended
beneficiaries and interventionists of ICTD projects are
not aligned (Ratan and Bailur, 2007). Another study
shows that recipients of such development projects
often will work a lot harder to meet their desires (Diga,
2007). In our case, we find that the motivation to adopt,
if powerful enough, trumps the obstacles in the path of
adoption of a new technology.

We had installed a computer “kiosk” with a health
information dissemination application, as part of our
health UI research, at the lobby of a hospital for lowincome, low-literate communities. When we had
instructed people to use the system, one by one, we saw
that they were really anxious and hesitant to even come
near the kiosk. However, at one point when we were
conducting subject studies, a group of patients at the
hospital began playing with the application between our
formal tests. It was surprising to see that they seemed
more confident, suggesting ideas to one another,
discussing the purpose of the application, watching over
each other’s shoulders, advising each other, learning
from each other, and interacting more boldly with the
computer.

In previous work around mobile UIs, researchers have
found that low-literate users mostly use phones only for
voice calls but rarely for asynchronous communication
such as texting (Chipchase, 2005; Medhi et. al., 2009).
This is because of the relative complexity, in terms of
number of steps, involved in the task of texting.
However, through our ethnographic study on sharing
and consumption of entertainment media on low-cost
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sender on Edulan’s behalf. In most such cases, in our
research, we observe that as long as someone like
Edulan has his resource Cirilo, the motivation to learn
to use more sophisticated functions on the mobile
phone by self, is usually low.

Figure 4: Collaborative usage of health kiosk at a hospital

Collaborative usage scenarios have been studied in the
context of education amongst children in resource
constrained environments (Pawar et. al., 2006).
However, in our knowledge, in the context of adult
users with low-literacy levels, group usage scenarios
have not been examined so far. We feel there is the
potential for future UI design research taking into
account a collaborative user model for low-income, lowliterate adult users, which could be particularly
beneficial.

We find that the proximate could also be someone
outside of one’s immediate family or household. Let us
take the example of existing mobile money-transfer
services where cash transaction locations could be retail
outlets (neighborhood grocery store, chemist shop, etc.)
which intermediate between the customer and the
bank/telecom company linked to the service. In a
number of cases, we observed that processes such as
registration and troubleshooting were often done by a
proximate (e.g. service agent + shopkeeper of the
grocery store). It was observed that users would often
hand over their phones and even secret passcodes to the
proximate (Ratan and Medhi, 2009; Ratan 2008).
Qualitative interviews revealed that the motivation to
learn sophisticated functions on the mobile moneytransfer interaction by oneself was low, given the
proximity, approachability and trusted relationship with
the agent.

4.5 Presence of proximate deters learning motivation
for individual usage
Our subjects usually reside in communities with high
population density and variation in literacy and digital
literacy levels. One research work discusses how very
often non-literate members of slum communities seek
proximate replacements, to interact with a technology
owned personally or by the household. A proximate
could be termed a technology aide for semi- or nondigitally literate members. They help realize a
technological interaction, by aiding to overcome its
navigational, functional, or user interface complexity
(Sambasivan et. al., 2010).
Through previous research, we have observed that the
presence of a proximate could deter learning motivation
for individual usage among semi- or non-digitally
literate members. Consider a 58-year old fisherman
Edulan in Philippines. He is non-literate and owns a
mobile phone. He can dial calls from scratch (without
using the phonebook) himself, by dialling a phone
number every time he needs to make a call. But when he
receives a text message on his phone, does not know
how to open and read it. However, he has his proximate
nephew Cirilo, who checks his text message and reads it
out to him. Sometimes, Cirilo even sends a reply to the
India HCI 2010
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Figure 5: Mobile Money transaction at a retail agent location

This observation about use of proximates for carrying
out technology interactions was consistent even in the
case of PCs. In one of our research projects, we had
installed a PC in the house of a low-literate, low-income
family in a slum community in India. Relevant to this
paper, the goal was to understand what applications the
family would want and what usability issues they might
encounter while using the PC. We observed that not
even once during the one year long longitudinal study,
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did the 35-year old mother in the household ever touch
the PC. She would wait for either her 6-year old
daughter to come back from school or her 27-year old
digitally literate brother-in-law to get back from work.
Upon return, the daughter or the brother-in-law would
play the movie requested by her on the PC, which she
would then sit back and watch.

usually the volume of usage was very high. Among our
subjects, we found people who had up to 50 “textfriends”. These were people whom our subjects had
never met, but had “found” through forums on media
such as broadcast radio. Some of the low-income, novice
technology subjects we spoke with sent up to 100 text
messages per day.

Most current information systems are designed and
tested for individual usage scenarios. The above
observation suggests that designing of applications for
low-income, low-literate communities, may require
designing with respect to the collective literacy and
digital-literacy capabilities of the social unit.

Power relations and hierarchies within a given social
context also seem to shape how mobile phones are used.
Consider the case of Dingane in South Africa, the 50year old father of Dikeledi, a 16-year old girl. Dingane
told us about how he was increasingly concerned about
his teen-aged daughter staying out till late almost every
night. He complained about how she would not take or
return his panic calls to find her whereabouts. In such a
situation, Dingane would assume his daughter does not
have enough mobile phone balance (mobile minutes) to
receive or return a call. He would then go ahead and
“transfer mobile currency” to her phone, hoping she
would call back. Dingane had started suspecting that
Dikeledi had started using this as a “strategy to make a
quick (mobile) buck” from her father even while she had
enough mobile currency to make or receive calls.

4.6 Cultural etiquette, pricing of service, power
relations shape social norms of technology usage
There are a number of other issues which shape the
social norms of how a technology is used in a specific
context. We observed that social etiquette within a
cultural context was important in determining the
extent to which mobile phones were used. In the
Philippines, we noted that when in a co-located group
setting (e.g. while dining with family or friends)
individual members within the group would be busy
fiddling with their mobile phones, texting or playing
games, instead of interacting with one another. This
behaviour seemed to be socially accepted in the case of
Philippines, but may not be acceptable in another
cultural context. We caution our readers against
generalizing this observation to every group setting in
the Philippines, but there are grounds to suspect that
our observations will transfer to other social interaction
settings, at least within the Philippines, if not to other
countries with a similar cultural ethos.

However, in the case of 28-year old Thandiwe, giving
even a “missed call” to his employer was considered
inappropriate. Missed call is defined as calling a number
and hanging up before the mobile's owner can pick up
the call. Most of such calls are requests to call back
immediately (Donner, 2007). Thandiwe said that he did
give missed calls to the “wealthier” friends in his social
circle, who he thought would have money to call him
back. However, because of the power relation, Thandiwe
was not comfortable exercising the missed call rule with
his employer.

The social approval for such behaviour may be one of
the reasons why usage of texting in the Philippines is
much higher than, specific to our case, India or South
Africa. Even among low-income, novice technology
users in the Philippines, we find that there is a fair
amount of usage of texting which is done in
transliterated Tagalog (in the English script).

These issues of cultural etiquette, pricing of service and
power relations seem to be important in shaping how a
technology is used in specific social and cultural
contexts and should therefore be taken into account
while designing applications and services for lowincome, low-literate and novice technology user
populations.

We also find that the pricing of a service influences how
and to what extent a technology is used. Revisiting the
example of usage of texting in the Philippines, we find
that the cost of making a phone call is often five to six
times the cost of sending a text message. In some cases,
within a given network, texting between two phone
numbers is free of cost. Given this enormous price
difference, texting was the preferred mode of
communication for many low-income individuals and

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
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In this paper, we discuss a host of issues which suggest
that apart from the inability to read, there exist a
number of other possible concerns that prevent useful
interaction of existing PC and mobile phone UIs by lowincome, low-literate users. Most previous work focuses
exclusively on the mechanics of the UI, and proposes
non-textual interfaces to help low-literate users
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overcome barriers of usage on existing text-based UIs.
However, in our work, in addition to studying the
human-device interaction, we examine the overall
context in which the user is situated. Through our
previous research with over 400 low-literate, lowincome subjects across India, the Philippines and South
Africa and 450 hours spent in the field, we find that
there are a lot of nuanced qualitative issues beyond strict
usability, which mediate how a low-literate user
interacts with computing technologies in general. These
issues include: cognitive difficulties associated with UI
interaction;
availability
of
collaborative
user
experiences; social etiquette acceptable in a specific
cultural context; experience and exposure to technology
in general; intimidation caused by technology;
mediation available through proximates; motivation to
use a given application; pricing of a service; power
relations within a social group; one’s social standing;
and others. We present these as informal qualitative
observations, which have so far not been followed up
with quantitative tests. These are offered here as possible
hypotheses for future verification. We observe that these
factors can have far-reaching influence on the design of
UIs as well as services for low-literate populations.
For future work there could be multiple areas of
investigation, one of which could be the systematic
empirical investigation for each of the issues discussed
here. This could be done by following up the qualitative
observations in this paper with quantitative studies.
There could also be more in depth qualitative studies of
the overall context in which a user is situated, to
possibly discover more of such nuanced issues
important for the design of UIs and services for lowincome, low-literate populations.
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Over 65% of the Indian population lives in her villages and mobile penetration is around 40%, presenting the possibility of a vast
potential market. This paper describes a qualitative research study conducted to understand needs and expectations of users vis-à-vis
mobile phones. The study was conducted across 4 semi-urban towns and 8 villages across four Indian states of Andhra Pradesh,
Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh and West Bengal. Some unique user characteristics, lifestyles and usage patterns were observed during
the study. This paper presents aspirations of the people and impact of mobile phones on their lives. A few design ideas aimed at
enhancing mobile phone experience for people in rural India have also been presented in this paper.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobiles are becoming more and more popular in rural
India[1]. Hence, it is imperative to understand the
emerging and evolving trends surrounding mobile
phone usage to design for rural India.
The question here is how usable these mobiles are to the
rural users. Rachel Hinman [2] notes that most of the
mobile devices sold in India are actually made for
Urban/Western users and posed a usability challenge for
rural users. Natasha Alani [2] identified that many nonliterate research participants ignored the screen when
using mobile phone. Instead of engaging with the UI on
the screen, rural users would engage with the physical
interface of the phone. They would leverage their spatial
memory and gestures by memorizing patterns (i.e.,
pressing a button three times, remembering the patterns
of numbers) or ask for assistance in dialling a number
from a family member.
In the recent past, many researchers have worked
around issues pertaining to phonebook, SMS, language
barriers, battery recharge. Giving a regional language
options to the mobile still has shortcomings as per Dr.
Dinesh S. Katre [3] who has discussed in detail about
the usability Issues of Bilingual Mobile Phones. Kin Fai
Law and Eva Shon [4] feel that the major constraint with
rural mobile phone use is recharging them in areas that
are off the power grid. Amy Yee [5] shares an interesting
account wherein Arvind Tandon, 28, charges phones in
his shop where he sells and repairs clocks and radios. In
yet another report by Jaymi Heimbuch [6], we get to
read about a Ugandan village woman who charged her

mobile by connecting it to ‘D’ batteries used for
flashlights.
Tapan Parikh [7] states that there are still many
obstacles to mobile phone ubiquity for people in rural
areas. The objective of our study was to unravel such
obstacles so as to provide insights for ideating around
valuable solutions for this segment. Cell phone use
could play an important role in connecting family, close
friends, business contacts and information sources.
2. PROCESS OVERVIEW
The study was conducted in 4 medium sized villages
(Tier1, Tier2, ~population: 10,000 to 20,000) and 4
semi-urban towns (~population up to 1,00,000) in four
regions - Uttar Pradesh (Hindi), West Bengal (Bengali),
Andhra Pradesh (Telegu), and Maharashtra (Marathi).
The most widely spoken languages in India as per
Census 2001 are: Hindi (42.2 crore), Bengali (8.3 crore),
Telugu (7.4 crore), Marathi (7.2 crore), Tamil (6.1 crore),
Urdu (5.2 crore), and Gujarati (4.6 crore) and hence the
study covered a major section of spoken Indian
languages and the four major zones of India. This study
was conducted with help from Kern Communications,
Hyderabad. Participants were recruited based on the
profile (Table 1) listed below. A mix of age-group and
gender was considered while finalizing the participants.
The study was divided into two major sets. The field
team constituted of one moderator, three observers and
one audio/video specialist.
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Table 1: Participant Profiles

respect to rural India and impact of mobile phone on
rural India.

Participants
Details
Land
Ownership

Small
Farmer

Medium
Farmer

< 5 acres

> 5 acres

Rich
Farmer
>
20
acres

Daily wage
laborer
No land

2.1 Structured Questionnaire
Based on the areas of interest with respect to mobile
phone usage in rural India, the research team put
together a set of questions to gather insights from the
participants. Mobile phone usage, user expectations,
impact of mobile on their lives etc. were some of the
areas in focus. This questionnaire passed through two
levels of iterations before being tested out on a pilot
user. The finalized questions were then taken to field.
Few more iterations emerged after two dialogues.

3.1 Village Life
During the course of study, we observed some unique
patterns and behavioural characteristics that were
common across most participants. These were observed
in terms of their habits, their mentality, their needs, etc.
3.1.1 The houses
We observed several peculiarities about the way people
lived in rural India. Most houses contained instances of
make shift arrangements created out of broken objects,
old, out-of-order appliances and other household
things. For instance, a table fan was tied to the roof,
acting as a ceiling fan.

2.2 Observational Study
Observing the users with respect to any physical artefact
that they were using, their surroundings and way of life
was taken up as a parallel activity in the field.
Participants were asked to perform a few basic tasks (for
example, making a call). Think aloud protocol was
exercised during this task activity. The findings listed in
this paper can be attributed to both, the questionnaire as
well as the observational study. Apart from the above,
we wanted to understand the lifestyle, readiness to
spend money on mobile phones and services etc. as a
part of our observations.The contextual inquiry further
addressed more aspects defining rural life and mobility
in general.

Image 1: Ad hoc arrangement created using a spike guard and a
broken all-battery-charger

Four people had bought the ‘All battery charger’ (Refer
Image1), with the facility to charge any mobile phone
battery.

Table 2: Region distribution and gender mix
The regions (4 states)
Details

Andhra
Pradesh

Semi
Urban
Tier1
village
Tier 2
village

Jangaon

Khopoli

Sandila

Hajipur

Pargi

Murud

Arambaugh

Doma

Mazgaon

Khaju Rahrn
Bhadeicha

Males

9

Females

3

Total

Maharashtra

Uttar
Pradesh

West Bengal

Participants (Gender Mix)
9
9
2

2

Khirpai

Inside the houses, people had managed to make efficient
use of the available space by stacking, hanging and
finding useful applications for waste or worn-out
objects.
There were very few cupboards and most objects were
on shelves or on tables. Utensils, crockery, appliances,
books, toys, etc all were visible, albeit neatly kept in
most houses (Image2).

7
2

44

3. STUDY FINDINGS AND KEY INSIGHTS
The section covers the major observations in the study
through three subsections – observations about the life
in rural India, insights about mobile features with
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seemed to follow a “small savings” culture. One user had
maintained a diary in which he had maintained
meticulous records of his daily savings which ranged
from Rs. 5 to Rs. 20. A microfinance bank representative
visited him regularly and collected small amounts of
savings.

Image 2: Utensils arranged on a shelf in the living room, out in the
open.

Most houses had frank display of religious inclination.
Pictures of God hung in multitude with flowers and
garlands adorning them (Refer Image3).

Although many users were either functionally literate or
completely illiterate, we found that someone from the
family or their circle of friends were literate. This
person’s literacy served the purpose for most needs,
especially for help in mobile phone usage and
understanding the interface. The child, the employer or
a friend who was literate would help in entering contacts
in the phonebook etc. This pattern of family/group
literacy was found in almost all the cases.
3.1.3 Information needs of rural India

Image 3: Religious artefacts in a house

Although people seemed short-sighted in planning
especially for recharging the SIM card, many houses
employed the use of Compact Fluorescent Lamps (CFL).
They specified their awareness about CFLs saving
electricity.
3.1.2 Daily routine and observed patterns
Most of the people we met had a daily routine of
meeting up with friends in the evening. Depending on
their age or village, the venues varied from the market
square to a barber shop. This daily activity of chatting
with friends was an important part of their
entertainment. Apart from relaxation, they also
exchanged important bits of news such as recharge
schemes, job opportunities, etc.
As far as spending money on mobile phones was
concerned, people seemed to plan in a short sighted
manner. Everyone owned prepaid cards and most of
them used small recharge schemes. On several occasions
it was found that the mobile phones were out of credit.
They recharged in small amounts of Rs 10, 20 or 50
based on need. Recharge planning, if any, did not go
beyond the 4-5 days. Moreover, many people had
promptly bought new SIM cards for better profitable
schemes. They did not think far enough to calculate and
find out that probably the effective benefit in the long
run might be either nil or negative. In general, they
India HCI 2010
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One of the major voids that was observed and felt in
their life was lack of reliable sources of information.
Information was needed in many aspects of life. We
found a user whose job majorly involved guiding people
in matters concerning Thana (Police station), Tehsil
(Block office), and Lekhpal (Land-ownership record).
Apart from the lack of government related information
and awareness, there was also lack of health
information. The lack of health information and
infrastructure has also been documented by Duflo [8].
Instances were narrated by users wherein they required
medical assistance and did not know where to go. In one
such instance, the person had understood that he was
suffering from Jaundice (yellow fever) and yet, had to
spend close to a month before he could find the proper
facility for diagnosis and treatment. In another instance,
a user whose cattle was suffering from illness tried to
call a helpline advertised as “health care” support by a
service provider. He was instructed to visit a
veterinarian at the earliest.
People had a curious outlook and many regularly read
the newspaper and tuned into news channels to keep
themselves aware and informed. Specific occupational
information needs were also expressed. For instance,
best seeds to buy, reliable fertilizers outlets, soil
maintenance methods, best prices to sell produce were
important for farmers while for fishermen, means for
knowing distance in the sea, safe and better places to
fish, etc. were important. A fisherman we spoke to used
signal strength in his mobile phone to gauge distance in
the sea. Needs for information related to farming had
also been discovered by Rege [9].
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One user, who went out of the way to procure
information, had bought a geography text book to learn
more about soil types and understand the best practices
for farming. Another user regularly attended camps and
meetings that disseminated information to farmers. In
another instance, one user had studied and
implemented bio diesel plantation wherein desalted pits
were dug in a tank for biodiesel plantations.
3.1.4 Other aspects of villages
The villages visited, had an “opinion leader”. An opinion
leader is a person whom the rural people look to for
answers. He is generally respected throughout the
village and is a common known source of solutions [10].
The influential contacts of these opinion leaders in
government offices at various levels provided villagers a
way to resolve their concerns. They were looked at as
problem solvers and reliable information sources by
many.
Communication within the villages were mostly humanto-human and through word of mouth. There were a
few instances where kids were used as messengers to
convey messages. For villagers, using a mobile phone for
communicating with a person in the same village was
impractical. Going to the person’s house to convey a
message was common in these villages. Certain
messages meant for a mass were conveyed using
“Dhindora” (broadcasting announcements using a drum
to attract attention in public places – the drum is called
a Dhindora) in villages. In one such instance,
announcements pertaining to subsidized fertilizers were
conveyed to the villagers through a “Dhindora” for Rs.
50. This had been done with prior permission from the
village head.
3.2 The mobile phone in rural India
We observed some unique characteristics pertaining to
the mobile phone usage, features, and perception.
Observations were more about how the rural Indian
population use or perceive a particular feature than
what impact the feature is causing on the people.

the name field (Example:balance enquiry number), Four
had saved special numbers such as those of their female
friends, in cryptic manners (for example, ‘Aff’). Various
name identifiers such as symbols, icons, short forms,
phonetics, location and businesses were used across
phones. Locations have been found to be used as
identifiers elsewhere as well [11].
A user had even input the names of relatives in regional
language (Telugu) for his wife who could not read
English (Image 4). This incidentally, reflected the way
physical diaries have been found to be maintained –
numbers in English while the names in regional
language [11].

Image 4: Telugu entries in the phone book entered by a participant
for his wife’s benefit

Of the few obvious complains the users had, the most
prominent ones were with regard to the laborious
process to transfer or copy the phone book to a new
phone. Many users had recently bought a new phone,
owing to various causes such as losing the older phone,
damaging phone due to environment, finding a
tempting scheme along with the new phone etc. In such
a situation, it was painful for them to get their contacts
in the phone book again. Also, a need to easily convey
newly acquired number to all the important contacts
was expressed.
Most users in rural India did not use search in lists such
as phone book. They almost always used scroll. They
scrolled down in the list until they came upon the item
they wanted.

3.2.1 Phone book
From ours observations, we discovered that there were
problems in fetching numbers during a call or in
recording numbers exchanged on call. Across multiple
users, it was found that there was a need to prioritize
one’s phone book entries and identify them uniquely.
This corroborated a similar finding discovered
previously [11]. Two people achieved that through ad
hoc efforts such as saving the number preceded by ‘A’ in
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3.2.2 Call log
To the users of rural India, call log and the phone book
were merely lists of numbers stored in their phones. Not
many had the understanding as to how the call log
functioned, why it existed and exactly how it was
different from the phone book. We observed them
through a few tasks such as calling a frequently called
contact, calling a contact that is not so frequently called
Understanding Mobile Usage In Rural India – ’09
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by them and looking for a particular number. The users
almost always went to the call log first, and if at the end
of the call log the number was not found, they switched
to the phone book to find the required number.
Also, apart from recently called numbers, missed calls
had a special significance in their life. Missed calls have
been discovered to convey multiple meanings in rural
India [6]. A few participants used missed calls as a game
with their friends, while in other locations, people used
missed calls to express how much they missed their
friends, and sometimes they used missed calls just to
harass friends.
3.2.3 Messaging (SMS)
None of the participants from our research composed
messages. SMS was considered as a feature meant for
literates who could read and write English fluently.

3.2.4 Games and Applications
Almost all users we met played mobile games. Especially
the users in the age group of 18-25, found this to be a
good means for passing time. Games which were
familiar to them already, such as “Carrom”, seemed to
be more popular with them.
Of the various applications that the mobile phones
featured, users used Calculator, Calendar, Media player,
Alarm clock, and Games. Some users whose occupation
involved numbers and calculations (E.g. calculating
wages for farm labourers) found calculator very useful;
although they had aspirations of a calculator which
would allow them to use numbers in their regional
language.
3.2.5 Memory Card
The perception of a memory card in rural India was
quite different. They considered the memory card as a
“vessel” that carried music. In most places, there were
shops where users took the memory cards and filled
them up with songs. Often, the songs were chosen by
the shopkeeper himself. For a charge of Rs 100 or so, the
user could get the card filled with songs.
3.2.6 Mobile Battery Charging

Image 5: A forward that the participant had saved and tried to
customize before sending to a friend

People mostly liked to forward witty or funny messages.
Good forwards were prized possessions and they liked
to store these in case they wanted to forward or show
them to others. They used folders such as the Outbox to
save such messages. Some users sent these messages
deliberately to an invalid number so that it got saved in
the Sent Items folder. They took particular pleasure in
forwarding emotional, expressive messages to friend
from the opposite gender; especially if the message
contained patterns (E.g. heart made out of asterisks,
Image5).
There were varied reasons for using SMS. Some users in
Maharashtra who were politically inclined, perceived
sending forwards and festive wishes to contacts as an
easy means to keep their connections alive. Composed
SMSes, if any, were mostly transliterated into regional
languages.
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Charging the mobile phone was found to be an issue
across rural India with frequent power cuts and power
shortage. Five users walked to places where a facility to
charge the phone had been set up.

Image 6: Make-do-charging system using the tractor

We found a user who had fashioned a mobile charger
out of the battery from his tractor so that he did not
have to depend on electricity supply to charge his phone
(Image 6). Another user had connected the charger to a
bulb socket for lack of a plug point in his house (Image
7).
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Users possessed multiple SIM cards for varied reasons –
reception from different service providers at home and
farm, need for separate numbers for separate groups of
people (relatives vs. others) or simply for a better
scheme.
3.2.7.3 Chinese phones
Image 7: A charger powered by the bulb - socket

3.2.7 Other observations
There were many unique observations pertaining to the
way users dealt with various features of the mobile
phone. Many users who could not read English had
entries in their phonebook which had been entered by a
literate friend. They would identify the number either by
looking at the last few digits of the number or by
treating alphabets as visual patterns. This was an
observation that had been previously found as well [11].
We found many users who had ad hoc ways to carry
their mobile phones. A female user had developed a
method to wrap the phone in her sari’s pallu (loose end
of the traditional Indian 9-yard sari). In some villages,
we found special straps being sold with clips to attach
the phone to the pocket. Users had an inherent need to
keep the mobile phone close to their body because they
perceived it as a delicate, expensive device and some
users had a lot of dependency on it for their livelihood.

The popularity of Chinese phones in rural India was
striking. Main reason for the popularity was the plethora
of features that the users could buy for cheap prices.
These phones offered loud, ostentatious entertainment
features such as multiple speakers, flashy LED lights and
loud music. Since users in rural India like to brag about
the unique features of their phones, Chinese phones
with their peculiar features (E.g. voice modulator to
make a male voice sound like that of a female,
accelerometer and games based on that sensor, etc) ,
touch screen capabilities and many hard keys mapped to
internal features made a lucrative choice. Most users
were aware of the fragility of these phones and did not
mind spending on them anyway.
Despite many difficulties in the UI that we personally faced
on the Chinese phones we bought for observation, it was
surprising to see that the people who owned them were
strikingly comfortable with them.

3.2.7.1 Multiple SIM cards
Multiple SIM card usage had previously been discovered
as well [12].

Image 9: A Chinese phone owned by one of the participants

3.3 Impact of mobile phones on rural life

Image 8: A participant shows his extra SIM card stored under the
battery cover of his phone

We also found that many users frequently changed SIM
cards, and none of them were irked by the fact that
changing the SIM card means changing their number.
They did not see their phone number as their identity.
This starkly contrasted with the fact that most users who
could not read English alphabet identified the contact by
identifying the digits in their phone number.
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Some of our observations pertained to the impact that
the entrance of mobile phone in the lives of the rural
Indian population has caused. The introduction of the
mobile phone in their life brought out some unique
aspects about their lifestyle. We found that the need for
connecting with people existed almost universally. Some
looked at the mobile phone as an indispensable cog in
their livelihood since it served as a tool for networking
and connecting with important people, while some
looked at it as a tool to connect and stay in touch with
loved ones and relatives. A few others looked at the
phone as a tool to spend free time chatting with others
or to use it for entertainment.
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3.3.1 The private life
Young users we met maintained a secret life of theirs
which they had guarded from their friends and relatives.
They had a girlfriend/boyfriend and since the culture
does not look well upon these relationships, they had
come up with creative ways to mask this aspect of their
life. A mobile phone became a loophole in their mask
since it was, among other things, a record of their
communication. Moreover, in rural India, sharing one’s
mobile phone was very commonplace. It was not
surprising for a friend to casually take the mobile phone
and go through it without the owner’s consent. Hence,
there were many instances where the users had
developed methods to make sure their secret remained a
secret.

mobile phones and they had developed methods to
guard these properly.
3.3.2 Entertainment and mobile phone
Entertainment was largely a social activity in rural India.
The market place was a common space for friends to
meet up and spend time, chatting. People frequently
played music on their phone and in all cases; it was
played on the speaker at loud volumes such that
everyone can hear. Phones which could play loud music
were preferred.
We encountered a few instances where dialogues from
movies were stored on the phone as ringtones. Also,
some users had snippets of videos of songs from
regional movies. While working in the farm, some had
the habit of playing music on the mobile phone out loud
for entertainment. For some users, even talking on the
phone was perceived as entertainment. They called
people at leisure or at times when they had to wait such
as in queues. Forwarded SMS also were a form of
entertainment.
3.3.3 Alternate artefacts for the mobile phone

Image 10: We see three messages received from a nondescript
sender stored as ‘Aff’

Users had stored the numbers of these secret contacts in
their phone book under various masks – some had used
random combinations of letters (Image 10) which only
they knew meant something. A teenage girl user, who
was otherwise comfortable with using the phonebook,
had still maintained a diary of numbers. She used a
mobile phone which was shared between her and her
older brother. Hence, she used this diary to record
numbers she did not want her brother to come across.
One user had explored their phone enough to discover
methods to put a password protected lock on their
inbox and phonebook. A few users who sent and
received vulgar jokes from their friends as forwards had
a system to delete these messages after
reading/forwarding so that nobody else finds out they
had received these messages. In almost all cases, the
measures taken to keep these secrets safe expressed two
basic considerations: That the secret should not be
leaked out and that the existence of the secret should not
be obvious (E.g., having password protection is an
obvious indication of secrecy, and hence not desirable).
These observations lead us to realize that most of the
users in rural India had secrets of their own in their
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We found several instances during the study wherein
people maintained usage of some objects even when the
mobile phone contained facilities to replace them in
their life.

Image 11: A physical calendar in regional language (Marathi) used
by one of the participants

60 % users had physical calendars on their walls to
which they referred quite often. Mostly these were
regional calendars. The users had made markings on a
few dates on the calendar as reminders for events such
as money recharge for the phone, date of buying for a
gas cylinder for cooking, etc. Regional calendars also
aided them in quickly finding out information about
festivals and referring the Panchang (the Hindu
calendar used in astrology)
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We found many instances where users maintained a
phone diary in spite of the mobile phone book. They
could not enter phone numbers and contact names
quickly or efficiently in the phone, and so had to make
use of the physical phone diary. Also, some users had
been maintaining that diary since quite some time
which made it difficult for them to migrate to the
mobile phonebook.
Moreover, we found a user who maintained two mobile
phones. He had a Nokia phone for communication
purposes and had bought a Chinese phone specifically
for listening to songs and satisfying his entertainment
needs.
3.3.4 Shared mobile phone
Sharing of mobile phone was a recurring trend that was
observed in rural India. It had been previously
documented as well [4]. In most cases, one phone was
enough for one family. There were many instances
where the mobile phone being used currently by a user
was actually given by a friend/relative and so, the phone
book contained several contacts which the current user
could not identify.
When there was one phone in the whole family, the
head of the family usually made extensive use of the
phone. He was the one who would carry it with him if
he went out for work. Other members of the family used
the phone for their communication needs by borrowing
it from the family head.
Apart from this active sharing, mobile phone’s image as
a personal device was disregarded even within groups of
friends. It was commonplace for a person to handle, use
and go through the phone of any of his/her friends.
3.3.5 Perception of mobile phone and its usage in
rural India
Mobile phone usage was not perceived as an aide in
emergency. In general, there was a complete lack of
emergency in the lifestyle of rural India. Hence, a device
built for that scenario did not make sense. Many users
perceived mobile phone as a device used for talking to
relatives/friends during one’s leisure time. The only
circumstances where mobile phone would be used
between two people from the same village we saw were
when one of them was on a trip outside the village and
needed to talk to members of his family. In that case, the
user would call the phone of a neighbour and the
neighbour either fetched the person or conveyed the
message.
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Many users also looked at the mobile phone as a support
to their livelihood, especially middlemen to farmers.
One user used the phone to make sure that he did not
lose opportunity for extra work so that he could earn
some extra money. In most such cases, the mobile
phone had been bought as, more than anything else, an
occupational need.
The perception of the device as a valuable, delicate
instrument was common across most users. A user
commented that something had been pressed and he
lost balance and since then he has ensured that the
phone does not end up in the hands of his kids. People
had taken measures to ensure its safety such as
polythene bags to protect it from rain. They aspired to
own phones which were more robust.
Owning the mobile phone was a prestige issue for the
people. In some cases, such as a young user who had
created a group within his phonebook containing all
contacts from his caste, the mobile phone expressed the
owner’s identity.
People formed an emotional connect with the device
since it was a prized possession that helped them in
many activities. One female user went as far as to
comment that a mobile phone was having a man in the
house.
3.3.6 Usage hindrances in mobile phone
Almost 90 % users were poorly informed about their
phones and the features residing within it. A few users
got confused because there were multiple missed call
notifications. In the recent calls list, many users would
get confused between incoming calls and outgoing calls.
We found around 3 users who had saved the number for
checking balance (*141#) in their phonebook as ‘A’ but
would not use it. When checking balance, they would
dial the number manually and commented that the
entry in the phone book is ‘a mistake’. People forgot
their own number many times and had come up with
various solutions to remind them. There were many
multiple entries in the phonebook for many users and
they did not know how to get rid of these or how they
had been created.
English language in the menu was another hindrance for
most users. With that interface, they found navigating
deeper into menus difficult. We found a user who was
using Hindi language on his phone and hence had
managed to explore it much more than other users.
Users tended to favour Chinese phones also because
those phones had hard keys relating to main features,
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eliminating the need for navigation. Even so, users were
reluctant to admit that the English interface was a
problem. Even in conversations, they liked to reply in
monosyllabic English replies to try and prove that they
know English.
4. PERSONAS – IDENTIFICATION AND
DEFINITION
From our observations and analysis, we derived four key
user personas to design for. These personas were
defined based on recurring patterns and behavioural
observations accumulated and analyzed from the study.
The following set of parameters helped us categorize
users into the defined personas:
1. Money Bother – How much does a person value
money and monitor spending?
2. Number as Identity – Is his/her phone number
his/her identity?
3. Enterprising – Did we observe any
“Entrepreneurial” traits in the person? Sharing Active/Scared – Does the person actively share mobile
phone? Is the person scared of sharing?
4. Types of contacts – What kind of people are there in
his contact book? (friends, business contacts, relatives,
etc)
5. Purpose – Why did the person procure a mobile
phone?
6. Information seeking behavior – Is the person
inquisitive, curious and/or well-informed?
7. Personality Type – Striking aspect of his/her
personality – content, aggressive, hopeful, responsible,
early adopter, society conscious, patient, ambitious,
influential, harbinger of change, etc
8. Influencers (in purchase) – Who influenced the
decision of this person to buy a mobile phone?
9. Call for? - What are main reasons for which the
person would typically make a call?

4.1 Networker and Information Seeker
This persona has a strong and active network of people.
This person values his contacts and makes use of them.
He is a “people person” and for him, his connections are
his strength. The networker is ambitious and is always
on the lookout for progress. He is self motivated, and
has accomplished feats driven by his own motivation.
A typical networker buys a mobile phone because it
helps him keep his network alive easily. He sends
messages to his contacts on festivities to keep the thread
with them alive. He values his contact book. His
phonebook contains anything between 50 to 100
contacts. He may be a person who people either look up
to or seek help from frequently. He solves his own
problems and has learnt to find the proper sources of
information whenever he needs it. Money is a concern
and he keeps a close watch on his spending, planning
and executing as he goes. His mobile number is
important and is his identity. Even if he changes it
frequently, he updates his contacts religiously every
time. His phone is not shared actively, and most of his
phone calls are for business.
4.2 Entertainment Seeker
An entertainment seeker is typically a youth, between 18
and 25 years of age. This person does not have heavy
responsibilities on his shoulders, or even if there are
responsibilities, this person has just stepped into them.
An entertainment seeker buys a mobile phone as an
entertainment device. The people fitting this persona
use their phones mostly to play games, listen to music
and boast about possessing it than to make calls. The
need to keep in touch with people, to call them for
plausible reasons is quite less and hence, even calls that
they make are done out of the need for entertainment
and at leisure.
These people like to buy Chinese phones. They want
loud music, games and fancy features to flaunt in a
group of friends. Their circle of friends is very strong
and the mobile phone becomes an integral part of
passing time in groups. They actively share their phones
among friends, and most of them have a private life that
they protect cautiously from their friends. They do not
monitor their expenses on the phone very closely, but
do have a vague idea if they spend too much or too less.
4.3 Dependent Family Talker

Image 12: From the 44 participants, the break-up according to
personas
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Majority of the people belonging to this persona are
women who are house wives or help their husbands in
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the farms whenever required. These people have very
less knowledge of the phone. The phone has been
bought by someone else in the house and they use it
mostly to talk to their relatives. They are intimidated by
the phone and worry if pressing the wrong button will
cause loss of money. They cannot operate the phone
properly and in many cases are helped by a networker or
an entertainment seeker within the house to place a call.
Their aspirations also revolve around their family, E.g.,
wishing for better education for their children.

default assumption. If a person bought a mobile phone, it
automatically ended up being owned by all the people close
to him. The ownership varied in degrees – the dependent
family talker of the house did not express the ownership
explicitly but depended upon the presence of the phone for
communication needs with relatives. As far as owning a
mobile phone was concerned, the owner in rural India was
a sphere of individuals, and not a specific individual.

Their usage of the phone is limited. The phone is bought
out of the necessity of someone else in the house and so
it is shared actively. They do not calculate the
expenditure on the phone and treat it as an object that
does not belong to them. They are more comfortable
with the landline or the PCO, unless they find it
embarrassing to talk to relatives on the street from a
public phone, as found in one of the cases.

Based on the analysis and findings, we suggest a few ideas
designed specifically for the defined personas.

4.4 Mobile Pessimist
This persona is averse of using a mobile phone. He does
not believe that he needs a mobile phone and would not
buy it even if it was offered to him at an affordable rate. He
is not ambitious or curious. He is aloof and is content.
Maintaining his relationship with friends, relatives and
acquaintances is not a major necessity and so, he manages
to keep in touch with whomever he wants by the occasional
borrowed phone call or personal visit.

5.2 Ideation avenues

5.2.1 Easier Phone-Book
We suggest an intuitive and easy method of marking
contacts as “superstars” so they move up in the list (refer
3.2.1, 2). Since very few used groups, grouping can be
achieved using colours.
5.2.2 Dual language referencing
Aspiration to learn English was commonly observed as a
need in many households (refer 3.2.1, 3.2.2). Most of them
were comfortable with their local language as well. A
solution to refer dual languages on the fly would work well
in this segment.
5.2.3 Regional Calendar and Colour marking

5. CONCLUSION
5.1 Impressions and Inferences
From the time spent in rural India and the study, the
overbearing feeling of restraint had become quite apparent.
Everywhere, there was an urge to control, restrain oneself
from spending. A user switched off the phone to refrain
from the temptation to use it during studies, some
recharged with limited amounts to ensure less spending.
The phone was perceived as a device that can receive calls
at all times, and one can fill in money (not very different
from petrol in a vehicle) whenever one needs to talk. Since
the phone was not perceived as a device meant for
emergencies, the need to have enough balance in the phone
at any given time was absent. Except for networkers, who
maintained a minimum of around Rs. 2 to 5, most users
did not bother to refill the phone even if it was out of
balance unless they needed to place a call.
The feeling of individual ownership was conspicuously
absent from their lives. The sharing of the phone was not a
makeshift arrangement, or a compromise – but more of a
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Using basic colour or icon (domestic or Indian symbols)
markers to identify dates provides users the flexibility to
use their own personalized association (refer 3.3.3).
5.2.4 Simple photo contacts
Eliminating the need to enter the name of a person in the
phonebook is an alternative method of saving contacts
(refer 3.2.1). Clicking the picture of the person (or any
identifier) and then dialling the phone number could
automatically associate the two.
5.2.5 Entertainment features
We feel that a phone which allows them to quickly mix two
songs, add simple effects like changing tempo and pitch of
the songs in a quick, easy method such as at the touch of a
button would address these needs (refer 4.2). The key in
designing these features would be to make sure the features
do not get hidden under layers of menus and do not appear
intimidating to the novice user. They should be out there,
ready to be used and shown to others.
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5.3 FUTURE SCOPE
We believe that we have obtained important insights into
rural life especially with reference to mobile phone usage.
We intend to build on these insights with solutions that
address the needs discovered during the study. We are also
looking to prototype and test some solutions along these
lines with users.
From the data collected during the study, we realized that
information access and spread was a very interesting area
to study further. Networkers and Info-Seeker personas are
searching for information proactively. But even the other
personas (Dependent Family Talkers and Entertainment
Seekers) expressed the need to be in touch with people for
information. We realized that talking to friends/relatives is
the way information is sourced and spreads quickly. We
would like to now understand the process of organizations
such as co-operative societies and other similar bodies
which spread information in rural areas. We could then
look to ways of enhancing these processes through the use
of mobile phones and relevant infrastructure.
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As technology products reach a larger portion of the world's population the importance of localization increases. In the last five years,
mobile phones in India have reached many “first-time” users of information and communication technologies. These users have limited
exposure to English and are comfortable in communicating in another Indian language. This preference is visible for the language
spoken at home, outside home, in their choice of newspapers, and TV channels. However, we observed that many users prefer to have
their mobile phones in English. One reason for this could be that there is much scope for improvement in the translation of the
interfaces in Indian languages – Marathi terms used in current phones are not easily understood by users. We evaluated mobile phone
models that are currently available in the Indian market to identify the problems with Marathi localisation. From these problems, we
derived seven principles that can simplify the translation of terms: Use conversational terms, minimize use of formal, Sanskritised terms.
Retain familiar English terms by transliterating them. Avoid transliterating English terms if users are not familiar with them. Avoid
abbreviations. Translate commands as verbs or nouns + verbs, not as only nouns – a common mistake. Localisation causes grammatical
mistakes – translate whole sentences, not just individual words. ‘Cool commands’ and metaphors are lost in translation – recreate new,
culturally appropriate metaphors and use them consistently. Using these principles, we created a set of equivalent terms that we believe
are simpler to use. We conducted three experiments with the help of three successively higher fidelity prototypes to compare the new set
with the old one. Our findings show that users preferred and performed better with the set of terms derived from the principles above
compared to the original terms. Users also expressed their willingness to use Marathi in their mobile phones if simpler and
conversational terms are provided.
Translation, localisation, Indian languages, mobile phones, user interfaces.
.

1. INTRODUCTION
As technology products reach a larger portion of the
world's population the importance of localization
increases. The mobile phone penetration in India has
been growing at a phenomenal pace. The current teledensity in India has crossed 44.87 % (Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India, 2009). We compared
these numbers with education data from the most recent
census (Census of India, 2001) (figure 1). While doing
so, we assumed that people that are more educated are
likely to buy phones before people that are less educated.
This implies that most new users of mobile phones in
the year 2009 and in the near future will have had an
education of less than primary school. In the last five
years, mobile phones in India have reached many firsttime users of information and communication
technologies. These users have limited exposure to
English and may be comfortable in communicating in
one or two non-English Indian languages.
Effective translation of the user interface into the local
languages is an important first step in the localization of

Figure 1. Education in India (Census of India, 2001) superimposed on
mobile phone penetration (Telecom Regulatory Authority of India,
2009).The red bands on top of the triangle approximately correspond
with phone users.

a product, especially in the context of emerging markets.
An otherwise well-designed product can be rendered
unusable because of poor translation, as users may not
understand the terms of the user interface. The
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problems can be particularly acute in the Indian context
where for many years people tend to believe that any
technology-based product can be only used in English.
Our aim was to study obstacles faced by users who are
not familiar with English while using Marathi interfaces
in phones and to derive principles for simpler, more
suitable and more acceptable Marathi translations.
Section 2 describes some prior work related to localising
interfaces. The section 3 presents the findings from a
survey that we conducted to identify patterns of
language use on mobile phones in India. In section 4, we
present our analysis of the problems with the current
localisation and principles that we believe ought to be
used to solve the problems. We also present a list of 30
common terms used in mobile phones, their current
translations, and translations that we derived using our
principles. We evaluated these terms using three
prototypes with users – we present these findings in
section 5. Section 6 presents our conclusions and
possibilities for the future.
2. PRIOR WORK
Literature on user interface localisation typically talks
about issues such as text input and keystroke related
analysis, space management (leaving about 30% extra
space for characters from another language), localising
all parts of the user interface including help system and
tool tips, providing grammatically correct complete or
near-complete sentences and issues related to managing
localisation projects (O'Reilly & Associates, Inc., 2002),
(Rohae 2004), (Min 2005). Some recommendations
identify best practices for localization. Some of these are
technical (such as use of Unicode text, isolating text
from code, avoid text in bitmaps and icons, etc.) while
others are cultural and political issues (such as avoiding
use of slangs, ethnocentric material or controversial
maps) (Microsoft Inc., 2009). There is some literature
about localisation for mobile phones for Indian needs
(Rajeshkannan et al 2008), but they primarily focus on
localising predictive text input methods for Tamil
mobile user interfaces. Many authors have talked about
the socio-cultural importance of having localised user
interfaces e.g. (Marcus et al, 2000). However, there
seems to be no attempts to identify principles that one
could use while translating and localising the user
interfaces, particularly the text used in commands and
labels.
In a review about user interfaces in Indian languages on
mobile phones, (Katre, 2006) identifies several wideranging problems related to localisation. He identifies
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issues such as input and poor legibility of display
typefaces and translation issues such as “language drop
out” (not translating some parts of the interface), ad-hoc
use of English words transliterated in Hindi and
Marathi. He calls for constituting a national committee
for standardisation of Hindi terms for use in mobile
phones.
Our work is a continuation of these thoughts. We agree
that standardisation and consistency of the terms used
in mobile phones will help improve the usability and
growth of mobile phone user interfaces. We feel it is
important to identify the principles of localisation
before such standardisation can happen.
3. LANGUAGE USAGE SURVEY
We conducted a survey to compare the usage of English
and Indian languages on mobile phones and in other
contexts. We collected data about age, gender,
education, mother tongue, duration of mobile phone
use, current language on the phone, whether the user
ever used a non-English language and whether Marathi
or Hindi were available on their phones. We also
collected data about languages that users speak at home,
outside home (including work), the languages in which
they preferred to read newspapers, watch news, or
entertainment on TV, and the languages they follow
while watching cricket broadcasts.
We collected data from 40 users (21 females, 19 males)
from different locations in Maharashtra (34 from urban,
6 rural). We ensured that we had 8 users in each of these
education categories: Graduate +, 11th standard to
diploma, 8th to 10th standards, 5th to 7th standards and
4th standard or less. Age ranged from 19-62 (average
31.4, standard deviation 9.2). They had been using a
mobile phone from 0.5 years to 10 years (average 3.4
years, standard deviation 2.2).
People overwhelmingly preferred using English on their
mobile phones. 32/40 users were currently using their
phones in English, 7/40 used it in Marathi and 1/40 used
it in Hindi. The break-up of number of English users
across education categories was as follows: Graduate +
(8/8), 11th standard to diploma (8/8), 8th to 10th
standards (6/8), 5th to 7th standards (5/8) and 4th
standard or less (5/8).
For further analysis, we encoded education as an ordinal
variable (graduate + = 5 to 4th standard or less = 1),
current language on phone (English = 1 and otherwise =
0), gender (female = 0, male = 1) and location (rural = 0,
urban = 1). Significant Spearman’s rho correlations
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emerged between location and current phone language
(rho = 0.490, p = 0.001) and between education and
currently phone in English (rho = 0.398, p = 0.011).
Educated people and people living in urban areas are
more likely to use their phones in English.
Correlations of current language on phone with age,
gender and phone since years were insignificant,
implying an even distribution across these categories.
Current language on phone does not correlate with age,
gender, or number of years of phone usage.
Among the users who have been using their phones in
English, only 1/32 user reported having changed to
English 3 years ago after having used it in an Indian
language for 1 year. In contrast, 5/8 users with phones
currently in non-English Indian languages reported
having changed to their current language after a
substantial period of use in another language.
There seems to be an ‘initial barrier’ to use the phone in
an Indian language and people seem to prefer to stick to
an Indian language once they overcome this initial
barrier. The reasons for these barriers could be
ignorance of availability of the option, non-availability
of the language or usability issues arising out of
localisation.
When asked whether a non-English Indian language is
available on your phone, 8/40 users responded that they
did not know. Of the remaining, 24/32 users reported
that an Indian language was available on their phones
and 20/32 explicitly reported that Marathi was available
on their phones. Yet, as many as 27/40 reported that
they had never tried a non-English language on their
phones.
In contrast with the languages used on the phone,
people heavily preferred non-English Indian languages
in other contexts. 38/40 users reported their mother
tongue as Marathi, while all 40 reported speaking at
home in Marathi. None of the users reported English as
their mother tongue or as a language that they spoke at
home. Only 9/40 users reported English as one of the
languages they speak outside home (including at work),
of which 7 belonged to education group graduate+ while
2 belonged to the education group 11th standard to
diploma. None of the lower education groups reported
using English either inside homes or outside.
Similarly, people preferred non-English Indian
languages in other media. 33/40 reported getting at least
one newspaper at home, of which only 3 reported
getting at least one English newspaper – all of these
belonged to the graduate+ education group. 35/40
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people reported watching news on TV, of which only 4
included English as one of the languages they watched
TV news in, again all in the graduate+ education
category. English is less popular for entertainment on
TV. 32/40 people reported watching entertainment
programmes on TV, of which only 3 reported watching
English entertainment programmes – again, all from the
graduate + education category.
The only category that English seems to be acceptable is
watching cricket on TV. 22/40 people mentioned they
follow cricket on TV (18/19 males and 4/21 females). Of
these, 12/22 reported they could follow the English
commentary (of these 9 belonged to either graduate+ or
11th to diploma education categories). 10/22 reported
that they could follow the commentary only if it was in
Hindi.
4. LOCALISATION PROBLEMS IN MARATHI AND
PRINCIPLES OF MORE USABLE LOCALISATIONS
We studied existing terms from the mobile phones
available in the market and shortlisted 300 frequently
used terms. We then had brainstorming sessions with
speakers and experts of Marathi to identify problems
with current terms and explore more understandable
and conversational terms for these terms. We identified
seven common problems with localisation in Marathi
and principles of making them more usable. These are
listed below with examples.
Problem: Some terms are literal translations in a very
formal, Sanskritised Marathi. Such language is not used
in conversational Marathi and users are not familiar
with these words.
Example: keypad active =
Options =
Solution: keypad active =
Options =
Principle: Use conversational terms. Minimize use of
formal, Sanskritised terms.
Problem: Some terms are translated from English to
Marathi although Marathi speaking users are more
familiar with transliterations of either original or
alternative English.
Examples: Cancel =
Contacts (or phonebook) =
Edit number =
Solution: Cancel =
Contacts =
Edit
number = /3eeeee
Principle: Retain familiar English terms by
transliterating them.
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Problem: Some terms are transliterations of English
terms, but users are not familiar with them in day-today conversations in Marathi.
Example: Unlock =
Solution: Unlock =
Principle: Avoid transliterating English terms if users
are not familiar with them.
Problem: Abbreviations are used in Marathi terms
which users were not able to interpret properly.
Example: Speaker =
Solution: Speaker =
Principle: In particular, avoid abbreviation, as
abbreviations are never used in Marathi.
Problem: The commands were translated as nouns
instead of as verbs.
Example: Call (which implies ‘make a call’) =
Edit number =
Solution: Call =
Edit number =
Principle: Translate commands as verbs or nouns +
verbs, not as only nouns – a common mistake.
Problem: Localisation causes grammatical mistakes in
computing displays, particularly when a part of the
sentence is to be generated programmatically. This
happens because the location of a word in a language is
not changed according to the needs of Marathi
grammar.
Example: Calling Nikhil =
Solution: Calling Nikhil =
or

necessary in English, but brought in consistency in the
metaphor in Marathi.
Principle: Create new, culturally appropriate metaphors
and use them consistently.
5. EVALUATION
We wanted to evaluate if the terms derived using the
principles presented above would lead to better usability
in the prototype. Due to logistical constraints, it was not
possible to evaluate all 300 terms in our experiment. We
identified 5 common tasks and shortlisted 35 terms
associated with those tasks for the purpose of
evaluation. The tasks were unlocking the phone, making
a call (short and long method), receiving a call, adding
new name to phone book (short and long method) and
checking a missed call. Table 1 lists these 35 frequently
used terms, their current translations and
recommendations using our principles.
We also wanted to investigate the right level of
prototyping that might be desirable for evaluating such
a product. Given that we were only evaluating textual
terms, we were wondering if it would be sufficient to test
the products with a low fidelity prototype.
First, we made a 2-D ‘paper-only’ prototype with a
printed image of a phone and cut out a window.
Interface screens using the terms were printed on paper
and were inserted behind this window (figure 2).

Principle: Translate whole sentences, not just individual
words.
Problem: Metaphors and ‘cool’ commands are lost in
literary translations. Some terms are translated in the
wrong sense and used inconsistently.
Example: Go to (implies ‘a quick way to go to frequently
used places’) =
(literary translation of “Go to”),
Answer (implies answer the phone / respond to the
incoming call) =
(literal translation in the sense of
“answer a question”), Call Register (a record of all
incoming and outgoing calls) =
(literal translation
of “a note”), Clear (means remove or erase in this
context) =
(wrongly translated in the sense of
“uncluttered” or “not unclear” rather than “delete”)
Solution: Go =
Answer =
Register =
We extended the metaphor of the lock from the
command “Unlock”
to the status message
“Keypad active”
This extension was not
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Figure 2: Paper prototype.

Usability tests were conducted with 8 users (4 males, 4
females) at Bhivpuri Road and Shelu – villages located
100 km from Mumbai. These users had been using their
phones in English. None of them was aware of a
Marathi language option on their phones.
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Table 1: 35 commonly used terms on mobile phones, their current Marathi translations, and our suggestions based on the principles
identified above.
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with 8 users in the method described above. The test
results (table 2) showed that the difference in errors was
still significant at p < 0.05, though the difference in
marks was not significant.
From a methodological perspective, we observed that
although the prototype gave a 3-D user experience,
users were still unable to relate it with their actual
mobile phones. At times, some users tried that task with
their own mobile phones before performing it with the
prototype. The moderator of the experiment tried to
control the timed tasks as accurately as possible (e.g. in
unlocking the keypad), yet even the smallest of delays
created a time lag and a sense of loss of control for the
users. The effect of timed events (e.g. message “keypad
active”) and its interactions with the users could not be
tested effectively, on this and earlier prototype.

Figure 3: Thermacole based 3D prototype.

Users were asked to perform the five tasks one after
another using both sets of words (sets A and B from
Table 1). Half the users were asked to use set A first and
the rest were asked to use set B first. Their performance
was measured in terms of time they took to perform
each task and number of errors they made. Each time
the user chose a wrong option than intended was
counted as an error. At the end of the task, they were
also asked to give ‘marks’ to each set on a scale of 0-10.
Qualitative feedback about inclination to use their
phone in Marathi was collected after the test. We also
encouraged users to suggest their own ideas, terms for
the existing terms.
Set B outperformed set A (Table 2). We found that users
made more errors in set A (3.1 errors per user across 5
tasks) and fewer errors in set B (0.6 errors per user
across 5 tasks). They also gave more marks to set B
(7.9/10) than set A (4.9/10). The difference is statistically
significant (p < 0.01). Users performed somewhat faster
in Set B as compared to set A, though the difference was
not statistically significant.
Users preferred set B as compared to set A because they
found the terms familiar and simpler. Users expressed
their willingness to use Marathi in mobile phones on
regular basis if the interface uses a familiar and simple
language.
A limitation of the paper prototype was that users could
not relate the paper prototype to the usage of an actual
mobile phone. Therefore, we created a physical model in
which we could slide paper strips into a ‘screen’ (Figure
3). The printout was of a slightly bigger size when
compared to the actual mobile phone to enable easy
operation. The two sets of terms A and B from Table 1
were re-evaluated with the help of this 3-D prototype
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Therefore, we created two Flash Lite prototypes and
deployed them on Nokia 6300 (Figure 4). One used the
terms from set A, the other used terms from set B. We
made sure that the timed events in the prototypes were
as similar to real mobile phones as possible.
We repeated the test with 8 users. This time users could
actually use a real mobile phone for performing tasks.
Again, set B did better than set A in errors, time, and
marks. The difference between the two sets is
statistically significant for errors and marks (p < 0.01)
(Table 2).
Overall, by combining results from all the three tests, we
could see that set B did better than set A on errors and
marks (n= 24, p < 0.01). The difference between the
times taken for tasks was not statistically significant.
Table 2: Findings of usability tests comparing terms in set A and
set B using three different prototypes.

Prototype

Average no. of

Time taken

Marks

errors

(s)

(0-10)

A

B

A

B

A

B

Paper (n = 8)

**3.1

**0.6

57

46

**4.9

**7.9

3-D (n = 8)

*2.1

*0.6

52

44

6.8

8.0

Flash (n = 8)

**10.9

**5.2

68

59

**6.6

**9.1

Overall (n = 24)

**5.4

**2.2

59

50

**6.1

**8.3

* Difference is significant at p < 0.05.
** Difference is significant at p < 0.01.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our survey established a glaring disparity in language
use in Maharashtra – we prefer to speak in Indian
languages at home and outside, predominantly read
Indian language newspapers, and watch TV
entertainment and news in Indian languages. However,
we prefer to use our phones (and follow cricket) in
English. Predictably, urban and highly educated users
exclusively used English on their phones (though the
same users frequently used Indian languages for other
things). Non-English Indian language usage on phones
was observable only among those with lowest education
and those from rural areas.
In about 25% of the cases, users have no choice but to
use English, as their phones do not support other Indian
languages. This could happen in very old phones but
also in the latest, high-end phones. Another 25% of
English usage could be attributed to ignorance – some
users do not know whether their phone supports
another Indian language. Yet, an important reason for
English usage for a large number of users could be the
poor usability of the Indian language interfaces, in
particular poor translations.
We must acknowledge the limitations of our survey –
we only asked factual questions and did not investigate
the reasons why users prefer one language on mobile
phones and other in other contexts. Deep qualitative
interviews and ethnographic studies could explain the
reasons better and could be a matter of future
investigations.

In our evaluations, we restricted ourselves to
quantifiable parameters such as speed, errors, and
preference ratings. Future work using think-aloud
techniques could investigate the reasons why some
translations work better than others, probe the
perceptions, thought processes and confusions caused
by specific terms. This will enable further refinement of
the principles and help them become more exhaustive.
Our study was restricted to the state of Maharashtra and
to Marathi user interfaces, though we feel that many
problems, principles and solutions could be applied in
other non-English languages in India. The need for
simplification of terms is required in all languages.
From a methodological perspective, we found
interesting effects of fidelity of prototypes. As the
fidelity of the prototype increased, the performance of
users (speed and errors) deteriorated but their
preference ratings improved. We believe that
performance deterioration happened because the higher
fidelity prototypes were directly handled by the users,
while the lower fidelity prototypes were handled
through the interventions of the moderators. On the
other hand, higher fidelity prototypes provided greater
context and possibly greater confidence to users,
resulting in higher preference ratings. Though relative
performance of the two sets did not change due to the
fidelity of the prototype, the significance of findings

We identified seven types of problems with localisation
of Marathi terms and seven corresponding principles for
better, more usable localisation. Using these principles,
we derived a set of 300 alternative Marathi terms for
phone UIs that we believe would be better. We
evaluated 35 of the more commonly used terms and
presented findings in this paper. The other terms are
available on request.
We found that less educated users from rural areas
performed fewer errors and preferred to use our terms
in comparison with current terms. The difference in
speed of use was not significant, though the set using
our terms did somewhat better. We also found that they
are not satisfied with current terms and would prefer to
use Marathi on their mobile phones if the terms are
simpler and easier to understand.
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Figure 4: Flash Lite based prototype deployed on a Nokia
6300 phone.
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varied. Since this was not the focus of our research, we
did not investigate the reasons for this further, though it
could certainly be a matter of future investigation.

Marcus, A. Gould, E.W. (2000) Crosscurrents: Cultural
Dimensions and Global Web User-Interface Design.
Interactions, volume 7, issue 4, pages 32-46.
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We have designed and developed around 10 serious games under the EU Leonardo Transfer of Innovation Project: Game On Extra Time
(GOET) project http://goet-project.eu/. The project supports people with learning disabilities and additional sensory impairments in
getting and keeping a job by helping them to learn, via games-based learning; skills that will help them in their working day. These
games help students to learn how to prepare themselves for their working life, dealing with every day situations at work, money
management, travelling independently etc. In this paper we will address the main games’ design questions and our solutions to these to
suit the needs of our target audiences. It is necessary to design the user interfaces for maximum accessibility and usability. In this way we
will minimise the additional cognitive load placed on the user while navigating within the software. In order to achieve these goals we
have followed published design guidelines, and placed emphasis of using graphics, animations and auditory output to promote user
engagement and provide alternatives to text.
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1. INTRODUCTION
We have designed and developed around 10 serious
games under the EU Leonardo Transfer of Innovation
Project: Game On Extra Time (GOET) project
http://goet-project.eu/. The project supports people
with learning disabilities and additional sensory
impairments in getting and keeping a job by helping
them to learn, via games-based learning; skills that will
help them in their working day. These games help
students to learn how to prepare themselves for working
their working life, dealing with every day situations at
work, money management, travelling independently etc.
The outputs of the project are: accessible, interactive
Serious Games (computer games based learning) with
embedded learning objectives in Personal Development
and Employment Preparation, available online in a
project portal; via the project website, as CDs and for
mobile technologies and offline in published learning
packs. These games which will be tested in all partner
countries include:
•
•
•

3D Work Tour: simulates the first days at a
workplace in a games ‘mod’ created using the Half
Life 2 engine
Cheese factory: teaches the students using fractions
and percentages based on the popular Tetris Game.
Memobile: reminds the client of the important
things to do in preparing to leave the house and

•
•
•

throughout their working day using mobile phone
technology programmed using Java
My Appearance: teaches the students the everyday
“morning” tasks from getting up until leaving home
using a Flash game.
Route Mate: helps the client to plan and
independently carry out their route to work
developed on the Android Operating System.
VR supermarket: helps to teach students about
money management skills within a store
environment developed using Flash.

The usability tests are finished in the middle of January
2010 and the detailed pedagogical tests will run until
June 2010.
In this paper we will address the main games’ design
questions and our solutions to these to suit the needs of
our target audiences. It is necessary to design the user
interfaces for maximum accessibility and usability. In
this way we will minimise the additional cognitive load
placed on the user while navigating within the software.
In order to achieve these goals we have followed
published design guidelines, and placed emphasis of
using graphics, animations and auditory output to
promote user engagement and provide alternatives to
text.
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2. SERIOUS GAMES AND HCI

•

Computer games have the capacity to take learning to a
whole new level. Playing computer games has become
one of today's most popular media activities for people
of all ages. Virtual Reality (VR) games are popular
among children and young people all over the world.
“The current global player populations of the three
game titles (of dozens) that was studied over the past
few years (Lineage I, Lineage II and Word of Warcraft)
totals over 9.5 million - a population which rivals, e.g.
most US metropolises” [1]. “The computer gaming
industry has now surpassed the “Hollywood” film
industry in total entertainment market share, and in the
USA sales of computer games now outnumber the sale
of books.” [2] (Doug Lowenstein, President, Interactive
Digital Software Association)

•
•

2.1 Serious games
If we search for the phrase ”serious game “ on the
internet we get more than 97 million results in only 0.27
seconds. This shows that serious games are increasingly
popular. There are several definitions of serious games
[3], [4], [5], but all agree that serious games or
persuasive games are computer and video games used as
persuasion technology or educational technology. They
can be similar to educational games, but are often
intended for an audience outside of primary or
secondary education. Serious games can be of any genre
and many of them can be considered a kind of
edutainment [6].
2.2 Benefits of serious games
There may be real benefits in using games for learning:
“…research has shown that learning is much more
effective when the student has fun” [7]. This is one of
the main reason for using games to educate, as much
more is learned when the student is enjoying the
education. Another reason is that “…computer games
provide a good environment for learning because they
are able to give instant feedback to the player, which is
highly beneficial for learning” [8], [9].
Moreover:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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It is an audiovisual medium.
It can be interactive.
The treatment or situation can be reproduced, the
same condition can be repeated several times.
It can be adjusted to individual needs.
Serious games have an effect on more than one
sense, and can be more effective.
It can help creativity, it can be varied.
One can include the motivating qualities of games.

They can be designed to ensure the user experiences
success.
One can use motivating audio feed-back.
It can be used both in individual and small-group
therapy.

2.3 Human Computer Interaction
Human Computer Interaction (worldwide used
acronym is HCI) is the study of how humans interact
with computers and programs (used to be called Man
Machine Interface too).
HCI is a discipline concerned with the design,
evaluation and implementation of interactive
computing systems for human use and with the study of
major phenomena surrounding them. From a computer
science perspective, the focus is on interaction and
specifically on interaction between human(s) and
computer(s) [10].
HCI is also a growing academic discipline. More than a
dozen research journals in HCI are compiling practical
results and theoretical frameworks to guide designers.
These success stories in HCI and user interface design
are paralleled and emulated in university courses, but
change often comes about slowly. The resistance comes
from technology-centred researchers who value
mathematical formalism more than psychological
experimentation [11] (Shneiderman, 2003, pp. 71.).
A critical component in designing multimedia software
and serious games is the production of educational
programs. Obviously, it is not a simple task to assess the
effectiveness of a multimedia teaching system. The
question is more complicated if the users have special
needs [10]. The literature is increasingly attentive to
„Design for All” principles (Universal Design).
2.4 Intellectual disability
There is a wide variation of cognitive impairments that
could be categorized as Memory, Perception, Problemsolving, and Conceptualizing disabilities. Memory
disabilities include difficulty obtaining, recognizing, and
retrieving information from short-term storage, as well
as long-term and remote memory.
It is necessary to design multimedia software or web
pages or serious games in ways that minimize the skills
and abilities required to navigate within them. The
designers need to define terms that may not be known
to the cognitive disabled people. Some guidelines are:
•

Minimize the cognitive load while navigating in the
software
Design of serious games for students with intellectual disability
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•
•
•

Use graphics for navigation whenever possible
Avoid animated graphics and the use of overlay
large file sizes.
Use animations and dynamic display with care.

People with Intellectual Disabilities experience low
levels of employment and face barriers to employment.
The UK Valuing People Report (Department of Health,
2001) and the Learning for Living and Work Report
(LSC, 2006) have emphasised the need to promote and
develop appropriate training and employment
opportunities for this target audience. The Game On
Extra Time (GOET) project provides a response to these
calls, by the development of engaging and accessible
serious games to develop work based skills in this target
audience.
Figure 2: There is an option for hearing impaired users.

3. DESING OF SERIOUS GAMES
In this section the main design requirements of the “3d
Work Tour”, Cheese factory”, My Appearance”, Route
Mate” and VR supermarket” games are described.
3.1 3D Work Tour
3d Work Tour: simulates the first days at a workplace in
a games ‘mod’ created using the Half Life 2 engine.
After selecting the language (Fig. 1) there are two
possibilities: subtitles and video tour with BSL for
hearing impaired users (Fig 2).

Figure 3: Themes of the 3D Work Tour.

Figure 1: Language option.

Figure 4: Using subtitles and sound files
HCI 2010
IDID 2010
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Figure 7: Showing the process of the game.

3.3 My Appearance
Figure 5: Using BSL.

The user interface is very simple and very clearly
organised. It is importation for the target group, because
in this way they are able to concentrate on the new
information being presented rather than any additional
burden created by non-intuitive navigation. The VR
environment and avatars are realistic and look similar to
the work-based environments and people in the real
world.

My Appearance: teaches the students’ everyday
“morning” tasks from getting up until leaving home
using a Flash game. The graphic interface of the game is
clear and understandable, and cartoon-like. After
selecting the initial settings, for example name, gender
and the time to get up, the game starts (Fig 8-9).

3.2 Cheese factory
Cheese factory: teaches the students using fractions and
percentages based on the popular Tetris Game (Fig 6).
The user interface of this game is simple too. The
instructions are clear, the colours are appropriate effect,
and they are in harmony.
The buttons are enough big for users with fine motor
skills difficulties. The users’ results are shown on the
right side of the game and the next piece of the cheese is
also shown. These features help the user in their
ongoing learning tasks (Fig 7).

Figure 8: The instruction screen

Figure 9: Initial settings.

Figure 6: Options in the game.
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It simulates the sequencing of morning tasks in
preparation for leaving for work, and the structure of
the game is very consistent. For example after getting
up, the user’s avatar representation has its hair
uncombed and starts with a “smelly” disposition (!) (Fig
Design of serious games for students with intellectual disability
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10). After having a shower, getting dressed (Fig. 11) and
eating breakfast (Fig 12), the user’s avatar is ready to
leave for work and its appearance improves (Fig 13).

Figure 13: Ready for leaving home

Figure 10: After getting up.

Figure 14: Results feedback in BSL subtitles.

Figure 11: After having a shower and getting dressed.

Figure 15: Showing the result graphically.

3.4 Route Mate
Figure 12: Eating breakfast.

At the end of the game the user receives feedback on
his/her performance using sound, subtitles or BSL (Fig
14). If the user forgets to wash his/her hands or forget to
have a morning drink , the game doesn’t interfere – it
lets the user make mistakes and learn from doing so (Fig
15). There is a print option too for further feedback on
user performance (Fig 15).

Route Mate: helps the client to plan and independently
carry out their route to work developed on the Android
Operating System [12], which is currently used by the
HTC Dream & HTC Hero (available as T-mobile’s G1
and G2 phones), the HTC Magic (available from
Vodaphone & Orange), Samsung’s I7500 (aka Galaxy)
and InstinctQ from (available from O2). Google claim
there will be at least 18 models using Android
worldwide by the end of 2009.
Important user-scoped design aspects are:
•

HCI 2010
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The use of familiar symbols to the target audience,
specifically designed for the project, along with BSL
signing tracks (Fig. 16)
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•
•
•
•
•

The use of a rotating map which orientates itself
depending on the direction of travel.
Adding the street entry field to accurately locate
position.
Option to allow user to select a type of reminder,
e.g. cross road.
Provision of a help screen relevant to the type of
reminder, e.g. cross road.
Text in lower-case and Comic Sans MS or Berlin
Sans FB for easier reading, and screen reading as
alternatives for all text.

When the map screen is first loaded, it will be displayed
with the top of the map being north, however when the
user moves, the map will rotate itself to the direction of
user travel (Fig. 17). Users can also set an alarm for what
time they want to leave for, or arrive at, work using the
‘set times’ button and using ‘set point’ to indicate a
point of interest on their current location. Additionally
the user can search for a location using the ‘search’
button. The ‘mode’ button allows the user to change the
view of the map, selecting from satellite view or map
view [14].

Figure 17: Map views in Plan mode.

The route status is also displayed, a preview of the next
point title, and an estimated time of arrival (‘arrive at’).
The route status gives a quick indication of whether they
are on time, running late, or are off course. The ‘arrive
at’ field allows the user to decide whether they should
speed up to get to work on time (Fig 18) [14].

Figure 16: Main menu interface.

Figure 18: Map view of the Use mode.
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If the user diverges from their course a warning message
will be displayed, accompanied by the ‘status’ field
indicating ‘Off Route’ (Fig 19). As well as compensating
for poor memory skills, these location-based reminders
may aid concentration, confidence and stress
management as users’ errors are detected early on (e.g.,
divergence from planned route, possible lateness) [14]

On arriving at a point of interest, the corresponding
relevant image (if added) and the point title will be
shown (Fig 20). The user can view this item in full
screen mode showing a larger picture, title and
description by pressing the ‘full screen’ button. The
system will also offer help in road safety producing
reminders based on location when roads are
encountered to cross, and feedback in terms of actual
performance, e.g., advice if arriving late [14].
3.5 VR supermarket
VR supermarket: helps to teach students about money
management skills within a store environment
developed using Flash. The program doesn’t require
installation. After selecting the difficulty level the game
is launched. The player enters the virtual supermarket,
and is given a virtual wallet, shopping list and shopping
cart (Fig 21).
The goods on a given shelf are displayed with their
names, prices and images attached to them. To place an
item to the shopping cart, the player only has to click on
the given item (Fig 22). To close the window the player
has to click on the big red arrow or on the space beside
the panel. The shopping cart and the shopping list
buttons remain available (Fig 22).

Figure 19: Off-route warnings.

In the shopping cart all items are displayed with their
image, name and quantity. The player may remove any
of the items by clicking on them. To close the window
the player has to click on the picture of the shopping
cart or on the picture of the store in the background (Fig
23).
Before paying, the bar code scanner registers the price of
each item in the shopping cart one by one. During this
both the cashier and the cash register will give feedback
to the player (Fig 24).

Figure 20: Pop-up window shows the image.
Figure 21: Entering the supermarket.
HCI 2010
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4. USABILITY EVALUATION OF THE USER
INTERFACES OF THE GAMES
A 5 point Likert Scale close-ended questionnaire for
testing the user interfaces of the newly developed
serious games was developed.
Likert Scales: Likert scales are scales on which the
participants register their agreement or disagreement
with the statement. “_Strongly Disagree, _ Disagree,
_Neither Agree nor Disagree, _ Agree, _Strongly Agree”
is a five-point scale.
Figure 22: The virtual shelf contents.

This questionnaire contains 29 questions in 4 groups:
•
•
•
•

To what degree the games were enjoyed? (6
questions)
Questions concerning the usability of the software
(4 questions)
Questions concerning the software’s manageability:
(9 questions)
Questions concerning the graphics (10 questions)

For example the group “Questions concerning the
usability of the software” has the following questions
about:
Figure 23: The content of the shopping cart.

•
•
•
•

Does the software display realistic situations?
Were the situations presented relevant and
important to the learning objectives?
Are you satisfied with the quantity and diversity of
the questions used?
Was the software easy to use?

The final question was an open ended question where
the user was able to write his/her own suggestions.
Based on the evaluation results we iteratively
developed the user interface of these games. The
results are also being used to iterate design
principles for the development of serious games for
intellectually disabled students derived in previous
research projects including [17, 18, 19, 20]:
Figure 24: The cashier.

To pay for the items the player has to place a sufficient
sum of money onto the drop panel by clicking the
separate banknotes and coins in the wallet and then
hitting the pay button. After payment the cashier gives
change if necessary, and the “go home” button appears
to finish the task. If the player has a insufficient amount
of money or has forgotten something, the “back” button
leads the user back into the store. Clicking on the “help”
button reveals a small panel on which the paid amount
of money is shown.
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Ensure presentation at appropriate speed – it is
essential that speed of presentation is appropriate for
the particular target group, and may be modified during
the iterative user-centred design process
Allow users to go back – essential for all users, and
especially those who may have organisational,
information processing and/or memory difficulties
Allow User Control – allow for user customisation
based on user preference; for example, some users with
dyslexia or visual impairment have distinct colour and
Design of serious games for students with intellectual disability
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contrast requirements, others may wish to slow things
down, or to use keyboard access

Aim for compatibility with assistive technologies –
e.g., screenreaders, text-to-speech, zoom features

Text – make any text plain text (rather than images or
graphics), follow Clear Text for All guidelines (see
WCAG 2.0 [15], W3C [16]), no dense blocks of text,
plain native language

Allow keyboard access – ensure the system can be
controlled from the keyboard and not just by using the
mouse

Text Alternatives: Provide text equivalents for non-text
content, including auditory and visual components, so
that it can be changed into other forms people need,
such as Braille, speech, symbols, other languages
including sign language

Seizures – do not include elements that are known to
cause seizures, for example by having elements that flash
or have particular spatial frequencies
Using these constantly reviewed design principles we
can develop more effective serious games for people
with intellectual disability.

Colour – never convey information by colour alone
5. CONCLUSION
Contrast – ensure sufficient contrast so that it is easier
to distinguish items, both visual and auditory
Navigable – help users navigate, find content and know
where they are: by placing navigation information in the
same place (usually at the top) and ensuring that it is
consistent and simple, using maps when appropriate,
using home and back buttons, providing context and
orientation information
Maintain organisation – instructions, buttons, clearly
displayed and in the same place (often at top)
throughout presentations
Links – use unique and informative text descriptions for
any hyperlinks (never click here!)
Use accessibility features – HTML/XML have inherent
accessibility features (e.g., alt text, long desc) which
should always be used; other formats (e.g., Java, Flash,
Games environments) are not necessarily accessible,
although this is improving with more recent versions
having accessibility features, which should be used;
provide alternatives where possible
Design simply – in simple layouts, it is relatively easy to
draw attention to important features and differences; in
more complex layouts it becomes harder to highlight
features, thus making presentations even more complex
Use fallbacks – provide alternatives, provide equivalent
content as accessible HTML when possible and design
for graceful transformation (such as reflowing)
Robust – make systems consistent and error free,
provide appropriate error messages and error catching

HCI 2010
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In this paper we have discussed the design and
evaluation of five serious games’ and their user
interfaces. These serious games were developed for
students with intellectual disability to help them in
activities of daily living, and specifically in managing a
budget. We have demonstrated the main games’ design
questions and our solutions for students with
intellectual disability. It was very important to design
the user interfaces for maximum accessibility and
usability. In this way we have minimised the additional
cognitive load on the user while navigating within the
serious games and corresponding tasks. In order to
achieve these goals we have followed published design
guidelines, and placed emphasis on using game-like
graphics, animations and auditory output to promote
user engagement and to provide alternatives to text.
The detailed pedagogical tests will run until June 2010.
We will demonstrate our games, and their usability
testing at the conference.
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Human-computer interaction is a growing research area. There are several ways of interaction with the computer. Handwriting has
continued to persist as a means of communication and recording information in the day to day life even with the introduction of new
technologies. Due to the growth of technology in India, it becomes important to devise ways that allow people to communicate with
computer in Indian languages. Hindi being the national language of India, we present a way to communicate with the computer in Hindi
or more precisely, ‘Devanagari script’. Due to absence of a global font to represent Devanagari characters, it is important that the
computer recognizes the characters written by the user in order to interact with him. The algorithm implemented for character
recognition first segments the image containing Devanagari text fed to the software into lines, lines to words and words to characters.
The obtained characters are then brought down to a standard size. The Kohonen Neural Network based recognizer then comes into
action and recognizes the text character by character and provides the output in Unicode format. The network has been designed with
no hidden layer to support quick recognition. Apart from text recognition from an image, we also provided the option to recognize
individual handwritten characters drawn using a mouse. Such a system provides keyboard less computer interaction. The technique is
implemented using Java. The overall recognition rate for a fixed font machine printed characters is 90.26% and for hand written
characters, it is 83.33%.
Handwriting Recognition, Segmentation, Kohonen Neural Network, Self Organizing Map, Devanagari Characters

1. INTRODUCTION
Hindi is used by more than 400 million people across
the globe [6]. It consists of eleven vowels and thirty
three consonants giving a total of forty four
characters. Every word in Devanagari script is written
by first drawing a horizontal line which is called
Shirorekha and then writing the characters beneath
Shirorekha. Characters can be joined with other
characters and with vowels as well.
Even with the advancing technology in India, there is
a lack of such software which can recognize
Devanagari text. Such software has many applications.
It may be used in communicating with the computer
in our native language by sketching characters. It can
also be useful for indexing images for search engines.
This is necessary because most of the websites use
images to represent Devanagari text. It can also be
used at post offices to recognize addresses on
envelopes and sort them automatically.
Several researches have been carried out in this area
previously. Most of the errors in recognition are due
to the errors that occur during the segmentation
phase [2,7]. The authors in [7] present the

segmentation based on the feature extraction along
with recognition using back propagation neural
network. An accuracy of 90% was achieved. [3] has
carried out the recognition using feedforward
network followed by training using back-propagation
neural network. It employs a 30 x 30 matrix of
character as input to the neural network which then
produces output on 49 neurons.
2. METHODOLOGY
There are basically three steps involved in the
recognition of characters written in Devanagari script
from an image of Devanagari text. The text is first
segmented into lines, lines to words and words to
characters. After the segmentation process, we then
bring down the characters to a standard size so as to
make the recognition size independent. This standard
sized image matrix is then given to the recognition
module which employs Kohonen Neural Network to
recognize the characters.
3. SEGMENTATION
Segmentation of the image is performed to separate
the characters from the image [5]. Character
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Separation from the image of Devanagari Text
involves the three steps which are described below.
But before beginning with segmentation; let us first
define two terms that will be used in the segmentation
process.
Definition 1: Horizontal Projection, HP (k): For a
binary image of size H*W, where H is the height and
W is the width of image, horizontal projection can be
defined as the number of black pixels in each
horizontal row [1].

then find the position of header line (Shirorekha).
Once the header line is separated from the word,
we can separate the characters individually. To
locate the position of header line, we compute the
horizontal projection of the word image box. The
row that contains maximum black pixels
corresponds to the position of the header line in the
word [2] (See Figure 3). The characters can then
be identified separately in the absence of header
line.

Figure 3: Header Line Identification

Definition 2: Vertical Projection, VP (k): For a binary
image of size H*W, vertical projection can be defined
as the number of black pixels in each vertical column
[1].
3.1 Line Segmentation
The image of text may contain any number of lines.
Thus, we would first need to separate the lines from
the documents and then proceed further. This is what
we refer to as line segmentation. To perform line
segmentation, we take horizontal projection for every
horizontal pixel row starting from the top of
document. The lines are separated where we find a
row with no black pixels [2]. That means, HP (k) = 0
where k is the row number where white space is
found. This row acts as a separation between two lines
(see Figure 1).

Now, we take the vertical projection of the word box
below the header line. The columns that have no
black pixels are treated as the boundary for
separating characters from the word [2] (See
Figure 4).

Figure 4: Character Segmentation

After the segmentation process is complete, we
obtain separate character boxes (See Figure 5)
which can then be brought down to a standard size.

Figure 5: Final Segmentation Output

4. DOWNSAMPLING
Figure 1: Line Segmentation

3.2 Word Segmentation
After segmentation of lines from the text image,
next task is to segment the words from the lines.
This can be accomplished using the concept of
vertical projection. If we take vertical projection for
each line, then the words can be separated by
looking for the column with zero black pixels [2].
That means, VP (k) = 0, where k is the column
number where the white space is found. This k
serves as the separating index for words (see
Figure 2).

Figure 2: Word Segmentation

After we have the characters of the image of
Devanagari text separated, we then bring the
characters in a standard size. This is done so as to
make the character recognition size independent.
These can be brought to a standard size by
defining the number of pixels of the character
image box that are to be considered to calculate
one pixel in down sampled image. This can also be
referred to as windowing [3] (See Figure 6). This is
done using the following algorithm [4]:

Step i) ratioX = (Width of character image box) /
(Width of down sampled image)
Step ii) ratioY = (Height of character image box) /
(Height of down sampled image)
Step iii) downsampledImage(x, y) = black, if there is a
black pixel in the box starting from (x*ratioX,
y*ratioY) to (x*ratioX+ratioX, y*ratioY+ratioY);
white otherwise.

3.3 Character Segmentation
To segment characters from the image, we need to
use the words separated in the previous step and
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Figure 6: Down sampling the character

5. RECOGNITION
After the down sampled image matrix is generated,
the next step is the recognition of the character. This
recognition is done using Kohonen Neural Network
or KNN [4]. The input neurons to the KNN are the
elements of the down sampled image matrix. The
output neurons are equal to the number of characters
that can be recognized by the neural network. The
input neurons are connected to output neurons
through some weights. These weights define how well
the network recognizes the input pattern. Using these
weights and the input, we can calculate the output of
the neurons by taking the dot product of the input
neurons with the weights. The output neuron with the
maximum value of output is chosen as the ‘winner’
and is identified as the output for that given set of
input neurons. The corresponding character is then
found by looking for the pattern in the training set
that produces the same winning neuron.
For effective recognition, we have to train the network
with a set of characters that the network can
recognize. The training of the network will continue
until the error of the KNN is below an acceptable
level. Since KNN relies on unsupervised training, the
error is not actually as it is defined with other
networks. We have used a slightly different definition
of error [4]. Let us define two terms that will be useful
in calculation of errors.
Definition 1: NEURON_ON: This provides an
optimal value for a neuron in its activated state. That
is, it defines what the output value of a winning
neuron is. Let us keep it at 0.9.
Definition 2: NEURON_OFF: This provides an
optimal value for a neuron to be in its OFF state. That
is, it defines what the output value of a neuron that
hasn’t won for a given input should be. Let us keep it
at 0.1.
The error (E) can then be calculated by taking the
mean of square of the difference of the output value of
neuron (yi) to either one of these two values. i.e., for
winning neuron, it will be difference between the
output of the neuron and NEURON_ON and for other
neurons; it would be the difference between the output
value of the neuron and NEURON_OFF [4].
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The step by step algorithm for training of the
network is described as follows [4]:
Step i) An input is presented to the software as
training data. The training set is stored with the
corresponding character that it represents.
Step ii) The training process begins by assigning the
KNN Structure. The number of input neurons is
equal to the size of down sampled image that is being
given to the network. Let us consider three hundred
input neurons.
Step iii) There are several training sets each
representing a single character in Devanagari script.
The number of training sets is the number of output
neurons for the network.
Step iv) The initial weights between the input and
output neurons are randomly generated real numbers
between -1 to 1.
Step v) The next step is to normalize the input (xi).
First we find the vector length of input vector which is
defined as the sum of squares of the elements of input
vector. The normalizing factor is calculated by taking
the reciprocal of square root of the vector length [4].

The normalized input is then found by taking the
product of input with the normalizing factor.
Step vi) The weights are then normalized using a
similar algorithm by calculation of normalizing factor.
Step vii) The next step is the calculation of output of
the neurons by taking the dot product of the input
vector (xj) with the weights (wji) of the output neuron
[4].
The output is then normalized by multiplying with
the normalizing factor calculated in step v.
Step viii) The output is then converted to bipolar by
multiplying it by two and then subtracting one from
it.
Step ix) The winning neuron is calculated by finding
the output neuron having the highest output value
among all the output neurons for a given training set.
Step x) Now, we modify the weights of winning
neuron so that it reacts more strongly to the same
input pattern the next time. For this, we define a
learning rate (α) as 0.3 and decrease it by 1% after
each epoch. The weight adjustment is done using
subtractive method[4].
Step xi) If there exists a neuron that fails even to
learn, then it must be forced to win for at least one
input pattern [4]. This is because for every input
pattern, we have one output neuron to the network.
For this, we go through the entire training set and
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find which training set pattern causes the least
activation.
Step xii) The training set identified in the previous
step is then chosen as the training set which is least
well represented by the current set of winning
neurons.
Step xiii) The values of output neurons for this
training set is now calculated and the neuron with the
maximum output value among the neurons that
haven’t yet won is selected as the neuron which best
represents the input neuron and whose weight we will
modify to better represent the input pattern.
Step xiv) The weights of that neuron are then
modified so that it better recognizes the input pattern.
Step xv) The training process stops when the error is
below a desired level.

b)

Corresponding Recognized Text

Figure 8: Results on handwritten Devanagari text

We can also provide the image of handwritten
Devanagari Text as input (See Figure 8). For the above
text the accuracy is 83.33%. It is our endeavour to
make the segmentation and pre-processing
algorithms discussed in this paper more robust to
cater various types of complexities in handwritten
text.

6. RESULTS
We have trained the software using standard printed
characters as well as for handwriting. For the printed
text input, the accuracy is 90.26% (See Table 1).
a)

Table 1: Accuracy for image of printed Devanagari text
ID

Total
Characters

Correct
recognition

Font (Size)

Accuracy

1

275

254

Kruti (20)

91.49%

2

344

306

Kruti (24)

89.02%

3

235

212

Unicode(17)

90.29%

Average Accuracy

90.26%

b)

Sketched Devanagari Character

Corresponding recognized character

Figure 9: Results on sketched Devanagari character

We can also sketch Devanagari characters in the
drawing area for recognition (See Figure 9).

7.CONCLUSION
a)

Input Image of Printed Devanagari Text

b)

The method for recognition of Devanagari characters
presented in the paper is able to recognize most of the
given text and also recognize the sketched Devanagari
character presented to it. Success also depends on the
training of the neural network. Higher the training,
higher would be the accuracy.

Corresponding recognized text

Figure 7: Results on printed Devanagari text
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Usability practitioners frequently face ethical dilemmas
during design and evaluation of systems [e.g. 1‐5].
Examples of such professional challenges or ethical
dilemmas are: is informed consent required from
fellow‐colleagues for usability activities being conducted
within the organisation?; What if the client asks the
usability engineer to use the data gathered on one study
to draw inferences for another related study?; how can
the usability data and personal data of the participants
be held securely?; will the use of incentives to encourage
participation create a bias in sampling or in participant
responses?; is it ethical to use the video‐recording of a
usability test in a presentation at a conference?; is it fine
to include the results from a consultancy activity in a
conference paper?; can personal correspondence over
emails with a participant about a product or service be
included in the organisation’s usability data for that
product or service?. In this mini‐tutorial, we will present
real‐life case studies of a variety of systems (web‐based,
3D virtual worlds) and domains (e‐commerce,
e‐learning) to discuss the ethical concerns, and the
measures that were taken to cater for the ethics. We will
provide a pack to the attendees comprising of the
following: web resources to ethics principles, codes of
practice for conducting usability research, and
guidelines available from professional organisations,
samples of research materials such as consent form and
project summary sheet that accompanies the consent
form, information about tools and techniques for secure
storage of data and to protect the privacy and
anonymity of the participants, and bibliography related
to ethics in Human‐Computer Interaction and usability.
About Shailey Minocha
Dr. Shailey Minocha is Senior Lecturer of
Human‐Computer Interaction (HCI) in the Department
of Computing of the Open University (OU), UK. Shailey
is a Business Fellow of the London Technology Network
in the UK. (http://www.ltnetowrk.org). Shailey has a
Ph.D. in Digital Signal Processing and an MBA from the
OU. Shailey is an HCI consultant and has carried out
evaluations of e‐commerce websites, 2D and 3D
e‐learning environments, and social software tools (e.g.

blogs, wikis, social networking environments such as
Facebook, Twitter) for a number of organisations.
Shailey takes a broad view of HCI, investigating the
socio‐technical contexts in which computer systems
operate and understanding the situated user experience,
as well as eliciting users’ interface requirements.
Shailey’s research and consultancy activities have led to
insights into factors that affect usability, user behaviour,
and user adoption of technology‐enabled systems.
Shailey’s website has details of her activities and
publications http://mcs.open.ac.uk/sm577
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For leveraging social media for the Smart Market
initiative, I was asked to research and propose a
comprehensive roadmap.
I put my findings together noting why ‘Big Brands’
struggle with Social Media, what social media can’t do,
what aspects of the Internet we need to understand from
a social media context, what kind of business goals we
could aim for from a Social Media effort on IBM’s Smart
Market, a step by step approach for implementation of
social media with specific roles, milestones and action
items, and a set of relevant case studies.
My intent, if my proposal is accepted, would be to share
this presentation with the audience at India HCI 2010.
About Junaid Asad
I am with IBM Global Services, Bangalore as a User
Experience Lead for IBM's Smart Market – IBM’s
business marketplace for Small and Medium Businesses.
With Graduate degrees in Human Factors Psychology
and in Electrical Engineering, I bring in a structured
approach and a multidisciplinary perspective to work. I
am also a Certified Usability Analyst (CUA). I have
authored articles on Social Media ‘Designing User-
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Experiences for Social Media’ http://tinyurl.com/klyb8t
and
‘Defining
Social
Media
Settings’
http://tinyurl.com/nzaaph for an online peer reviewed
User Experience journal.
My expertise includes user interface design for Web
applications and products, new technologies for both
mature and emerging markets, business process analysis
and re-engineering, and human performance
assessment and improvement.
I have earlier worked with Human Factors International
(HFI), as a researcher in the area of ‘contextual
innovation’ and ‘new technologies for emerging
markets’ with clients HP labs and Intel Corp. With Intel
India. as a Human Factors Engineer, I worked primarily
in the area of ‘human performance assessment and
improvement’. With Satyam Computer Services as a Sr
Interaction Analyst and with Idea Integration as a User
Experience Designer I worked primarily in the area of
‘software application design’. While with Idea and now
with IBM, I am also involved in initiatives to leverage
Social Media for business. With IBM Smart Market, I
also help analyze and interpret metrics to translate them
into actionable recommendations.
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Retrospective Think Aloud and Eye Tracking
Comparing the value of different cues when using the retrospective think aloud method in web usability testing
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Research has shown that incorporating eye tracking in
usability research can provide certain benefits compared
with traditional usability testing. There are various
methodologies available when conducting research
using eye trackers. This paper presents the results of a
study aimed to compare the outcomes from four
different retrospective think aloud (RTA) methods in a
web usability study: an un-cued RTA, a video cued RTA,
a gaze plot cued RTA, and a gaze video cued RTA.
Results indicate that using any kind of cue produces
more words, comments and allows participants to
identify more usability issues compared with not using
any cues at all.
The findings are:
• No cued RTA: Produced significantly less data
(comments and words) than any of the cued RTA
methods.
• Video cued RTA: Stimulated participants to
produce ‘manipulative’ and ‘visual’ comments on
‘layout’ and ‘navigation’. Produced less data than
eye movement cued RTA methods.
• Gaze plot cued RTA: Stimulated participants to
produce ’visual’ and ‘cognitive’ comments on
‘terminology’ and ‘comprehension’. The second
highest number of words and comments.
• Gaze video cued RTA: Stimulated participants to
produce ‘visual’, ‘cognitive’ and ‘manipulative’
comments on ‘layout’ and ‘data entry’. The highest
number of words and comments.

About Oskar Fajerson
Head of Sales and Business Development Analysis at
Tobii Technology AB, Sweden.
My previous experience has been as Vice President Sales
in the Software Development Kit (SDK) for GIS
applications at Carmenta AB. Since 2002 I have worked
with sales at advanced software and hardware
companies such as Ericsson, Mobeon and 42Networks
and worked in more than 50 countries globally. Before
sales I started my career as a software developer (c++
and java) and moved on to product management. My
educational background is M.Sc. in Material Physics
from Royal Institute of Technology Stockholm, Sweden.
About Parag S. Amodkar
International Account Manager, Tobii Technology AB,
Sweden. Presently responsible for Sales and Business
Development activities of Tobii Technology AB,
Sweden, in developing markets which include Indian
Sub-continent and Iran. My previous experience has
been as an entrepreneur with Encubator AB, Sweden. In
India,
my
work
experience
spanned
the
Chromatography, Spectroscopy and Electronics
industry as a Project and Business Development
Executive.
My educational background is M.Sc. in Biophysics from
University of Mumbai followed by M.Sc. in Business
Design specializing in Innovation Management and
Entrepreneurship from Chalmers University of
Technology,
Sweden.
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In this paper we evaluate immediate learning and retention among primary school children aged 10-12 across four separate instruction
mediums - multiple-user-multiple-mice PC, multiple-user-single-mouse PC, video and narration. The work thus far addresses the usage
scenarios and design interfaces for MultiMouse. Here, we do a real world proof of concept using a MultiMouse application tailored for a
standard school setting in developing regions. The experiment was conducted on 68 primary school children on malaria learning.
Overall, immediate learning was found to be relatively same in both the PC scenarios and the video. However, the retention level after a
week dropped considerably for the video case. This suggests the value of interactive games while employing multiple-input shared
designs. In addition, seating position effects were found where, in contrast to previous studies the leftmost child performed better.
Single Display Groupware, Shared Computers, Education, Multiple Mice, Developing Nations.

schools yield significantly successful learning outcomes,
which would warrant the use of this technology on a
mass scale. Consequently, it was required to find out if
such applications yielded significantly better learning
outcomes (immediate learning and retention) in
comparison to other instruction mediums prevalent in
the developing regions. This is different from the
previous quantitative study [24] which looked at
comparisons of collaborative and competitive
immediate learning in multiple-user-multiple-mice
mode and multiple-user-single-mouse mode using a
simple test application.

1. INTRODUCTION
MultiPoint technology [23] enables multiple mice
connected to a single machine to interact on a single
screen. The initial motivation behind this arose from the
observation that in resource-constrained environments,
multiple users share a single machine, particularly in
school education environments in developing regions.
Such shared usage generally skews the learning and
interaction benefits to a single child. MultiPoint allows
equal opportunity of engagement for multiple children
sitting on a single computer. The immediate next step
was to explore its learning benefits through impact on
engagement and collaboration [19,24] over shared
mouse scenarios. This entailed studying the design of
user interfaces for MultiPoint applications [19,21,22].

On the basis of proven design principles we designed a
MultiPoint application named DISHA and conducted
an experiment on 68 primary school children
comparing their learning and retention across four
different instruction mediums and found results which
give a perspective into the approach to be taken when
deploying such learning applications. The next sections
describe the related work, experiment methodology,
experiment and the results.

Through these studies, we have some evidence of what
multiple input modes are good for, and potentially how
to best design interfaces for these. What has been
lacking thus far is a study on a real world replacement of
a single-input computer aided learning module design
with a multiple-input option to understand what
potential if any such technologies actually hold within
learning, and accordingly where we need to focus on
design hereafter. Our research goal aimed at finding out
whether employing multiple mouse applications in

2. RELATED WORK
Work on shared computers and input for education is
rooted in design and collaboration work in a range of
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areas from shared editing on single screens [4], on
single-display groupware [26], and on turn-taking using
multiple input devices on a single machine [12]. Till the
early 2000s, the work in this space was primarily
oriented towards exploring the benefits of collaboration,
both in how children could use computer sharing and in
creative data representation and co-editing techniques
[25,27,7]. A more recent increase in research on
multiple concurrently active input devices for single
machines [23,8,10,14] has been driven by the
documented ubiquity of computer-sharing in schools
due to resource shortages in much of the developing
world [22]. This recent work in the multiple input space
has shown evidence of learning gains over single
keyboard or mouse use in shared scenarios [24] as well
as changed patterns of engagement in such scenarios
that require designers to account for collaboration in the
design of such applications [19].
In the space of Computer-Aided Learning (CAL)
applications for children in developing regions, the
work is quite limited. Azim Premji Foundation (APF),
an NGO dedicated to the cause of universal education
has created CAL applications [2] for primary school
children on various subjects. These applications enable
the children to learn while playing games and are widely
used across various schools in India.
3. EXPERIMENT METHODOLOGY
As described by Katsioloudis [15], the learning
outcomes of a visual-based learning material depend on
multiple factors. Our goal in this project was to design
learning content that could be used in a controlled
experiment to measure the effectiveness of multipleinput scenarios. Our constraints were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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The learning content should be contextually
relevant.
The content should be relatively new, so as to
avoid evaluation bias based on students’ past
knowledge.
The experimental design should include as
many relevant learning modes, both with and
without a technological intervention.
The learning content should be exactly the
same across all instruction mediums.
The Novelty Effect for initial improvement
related to new technology should be minimal
[17].
The evaluation tests should test learning,
independent of any instruction mediumdependency.

3.1 Software Application Design
Previous work [21] has shown that children respond
well to interactive visual content as opposed to explicit
instructional content. Our application is based on the
design methodology of the widely used computer aided
learning content of Azim Premji Foundation (APF) [2].
Such content follows a standard narrative-interactive
loop format of some material shown on screen followed
by a multiple choice Q/A, which is possibly the most
popular means of children’s software. These games have
a high tendency to fall prey to the random-lucky
clicking by the students, where students not knowing
the answers resort to random clicking and eventually get
it right. We tried to minimize this problem by devising
games which are closer to what we normally perceive as
games rather than MCQs. Besides this, the games bear
most of the effective CAL characteristics such as
performance points, negative feedback (“Sorry! Try
again”), positive reinforcement (“Congrats! It’s right”).
As previously noted [16], students in developing regions
are more accustomed to reading than listening to
English, so Same Language Subtitling (SLS) is included
(Figure 1). Like previous works [21, 24], color coded
mouse pointers are used to enable distinction among
players. DISHA implements personalized scoring
through healthlines, which displays the performancebased current health (score) of a user. The goal based
progression thus achieved works towards building up
and retaining student interest.
For the learning material, we sought content which
came in the context of their learning, but was not so
common that some children already know about it
significantly. We decided on the disease Malaria – partly
because the children have heard of the disease in day to
day conversations, but there are many misconceptions
floating around (especially for the students who have
not yet studied it in their academic courses.) Also, no
CAL application in our knowledge addressed the issue
of diseases like malaria directly, though general health
and hygiene issues were handled. The application was
titled DISHA – Disease and Health Awareness.
As mentioned before, DISHA follows an approach
where instruction on a part of the content is covered
through a conversation based animation story on-screen
called storyline. This is followed by an interactive game
to reinforce the same content. Overall, there are 3
storylines followed by a multiple mice enabled game
each; each of which covers the cause-spread, symptoms
and preventive measures of malaria respectively. All the
games support multiple mice, ranging from one to five
at a time and hence support a single mouse
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configuration implicitly. These games are described
below.

Game2 (Figure 3): It follows after the prevention
storyline and is based on a shared screen collaborative
model. The students need to fill in the blank, by
rearranging the letters and forming a word. The
students have to drag the letters in the colored blanks
provided; each color represents the corresponding
player who has to fill it in. Collaboration is enforced as
each child is given one or more blanks to fill; so they
have to figure out collaboratively which letter goes into
which blank. Even if one child gets his blank wrong
everyone has to repeat the exercise, which forces them
to work together.

Figure 1: The interface elements in DISHA during a storyline

Game1 (Figure 2): This game follows after the symptom
storyline to reinforce the concepts. For a multi-mouse
scenario it implements the turn-taking model. The game
play is based on the card memory game, with 12 cards
appearing on the screen. Each card hides either a name
or an image referring to a malaria symptom. In a round
robin fashion (with a bulb showing whose chance it is),
each player opens (clicks) two cards at a time, and needs
to match a symptom’s image with its corresponding
name to get the correct answer.

Figure 3: A Screenshot of Game2 in DISHA

Game3 (Figure 4): It is the last game which revises the
concepts learnt through a shared screen brick falling
game. Labeled and colored bricks keep falling and each
player has to collect their corresponding bricks into a
basket which conforms to the label. Players use arrow
buttons to move the bricks around. If a player drops a
brick into the wrong basket, the brick falls again and
again until the player gets it right.

Figure 2: A Screenshot of Game1 in DISHA

[21] emphasizes that turn-taking model suffers from a
limitation of decreased engagement among the nonactive students; but here these students need to remain
active and see and retain the cards’ position and content
when the other players are playing. The game stresses
on the fact that establishing connections between visual
and verbal representations of a system results in
meaningful learning [18]. Preliminary tests showed that
children tend to help each other out during the game,
though they were being individually scored.
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It is clear that the games differ in their design models –
turn taking/collaboration/racing. This was primarily
done so as to remove any sort of monotony that might
arise while playing the same kind of game repeatedly.
Also, it was conjectured that this would boost retention
as different games will lead the children to remember
each aspect of the disease differently and hence later,
they would be able to distinguish among them.
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allowing dirty water to collect etc. Affective learning is
when the learning leads to a growth in attitudes and
feelings; when the learning exerts an influence over the
behaviour of the student. Quantifiably, learning refers to
the difference in knowledge before and after a certain
treatment and therefore a paper based Pre-Post test
methodology was adopted to ascertain the factual
learning outcomes of each of the mediums.

Figure 4: A Screenshot of Game3 in DISHA

3.2 Evaluation Method Design
The primary goal was to evaluate the students’ learning
through a MultiMouse instruction medium and
compare it across other instruction mediums. The aim
was to see how the interactive learning games affected a
student’s learning. We decided upon three separate
mediums on account of their comparative value against
MultiMouse and the frequency and ubiquity with which
they were being employed in schools (in the context of
developing regions) – SingleMouse (Multiple children
sharing a mouse and playing the game); Video (A group
of children watching a video on a big screen.); NoVisual Narration (A group of children was narrated the
learning material.) And finally, we kept a no
intervention to group to validate if the children had any
significant external factors affecting their learning
outcomes while the experiment was being conducted.
To ensure that the learning material to which the
students were being exposed was semantically
equivalent, the content for all the instruction mediums
was derived from DISHA. For SingleMouse, DISHA
itself was used, albeit with only a single connected
mouse. For the Video, a film of the storylines in DISHA
was created. Since the games simply reinforced the
content of the storylines, the video content was
equivalent to that of DISHA. For the No-Visual
Classroom, a narration of the same content was given.
In this case, it was particularly essential that while
someone was narrating the content the resultant effect
of a human intervention remains minimal to keep the
results meaningful; consequently the instructor did not
indulge in any interactive activities with the students.
Learning outcomes in our case refer to the factual
learning that occurred during the intervention. Though,
it would be interesting to observe if affective learning [5]
took place wherein students actually take the necessary
steps to keep away from malaria after the instruction
such as asking their parents to get a mosquito net, not
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Figure 5: Students giving a Post-Test. Notice, a student hiding his
sheet using the notebook.

An immediate Post-test was scheduled to test and
compare immediate learning. A surprise retention test
was scheduled one week after the intervention to test
and compare the retention amongst students across
mediums.

Evaluation tests were decided to consist of MCQs based
on the content to yield empirical, verifiable statistics. All
the three evaluation tests namely Pre-test, Post-test and
Surprise test consisted of the same MCQs with the same
options, to effectively compare the three results against
each other. Notably, the options in the Surprise test
were jumbled up after the Post test, so as to prevent the
results from getting influenced by students getting the
answer correct not because they remember the answer,
but because they remember the corresponding option
number.
For the experiment to yield results usable in the real
world scenario, we specified a set of criteria for selecting
the right student population:
•

The students should have a basic understanding of
English as the application supported English.

•

The students should be such that they have not
been introduced to malaria in their academic
curriculum to avoid conflicting content, if any.
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•

The students should be reasonably sensitized to the
usage of computers and mice, so as to keep the
novelty effect of the intervention low.

told which group will be exposed to which form of
instruction, to remain free of any biases.

The set of students we selected were 4th grade students,
aged 10-12 years from an English medium school, which
conducted two computer classes weekly.
3.2 Preliminary Test Run
Before the final experiment was conducted, we
conducted a test run, which helped us define several
parameters for the final experiment and pointed us
towards variables that need to be controlled to get the
most accurate results. Following are some of the
observations –
•

We noted that all the students were able to
complete the tests within a duration of 10 minutes.

•

The single-gender groups were collaborating the
most effectively.

•

While the tests were taking place, the teacher left
the class for a minute and the students started
shifting from their seats, trying to look into others’
sheets. This prompted us to have a mandatory
teacher presence during our intervention.

Besides this, significant changes were made in the
questionnaires to remove ambiguity from the questions
and make the language simple and understandable.
4. EXPERIMENT
The experiment was conducted over a span of two days
in the school. The computer classes in school sometimes
consisted of CAL applications previously mentioned [2]
which helped reduce the novelty effect among students.
68 students from the two sections of 4th grade – 4A and
4B were selected to be part of the experiment. 4th grade
was selected as in the school’s academic curriculum the
introduction to diseases such as malaria is covered in
the 5th standard syllabus. Collectively, the two classes
were divided into five groups, each pertaining to a
different instruction medium.
We asked the class teachers of the respective grades to
randomly divide the students into groups so as to ensure
that every group is balanced mix of high- and lowachiever students. This was done to remove the
possibility of any discrepancies in the results due to
imbalanced allocation of students, if a complete random
selection was made. Importantly, the teachers were not
India HCI 2010
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Figure 6: DSM Mode - Notice the proximity between the mouse
and the hands of right and centre kids as the left one watches

The number of students in each of the groups could not
be made uniform because of practical constraints such
as the lab and video room capacity. Moreover, it would
have created an unnecessary disturbance in the school’s
regular studies if other measures would have been tried.
Also, the duration of each of the instruction sessions
could not be made the same as it depended on how
much time the students take to play a game. But the
learning content for all the sessions was kept strictly the
same.
A paper based pre-test and a post-test were
administered in the classrooms immediately before and
after the instruction session respectively. Surprise test
was administered one week after the intervention. A
person to oversee the test sessions was present at all
times, in addition to the teacher. The teacher’s presence
was important so as to maintain seriousness amongst
the students and ensuring that no cheating takes place.
The tests consisted of 10 MCQs, for which a time of 10
minutes was given, based on the previous test run. We
shall now describe each instruction session
individually:DISHA–MultiMouse (DMM): The session was
conducted in the school computer lab with 18 children,
where the equipment and the software were setup and a
person was present to get the children started and
monitor the session. The setup was tried and tested once
before to prevent any malfunction during the
instruction session. Six groups each with 3 children sat
on six computers with every child having a mouse of
his/her own and played DISHA. All groups were singlegender groups, which have been evidenced to be more
effective in earlier works [1,11] and which was also an
observation in our prior test run. Each group was
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randomly assigned 3 boys or 3 girls considering that 3
has been shown to be a good grouping criterion [28]
and the fact that with more than 3 children on a single
screen, it is difficult for the kids at the edges to sit and
see the screen comfortably.

(home/teacher/peers). Since our focused objective was
to test only the recall value of the instruction mediums,
we eliminated the points of such responses from our
analysis to get as exact results as possible.
5. RESULTS

DISHA–Video (DV): 15 children sat in front (but at a
distance) of a large LCD screen and watched the video
in a video room. A person to initiate and monitor the
session was present.
DISHA–SingleMouse (DSM): This session was again
conducted in the computer lab with 14 children with a
setting similar to DMM; the difference being that here
there were four groups of 3 and one group of 2 children.
The 3 children in a group shared a single mouse
amongst themselves while playing DISHA. The mouse
was kept in the central-right position with respect to the
screen, which is normally the case in such labs. Note
that, the children came in the lab randomly, but one by
one and hence did not get to choose their seat. This was
done purposely so as to prevent a high achiever (and
usually dominating) child from taking the centre seat on
a computer, as was shown to be the trend previously
[22].
No–Visual Narration (NVN): 12 children sat in a
classroom and were narrated the content about Malaria
which was taken from the application. The narration
was performed by a person from our team, so as to
ensure a slow and steady flow and have no interactions
with the children to minimize human impact.

5.1 Immediate Learning
We determined that the type of instruction session
given to the students did have a significant effect on the
immediate learning outcomes (Figure 7(a) of the
students (χ2(4, N= 68) =0.00078, p<0.05). T-tests with
alpha 0.05 were used to determine if the immediate
learning of each group was statistically significant. We
observed significant learning in the groups DV
(t(28)=2.04, p=0.02<0.05), DMM (t(34) =2.03,
p=0.02<0.05) and DSM (t(26)=2.05, p=0.04 < 0.05);
while the NVN and NI groups do not reflect significant
change. The poor performance of NI group assured the
non-existence of any external factor affecting learning.
The difference between the learning in DV and DMM is
noticeable, but its significance is not reflected in the
statistics. This finding is somewhat contrary to the belief
that interactive games serve as better learning tools than
plain visuals. A possible rationalization to this can be
that though student involvement is very high while
playing interactive games (from [22] and our own
qualitative observations), their focus of attention gets
consumed by the play element in the games rather than
the content – a case of medium obscuring the message.
It would be interesting to see if similar results are
obtained for MCQ based games in a similar setting.

No-Interaction (NI): This group was the smallest one
with 9 children and was sent to play games, while the
other instruction sessions were going on. It was
necessary that the results are not affected by any
external factors (such as the teacher telling the students
about malaria) during the intervention period from the
pre tests to the retention tests. The NI group was kept so
that if the students’ performance would have been found
to be escalated in the later tests, it will clearly indicate
the involvement of an external factor and the results
would not have been empirically sound.
Immediate learning is measured by the percentage
difference in the pre and post-test scores. Retention is
measured by the percentage difference in the post-test
and surprise test scores. While going through the
surprise test scores, we noticed some questions where
the students had responded wrongly to it in the posttest, but correctly in the surprise test. We inferred two
reasons for it: a) These were lucky guesses or b) The
students gained the knowledge from external elements
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Figure 7: (a) Immediate Learning (b) Retention across groups

Learning in DSM comes out to be similar to DMM,
which at the first glance can be attributed to the fact that
children work well in single-gender groups of 3, even in
the shared mouse scenario. But looking closely into the
DSM case, we found that this outcome was entirely due
to the high performance of students sitting on the left
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among the 3. (Figure 8(a)). We found a moderate
correlation (r(10)=0.42, p=0.17) between the immediate
learning and the sitting position of the students which
indicates that as we go from a student seated left to a
student seated right, there is a drop in learning. The
unusual thing here was that in every computer setup in
the DSM group, the mouse was at the central-right
position and as a result the left child was the least
actively involved in the game-play. To some extent, the
situation of the left child mirrored the situation of a
student watching the video which we suspect is the
reason for their high performance. The learning of the
central and right positioned children is even below the
NVN group, showing that in the single mouse shared
scenario even if two children are sharing a mouse, the
learning is considerably affected.
Notably, no correlation has been observed in the seating
position for the DMM group. The results for NVN
conform to the existing idea that it is easier to process
visual information more readily than auditory
information [3]. Also, no significant variance was
observed in the responses to questions based on
different games.

Figure 8: (a) Immediate Learning and (b) Retention in the DSM
group with respect to the student seating position

that the left child in the DSM group has maximum
learning, the maximum retention and the maximum
overall learning. Thus to enhance learning, the
instruction should try to produce an experience which is
similar to that of the child seated left in the multipleuser-single-mouse scenario with similar settings.
6. CONCLUSION

5.2 Retention
Remarkably, the retention (Figure 7(b)) of the DV
group came out to be significantly lower than the DMM
and DSM groups. The t–tests between DV and DMM
yielded (t (28) = 2.04, p=0.03< 0.05); between DV and
DSM (t (23) = 2.06, p=0.04<0.05). This meant that even
if the immediate learning with the interactive games was
similar to the video (arguably less), the students retained
most of what they learnt; while in the DV case the
retention was considerably low. Even in DSM case, there
was no difference in retention relative to the seating
position (Figure 8(b)). This clearly indicates the effect of
the games designed, on the recall value. We suspect this
might be due to the different games helping build
different contexts in a student’s mind for remembering
each concept. Hence designing such games might be an
effective practice in such scenarios. This also conforms
to Grabe’s assertion that high levels of sensory
simulation are associated with better retention [9].
Finally, on computing the overall learning of the groups,
which is a difference between surprise and pre-test
scores, DMM emerged as the group with the maximum
learning gain, but these figures were not significant.
This points towards the need to study the effect of
multiple iterations of such instructions to see if they
cumulate into a significant effect. More interestingly, the
overall learning of the students seated left is significant
at 33.33% (t (6) = 2.44, p<0.06). So what we see here is
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Keeping in mind the fact that the content (in this case –
malaria) could have a bearing upon these results, we can
draw the following conclusions– (a) Student retention
of concepts is highest in the multiple-user-multiple mice
scenario, notably with single gender groups of three. (b)
Students are not interested in plain verbal narration of
concepts (refers to NVN), which closely resembles the
case with many of the unskilled teachers in the
developing regions. (c) Student retention is lowest when
they are exposed to plain video without any active
involvement, even when the immediate learning is high.
(d) In the multiple-user-single-mouse scenario, the left
child has the maximum retention and overall learning.
Conclusion (a) is fairly basic and reinforces the
longstanding concept [13] of the powerful effects of
collaborative learning. More importantly in this context,
it gives an answer to our question that employing
multiple mouse applications in schools yield
significantly successful learning outcomes as opposed to
prevalent instruction modes. However, it should be
noted that the intervention that was carried out was of
one week duration and a more longitudinal deployment
might give a better perspective on this issue. (b) is
another straight-forward outcome which reinforces the
idea that it is easier to process visual more readily than
auditory information [3]. The first part of (c) is
understandable in reference to the idea that active
learning [6] evokes a student to think more and hence
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In this paper, we present a mobile phone based shopping technique to aid the consumer in his decision making and thereby saving time
by providing completely unbiased information on his mobile phone about the product he is focusing on. The solution employs wellknown “query-by-example” paradigm of content-based image retrieval wherein the user search for the desired product with a photo of
the product package snapped using his camera enabled mobile phone. To access the acceptability of this approach to potential users, we
constructed a mock up of the music store and used 15 subjects to evaluate the system. This approach can be used for a wide range of
packaged products characterized by distinct visual designs or bearing distinct product-marks, such as grocery items, music or video
(CD/DVD), computer games, books and magazines.
Mobile-based shopping, Query-by-example, Content-based image retrieval, User study.

INTRODUCTION
Retail Industry has gone a visible change in recent years
which can be seen from the fact that there are multistored malls, huge shopping centers, and sprawling
complexes which offer food, shopping, and
entertainment all under the same roof. The consumer
today has an enviable choice at his hands for any
product he is looking to buy. While this is a boon for
consumers
worldwide but at the same time it leaves them confused
and perplexed. This situation often arises due to the
fact that there is very less information available at the
point of buying a particular product. For instance, in a
music store, there are lots of CD/DVDs on display and
the user is looking for extra information such as
ratings, user reviews or even trailers/excerpts which a
user is unlikely to get at that instant. Hence to
overcome such a handicap we have built a mobile based
application which is capable of providing relevant
information to the user instantly. Also, the idea of
shopping through a mobile handset seems quite
obvious from the fact that camera enabled cell phones
have become very popular and easily available [1].
The products in the system are searched on the basis of
visual pattern matching techniques (CBIR) which come
with quite a few challenges. To realize a practical
system we have constructed a mock up of a music retail

store wherein CD/DVDs are arranged in shelves. The
major aspects involved in this work are:
•

Selection of suitable image feature that can
uniquely identify a product from a large
product collection.
• As retail stores generally contain thousands of
products, it is not practical to compare a query
image with all the images in the product
database to find the best matching result. To
ensure fast access to the desired images we
have used image feature indexing.
• A provision to provide extra and unbiased
information about the product user has
searched for.
• A user-centered mobile application that gels
well above mentioned aspects.
To address aspects (i) and (ii), we have used pattern
matching technique presented in [2]. This technique
uses PCA-SIFT image features [3] for robust image
retrieval and R-Tree [4] to index PCA-SIFT image
features. Use of content-based retrieval in shopping has
been reported in [5] and [6]. Both of these systems aim
at exploring the product space with example images
(and other descriptors) rather than uniquely identifying
a specific product. Also, a barcode scanning from
mobile phone technique has been explained in [7]. The
difficulty in using such a system is that barcode
scanning software is not bundled with every cell phone.
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It is generally present in high end cell phones. Also,
non availability of 2D barcodes for every product is a
major concern.
To address aspect (iii), we have extracted reviews,
ratings and trailers from publicly available sources such
as www.imdb.com (Internet movie database); and
www.youtube.com.
In this paper we report an effort to apply a user
centered strategy by applying usability measures
described in [8]. Design and development of smart
shopping technique helps the user in his decision
making by reducing the cognitive effort of the user and
saving time by providing desired information on his
cell phone.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
presents system overview, section 3 describes system in
detail, section 4 presents user study: method and
results, section 5 concludes the paper by discussing
some future extensions to the system.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Figure 1 shows system overview in the form of a block
diagram. During a product search, a user snaps the
photo of the product he is looking to buy and sends it
to the system through Wi-Fi/GPRS to the system. The
system processes the image and sends the best
matching result and links of the extra information (in
our case ratings/reviews etc) corresponding to the
product. The user may then continue with shopping or
look for any other product. The next section describes
the system in detail with an illustrative example.

Figure 1. System Overview
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1 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
1.1Creating Product Database
The product parameters, such as the name, product
code and the price are stored in a conventional
relational database. In addition, we create an image
feature index (R-Tree) of the product packages. To do
this, we first extract PCA-SIFT features of the images.
The PCA-SIFT feature of every product in the database
comprises several keypoints, each of which is a highdimensional vector. We index each of these keypoints
using Oracle Java R-Tree implementation [9]. The RTree implementation assigns a unique id to every
indexed keypoint. We create a hash-table to create a
many- to-one map of these keypoints to their respective
product ids.
1.2Query Processing
In this stage, the user submits the image of the desired
product to the retail store’s image processing server.
The server then extracts keypoints of the image. The
keypoints in the query image do not have identical
descriptors as in the corresponding database images
because of distortions in the query image. However, it
is assumed that many of them are sufficiently close in
the feature space to be retrieved with a range search in
the product image key-point database. The desired
product is identified with search in the R-Tree
database. A naive solution could produce the product
from the top of the list as the solution, since the
maximum number of its keypoints can be assumed to
match with the image of the target product. However,
condition may not be satisfied in a large product
database. We shortlist some candidate solutions after
R-Tree search is performed. . Identification of the
target product requires comparison of the query image
with each of the candidate solutions. However, PCASIFT based comparison algorithm is very complex (O
(n2)) we drop the spurious candidate products, which
are characterized by significantly less number of
matching keypoints using some heuristics. The multistage filtering of the candidate solutions further
optimizes the search time. If the cardinality of
candidate solution list falls to one at any stage of
filtering, that product is treated as the solution without
any further processing. Similarly, if none of the
database images qualify at any of the filtering stages, we
conclude that the product is not in the database and the
search terminates.
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1.3 Illustrative Example

2.1.1Mock up of Retail Music Store

We demonstrate the working of the system by
providing an example. Figure 2 shows an example
query image of a movie title and screenshot of the
mobile application’s home page.

We created an environment similar to a music store
with one shelf consisting of CD/DVDs of various
genres of music and movies. We extracted CD/DVD
covers from www.allcdcovers.com and made CD
jackets by printing the front and back cover.
2.1.2 Subjects
We recruited 15 subjects out of which 11 are male and
rest female within age group 23 to 31. All the subjects
knew how to operate a camera enabled mobile phone.
2.1.3 Procedure

Figure 2. (1) Query Image (2) Home page of Smart Store

The user selects the query image from mobile phone’s
file system and submits it to retail store’s image
processing server for processing. Figure 3 shows the
system screenshot of mobile screen showing results
page containing links to user ratings, comments and
movie trailers. Also shown is the mobile screenshot of
the user reviews page extracted from www.imdb.com.

Each subject performed the shopping task individually
under the guidance of experimenter. First, the
experimenter explained the nature of the task, and then
he familiarized the subject with the use of cell phone.
The subject was instructed not to snap a photo with a
very large distance as the product’s focus may get lost
in the photo. After the shopping task the subject was
asked to fill in a questionnaire consisting of five
questions. Also, the subjects were asked to write
comments along with their ratings. The detailed
analysis of the questionnaire is presented in the next
section.
2.2 User Study - Results
The responses of the subjects were recorded and the
results of the questionnaire are shown with the help of
the graphs. Figure 4 shows the frequency distribution
of question 1 – “Do you own a camera and GPRS / WiFi rich cell phone”. Responses indicate that
approximately 87% subjects possess this kind of cell
phone.

Figure 3. (1) Result page (2) User Comments

The next section provides the user study – method and
results in detail.
2. USER STUDY – METHOD AND RESULTS
2.1 User Study - Method
The overall purpose of the user study is to check the
objective effectiveness and acceptability of the shopping
solution just described.

Figure 4. Responses to Question 1 – ‘Do you own a camera and
GPRS/WiFi rich cell phone?’

Figure 5 shows the frequency distribution of question 2
– “How often do you use services asked in question 1 in
your cell phone?” Responses indicate that
India HCI 2010
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approximately 80% subjects use these services at least
once during the week.

Figure 8 shows the frequency distribution of question 5
– “Would you like to use mobile-based shopping in
future?” Responses indicate that nearly 60% subjects
like to shop using this technology while 33% of them
said can’t say and rest said no.

Figure 5. Responses to Question 2 - 'How often do you use services
asked in Question 1'
Figure 6 shows the frequency distribution of question 3 – “How
often do you buy products based on reviews given on website?”
Responses indicate that nearly 60% subjects like to buy a products
based on the reviews present in the websites, 13% do not show
much interest in buying while rest of them don’t buy at all.

Figure 8. Responses to Question 5 - 'Would you like to use mobilebased shopping in future?'

2.3 Summary of Results
The following observations can be drawn from the
above data:

Figure 6. Responses to Question 3 - 'How often do you buy
products based on reviews given on the website ?'

Figure 7 shows the frequency distribution of question 4
– “How do you find the user interface of the mobilebased application?” Responses indicate that nearly 67%
subjects find the user interface was simple and good
while others claim that the UI was average or poor.

(i) Based on question 1 and 2 the subjects are in favor
of using new technology.
(ii) It can be inferred from question 3 that majority of
subjects consult shopping assistance websites as it helps
in saving time and effort required to buy a certain
product.
(iii) It is evident from the responses of question 4 and 5
that the subjects liked the idea of shopping with the
help of mobile and would like to use it in future.
(iv) The obvious advantages that subjects mentioned
were those of saving time, no longer waiting for
attendant, reduced cognitive effort as it’s an image
based shopping. (No need to remember intrinsic details
of the product)
3CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented a mobile-based
solution for shopping inside a retail store with image
examples of products. Based on the responses of the
subjects mobile based shopping is definitely an
attractive method to shop inside retail stores. Though
we have presented the solution by mocking a music
store it can also be applied to other products such as
groceries, books and user can be provided with
information such as discount schemes etc on their cell
phone.

Figure 7. Responses to Question 4 - 'How do you find user
interface of the application?’
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An OSK had to be designed on a series of ECG instruments so that medical personnel could enter patient’s information. These
instruments were to be used globally – hence the requirement was to have a keyboard that would provide multi-lingual support for
languages based on the Latin character set. The challenge was to design an OSK to empower the intended users with a simpler, easy to
use interface, with improved navigational key support. Our approach to this design was based on the following UX principles:Contextual Design Research-Analysis, Early and continual focus on end-users, Pragmatic Testing, and Iterative Design. The final
onscreen keyboard layout pattern had three aspects: an alpha-numeric layout, a special-character-numeric layout, and a diacriticsnumeric layout. This was tested for efficiency, effectiveness and usability by various subject matter experts and further refined based on
the feedback received.
Usability, Touch Screen, Keyboard, Input Device, User Experience

1 INTRODUCTION
This case study elucidates our User Experience (UX)
Methodology that helped us in successfully achieving
interactive interface design for touch screen input
device, exhibited by Subject Matter Experts (SME). It
required meticulous Research and Persuasion. We
achieved success on the basis of constant user focus,
continuous user interaction at every stage of design
evaluation, our unique UX solution and backed by our
systematic methodology.
Through a series of detailed analyses including context,
demographic, ethnographic and language analyses, a
low fidelity paper prototype design was iterated upon to
get a final wireframe design.The challenge was to
achieve linguistic research on relevant aspects of the
design of every touch screen keyboard for 14
international languages across the globe. We designed
an Onscreen Keyboard to empower the intended users
with a simpler, more approachable, improved
Navigational key support.
One of the principal objectives of OSK Design was to
achieve debateless, efficient solution for adequate user
interaction and to integrate culturally sensitive interface
structure for every language in general, also with the
unity and diversity of particular languages. It is hoped
that this design case study will, in turn, contribute to a
clearer and more cohesive vision of the

emergence and evolution of international OSKs for
multiple screen sizes and singular UX solution to design
their consistent, interactive user interfaces.
1.1 The Client
The client is one of the world’s leading manufacturers of
medical devices, i.e. patient monitoring systems, ECG,
blood pressure monitors etc. are used by hospitals and
emergency response settings across the world. The
devices under consideration were a series of standalone
ECG machines.
1.2 System Overview
The need was to support a large number of
internationally-capable Onscreen Keyboards for
multiple screen size applications. These keyboards
needed to be recognizable to the end user, intuitive and
efficient enough to allow entry with as few keystrokes
(touches) as possible.
The end users were intended to use this system for
entering Name and other patient related demographic
information. We customized our standard User
Experience process to meet the OSK project
requirements in a way that the design standards can also
be followed consistently for prospective languages. This
helped us to keep the number, flow and theme of the
layout to be consistent for all the languages.
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The devices under consideration were a series of
standalone ECG machines, which are 12 lead
Electrocardiograph (ECG) machines. ECG is a graphic
recording of time-variant voltages produced by
myocardium during the cardiac cycle. The
electrocardiogram is used clinically in diagnosing &
monitoring various diseases & conditions associated
with the heart.
These devices, used by trained cardiac technicians &
nurses, acquire display and print ECG waveforms &
provide signal acquisition for up to twelve (12) leads.
These are presented for review and interpretation by the
clinician.

2.2 Challenges
‘OSK’ interface was expected to be simple, familiar, and
logical to the user. The recommendation was to design
different layouts follow consistent patterns, all sharing
the same basic layout, icons, themes and grouping of
keys. Our contribution was to develop a fresh
experience for the international onscreen keyboard. The
challenge was to design an onscreen keyboard to
empower the intended users with a simpler, more
approachable interface, with improved Navigational key
support.
During the extensive efforts in usage & context analysis,
we encountered the following key pain areas:
Lack of Intuitiveness: The layout, navigation was
heavily time consuming, users were not comfortable
with the functionality and use.
Cluttered Layout: Placement of keys, Alignment of text
and Graphics affordance leading to visual noise which
was confusing the user to complete the task.
Lack of User Friendliness: Already existing application
lacked in user satisfaction, the task flow was heavily
time-consuming, this was affecting the productivity.

3 METHODOLOGY
Figure 1. Similar Device under consideration.

2 REQUIREMENT ANALYSIS & CHALLENGES
2.1 Requirement
Based on the requirement analysis and the stakeholder’s
interaction; OSK had designed for multiple languages
with different layout sizes for their geographically
spread users & communities. This OSK will be bigger
than mobile devices and will be used while examining
patients by a physician/doctor within the hospital’s
hectic environment or while catering to emergencies
such as Ambulance services.
We investigated the keyboard layout structure based on
the research of user communities spread across all
locations by conducting User Research & Ethnographic
studies to understand user communities deeply & how
they make sense to their world. Therefore, User
Experience and performance had designed on basis of
the intended User Interactions with OSK.
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Our key approach is to come up with user-centered
design and enable the product to perform adequately as
intended with excellent user experience. We generated
our methodology around three major principles –
Research-analysis-design combines the results of
several studies that address a set of related research
hypotheses and propose singular design option based on
that.
Early and continual focus on users and their tasks.
Direct contact with users/SMEs, including discussion
and observation of their tasks and work environment
that identifies their wants and needs.
Pragmatic testing with users. Users doing real work
with mockups and prototypes of product concepts are
observed to identify area requiring revision.
Iterative design approach. The design based on the
results of user testing, is refined to bring the product
into conformance with explicitly stated performance
specifications.
4 RESEARCH-ANALYSIS-DESIGN
Solution consists of many participative designs and
evaluation activities in which intended users are actively
involved.
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4.1 Research & Analysis
Research & Analysis planning were in place to ensure
that the design process is appropriately controlled and
the device interface quality objectives are met thro
Product Usability perspectives. The plans were
consistent with the remainder of the OSK design
requirements.
Activities involved in analysis:
• Identify and understand the context of use
• Conduct Context Analysis
• Conduct User Analysis
• Conduct Usage Analysis
• Conduct Ethnographic Study
• Conduct competitive products survey
• Create user profiles and personas
• Document user performance requirements
• Setting up Usability and User Performance goals
Following are some of the elaborated key Design &
Analysis activities –
4.1.1 Demographic Analysis
We explored the demographic factors; those could affect
our design to communicate to different age groups,
different nationalities and gender. Considering the
solution would be for medical domain across the world,
we concluded hardheaded aesthetic factors to be taken
care of.
We presumed that the User could be computer literate
or non computer literate, we chose QWERTY computer
layout as it is globally accepted and standardize.

customized on the keyboard. With this approach we
declined User’s key search on the keyboard and directly
made the interface more adequate to accomplish its task.
4.1.3 Language Analysis
We had targeted OSK for 14 international languages. It
was a wonderful experience to grip up preliminary
research on every new language, understanding
language script, vowels, symbols and diacritics in their
own respect.
One of the most difficult keyboard designs was for
Simplified Chinese Language. We used Input Media
Editor to pop up the prediction list which can help users
using the English languages keys on the Keyboard.
4.2 Design
High-level design requirements, OSK layout prototype,
design documentation, etc are some of its major
activities.
Activities involved in designing:
• Create Interface Structure
• Create low-fidelity prototypes
• Conduct usability testing on low-fidelity prototypes
• Develop high-fidelity detailed design
• Conduct Usability evaluation on high-fidelity
prototypes
• Document Standards and Guidelines
4.2.1 Low Fidelity (Paper Prototype) Design

The intended use of these keyboards is for entering
personal information of patients like Name, Age,
Gender, Policy ID, personal telephone number so we
characterized layout pattern in alpha-numeric layout,
special-character-numeric layout and diacritics-numeric
layout.

In this, Interaction Designers prototype their design
ideas and thought process on paper and take it to the
discussion room for design evaluation. The brain
storming session among them verified each design and
rectified possible constrains. Finally UX team got agreed
upon single design layout, tested upon selective group of
SMEs and came up with singular collaborative design
artifact.

4.1.2 Ethnographic Analysis

4.2.2 Wireframe Design

We evaluated ethnographic factors like key size,
affordance, and human perseverance to make User’s
interaction with OSK easiest and effective. The
considerations were as obvious as the fact that the
buttons need to be as big as a large finger for user to be
easy to use or less obvious things like the difference in
colors and button states for user feedback.

Designers designed wireframes in Photoshop to project
real look and position of keys to development team.
They created walk-through in power point presentations
to convey task–flow and User & keyboard interactions.

We referred some standardized onscreen keyboards like
Microsoft and IBM onscreen keyboard, Virtual
Keyboards in order to understand minimum
requirement of language diacritics & alphabets to be
India HCI 2010
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5 TESTING
OSK had been tested for its efficiency, effectiveness and
usability with trained SMEs at every level of Design
approach i.e. prototype testing, wireframe testing and
product testing. We used tailor made testing solution
which was specific to the project requirement and stick
to our design methodology and objectives.
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Based on our methodology we brought up some
objectives need to be tested – Each proposed keyboard
layout for OSK needs to:
• Suit the intended users’ Ergonomic & Cognitive
needs
• Visually appealing (to increase user acceptance)
• Be Easy to use & minimal learning curve for end
users
• Reduce user motor work & increased user
performance
• Avoid and resolve any human errors in any general
situation
Be Safe for all user operations

Figure 2. Chinese Small Screen OSK Alpha
Numeric

6 THE SOLUTION
The key methodical UX Design processes that we
carried out 1. Research done on the different demographic. Each
language was studied in detail and the usage of
particular language was also analyzed.
2. Usage of keys on QWERTY type keyboard for each
language was studied in detail. Study included the
analysis of different devices with touch screen keyboard.
That included the products like PDA devices, i-Phone,
HTC, Blackberry.
3. Low fidelity prototypes (Paper Prototype) were
created by 2 Interaction designers, which included their
own thought process along with the available research
data.
4. Both designs were discussed with each other for its
good and bad.
5. Ultimately, derived to a design which was
combination of goods in both the designs with mutually
accepted design concepts.
6. Next step was taken to create a wireframe into PSD
format for the viewing on screen that helped in
conducting user testing.
7. Later, the user testing was conducted. During the
User testing there were some areas which required
changes. Such areas included Key positioning, Key
graphics etc.
8. After doing the iterative design process with the help
of user testing, we derived to a layout which was widely
understandable by all users.

Figure 2. Task-Flow for Simplified Chinese Small Screen OSK
Alpha Numeric and Special Character Numeric mapped with
English QWERTY keyboard

Figure 4. French Standard Screen OSK Alpha Numeric

6.1 Proposed Layout
Our comprehensive analysis gave us extremely valuable
inform.1 ation about the end-users and how they could
better use the system to achieve their goals.
Here is a graphical representation of some of the
language OSK we designed –
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Figure 5. French Standard Screen OSK Diacritics-Numeric
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This resulted in a dramatically superior user interaction,
which in turn helped improving overall productivity
and user experience.
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This paper describes hand gesture recognition using Haar cascade classifier. We replace the mouse functionalities by using vision-based
hand gestures. We extracted hand region based on Haar classifier implemented using Open Source Computer Vision Library (OpenCV).
We have trained the classifier using 3000 negative samples and 5000 positive samples using Haar training. We have parallelized the task
of detection of different hand postures by using Intel’s threading building blocks (TBB) to increase the performance. The sequences of
postures that are detected are used to map to mouse events. We have simulated the mouse functionalities by using Hand gestures. The
system performs well with no constraints on environment. The performance of our system is as good as the other classifiers using skin
colour based segmentation.
Hand postures, Hand gestures, Computer Vision, Haar cascade classifier, Segmentation.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent times there has been a growing interest in
Computer Vision techniques because of their ability in
recognizing human gestures in a natural way. Even
today there are only limited numbers of HIDs (human
interface devices) like mouse, keyboard etc. Hand
gestures are a powerful means of interaction among
human beings. We could use hand gestures to achieve a
natural human-computer interaction. Compared with
traditional HCI devices, hand gestures are less intrusive
and more convenient in exploring 3-D virtual worlds
[2]. Human hand is a very complex object consisting of
several connected parts and joints. Considering the
global hand pose and each finger joint the human hand
motion has roughly 27 degrees of freedom. In the earlier
days, people used sensor based gloves to capture hand
movements. The gloves are quite difficult to use as the
user has to wear hand tracking device and gloves that
are connected to a system. These devices may restrict
the scope of motion of the user. The size and shape of
the hand may change from one person to the other, so
sometimes it is difficult for the users to wear gloves
because they are too big or small. The cost of the gloves
is also high. To remedy all these deficiencies of glove
based recognition systems and with the advancements
in Image Processing, Pattern Recognition and Machine
Intelligence areas, we prefer vision based hand gesture
recognition systems. In Vision based hand gesture
recognition the movement of hand is captured by a
camera and process each frame to decompose them into
a set of features. Earlier days colored gloves or markers
were used to make Image Processing easier. In this
paper we explain the implementation of Viola and Jones

[1] algorithm for replacing mouse functionality by using
hand gesture recognition. It uses Haar like features
instead of image pixels. It doesn’t require any skin color
based segmentation.
2. HAND POSTURE TRACKING
We must be aware of two definitions. Hand posture is
defined as a static movement. For example, making a fist
and holding it in a certain position is considered a
posture [3]. Hand gesture is defined as a dynamic
movement, such as waving good-bye [3].
In this paper we describe recognition of postures like fist
and palm and gestures like fist movement. The skin
color and the hand shape are image features that are
frequently used for hand posture detection [4]-[5]. In
skin color based algorithms we need to distinguish hand
region from other skin colored parts like face, arm etc.
Color based algorithms also require proper lighting
conditions. When the lighting condition doesn’t reach
the specified requirements the algorithm may fail. For
shape based algorithms, global shape descriptors such as
Zernike moments and Fourier descriptors are used to
represent the hand shape [4]. Image segmentation must
be done without any noise. To overcome these problems
with color based and shape based recognition
algorithms, we use Haar-like features, which use the
change in contrast between adjacent rectangular groups
of pixels. Originally for the task of
tracking and
detection, Viola and Jones [1] proposed a statistical
approach to handle the large variety of human faces.
Haar classifier uses Integral image instead of pixel
intensity values to reduce the computational work.
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values at each pixel and store in a table. By using these
integral image values, we can easily calculate Haar-like
features.
2.3 Training Samples
(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Integral Image

Positive samples: Images that are collected from
human’s hand, or generated with a 3-D hand model. For
each posture, we collected around ~7000 positive
samples of size 24x24 [See Fig. 3].

2.1 Integral Image
The integral image at any location (x, y) of the image is
the sum of the image`s pixels above and to the left of
location (x, y) with x, y inclusive [1] [Fig.1 (a)], i.e.

P(x, y) =

∑ I(x ' , y' )

x' ≤ x, y' ≤ y

Figure 3: Positive Samples [12]

Here I(x, y) represents the intensity at pixel (x, y).
Followed by the above definition we could simply find
the sum of pixel values in D from Fig.1 (b) which will be
further used in calculating the Haar like features.
i.e. P1 +P4- P2 -P3
P1 = A, P2 = A + B, P3 = A + C, P4 = A + B + C + D

Negative samples: Images that must not contain
object representations. We collected 3000 random
images of size 24X24 as negative samples [See Fig.
4].

P1 + P4 – P2 – P3 =A + A + B + C + D – A – B – A – C=D

2.2 Haar-like features
Haar-like features are composed of two or more
rectangles of black and white. The value of a Haar-like
feature [1]:
f(x)=Sumblack (pixel value) – Sumwhite (pixel value)

Figure 4: Negative Samples [11]

2.4 Training

Figure 2: Haar-like features [6]

Haar-like features can act to encode ad-hoc domain
knowledge that is difficult to learn using a finite
quantity of training data. For this system there is also a
second critical motivation for features: the feature based
system operates much faster than a pixel-based system
[1]. Compared with raw pixels, Haar-like features can
reduce/increase the in-class/out-of-class variability and
thus making classification easier [6]. Fig. 2 shows the
extended Haar-like features set that was proposed by
Lienhart and Maydt [6]. We calculate integral image
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We used AdaBoost learning to build a classification
function [7]. Schapire et al. [8] proved that the training
error of the strong classifier approaches zero
exponentially in the number of rounds. More
importantly a number of results were later proved about
generalization performance. We have 24x24 sized
training samples. We consider each sample as a subwindow. We have rectangular features around 1,80,000
for each sample. We could calculate all the features, but
it is computationally expensive. It is sufficient to take a
small set of features to build an efficient classifier.
We start with a weak classifier by selecting a single
feature which best separates positive and negative
samples. Based on each Haar-like feature fj , a weak
classifier hj(x) is defined as[1] :
hj(x) =

1 if pj fj (x) < pj θj
0 otherwise
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Where x is a sub-window and θ is a threshold. pj
indicating the direction of the inequality sign.
We cannot have a classifier with a single feature which
can identify the object without any error involved. We
take Adaboost learning algorithm [7] to get a set of
features that are used to identify the object with higher
accuracy.
(i) Adaboost starts with a uniform distribution of
“weights” over training examples. The weights tell
the learning algorithm the importance of the
example.
(ii) Consider a weak classifier from the weak learning
algorithm, hj(x).
(iii) Increase the weights on the training examples that
were misclassified.
(iv) Go to step (ii) and repeat.
(v) At the end, carefully make a linear combination of
the weak classifiers obtained at all iterations.[7]

f final(x)= α final,1h1(x)+…+ α final,n hn (x)

Each group of boosted classifier is organized into nodes
of a rejection cascade, as shown in Fig.5. In the figure,
each of the nodes Fj contains an entire boosted cascade
of groups of decision trees trained on the Haar-like
features from positive and negative samples. Typically,
the nodes are ordered from least to most complex so
that computations are minimized (simple nodes are
tried first) when rejecting regions of less significance in
the image. Typically, the boosting in each node is tuned
to have a very high detection rate (at the usual cost of
many false positives). During the run mode, a search
region of different sizes is swept over the original image.
In practice, 70–80% of non-postures are rejected in the
first two nodes of the rejection cascade, where each node
uses about ten decision trees. This quick and early
“reject” vastly speeds up hand detection.
F1

F2

Not Posture

Not Posture

2.5 Implementation
2.5.1 Haar-Training
We have used OpenCV [10] Haar-training utility to
train the classifier, which creates a classifier given a
training set of positive and negative samples. If we want
our classifier to work well, we will need to gather a lot of
high-quality data (1,000–10,000 positive examples).
“High quality” means that we’ve removed all
unnecessary variance from the data. This utility will
generate an XML file of the classifier.
Even on a fast machine, training may take several hours
to a day or two days, depending on the size of the data
set. The training procedure must test approximately
100,000 features within the training window over all
positive and negative samples. This search is
parallelizable and can take advantage of multi-core
machines (using OpenMP via the Intel Compiler). This
parallel version is the one shipped with OpenCV.
2.5.2 Hand Posture Detection
The weak classifier nodes of a rejection cascade [10] are
organized in such a way that the first group of classifiers
is selected that best detects image regions containing an
object while allowing many false detections, the next
classifier group is the second-best at detection with weak
rejection, and so forth. While we are testing, an object is
detected only if it makes it through the entire cascade.
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Not Posture
Posture
Figure 5: Rejection Cascade

In order to increase the performance of the system, we
have parallelized the task of detection of different
postures. We have used parallel_for [9] algorithm in
TBB library to parallelize the task of detecting different
postures. This algorithm uses different processor for
different postures instead of detecting them sequentially
on a single processor. We have used it for two postures
on a system having Intel Core 2 Duo processor; we have
got the speedup of ~1.5 - 2 for detection procedure.
3. MAPPING HAND GESTURES TO MOUSE
EVENTS
The recognized gestures are mapped to mouse events
such as mouse movement and clicks. Mouse pointer is
controlled by the movement of fist (object) whose
location is determined by the above discussed
recognition algorithms. The centre of the located object
monitors the motion of the pointer on the screen.
Displacement of centre of object from frame to frame is
calculated to displace the pointer by the scale factor of
around 2:3 for corresponding X and Y co-ordinates to
cover the entire screen. Open Palm triggers the event of
left click of the mouse. Open Palm for more than 5
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seconds triggers the event of double click. We used X11
programming for mapping hand gestures to mouse
events.
4. RESULTS
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The inset boxes in the Fig.6 and Fig.7 are representing
the detected hand postures namely fist and palm. These
postures are used to control the mouse pointer and
events of the mouse respectively. The detection speed of
the objects of interest increases with the computational
ability of the system i.e. number of cores on a processor.
We have got a detection speed of 200ms without
parallelization of the detection and 120ms with
parallelization of the detection which is a quite good
improvement on a system having Intel Core 2 Duo
Processor.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
We presented an effective way to interact with a
computer system replacing the functionality of the input
device (mouse). We have used two postures namely the
fist and the palm the former controlling the movement
of the pointer while the latter monitors the left click
event and double click events. We can further map more
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completely replace mouse as an input device. We can
even use Haar-classifier for other Human-Computer
interaction functionality.
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Visualization of various medical data has become an integrated part of any medical analysis. This paper presents the details of the
software development work which is about interactive Focus-based visualization of medical data. Focus-based visualization is a way of
viewing the area of interest without losing its relation with the whole context; like viewing liver without losing information about its
position in human body. It can be proved very useful in medical learning and analysis. This paper represents a work in progress.
Visualization has been done using contour based isosurface rendering. It focuses on improvising and exploring rendering techniques
and pipelining features available in VTK. Also it provides a user interface so that a novice user can easily interact with the visualization
using TCL/TK. Module has been tested for CT scan data and will be extended for data of various extensions like .vtk, .bin, .dcm etc.
VTK Pipelining, Interactive Focus-based visualization, volume medical dataset.

1. Introduction

2. related work

A problem visualised is a problem solved. Problem
visualization using computers has emerged as a great
milestone in medical diagnosis. With the evolution of
various
medical
equipments
like
Computed
Tomography (CT) scanner, Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) scanner etc., a fine level data of human
body can be retrieved. Using a better visualization
technique these data can be utilised to a great extent to
diagnose internal human problems.
Nowadays large datasets are being generated by medical
equipments. Thus for handling that size of data we need
a sophisticated visualization method. Focus-based
rendering [2, 3] is meant for visualizing the region of
interest (ROI) without bothering about the details of
remaining portion, though not losing its reference with
whole context in the large dataset. This is very handy for
those situations where a practitioner requires details
about a tissue in the whole human body data.
Visualization Toolkit (VTK) [1, 5] has emerged as an
open source toolkit that provide inbuilt library of C++
classes for interactive visualization of 3D data. It can
perform parallel implementation of image processing
and interactive data visualization. The central structure
of the Visualization Toolkit is the pipelining of data,
from a source of information to an image rendered on
the screen.
This paper describes the work in progress that uses VTK
as central tool and aims at implementing focus-based
rendering for visualization of large medical datasets
obtained from different sources and in different
formats. So far we have worked on smaller datasets
obtained from CT scan in raw data format [10] and aim
to achieve high end visualization results for dataset of
different formats.

Focus-based rendering and VTK, both are major
research areas of current scenario in the visualization
field. There is a tool “ClearView” [2] developed by
University of Utah, which uses a GPU based “focused +
context” approach for visualization, but it does not use
VTK for its implementation. Also there are approaches
that have been proposed for focus and context based
visualization like the one based upon GPU based ray
caster proposed by J. Georgii et al.[6]. Method of
enhancing direct volume rendering using perceptual
properties, proposed by Daniel C. Mueller et al.[7],
assigns a different transfer function to the Region of
Interest and context. Methodology of Focus and
Context for volume visualization, proposed by Marcelo
Cohen and Ken Brodlie [3] merges two approaches of
volume visualization and information visualization
together. Similarly other different approaches have been
established but most of them do not incorporate
features of VTK for implementation. Currently there are
limited resources available for VTK learning. In our
work, we have referred to the Doxygen generated
documents available on “www.vtk.org” site and some
tutorials such as [1, 4]. Our attempt is to employ VTK in
developing an interactive focus-based visualization
application for medical volume datasets.

3. METHODology
Our methodology consists of following two steps:
• Designing the pipelining
• Interface Designing

3.1 Designing of pipelining
The pipelining is the backbone of our project. Pipelining
consists of different components of VTK arranged in an
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order such that output of one component becomes
input to another and final output is the desired
outcome. Nothing is performed until the render
window is finally rendered or user interacts with the
render window. The major problem with pipelining is
that “data” does not flow along the pipeline. Every filter
creates a copy of data for its own purpose from the input
data. This is the major problem of “memory
consumption” associated with VTK and can occur along
the pipeline. This can be removed by clearing the data of
each filter after rendering is done. But this “memory
consumption” will be there till rendering is not done
and will occur for each rendering.

An interactive User interface has been designed using
TCL/TK so that user will be able to interact with
visualization more efficiently and comfortably. Its
usability lies in the fact that a layman user feels more
comfort in using buttons and icons rather than using
command line arguments for changing parameters’
value. User will be able to change opacity property of
both selected and non-selected parts separately and will
be able to change colour value of selected part using
different sliders.
When application is running, a window for directory
selection comes on the screen first to choose data that is
to be visualised (see figure 2). User has to just enter the
prefix of the sliced data.

Figure 2: Search the directory

1(a)
1(b)
Figure 1: Pipelining (a) for whole data visualization and (b)
selected data visualization

Sliders for changing RGB value will represent the colour
component (red, green or blue), they are meant to
change, on their surface, when mouse is hovered upon
them i.e. slider changing red component value will show
red colour on its surface when mouse is moved over it.
Similarly other sliders and buttons will change their
colour if they are being chosen.
There is an option (“view in separate window” button)
given in the interface to see the focused part in separate
window explicitly (see figure 3).

There are two pipelining in our application that are
being executed side-by-side, one for visualization of
whole data (see figure 1(a)) and another for
visualization of the selected Region of Interest (see
figure 1(b))

3.2 Interface designing
VTK does not provide facility for designing interactive
user interface as it can draw windows but cannot draw
buttons and sliders that can change parameters values
interactively. Thus it is needed to be integrated with
some GUI (Graphical User Interface) toolkit like TK or
Motif etc. for developing a user friendly interface.

Figure 3: Human Interaction Interface

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
Following steps and methods have been used to
implement the pipelining and focus-based approach:
•
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Data is read using VolumeReader.
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•
•
•
•
•

After reading, data is pipelined to
contourfilter along with different contour
values corresponding to skin and bone.
The output data from contourfilter is finally
mapped by polydatamapper to give it a
tangible look.
The mapped data is pipelined to VTK actor.
Actors are added to their corresponding
renderers.
Renderers are added to their corresponding
render window and finally render window
is initialized.

Interactive
Focus-based
approach
has
been
implemented using VtkBoxWidget [8] and ClipVolume
[9] classes.
4.1 vtkBoxWidget
It’s an orthogonal hexahedron 3D widget. It takes planes
as its selection boundaries which can be managed by
seven handles-six for faces and one at the centre for
moving the box using mouse. Here figures 4 and 5 show
the 3D boxwidget
generation using “selection on”
button from interface or pressing “I” button from
keyboard and how it selects the region of interest.
Setting Insideout property of BoxWidget ‘On’ helps to
select the area within it and setting it ‘Off’ makes it
select the area outside it.

Figure 5: How the box widget selects the region of interest

4.2 vtkClipVolume
It’s a filter that clips volume data either using some
implicit function (i.e. Boxwidget for defining region of
interest) or some scalar value (manually giving
coordinates of the region of interest). If an implicit
function is chosen for selecting the clipping area, first it
is defined and then set by the SetClipFunction method.
Any part of data volume present inside the Box is
selected and clipped using vtkClipVolume class and
rendered again using different actors so that properties
of selected part can be handled separately from whole
data. Figure 6 shows the result after selecting the region
of interest and removing the BoxWidget from the view.
Here selected part can be seen in different colour and its
appearance can be handled separately because it has
been provided to other actors (different for bone and
skin part). A separate window facility has been provided
for visualizing focused part explicitly.
In figures 4, 5 and 6 a message is written on the render
window to tell the user to press “R” button if the scene
goes out of scope i.e. if some part of the scene does not
come within the visualization range and user wants to
see the whole visualization then he can simply press “R”
button from keyboard to see the complete visualization
within the render window viewport range. This “R”
button simply puts all the actors representing different
parts of visualization into viewport range.

Figure 4: Generation of boxwidget
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Figure 6: Visualization after selecting the ROI using Box widget

Here figure 7 shows the complete output of the
application and the results are shown on human head
volume data [10]. Focused region of interest is shown in
different colour and different opacity than the
remaining part. The separate window implementation
for the selected area is also shown here.

Figure 7: Focused part both in main window and separate window
with its interface

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Different solutions have been developed related to the
area of focus-based visualization but most of them have
been developed using some proprietary tools. Our
attempt is to merge two major areas of research namely,
“focus-based volume visualization” and “VTK”, of
current scenario to develop an efficient tool that can
visualise a given medical volume dataset.
In future we intend to implement GPU based rendering
in our application and “GOOGLE EARTH” type model
for human body to implement focusing. In this model a
low resolution version of the whole data of very large
size, like visible human data [11], will be given. User will
select the specific part for further enhancing the
resolution and keep on selecting until it reaches to its
specific part even at microscopic level.
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Context information of mobile users allows determining specific situations at different locations and circumstances and adapting
applications appropriately. Mobile devices typically provide means for capturing their surrounding, but have limited support for context
processing and modelling. In this paper we introduce the SensMobile platform for developing mobile context-aware applications.
Mobile Applications, Context Awareness, Peer-to-Peer, Publish-Subscribe, Platform, Development.

1. INTRODUCTION
Context information allows optimised user support by
applications on mobile devices—it can be used to
determine the varying situations of mobile users and
adapt applications appropriately. Mobile contexts differ
from stationary ones as the behaviour of the persons
and the external factors are less predictable and more
complex and the capabilities of mobile devices are
restricted in comparison to desktop computers. Context
processing on mobile devices is therefore a challenge
(Tamminen et al., 2004).
At the same time mobile devices offer a great low-cost
alternative to workplace computers (Joshi, 2010). They
typically provide hardware and software that can be
used as sensors in order to determine the context of a
user (Leichtenstern et al., 2005).
In this paper we introduce the SensMobile platform as a
generic basis for developing mobile context-aware
applications. It provides a distributed event-based
context processing model and offers mobile application
developers an application programmers interface for
integrating and accessing sensors, context models, and
inferencing logic.
2. SENSMOBILE CONCEPT
The SensMobile platform offers innovative concepts for
content-based publish-subscribe, based on a peer-topeer architecture (Eugster et al., 2003).
Mobile devices accompany users wherever they go. The
data available on common mobile devices of today are
audio (microphone) and video (camera), position data
(GPS, GSM, BT or WLAN tracking), information about
device motion (motion sensors), and personal

information management such as calendar and address
book data (API access). These data allow inferring the
personal context of users or the context of specific
locations of users, which are changing constantly while
the users are moving with the mobile device.
More detailed contexts can be inferred by integrating
additional data from sensors outside the mobile device.
For instance, sensor platforms on stationary devices can
provide sensor and context information for specific
locations. They can be used to deliver further or more
exact context information to context sensitive
applications; they can also be used to provide complex
inferencing mechanisms to mobile applications that
allow deductions not possible on a limited device with
restricted processing power. Sensor platforms on other
mobile devices can provide context information specific
to their current location, or about the personal context
of the user of the mobile device. A mobile device can
provide information about a place, where no static
sensors are available, to other sensor platforms. The
provision of personal context information allows other
sensor platforms to provide awareness information
about other user, a factor that is essential for cooperative
environments (Dourish & Bellotti, 1992).
3. USER SCENARIO
In the following we provide user scenarios of mobile
context-aware applications that allow us to derive
requirement for the SensMobile platform.
3.1. Personal Context
Imagine John during his working day. John is working
for a big international company and is typically
attending meetings and business lunches in different
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places. Between his business appointments he is
working, but still wants to be available for phone calls
from his family. John uses his mobile calendar
application to manage his appointments and his mobile
address book to keep his contacts up to date.
Whenever John is in a business meeting, his mobile
phone activates the Business Silent Mode—that is,
important business colleagues may still reach John,
because they are tagged accordingly in the address book.
The vibration alert of mobile phone informs John of
urgent incoming calls of his colleagues.
When John travels from one meeting to another, he
keeps his mobile phone in Private Silent Mode—that is,
John is informed of incoming phone calls and messages
of his family with an audio alert, and so he can shift his
focus to his family.
The mobile phone uses its calendar, address book, and
positioning system as sensor input and infers the
personal context of John. By comparing John’s actual
position to the entries in his calendar for the current
time and the address book, the mobile phone
determines John’s real situation. John’s mobile phone
adapts to the inferred context. Figure 1 depicts the UML
deployment diagram of the SensMobile configuration of
this scenario.

current status of the room. The extraction of
conversation types from digitised audio data and the
amount of persons in the room from video data are
complex calculations that cannot be performed on a
mobile device; due to the fixed location of the context to
infer, a stationary platform suits better. Figure 2 depicts
the UML deployment diagram of the SensMobile
configuration of this scenario.

Figure 2: UML diagram of location context scenario.

3.3. Group Awareness
John tries to reach his colleague Barbara. His contact
application provides him with current status
information of Barbara; she is in a meeting. John does
not want to bother Barbara (i.e., he knows that her
phone would ring in the meeting as described in the first
scenario. SensMobile now informs him as soon as
Barbara is available for a call.
All of John’s colleagues run SensMobile on their mobile
phones. Each mobile phone gathers local sensor data
and infers the personal context of its user. Figure 3
depicts the UML deployment diagram of SensMobile in
this scenario.

Figure 1: UML diagram of personal context scenario.

3.2. Location Context
John is in a meeting, which takes longer than expected
and he is wondering if he can be to a next meeting in
time. John’s mobile phone incorporates the context
information inferred from various meeting rooms and
dynamically adapts John’s calendar, so he can see if he
may still reach the meeting timely enough.
The meeting rooms in John’s company are equipped
with a stationary sensor platform that infers the local
context. The various sensors in the rooms collect
information about the status of the beamer, the
lightning, the conversation types and the amount of
persons in the room. A sensor platform infers the
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Figure 3: UML diagram of personal awareness scenario.

2.2. Requirements
The SensMobile sensor platform for mobile contextaware applications should provide a generic mechanism
for inferring context information from sensor data and
should be able to incorporate sensor data and context
information from other platforms in a changing
environment. The mechanism should work with various
types of sensor data from many information sources. It
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should be able to quickly infer context information from
on-device sensors and integrate sensors and context
information from other devices. This information
should be accessible in a flexible way. To allow the
integration of sensor data from changing information
sources and information sources not explicitly known, a
complete abstraction from the underlying technical
infrastructure is needed. So, overall such a platform
should provide the developers of mobile context-aware
applications with sophisticated mechanisms, but at the
same time free them from dealing with low-level
hardware and software challenges.
4. IMPLEMENTATION
The content-based approach of SensMobile matches
subscription templates that specify the interest of a
subscriber against data of captured sensor events or
context information. Thereby, it is possible to specify
subscription templates for each characteristic of a sensor
event such as the type, date and time, or location of an
event based on a single value or a range of values.
Whenever the subscription pattern matches the event
data, the subscriber gets a notification.
Subscribers have easy access to autonomous SensMobile
services via a peer-to-peer mechanism. Alternatively,
SensMobile services can be integrated into a mobile
application as packages and accessed directly via local
method invocation. Matching sensor events are then
delivered to the subscriber via peer-to-peer network or
locally.
4.1. Components
The SensMobile platform has been completely
implemented and consists of the following components
(cf. Figure 4). The context information is accessed by
the context-aware application via Gateways: either from
another Sens-ation peer (running as SensMobile on an
other mobile device, or as SensBution on an other

personal computer) via the JXTA Gateway (Juxtapose
technology for peer-to-peer architectures) or from the
mobile application via the LMI Gateway (local method
invocation). Subscriptions are stored in the Subscription
subsystem and managed by its Broker that registers and
unregisters subscriptions. They are processed locally
and get distributed to all known SensMobile instances
via JXTA if it is not received from another SensMobile
instance. The Inferencing subsystem encapsulates
custom inferencing engines that infer context
information from sensor events. The Adapter subsystem
provides methods for abstraction and integration of
sensors in the platform. Finally, the central management
subsystem provides handlers for sensors, locations, and
gateways.
4.2. Technology
SensMobile is based on Sens-ation (Gross et al., 2006)
and SensBution (Gross et al., 2007). The novel concepts
for the context processing in the Inferencing subsystem,
the publish and subscribe in the Subscription subsystem,
the communication with the mobile application in the
Gateway subsystem, and the sensor communication in
the Adapter subsystems was implemented with the Java
Platform, Micro Edition (Java ME) (Microsystems Inc.,
2010). It runs on any mobile device supporting CLDC
1.1 (Sun Microsystems Inc., 2003) and MIDP 2.0
(Sun Microsystems Inc., 2002). The peer-to-peer
communication in the Gateway subsystem is realised
with the JXTA Protocols for Java ME, the JXTA Java
Micro Edition version 2.1.3 (Sun Microsystems Inc.,
2008; Sun Microsystems Inc., 2009). We made
SensMobile lightweight—optimised the core subsystems
and components to gather a platform able to run on
limited devices, and removed all components of the
Sens-ation platform not needed on the mobile platform
(e.g., gateways for XML-RPC and RMI, the event
persistence in form of the MySQL database).

Figure 4: Components of the SensMobile platform.
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5. RELATED WORK
The work related to SensMobile includes concepts and
systems to exchange location information, to model
domain-specific contexts, to infer contexts, to offer
peer-to-peer as well as publish-subscribe services. In
general, they all provide parts of the concepts of
SensMobile.
Sagoo and Rhee (2006) introduced a system that
informs users of media services about the locations of
other users with the similar service interests by
visualising the positions on a map.
Beale and Lonsdale (2004) present an advanced domainspecific context model in their MOBIlearn prototype
that delivers context-specific content to mobile user of
e-learning applications.
Raptis et al. (2005) provide a good discussion and
overview of context inferencing models (system context,
infrastructure context, domain context, physical
context) for museum guide applications.
Krco et al. (2005) introduce a peer-to-peer network
solution for ubiquitous computing where gateways
provide the services of underlying small-scale wireless
sensor networks. And, Caporuscio et al. (2003)
introduce a generic publish-and-subscribe system
consisting of a network of message routers and service
proxies as a platform for applications running on
mobile hosts.
6. CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented SensMobile—a generic
platform for developing context-aware applications on
mobile devices. It provides an advanced content-based
peer-to-peer publish-subscribe mechanism, inferencing
facilities for the integration of custom processing logic,
and interfaces for the easy integration of sensors,
actuators or user interfaces. It runs on mobile devices
and allows developers to easily create mobile
applications that are able to take local and distant
context information into account.
For the future a flexible event history and an intelligent
disconnection management should be developed and
integrated. The event history should be able to deal with
the limited memory capabilities of mobile devices
without restraining necessary functionality. The
disconnection management should deal with lost
connections between different instances of the device by
notification confirmation and caching mechanisms on
the side of the publisher.
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The simple sites of the past web environment (termed as web 1.0) have given way to complex sites with confusing content in today’s
Web 2.0 environment. Usability issues surrounding Web 2.0 emphasize simplifying content on the GUIs, which need to be presented as
infotainment – a combination of information and entertainment. Web 3.0 is already emerging on the horizon. The massive amount of
user-generated content on Web 3.0 needs to be continuously and dynamically organized. Designers are still using heuristics of Web 1.0
to cope with the requirements of complex Web 3.0 environments. Questions arise as to whether Nielsen’s original set of heuristics
continue to be valid for Web 2.0 environments. Web 2.0 category sites like YouTube are found to obey only two of the ten Nielsen
heuristics but yet continue to be one of the most popular websites in the world today [1]. What possibly can explain this is the starting
point of this paper’s posit. This paper makes an attempt to examine the relevance of Web 1.0 heuristics in the Web 2.0 environment, in
the context of Indian users of music sharing sites. The bottom of the pyramid paradigm can be used to explain the user behavior of the
large mass of Indian users [9]. This paper also attempts to project what kind of heuristics are likely to evolve for Web 3.0 environment
based on the analysis of qualitative user behavior data collected on a music website.
Keywords: heuristic evaluation, web 2.0, cultural context, usability testing, music sites

1. INTRODUCTION
The first websites of the World Wide Web (labelled
today as Web 1.0 environment) were a platform where
the privilege of creating content rested with a chosen set
of people related to the website creation. Hence, the
structure of the websites in Web 1.0 was unilateral and
inflexible with homogenous information. The
information framework of Web 1.0 sites was simple and
user’s involvement in terms of interaction was highly
restricted [16]. Web 1 and Web 2 are labels indicating
different generations of sites depending upon the
evolution of the technologies used. However, in the
current scenario of what is termed as Web 2.0, the
information is no longer homogenous in terms of whose
point of view (users or producers) has been represented.
Users have been empowered with the right to create
content and publish it on the web, all by themselves.
Therefore the framework of web 2.0 has extended the
user’s role as a creator and editor of content besides
being a consumer of the content. Websites made in the
Web 2.0 environment turned out to be quite complex
with additional features, compared to those made in
Web 1.0 resulting in usability problems. These features
fulfilled user needs such as collective intelligence,
collaborated work, learning and community behaviour
as well as social interactions. In addition to these
features, the set of people who could generate and

publish content is no longer fixed. This set is dynamic
and is heterogeneous in space (parsing through different
cultures) and time (moving through technological
advances and new user needs).
Social networking sites which are a significant part of
web 2.0 encourage social interaction by emphasizing
connections through shared interests or causes such as
music which is a widely accessed product among users
worldwide. YouTube [10] that allows users to store and
share personal videos, subsequently, linked, searched
and/or rated by other users. YouTube is quite popular
among users worldwide and it is consistently high in
popular website rankings by country [6]. Other
examples of Web 2.0 sites interspersed with music
include MySpace [11] and Muziboo [12]. MySpace is a
social networking site with an emphasis on popular
culture and music and Muziboo which is a platform for
up-and-coming musicians who could publish the music
that they compose and receive feedback from other
users.
When creating web sites, as with any software product,
it is important to ensure that a high level of usability is
attained. If sites are not usable, users will leave and find
others which better cater to their needs [5]. As a result,
effective evaluation criteria are required to determine
the usability of web sites. One of the most used
207

techniques is termed as ‘heuristic evaluations based on
criteria developed by Jakob Nielsen [4]. Despite many
sets of heuristics used by designers all over the world,
Nielsen’s heuristics are discussed most often, so for the
purpose of this paper, only Nielsen’s heuristics are
considered. [14]

difference can be understood from table 1 which is
adapted from [3]

Heuristic Evaluation is a popular usability technique
which is used to inspect websites through focus on user
needs, user trends and how websites could be better
tailored to meet these needs. Despite, the nature of user
data being second-hand in Heuristic Evaluation, the
method is effective in highlighting key issues which have
obvious remedies [15]. The empirical study of user data
in this paper revolves around young music listeners in
India who constitute a great number of users of websites
like YouTube, MySpace and Muziboo. It is important to
know that in our study we have focused on the
evaluation and design of a similar website of an existing
company, ABC (name altered to protect commercial
interests). Towards the end, we have speculated possible
usability evaluation heuristics based on user interaction
patterns which could help web design in the future web
3 environments. We consider this paper to be the
beginning of an understanding of trend variation from
Web 1.0, to 2.0 and beyond and that concerning web
usability evaluation and inspection methods over this
variation.

• Static pages instead of dynamic user content
• The use of framesets (feature of web 1.0 where
content can be organised in frames)
• Proprietary HTML extensions such as the <blink>
and <marquee> tags introduced during the first
browser war in 1995 between Netscape Navigator
and Microsoft Internet Explorer [7].
• Online guest books (feature of web 1.0 where a
logging system allows visitors of a website to leave a
public comment.)
• GIF buttons, typically 88x31 pixels in size [7]
promoting web browsers and other products.
• HTML forms sent via email. A user would fill in a
form, and upon clicking submit their email client
would attempt to send an email containing the
form’s details.

2. WEB 1.0 AND WEB 2.0

2.2 Features of Web 1.0
Typical web design elements of that initial phase of Web
1.0 can be listed as follows:

Being static pages in which users have no control over
the content of the website, unless they are the authors of
the website themselves, Web 1.0 trends included worries
over privacy concerns resulting in a one-way flow of
information.
Table 1: Comparing Web 1.0 and Web 2.0[3]

2.1 Definitions:
a) Web 1.0: Web 1.0 environment or the initial World
Wide Web environment was where the web was an
information portal and content was owned by a few
people. The whole of the World Wide Web was divided
into linked directories. Web 1.0 was all about read only
content and static HTML sites. This period was
dominated by the likes of Geocities (one of the oldest
web-hosting service) and Hotmail (one of the first webbased email services). [3]
b) Web 2.0: The change in the framework of the Web
1.0 environment brought in what is called as the Web
2.0 environment which was about user-generated
content and the read-write web. Web 2.0 also followed a
loose form of user-generated classification in the form
of “tags”. Web 2.0 not only involved the user, but also
had the intelligence to adapt and adjust to the user’s
needs, requirements and depth of involvement. It had
built-in features that fulfilled deeper needs such as
collective intelligence, collaborated work, learning and
community behaviour as well as social interactions. The
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Web 1.0

Web 2.0

“the mostly read-only web”
focused on companies

“read and write web”
focused on communities

homepages/purchased
websites
owning content

Blogs
sharing content

HTML, portals

XML, RSS

Netscape

Google

Web forms

Web applications

Directories (defined
taxonomy)
Web was an information
portal

Tagging (user-generated
folksonomy)
Web is a platform for users to
create

2.3 Features of Web 2.0
The leap from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0 is not only
characterised by redefining the users’ role on the World
Wide Web, but also involved a technological
improvement. These technological refinements included
such adaptations as “broadband, improved browsers,
and AJAX, to the rise of Flash application platforms and
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the mass development of widgetization, such as Flickr
and YouTube badges”.
Use of technological features like AJAX and Flash
players has given rise to popular websites like Google
Maps and YouTube [17]. Flash is capable of doing many
things which are not currently possible in HTML, the
language used to construct web pages.
It could be argued that the term Web 2.0 does not
represent a major change from Web 1.0, but it is true
that there is a visible change in use of web applications,
their technology and the user involvement. With the
enhancement of the web technology, users are presented
with an altogether different web experience like total
immersion, anonymity etc which resulted in a new set of
user behaviours and user expectations. The change in
the role of users in the World Wide Web can also be
responsible for the change in their behaviour and
expectations.
Based on the discussions so far we can state that among
other features, the change from Web 1.0 to Web 2.0
involved the following significant aspects:
•
•
•

change in user role from passive recipients to
active contributors and producers of information
change in user behaviour, user demands and
needs
technological advances which the new framework
allowed (like AJAX, Flash platforms, widgets etc.)

2.3 Emergence of Web 3.0: After the start of Web 2.0,
not much time has passed since we have seen the
emergence of the term “Web 3.0”. Web 1.0 focused on
the web being a pool of information, Web 2.0 focused
on the web being a platform for the community to
create and validate information, so what could Web 3.0
mean?
Semantic web is poised to become the face of “Web 3.0”.
Semantic Web is a feature of the World Wide Web
where the meaning of information and of services is
defined, allowing the web to match and satisfy the
requests of people and machines while they are
dynamically interactive [8]. In simpler terms, the effect
of Semantic Web on a search engine for example, would
be that the search engine would understand who you
are, what you’ve been doing and what you are going to
do next all by itself in an intelligent way and also
remember it next time you use the web. However,
elements of Semantic Web are either only in the form of
formal specifications or expressed as a possibility in the
future, but are yet to be implemented.
India HCI 2010
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It is uncertain that Semantic Web is Web 3.0. Web 3.0 is
in some contexts, considered where the web can be
accessed from anywhere, bringing mobile web to the
forefront. It is certain though that these attempts at
recognising Web 3.0, would bring us closer to a newer
framework of World Wide Web, newer technological
features possible in a browser and of course, newer
patterns of user behaviour and needs [3]. For the sake of
convenience, we conceptualise Web 3.0 as a new
platform which would include the following features:
• Portability (infotainment anywhere, anytime)
• Personal (focused on the individual, as opposed to
community)
• Dynamic and Contextual content (handling the
aspect of Semantic Web)
Due to the high competition between various websites
for users, it is very important for a website to be usable.
If websites are not usable, then users would find another
website which fulfils their needs better. With changing
user needs and new technological demands, how do we
evaluate Web 3.0? What are the methods currently
available to us? Is it sufficient to keep track of changing
user needs?
Table 2: Current set of heuristics [4]
Heuristic/Usability
Principle
Visibility of system status

Match between system and
the real world

User control and freedom

Consistency and standards

Error prevention

Description
The system should always keep
users informed about what is
going on, through appropriate
feedback within reasonable
time.
The system should speak the
users’ language, with words,
phrases and concepts familiar to
the user, rather than systemoriented terms.
Users should be free to choose
the sequence of functions they
would want to follow and also
should be provided with marked
“emergency exits”, undo and
redo.
Users should not have to wonder
whether different words,
situations, or actions mean the
same thing.
Even better than good error
messages is a careful design
which prevents a problem from
occurring in the first place.
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Recognition rather than
recall

Flexibility and efficiency of
use

Aesthetic and minimalist
design
Help users recognize,
diagnose, and recover from
errors

Help and documentation

The user should not have to
remember information from one
part of the dialogue to another.
Instructions for use of the system
should be visible or easily
retrievable whenever
appropriate.
The system should cater to both
inexperienced and experienced
users. Allow users to tailor
frequent actions.
Dialogues should not contain
information which is irrelevant
or rarely needed.
Error messages should be
expressed in plain language (no
codes), precisely indicate the
problem, and constructively
suggest a solution.
Any such help information
should be easy to search,
focused on the user’s task, list
concrete steps to be carried out,
and not be too large.

2.4 Evaluation techniques and Nielsen’s heuristics:
According to Nielsen, the changes in the web experience
brought about by “Web x.o” are only secondary issues
which may compromise the central usability issues. One
of the evaluation techniques for inspecting a site for
usability issues is Heuristic Evaluation where the
interface is examined by a small set of evaluators who
judge the compliance of a site with recognised usability
principles. The advantage is that it is cheap, quick and
easy to conduct and the usability problems identified
can be both major and minor, which is why heuristic
evaluation is also supplemented by a severity rating of
every problem. Current heuristics which are popularly
in use (shown in table 2), are a set of 10 recognised
usability principles recommended by Nielsen J [4].

for Web 1.0. A study conducted in [1] also has
questioned the use of traditional usability evaluation
techniques for Web 2.0 websites like YouTube which
have been designed for a ludic web experience.
YouTube, when examined through conventional
heuristics was found to obey only two of ten criteria
while being one of the most popular websites according
to Alexa’s List [6]. This was also found in the case of
Facebook,[13] a social networking site, wherein the
heuristic techniques undermined the web experience
[1]. So the experience is apparently more important
than the “usability in the conventional sense” and this is
more or less similar throughout the pyramid. In this
paper, we report on an empirical study through web
analytics, in an attempt to understand the gaps that
conventional heuristic evaluation faces when inspecting
Web 2.0 sites. We hope that the analysis of these
findings would lead to a set of heuristics concurrent
with increasing user needs.

Fig 1: Facebook Interface

2.5 User background: The large user group of Indian
music listeners have a particular set of expectations and
behaviours and this trend is seen throughout the user
pyramid and not just in any specific section. In simpler
words, terms like “bottom-of-the-pyramid” do not hold
true for such a user group in context of the experience
[9]. To design for such a large user group, it is important
to take into account, their behaviours and their needs
and most importantly, the cultural context, while
designing the web experience and evaluating usability
issues
of
a
music
sharing
interface.
2.6 Existing Gaps: In our literature study, we found that
some user requirements in context of Web 2.0 sites are
not concurrent with the heuristics laid down by Nielsen
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Fig 2: YouTube Interface
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user group which it focuses on are Indian users of music
sites. The survey contained a set of 11 open-ended
questions where the participants expressed their opinion
about various aspects of the site. Some of the questions
look like the following:
• How did you discover ABC?
• What does the site do?
• Is there any aspect of the site that confused you? If
so, what?
• Does the place look credible enough for you to pay
for some of the premium services offered?
• What are the aspects of the website would you like us
to improve?
Fig 3: MySpace Interface

Through this data and its analysis we attempted to
classify the findings and observed a pattern of user
behaviour. Our literature study also included references
which involved the heuristic evaluation of other Web
2.0 sites like Facebook and YouTube.
In addition to the online survey, we have also conducted
a qualitative user test with a set of tasks which the user
had to perform. The base of the test was 10 users and the
tasks revolved around the three Web 2.0 sites YouTube, MySpace and Muziboo - which formed the
basis of our case study.

Fig 4: Muziboo Interface

The questions were of a simple nature regarding finding
various services on these websites and the participants
expressed their opinion as they were performing the
tasks.

3. BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Our paper highlights certain key questions during the
course of our research like “If conventional heuristics do
not hold true for Web 2.0 sites, what could be the
reason(s)?”, “What is the change in user behaviour and
need that need to be accommodated in usability
inspection techniques?” and “Going by the current
pattern, what could be the likely heuristics for Web
3.0?”. Our study attempts to plot a change in patterns of
web features which have changed user experience and
match them against the change in pattern of user
behaviour and the analysis of this transposition would
help us predict the new usability heuristics for the next
framework of the World Wide Web.
4. DATA/METHODOLOGY
Our research methodology consisted of detailed analysis
of an online survey of 120 people, carried out by an
existing company ABC (name altered to protect
commercial interests), on its music sharing interface
which is a community based audio-sharing site. The
India HCI 2010
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5. FINDINGS
We now report the findings after analysing the online
survey results. The participant is quoted wherever
required.
•

Achieving the right balance between clutter and
minimalist design: Minimalist design was not well
appreciated since the user did not know what the
site did. The user is now more than just a “reader”
or a “visitor” to the website. So, it is imperative that
the user knows how his/her content would be used
on the website or on any of the site’s partner
websites like Facebook and Twitter. Minimalism
defeats the purpose of the design because there is
not just the data from the developers’ side, but also
the large amount of content that would fill the page
from the users’ side. However, it is also important
that the array of user content is organised well and
visual clutter is avoided. It is also important that
there be a mixture of logical and chronological
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horizontal menu as a starting point or as a place
that they could use, to go to their desired
destination in case, they got lost or confused. The
top horizontal menu in the sites that were tested
involved 4-5 menu items with a search bar. Since,
the users attributed enough importance to the top
menu, it was not necessary for them to recognise or
to recall in order to find their way in the site. To get
to any kind of dynamic page, user-generated or just
user-filled, the top menu was deemed as sufficient
and trustworthy.

sequence of user events (like comments, posts,
replies to any previous comments etc.) so that a new
reader of the entire sequence is provided with a
convenient direction and flow for reading.
“The homepage did not really clarify that the site is a
place for people to upload and disseminate their own
music. Based on the homepage, I initially assumed it
was a free music site like Kazaa. I had to dig around
in the getting started/help section to understand the
site. Most users might not take that time.”

All the users had little/no problem in pages which
required vertical scrolling. However, due to the
large amount of content in some pages which was
also contained within a small vertical space, finding
the right option was difficult. This could be
attributed to two reasons. The large amount of user
content to be included in a small vertical space
resulted in a large information density which made
it difficult for users to navigate and find their right
choices. The second reason can be the highly
commonplace use of the mouse wheel which makes
it easy for vertical scrolling. The vertical scrolling is
also considered an important feature of the touch
pad of a laptop, which is replacing desktops all over
the
world.

“The homepage was a little bit basic for me, so I was
a bit confused about the process of using the site since
I don’t have enough information to completely
understand
how
the
whole
process
of
uploading/sharing/downloading songs works.”
“If information in the homepage is a bit clearer, then
it is a good starting point.”
“Artist can get lost in the shuffle.”
“Graphical sense cluttered. Not attractive.”
•

Bringing the right set of search results in the right
order to the user: In an ordinary search through a
Web 1.0 website, since the content was static, it was
limited. However, since the content in such a Web
2.0 site such as ABC, where the users are the
creators of content, where new user profiles are
being made at a rapid rate, the content is
quantitatively huge. Thereby, a search engine which
is tailored to the needs of a Web 1.0 site will give a
large set of results even within one Web 2.0 site.
Therefore, the search has to be as close as to the
users’ preference as possible because it is
inconvenient for the user to go through each and
every search result that a conventional Web 1.0
search would provide. Secondly, it is also necessary
that the search is compatible with the tags and
classifications people set for their media so that the
search results match user expectations better.

•

“The photos used in the About Us section are not
professional. About Us section and Getting started
section look different than the homepage.”

“Could use a few more options in searching for music
to listen to.”

“The other sections apart from homepage look
‘homemade’, and don’t inspire confidence, especially
if there is a charge for the service.”

“I didn’t like how you couldn’t find the type of music
you like or belong with right away.”
•
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Importance of the top horizontal menu and the
vertical alignment: In the user testing that was
carried out on the case study sites, it was found that
8 out of the 10 users resorted to the topmost

Element of active playfulness/leisure: In the
websites which were part of the research, there was
a sense of playfulness and of leisure, wherein, the
user would visit the site for personal amusement
and engage himself with the site as an active
participant in collaborative activities. The site was
rich with media (like photographs, videos, audio,
and widgets) and there was a visible difference
between a Web 2.0 site and a simple read-only Web
1.0 site. The look of the site was considered an
important element of the web experience as users
treated a professional look as trustworthy and
secure.

•

Added importance of help and documentation:
With the increasing complexity and the rising
number of possibilities with a Web 2.0 site, it is
inevitable that the user would be faced with a lot
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more tasks than a Web 1.0 site. For a web 1.0 site,
the help and documentation heuristic was not
mandatory for all kinds of website but in a web 2.0
site, since the user is contributing as a contentcreator, it is important that he be assisted by an
efficient help section. In web 2.0 sites, help section
are part-user-managed with the use of forums and
with sufficient help from the developers of the site’s
framework. The users were able to identify with the
responses and needs of other users and sometimes
have found solutions to previously asked userqueries.
An advantage of these user-managed forums for
help is the keywords that user uses are the basis for
such a search. In web 1.0 sites, the terminology and
the jargon used by the developers were the basis for
a static search which gives them links to a particular
page. A second advantage is that since the helpdesk
is forum-based, further queries to the same problem
can be addressed at the same post, instead of facing
a static HTML solution page. Disadvantages of a
user-managed help include the lack of control over
some irrelevant replies. However, some forums
being moderated (generally by the site developer
themselves) and with a separate FAQ section
provided, the problem is effectively solved.
•

Importance of Information privacy: Since the user
is publishing his own media, it is important that he
be given tools as to how he wants his content to
appear to the billions of other users of the same site.
The user must be made aware of how his new music
video, say would appear to his friend, or to a friend
of a friend, because the user would be concerned
about the privacy of his content. He must be given
visibility tools as to what kind of people would be
allowed to view his content or sometimes even edit.
This has given rise, in various collaborative
authoring sites, to user roles like administrator,
moderator, contributor and viewer. He also needs
to be notified when an external application or a
third party software would be using the details of
the user’s profile. The user, now in an advanced role
compared to one in the Web 1.0 days, needs to have
the experience of being ‘in control’ of his content.

6. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the six findings of our research, we propose a
modified list of heuristics for a web 2.0 site and based on
the patterns, we attempt to propose a set of heuristics
for web 3.0 as well. It is worth mentioning that the idea
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emerged as a result of a project based on design of music
websites wherein a case study of not more than three
popular websites was taken. If a firmer set of heuristics
are to emerge, then the number of websites to be
considered and analysed must be increased for
consistency and verification of results.
The aspect of balance between clutter and minimalist
design indirectly contradicts the conventional heuristic
“Aesthetic and Minimalist Design” because the system is
no longer in control over the quantity of information
because of which we propose a new heuristic which
focuses on a neat organisation and a logical sequence of
events in the system. We call this “Sequential
Organisation of Events” wherein the sequence of events
in any kind of page follows a logic understood by the
user.
For example: a video searched in YouTube, follows
many kinds of sequences (like relevance, rating,
chronology) or a list of posts in a blog under a tag “xyz”
would yield a chronological sequence of posts which
would be clear to the user despite the high quantity of
content.
The importance of an effective search engine within the
website is an important feature of web 2.0 sites which
has not been touched upon by conventional Web 1.0
heuristics. We combine this heuristic with the
previously proposed heuristic of “Sequential
Organisation of Events” wherein the right kind of search
results would be displayed in the right order.
The elements of the top menu and the vertical
alignment (which is no longer considered a hindrance,
provided the page is not too long), comes into contrast
with the heuristic “Recognition rather than recall”
which specifies that the user should not have to look for
his information and should recognise his options easily.
With the availability of a concise top menu and scrolling
no longer considered an issue, this heuristic can be
replaced by “Standard Web 2.0 alignment” which
involves a set of 3-5 standardised horizontal menu items
at the top of the page with a search bar and which would
be available to the user in every page and it acts as a
detour in case the user wants to withdraw the current
task.
The finding related to the Help feature in the web 2.0
sites should receive added importance to what it was
during the web 1.0 era. So the heuristic “Help and
Documentation” should be modified to “User-managed
and moderated Help” which should include the
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intervention of other users and of the developers in an
interactive way to help the users.

User control and
freedom

User control and
freedom

Importance of information privacy can be combined
with “Visibility of system status” since both relate to
informing the users about the status of the system.
However, since the user also needs to be informed and
be given controlling tools simultaneously - to alter the
privacy of his content and media, “Visibility of user
status” needs to be included.

Consistency and
standards

Consistency and
standards

Error prevention

Error prevention

Recognition rather
than recall

Standard Web 2.0
alignment

Flexibility and
efficiency of use

Flexibility and
efficiency of use

Aesthetic and
minimalist design

Sequential
Organisation of
events

Help users
recognize,
diagnose, and
recover from errors

Help users
recognize,
diagnose, and
recover from errors

Help and
documentation

User-managed and
moderated help

The aspect of playfulness and engagement form a very
important aspect of the web experiences of the web 2.0
sites which were part of the research. For example, the
user must be provided with options which are related to
the media he is viewing or which are published by the
same author to keep the user engaged in the experience.
The aspect of a professional look can be included in the
proposed heuristic “Standard Web 2.0 alignment” but
the overall look and feel of the website should invoke
playfulness and a ludic experience. We call this heuristic
“Engaging user activity” which is a holistic and not an
elemental aspect of the site. This heuristic would inspect
how actively the user stays and interacts on the website.
We summarise our new and proposed set of heuristics
for web 2.0 sites in table 3 as shown.
We could observe a pattern going from web 1.0 to 2.0
and extrapolate it to web 3.0 to propose new heuristics
for the future web framework. In table 4, we have
extrapolated the aspects related to technology and user
needs from web 1.0 and web 2.0 to web 3.0; while in
table 5, we propose a newer set of heuristics based on
the outcome of table 4.
Table 3: Proposed list of heuristics
Original heuristic

New heuristic

Description

Visibility of System
Status

Visibility of User
status

Match between
system and real
world

Match between
system and real
world

Informing the users
about the status of
the system and
about their media
and content
The system should
speak the users’
language, with
words, phrases and
concepts familiar to
the user, rather
than systemoriented terms.
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The user should be
provided with
options regarding
his content and also
be allowed to
change his decision
using “undo” and
“redo”
Users should not
have to wonder
whether different
words, situations, or
actions mean the
same thing.
Even better than
good error
messages is a
careful design
which prevents a
problem from
occurring in the first
place.
A vertically
scrollable
alignment is
acceptable
The system should
cater to both
inexperienced and
experienced users.
Allow users to tailor
frequent actions.
The information
must be organised
neatly in a logical
sequence which can
be understood or
set by the user.
Error messages
should be expressed
in plain language
(no codes), precisely
indicate the
problem, and
constructively
suggest a solution.
Interactive help
interface which
involves a forum
consisting of other
users and the
developers. Provide
an FAQ if needed.
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NA

Engaging user
activity

The system should
provide options
which are related to
the media which
the user is using in
order to provide an
engaging
experience.

Table 3 (continued)

him/her self becomes a new and unique user group.
Hence, evaluation techniques and heuristics should be
aimed at making the system very universal adaptable
and sustainable.
Table 5: Proposed list of heuristics for web 3.0
Heuristic

Description

Visibility of User status and
history

This heuristic should be
expanded to include the kind of
data that the user wishes the
web to use. If the user is
unwilling to use some of his/her
personal preferences in web
activity, then that data should
not be used by the web to
provide the data that the user
would need in the future.
Error pages must provide the
user with options regarding the
possible solutions that the user
needed which caused the error
in the first place. Based on user,
preferences the right options
must be displayed.
The user should be able to edit
and define various elements of
the system what it means
according to him. This is in
contrast to Match between
System and Real world and
eliminates the need of
Consistency and Standards
heuristic
The “Standard Web 2.0
alignment” would also be
replaced by this heuristic which
involves drag and drop elements
so that the alignment as defined
by the user would be universal
and in sync with his preferences.
The system must be capable to
learn and adapt to user
preferences.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the pattern generated from table 4, we tabulate
(in table 5) a list of what possibly - heuristics for web 3.0
could be. From table 4, we observe that the changes
involve a shrinkage of the entire web world around the
user to his/her own confines and for the individual the
web is everything that he/she needs, from a personal
point of view.

Solution to errors

Table 4: Patterns from web 1.0 to web 3.0
Web 1.0

Web 2.0

Web 3.0

read-only web

read-write web

focused on
companies
owning content
directories

focused on
communities
sharing content
tags

portable, personal
web
focused on
individual
lifestream
personal web tags

HTML

AJAX, Flash

dynamic

web forms

web applications

iGoogle, NetVibes

User-defined terminology

User-defined alignment

The transition from web 1.0 to web 2.0 to web 3.0 can be
simply put as global -> community -> personal and the
input of technology to achieve such a standard of the
web would be very important. Personal requirements
would require the web to adapt to user needs and hence,
this involves an even bigger test of conventional
usability evaluation techniques because the user’s role as
a customer is being highlighted yet again, but not as a
content viewer, but as a content-benefactor. In simpler
terms, not just the textual content but also the other
elements inside the browser or even the browser would
have to adapt according to this new user demand to be a
part of this web 3.0 environment.
The potential use of this web 3.0 environment in the
future by the massive group of users within the pyramid
could see a homogenising of the pyramid since there
would be no such terms such as bottom of the pyramid.
To any kind of user, the web would have to adapt
meaning divisions within the pyramid would vanish in
Web 3.0. Evaluation techniques would therefore have to
tend to an even bigger user group, because every user by
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This paper tries to integrate previous studies in flow theory and propose a conceptual approach that can help designers consider aspects
of flow in designing and evaluating user experiences. Considering Csikszentmihalyi’s flow dimensions as a base, the approach
encourages the designers to think of the ‘user experience’ as a continuous set of events where the user moves in time through various
‘screen (user interface) states’, connected by ‘states of transition’. As previous studies have suggested, the approach considers creating a
balance between challenge and skill involved in interacting with the screen in context of ‘user environment’ (physical, psychological,
cognitive, etc.). While designing a screen (state), designers must account for the challenges the user is to face both from the screen and
from the ‘user environment’. Approach also proposes metric for user research that could be used to evaluate the user experience; these
metrics could help designers identify ‘states’ and issues that inhibit the flow. The paper proposes an iterative design process involving the
flow dimensions, where these assumptions on challenges are evaluated and revised with every cycle of design & research. The paper
discusses various flow measurement methods and proposes a hybrid method for design evaluation. It suggests using Experience Survey
Method and qualitative interview during the activity, followed by an Activity/Survey to identify the existence of flow in a retrospection
interview with that user.
Flow Theory. User Experience. Design Research. Design Process.

1. INTRODUCTION
People deeply involved in activities like hiking, rock
climbing, chess, dancing, reading etc. describe their
experiences as ‘being in a flow’ (Csikszentmihalyi,
1975). Csikszentmihalyi (1975, 1993) identified that the
flow state is achieved where a perceived challenge
involving an activity is matched by skill of the person. If
the challenge is more than the skill; people go to a state
of anxiety. On the contrary if the skill involved is more
than the challenge; people go into a state of boredom.
Challenge should be a bit greater than the existing skill.
This involves pushing the current skill higher in order to
meet the challenge posed, thus leading to a state of Flow.
Fig 1 shows the relationship of challenge and skill.
Csikszentmihalyi (1975, 1993) identified 9 dimensions
of flow – clear goal; immediate feedback; personal skill
well suited to given challenge; merger of action and
awareness; concentration on the task at hand; sense of
potential control; loss of self consciousness; an altered
sense of time; experience which become auto telic.
These dimensions have become important determinants
as they mark out the antecedents, experiences and the
effect of flow on people intensely involved in an activity.
Dimensions that are found to be antecedents are: clear
goal; immediate feedback; personal skill well suited to
given challenge.

Figure 1: Four Channel Flow Model

Second stage, experience, comprises of: merger of action
and awareness; concentration on the task at hand; sense
of potential control.
Lastly, the effect of flow includes: loss of selfconsciousness; an altered sense of time; experience
which become auto telic.
Researches for more than 20 years have identified and
proved that flow exists in online web experience and
influences consumer behaviour (Novak & Hoffman,
1997; Novak, Hoffman & Yung, 1999; Chen, Wigand &
Nilan, 1999). Hoffman and Novak (1996) proposed that
flow in an online environment has a positive influence
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on marketing, increased consumer learning, more
exploratory behaviour and a positive experience.
Chen (2000) referred that antecedent stage suggests the
pre-condition for a web activity (clear goal, immediate
feedback) and pre-existing capacity (challenge well
suited to skill) of the user. A web user who is not clear
about what s/he want to achieve or how to assess his/her
performance will not be able to lead to a flow. The
activity must provide clear rule to the user to follow and
clear goals for the user to pursue. Web must provide real
time or near real time information to user to help user
gauge his/her current status, how much s/he has
achieved, how well and how much has s/he progressed
and how is the activity proceeding. According to the
theory if these prerequisites are not met, it is unlikely
that a user will experience a flow.
Chen (2000) found that perceived challenge in an
activity was beyond the interface. The study found that
people perceived the ‘writing’ of an email, ‘posting’ news
in a news group, ‘reading’ a website, ‘chatting’ etc. as
challenging. This indicates that challenge goes beyond
the screen and challenge should be taken in light of
‘users environment’. In this case there is a cognitive
challenge on users to: interact with others, or framing a
right sentence in email, comprehending text with new
or unfamiliar aspects etc.
Chen et al (2000) identified user’s state where the user is
so deeply involved in the activity that s/he ceases to
think about the actions involved in the activity. The
paper states an example, that when a tennis player is in a
flow, the player focuses more on the ball and the
opponent rather than applause or loosing. The study
also quotes some user statements – eg. “In chat session –
I chat often enough that ‘talking’ through the keyboard
has become a second nature.” When a person is deeply
absorbed in an activity the concentration is so intense
that all other irrelevant perceptions and thoughts are
screened out (Csikszentmihalyi, 1975, 1990). Chen et al
(2000) identifies this dimension to be frequently
mentioned by subjects in a web environment. Web users
in a state of flow feel that the time goes very fast and are
surprised by how much time has passed. It refers that
the users internal clock slows down or speeds up while
in flow. The length of clock time ceases to be consistent
with experienced time.
Novark (1996) hypothesized that, the experience of
telepresence, which was different from the user’s
physical environment, can enhance the flow experience
on the web. Chen (2000) found that the sense of
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telepresense helps user escape from their physical world,
and this made them happy, peaceful, powerful and
excited in the virtual world, which separate them from
their existing world. Eg. “I felt as through I was here but
I wasn’t in the real world, my mind was in cyberspace”;
“When ever I read any technical document that needs
involvement I tend to cut off the world around me.”
However, this study indicated that dimensions like
‘sense of control’; ‘positive challenge’ and ‘auto telic’
dimensions were difficult for users to identify. The
study noticed that users who did not experience a flow
also mentioned ‘sense of control’. It suggested that selfadministered questionnaires might not be sufficient
enough to identify these dimensions.
Bederson (2004) indentified that interruptions in user
experience obstructs flow. The research suggested that
concentration of the user should not be broken during
the flow, there should always be a sense of control in a
user & speedy feedback is important in navigation. This
research also suggested that the animations should be
used between screen states in order to inform the user of
change in state of the screen. This reduces the need for
the user to consciously make connections between
screen states and thus reducing the load on short-term
memory – in turn reducing the level of challenge
involved in understanding the transition.
Rettie (2001) during focus group study found factors
that inhibit flow during Internet usage, which involved
slower downloads; failures of navigation; unsuccessful
searches and advertising banners.
2. CONCEPTUAL APPROACH FOR DESIGNING
FLOW EXPERIENCES
This paper considers Csikszentmihalyi’s (1975, 1993)
dimensions as the base model and tries to use the
finding of other researches in the field of HCI to
propose an approach for designing and evaluating user
experiences. The approach uses the dimensions and
stages of dimensions in design and evaluation process.
The state of the flow is attained when the user moves
through the antecedent, experience and finally to the
effect stage (Fig 2). First and the most important
dimension in getting into a flow is the ‘user goal’. If
there is no goal for the user to pursue in an activity, then
the flow is not attained. Once the user has a goal to use a
product and starts to use it, the product should ensure
that it provides immediate feedback and the challenge
posed supports the flow.
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Figure 2: Approach to attaining a flow

Figure 3: Iterative design process

The challenge posed could either be extrinsic, created by
the user environment – physical, psychological,
cognitive etc. – or from the user’s interaction with
product user interface itself (intrinsic). Thus the overall
challenge posed at every stage of interaction should be
enough for the user to overcome through the current
skills. Its important to note that the ‘user skill’
considered should be of the product’s ‘primary persona’
- the typical user the product is targeted to.
The antecedent dimensions are the prerequisite to a
flow (Chen, 2000). Thus the first step to design the
experiences is to ensure the prerequisite dimensions are
considered during the design phase (Fig 3). The first
dimension of ‘clear goal’ is an attribute of the user, as its
driven from the need of the user. As a designer it’s
difficult to infuse a need to a user, thus this dimension
can be assumed to be present. While the other
dimension are a core attributes of a product experience
thus needs to be accounted during the design.
The Experience and Effect dimensions represent an
outcome from an interaction with an activity. Thus they
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need to be considered as an objective to a design. E.g.
the experience should allow the user to attain
‘uninterrupted concentration’, it should allow the user
to feel that they are ‘in control’ and make them feel there
is a ‘merger of action and awareness’. Thus these
dimensions need to be the metric to measure
experiences. The design evaluation phases should focus
on finding states and elements of the interface that
hinders the user in attaining these dimensions. These
dimensions are easy to identify in the lab testing,
observations and other methods.
The last 3 dimensions describe the effects of the flow.
Design evaluation should in turn seek out to find if the
effects are attained, and help the designers with insights
on where and what part of the product inhibits these
dimensions to be achieved.
The whole design process needs to be iterative with the
design creating the experiences with the attributes and
metrics, while the evaluation phases feeding in the input
from the user and refining the experience (Fig 3).
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3. DISCUSSION
The approach outlines a broad approach to designing
user experiences. These could be used as metrics to
measure user experience in a task.
In order to simplify the analysis of the screen state and
challenge designers can break down the screen states
into entities. In this paper proposes to consider that
screen elements are constructed out of the following 3
elements:
(i) Interaction elements, this would include
navigation elements, actions, input fields
etc. Broadly considers all aspects of
interactivity in the screen.
(ii) Visual elements (Look and Feel), includes
layouts, colours, fonts etc. which generally
helps in understanding the screen
elements, provide a visual character,
segregates information etc.
(iii) Content, Content includes all textual
information, multimedia elements even
graphical elements (like bar charts, pie
etc.). Broadly, all elements that could be
used to provide message, information,
news, entertainment etc. Even labels of the
buttons to help text can be considered as
content.

3.1. Design phase
Csikszentmihalyi (1975, 1993) found that antecedent
dimensions (like, clear goal; immediate feedback;
personal skill well suited to given challenge) are a
prerequisite to lead a user to a state of flow. Thus these
become important dimensions to consider during the
design phase.
3.1.1. Clear goal
To be in flow, user needs to be clear about the goal for
the task; e.g. Finding information on a certain topic,
writing an email, to be entertained etc. Goals can keep
changing over the interaction or browsing. E.g. during
search one information lead to another and thus the
goal would change with the new information. Casual
browse of the Internet would have a similar pattern,
with one information/content/experience infusing
another. This results in user getting engaged over a
period of time with changing goals.
Designers while conceptualizing the product or
interactions can consider creating flows that cater to
specific goals. E.g. create a portal to help users find all
information about digital cameras or an interaction flow
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to help users post a comment on a blog. Designers
would have little control on this dimension, as designers
cannot force activity goal on a user.
3.1.2. Immediate feedback (& Continuity)
Immediate feedback is an important part of the flow as
this allows the user to understand the implications &
actions s/he taken on the screen. User should be able to
gauge the current status, progress, performance and
achievement to help him/her focus on the activity. If
there is a breakage or interruptions in the feedback users
don’t know if they have taken the intended action.

Figure 4: User flows from one screen state to another through states
of transition

This leads us to expand this dimension to say that there
should be a continuity of actions and feedbacks to lead a
user to the flow. With continuity in experience, user can
get timely feedback on the status, progress, his/her
performance and achievement (or failure). Thus, the
experience should be continuous throughout in the
application. This continuity of experience should at
every stage make sure that each ‘screen state’ doesn’t
break the flow in the user (see Fig 4).
Screen states can be considered both at a micro level
where change of mouse pointer can also be considered
as a change in state, to the macro level where each states
are considered as different screens in a task flow. These
levels would depend on the stage of the design. During
early design phase designers can consider the states to
be different screens while as they build on the detail the
definition of states could change to in-page interactivity
and changes.
But what’s important to consider it that the continuity
needs to maintained through these state changes.
Bederson (2004) suggested that the continuity between
states should be maintained through animation, which
could help user understand the change in the state.
During the designing of interfaces designers should not
only consider the screen states but also the states of
transition. Where transition is marked by state in a UI
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where the screen states in the moment of transition to
another state. Transition could be either in-page or a
complete loading of a new screen (or page). If the time
of transition is too much the flow will break and the user
might go to a state of anxiety (“why is the page not
loading”) or to apathy.

should have a simpler screen. Broadly all applications
that allow very high interactivity from user – especially
where user is ‘creating’ using the application would
require very high challenge from user environment.
Like, blogging, messaging, artist tools, forms etc.
Table 1: Challenge Matrix

Also in order to keep the user engaged, designers should
try to develop feature that keep the user in the state of
flow. E.g., showing relevant ‘related content’ could keep
the user engaged and in the state of flow. ‘Related
Videos’ in YouTube is a good example.
3.1.3. Personal skill well suited to given challenge
Research has suggested that perceived challenge goes
beyond understanding and interaction with elements on
the screen to a larger user environment. Some of the
activities identified by Chen (2000) that are perceived to
be challenging are: Surfing and locating information,
software and hardware problems, building search
strategies, playing games, creating web pages, engaging
in debate, answering emails, re-evaluating personal
knowledge like reading something that makes the reader
think etc. These user environment challenges can also
be termed ‘extrinsic’.
There could be other challenges in the user environment
like a certain task where a user has to perform in front
of his/her superior, this might infuse a challenge on the
user; user might use an application while driving a car.
Apart from these activities the user is also interacting
with the screen which in turn also create a challenge –
one, from visual elements; two, from interactive
elements; third, from the content on the screen (also can
be terms as ‘intrinsic’). This leads us with 4 primary
elements that can help designers evaluate if the
challenge and skills are detrimental to flow - the above 3
screen elements (intrinsic) along with user environment
(extrinsic). Thus challenge needs to be evaluated in the
complete context.
In order to create and sustain a flow the level of
challenge created at every state should not exceed the
limit of the user’s skills. Which means that challenge
created by each of these 4 elements should not exceed
the sustainable level for the user. To evaluate the
challenge the screen and environment should be taken
into account.
So if the user environment is creating enough challenge
for the user, the challenge posed by the screen elements
should reduce. E.g., emailing or chatting applications
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Screen
State
‘n’
Transit
ion ‘n’
> ‘n+1’
Screen
State
‘n+1’

Extrinsic
Challeng
e
H/M/L

Screen Elements (intrinsic)
Interaction
Visual
Content
s
EA / EN
EA / EN
EA / EN

H/M/L

EA / EN

EA / EN

EA / EN

H/M/L

EA / EN

EA / EN

EA / EN

For designing the screen, designers can consider the
following Challenge Matrix (Table 1) to help take
decisions regarding the challenge involved during every
state of the application. The level of challenge needs to
be evaluated against the skill of the targeted user profile
(persona). This will help designers decide what elements
can be made engaging while what all should be simpler.
The challenge scale that designers can use in User
Environment could be – High (H), Medium (M) or Low
(L). This would be judged by considering the physical,
emotional, mental and other challenges required in
interacting with a specific screen state. E.g. in case of
mail composition, the challenge could be ‘High’ as user
will be deeply involved in composition of the ‘message’.
For the screen elements, the scale used would be ‘Easy’
(EA) to ‘Engaging’ (EN). Here ‘Easy’ would be elements
that users are very well aware of and thus would be
extremely simple for the user to understand and use.
While ‘Engaging’ would be something ‘new’,
‘unfamiliar’ or ‘unconventional’ for the user, which will
require the user to learn or try out before the user starts
to use it fluently. This learning/exploring/trying out
should create some amount of positive challenge that
would keep the user ‘engaged’ and in cases creates a
pleasant surprise (WOW experience – “wow this is so
cool”).
If the environment challenge is low then the screen
design should increase the challenge to sustain the flow.
E.g. product-marketing site should have screen elements
that create some challenge for the user; say some
complex (but interesting) interactions or layout. Broadly
all website meant for content consumption that doesn’t
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require too much user involvement would require Low
challenge from user environment.
For Example, Adidas product (India) site (Fig 5)
(http://www.adidas.com) creates engagement (flow is
created with a match of skill and challenge) through
both visual presentation and interactions. Content in
this case is kept fairly simple. The purpose of the site is
to create engagement through screen elements as the
content and user environment doesn’t create enough
challenge in normal usage. Unless user is too focused
and looking out for a certain information.

Figure 5: Screenshot of Adidas site

While a banking site like Citi Bank (Fig 6)
(http://www.citibank.com)
will
have
simpler
interactions, simpler visual layout and easy to
understand content. Site follows standard modes of
interactions like blue links, standard top navigation,
drop downs etc. Visual format of top navigation and use
of modules is widely used across the Internet. Here the
user environment will throw up enough challenges to
the user.
Content would be challenging (engaging) in cases where
user would read/watch/hear content that would be used
to enhance knowledge and make the user think. This
would broadly apply to content on technical/research
topics or education related content; even in cases where
the content is to be used to make an important decision
(e.g. shopping).
Looking at the interaction elements, the designer could
consider - should the navigation be simple, should the
interactive elements be simpler etc. For visual design,
one might consider – should the design follow standard
layouts or create a new theme, should the layout all
across be the same etc.
In terms of transitions, designers can think of engaging
the user while the new page loads, e.g. User can be
shown “quotes” by famous people while the loader is
loading the page. This is an example where the content
would create an engagement. Even a different visual
treatment to transition state can make a transition
engaging

Figure 6: Screenshot of Citi Bank site

There would be cases where the state n and n+1 will be
the same in terms of interactions and visual; only the
content could change. E.g. News article pages, where
user moves from one article to another. Or, it would be
cases where the whole interaction, visual and the
content will change. E.g. user moves from an email
“Inbox” to a “Compose email” page.
There would be cases where visual elements can also be
part of content, or any other combination. In those
cases, designers can either merge the columns together
or redefine the definition of screen elements.
Screen state as mentioned above (3.1.2) could vary in
details – from screens at a macro level to in-page
changes at a micro level. Designers can start from the
macro and move down to the micro level as the design
progresses.
During the design stage, designers can make this
Challenge Matrix based on the user understanding and
data. This would work as a guiding principle, which
later should be verified and appropriately changed after
user research/testing.
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3.2. Design evaluation

3.2.2. Experience Sampling Method

The design phase is followed by design evaluation
(design research). Design evaluation can be segregated
into 3 stages where the first stage is to indentify the
potential design states and element that are inhibiting
immediate feedback (& continuity) and challenges and
skill match.

Most common method used to measure flow is
Csikszentmihalyi’s “Experience Sampling Method”. In
an ESM technique, respondents were randomly paged 8
times in a day for a week period. When paged, users
were asked to complete an Experience Sample Form,
which measured the challenges and skills of the activity
at that moment in time, and other variety of questions
measuring respondent’s mood and motivations. Later,
Chen (1998) modified this method to be used on the
web and used software on respondent’s computer,
which used to popup a questionnaire randomly while
user was browsing the web. The questions pertained to
users activity and their experience.

Once the antecedent dimensions are evaluated and
tuned to support a flow, the second stage is to evaluate
the ‘Experience Stage’ dimensions. Design research in
this stage will focus on states and elements that
interrupt the user concentration, sense of control and/or
merger of action and awareness. The issue identified
could be mapped to problems in antecedent dimensions.
Design research would be a very critical component of
the process as this evaluates the design and feeds in the
insights to improve the next design iteration.
3.2.1. Flow measurement methodology
Novak (1997) indentified 3 major approaches taken in
empirical research to measuring flow. These are:
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Narrative/Survey:
Respondents
narrate
a
description of flow and later evaluates the
experience using a survey instrument.
Activity/Survey: Respondents are asked to
participate in a selected activity and later the
retroactively evaluate the experience using a
survey.
Experience Sampling Method (ESM): Respondents
are paged through out a day during a week and
evaluated their activity at the time of being paged
using a survey instrument.

Finneran (2005) suggested using qualitative methods
using open-ended questions. It also suggest, allowing
users to explain their experiences in their own way.
Narrative/Survey techniques are used for generic flow
experiences. In order to evaluate design we need a
hybrid technique based on Activity/Survey, qualitative
method and ESM. So while a user is in an activity
researcher can seek answers from the responded on
his/her experience with the screen. Seeking answers
during an activity can help researchers identify states
that inhibit flow while is user is going though an
activity. Later, during a retrospect interview or survey,
researchers can seek to identify the existence of flow and
identify various dimensions that user experienced
during the activity.
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Flow dimensions could be observed either in a user
environment or in a controlled environment. The paper
proposes to use ESM in a non-obtrusive way, which
does not interfere with the task of the user. ESM needs
to be supported by qualitative techniques to enable the
researcher to investigate the “why” and “where”
question. Product evaluation could be broken down
into smaller part, which could focus on specific user task
flows. This could allow the researchers to interrupt the
users to seek their review after completion of the task
flow.
If the user test is done in a controlled environment then
the researcher observing the test could prompt user to
explain his/her state of mind – whether the user is
finding the continuity of his/her task is broken, if the
user is finding the task/screen difficult, if the user is has
a feeling of being in control, if the user is distracted and
loosing concentration or has the user attained a level of
involvement that s/he focuses more on the activity
rather than actions.
ESM could help identify ‘states’ (screen or transition)
accurately where the flow breaks. Researcher can then
try to identify the cause of the break through
observation (in controlled environment) and/or by
survey instrument. User study is crucial as it can help
revise the ‘Challenge Matrix - outcome’ (Table 2) and
provide directions for next design iteration.
3.2.3. Activity/Survey
Respondents should go through retrospection survey
along with an interview to identify the effect they had
during the activity. Supporting interview along with
survey will help get some qualitative feedbacks from
respondents.
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Other dimensions can be observed during the activity.
The measure of the user experience could be the
breakage in any experience dimensions.
Table 2: Challenge Matrix - outcome

Screen
State
‘n’
Transit
ion ‘n’
> ‘n+1’
Screen
State
‘n+1’

Challeng
e
Outcome

Extrinsic
Challeng
e

Supportin
g/
Inhibiting
Flow
Supportin
g/
Inhibiting
Flow
Supportin
g/
Inhibiting
Flow

H/M/L

Screen Elements
(intrinsic)
Inter
Visua
Cont
actio
l
ent
ns
EA /
EA /
EA /
EN
EN
EN

H/M/L

EA /
EN

EA /
EN

EA /
EN

H/M/L

EA /
EN

EA /
EN

EA /
EN

This study outlines the approach designers and
researcher can take to design or improve user
experience. It provides metrics that could be used to
design and evaluate user experience. This helps
designers to aim for an outcome of their design – allow
users to attain a flow. The study proposes the use of
complex matrix, which can be helpful in taking design
decisions for every screen design. The paper also
discusses various research methods that could be used
to find potential areas that inhibit flow.
The approach needs to be validated by empirical data.
Further, its required to validate the utility of this
approach and to improve it. Research is required to list
down all activities that users find challenging so that
future design can consider them.
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Much recent work in the domain of mobile phone adoption in developing regions has re-iterated the importance of two issues around
usage - price sensitivity and the importance of voice interfaces in the absence of literacy skills. While literacy remains a major barrier to
text-based communication, outside of the population that cannot or prefers not to use text, SMS use has grown dramatically throughout
the developing world precisely because of price sensitivity and the ability of the user to know exactly how much a message costs.
SmartVMS is a voice-based messaging tool based on these two research directions by allowing users to send voice messages that are
precisely timed to the amount users are willing to spend. SmartVMS builds on the growing popularity of per-second billing by allowing
users to calculate how much they would like to spend on a specific message, based on the rate payable for the area code being called and
the applicable plan, thereafter allocating a certain number of seconds to the caller to record a message. In this design document, we
present a case for the relevance of SmartVMS followed by the interface and interaction design for the system and results from
preliminary testing.

1. INTRODUCTION
Much has been written about the tremendous
proliferation of cell phones throughout the developing
world, and the idea that phones may be technology that
offers the potential of broad-based social and economic
inclusion. In this paper, we adopt the position that a
necessary starting point for such a discussion on social
inclusion is the design of technologies in ways that suit
the user. We see the increased use of cell phones for
communications as a goal unto itself. As a starting
point, we argue that two main impediments in the
volume and quality of peoples' communication using
cell phones in the developing world are cost and
interface.
Currently, the three main methods of communication
on the mobile phone are direct live call, text messaging
(SMS), and voicemail when the receiver could not be
reached through the direct call method. People have
different preferences on the methods of communication
depending on the situation the communication takes
place as well as personal experiences with using their
mobile devices. Some have never used SMS before and
only use direct call like a landline phone while others
mainly rely on the SMS for sending concise and direct
information to the receiver. The dominance of these
three modes presents a few important challenges on the
cost and interface issues we introduce - to make the
most of seamless communications on cellular phones in
the current environment of pricing, one essentially must
be able to use text-based interfaces to send cheap SMS
messages. This is problematic both because of illiteracy,

as well as because of the difficulty with efficient text
interfaces for several languages.
Much past research among users in the developing
world (Honicky 2007, Heimerl 2009) has suggested that
some variant of a voice-based messaging system may be
an extremely useful direction for the future. Building on
such work, this paper presents a system, SmartVMS,
that addresses the above two problems by enabling a
mobile device to send voice messages that are timed to
exactly the amount of money the user is willing to spend
on the message. Voice message is like SMS in which the
communication is asynchronous (direct call would be
considered synchronous), but the user uses voice
instead of text to get the information across. Based on
the payable rate of the receiver’s area code and the
sender’s mobile phone plan, the system calculates
precisely how long the message can be based on the
amount entered and per-second billing. The initial
prototype of the SmartVMS system only tests out the
interface and interaction of a single user perspective.
The Previous Works section describes one of the first
voice messaging system and the studies done using a
similar system in Uganda. In Design and
Implementation we detail the process of the user
interface (UI) design and the choices made. In
Experiments we talk about how the preliminary user
study was carried out. In Results we analyze the results
collected from the studies and what impact they have on
our system. Lastly, in Future Work we outline some
improvements that can be done to our current
prototype as well as the future field trials and possible
deployment of the SmartVMS.
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2. PREVIOUS WORK
Combadge is a voice messaging application that is
embedded on a specific device, but it has the potential to
be modified to work with a mobile phone (Frankel
2005). A study on the use of asynchronous
communication through mobile phone had shown that
in rural developing world Delay Tolerant Networking
can reduce the cost of mobile services where network
coverage is an issue (Honicky 2007). mPhone took the
idea further by conducting a field trial in rural Uganda
with 230 users from 10 villages (Heimel 2009). The
mPhone study shows that the users preferred the
richness of the voice in direct calls, and the low cost was
the primary reason why they would use SMS. In
addition, the users of the study had poor network
connection, so having the opportunity to make a direct
live call was also very difficult. The users also showed
that they preferred sending voice messages over SMS if
the prices are the same per message. They, however,
would not want voice messages as a substitute for direct
calls but as a complementary method of communication
when price and network coverage are problematic.

should pick up the SmartVMS very easily. We also made
the buttons big mainly for expediting the process of
pressing the buttons on the touch screen. Since the
buttons are only displayed on the screen, it is more
difficult for the user in terms of accuracy and
consistency compared to a real physical button.

Figure 1: Dialer and Messages tabs

3. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
The SmartVMS prototype is written in Java on the
Android platform. The choice of using the Android
platform is mainly because it is open source and has a
large developer community. Android mobile phones are
quite expensive for people in developing regions, but for
actual deployment of the system, a platform that is
supported by older, more basic mobile phones will have
to be used.
The prototype consists of a dialer interface, a price
calculator, a voice message recorder, a received and sent
messages interface, and a contacts list. It consists of
three tabs, Dialer tab (where you key in the phone
number), Messages tab (where the “Inbox” and “Sent”
categories for checking the voice messages are), and
Contacts tab (where it stores a list of contacts, and you
can send them voice messages by clicking on their
name). This allows the users to easily switch between the
three main functions of the system. Dialer is the first
page that shows up when the program is first started.
The UI is based on the existing Dialer interface for
Android. The original Dialer application on the
Android consists of similar tabs, except instead of the
Messages tab, the original Dialer has a Call Log tab that
shows a list of recent calls. The reason for the similarity
between the SmartVMS interface and the original Dialer
interface is to minimize the amount of time and effort
the user needs to adapt to the SmartVMS interface.
People who are already familiar with the Dialer interface
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Figure 2: Price calculator and recorder interfaces

After the phone number is entered, the price calculator
interface shows up where it displays the per-second
price rate based on the area code entered and a number
pad where you can enter the amount you want to spend
on the message. After the price information is entered,
the SmartVMS displays the recorder interface. The
recorder allows the users to record the voice message in
the specified time limit. After recording the subject can
play back the recorded message to make sure he is
satisfied with the message. He can re-record the message
if he wants to. During the recording process, we use an
acoustic notification to warn the user when the allocated
time would end soon. We chose a beep sound that lasts
SmartVMS: A Voice-based price-sensitive alternative to text messaging
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about half of a second. If the allocated time is greater
than 10 seconds, then the notification would sound at
the last 10 second mark. If the allocated time is 10
seconds or less, it would sound at half of the allocated
time mark. As reflected in the experiments, the auditory
notification is not the best way to notify the user as
much less obtrusive methods could have been more
helpful. The sent messages are saved on the phone in the
“Sent” category under the Messages tab. The user can
later delete them to free up memory space on the phone.

After performing and evaluating the tasks, the
participants were asked to reflect on the UI such as the
ease of navigation, the intuitiveness of the UI, how well
the button names match the functions of the buttons,
the usefulness and their preference of the notification
sound, etc. The participants also provided general
feedback on the UI like things they liked or did not like.
Finally, they provided their overall opinion on the
SmartVMS such as their preference of it compared to
SMS and direct calls, the importance of the price
sensitivity feature to them, etc.

4. EXPERIMENTS
The purpose of the experiment is to test out the initial
UI of the SmartVMS system in order to evaluate the
usefulness of the messaging system as well as the
usability of the UI for a common set of tasks a typical
user would use SmartVMS for. 9 people participated in
the study. The participants of the study mainly consist
of undergraduate and graduate students at the
University of Washington, and all of them use cell
phones in their everyday life quite frequently. The user
study is in the form of a one-on-one interaction between
an evaluator and a participant, and it usually lasts from
15 to 30 minutes. The evaluator first collects
information on the participant’s cell phone usage and
preference such as how often the participant uses SMS,
the type of cell phone he or she has, and the
participant’s preference on the different methods of
communication on the mobile phone.
Then the participants are asked to perform three
common tasks on the SmartVMS application: recording
a short message with plenty of recording time, retrieving
and playing the sent message, and sending a long
message with limited recording time. The evaluator then
decides on how well the participants performed the
tasks based on the speed and difficulties of completing
the tasks, and the participants are asked to rate
themselves in the same manner. In developing regions
where literacy is a problem, mobile device manuals are
almost useless to illiterate users. Of those who cannot
receive training or help from experienced users, they are
left to figure out the systems by themselves through trial
and error. Notice that the participants of the study were
not given any tutorial on how to use the system before
performing the tasks. This is to test how intuitive the UI
is for somebody who were not given any training. The
UI is written in English, and all participants are literate
in English. To obtain more accurate results, a design
study in which the English words are replaced by
symbols and icons should be conducted.
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5. RESULTS
Based on the user profiles collected, the frequency of the
usage of direct call compared to SMS are about the
same, with direct call being a little more frequent than
SMS. Similarly, people prefer direct call a little more
than SMS. Most of the participants almost never leave a
voicemail when the callee cannot be reached. There is
no apparent pattern in participants’ preferences of
SmartVMS compared to direct call and SmartVMS
compared to SMS. For people who prefer SmartVMS
than direct calls, one reason is that if you make a
mistake, you can re-record yourself again, and
SmartVMS is faster in getting the point across to the
receiver without going through unnecessary interactions
such as greetings. The preference of direct call over
SmartVMS is mainly because of the feedback from the
callee and the richness of the callee’s voice. People who
preferred SmartVMS over SMS said that SmartVMS is
faster and more convenient to record than the process of
typing out a SMS. For people who preferred SMS, they
liked how SMS does not limit the user to say everything
in a short amount of time. The people who preferred
SMS are usually people who already use SMS frequently
every day. Most participants said that they would use
SmartVMS if it is available on their phone while a few
based their choices on the cost of sending SmartVMS
messages compared to the current cost of SMS and
direct call. Only one participant refused to use
SmartVMS completely. For most of the people in the
study, the price sensitivity feature in SmartVMS was not
very important to them, but a few said it would be very
useful for them.
All participants completed the tasks successfully. For
about half of them, the evaluator gave assistance during
the process, mainly with what to do once the subtask at
the current screen is completed, such as pressing the
“Go” button after the phone number is entered and how
to get rid of the soft keyboard that pops onto the screen
if the user clicks on the input textbox accidentally. Most
users said that the UI is somewhat intuitive in terms of
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the buttons reflecting their functionalities, and they also
thought it was pretty easy to navigate through the
system. Some wanted to change the “Go” button to a
different word like “Call” or “Next.” One UI design that
hindered the participants’ usage is that the button size
would change depending on the size of the input
textbox and the amount of text in the textbox. This
caused many participants to make mistakes during the
completion of the tasks. Some users also were not sure
about whether they need to click on the input textbox
before entering the numbers.
The feedbacks on the time limit notification sound were
in general negative. One participant did not hear the
notification sound at all while a few others thought the
notification sound was too loud that it startled them.
Some also thought it was very annoying that the
notification sound was recorded in the voice message
along with their voice. Even though many thought the
notification sound was useful for its purpose, many
preferred to have alternative methods of notification.
One alternative is to have the phone vibrate instead of
playing a sound file. This way eliminates the problem of
different users’ preferences on the volume of the sound
as well as the problem of having the notification sound
recorded in the message. One useful addition suggested
by some participants is to add a countdown ticker of
how many minutes and seconds are left to the recorder
interface. This would be more useful than the
notification sound since the user can constantly know
how much time is left. The usefulness of the countdown
ticker also depends on how the user holds the phone
during recording. Most participants held the phone in
front of their face in a position in which the screen of
the phone is visible to the user. A few others held the
phone as if they were making a direct call. We
hypothesize that after we teach the user how to hold the
phone during recording, the countdown ticker would be
a valuable feature to the user.
Participants also suggested having more feedback from
the SmartVMS. For instance, during the trials, many
users were not sure whether the recording had started or
not after they hit the “Record” button, so having a
countdown timer or displaying a special message would
be helpful to the user. One participant also mentioned
that he was not sure whether the message was sent after
he hit the “Send” button. Another minor change to the
UI suggested by the participants is to have the messages
in the “Sent” category to be in reverse chronological
order in which the most recent message would be on
top.
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The character limit including spaces for a SMS message
is 160 characters in the GSM 7-bit character set, which is
140 bytes of data. For the long sample message used in
the user study, one of the participants said, “Hey Alice,
this is Chris. Can you pick me up an hour later instead
of the usual time, and I am also going to drop by your
place before going to your house, ok bye.” The said
message consists of 163 characters, and it took 8 seconds
for him to record. The recorded 3GPP sound file using
AMR audio encoding is 13,367 bytes in size. If the exact
message was sent using SMS, it would take two
messages, which is 280 bytes. SMS messages that contain
characters not in the GSM 7-bit character set, such as
Chinese, Thai, Arabic, etc., have to be encoded in
Unicode UCS-2 format in which each message is limited
to 70 16-bit characters. Currently, the Multimedia
Messaging System (MMS) does not specify a maximum
size for a multimedia file, but the recommended size is
300kB due to some limitations on the Wireless
Application Protocol gateway. Even though SMS
messages are smaller than sound files in size, short
messages that only last a couple of seconds to speak
would need multiple SMS messages, and possibly even
more SMS messages are needed for people who use
Unicode characters. With our current MMS technology,
a sound file that is only around 10kB to 15kB in size can
be sent without much problem.
6. FUTURE WORK
Based on the feedback from our user study, many UI
and feature changes need to be made before conducting
the next user study. One feature we plan to integrate
into SmartVMS is reversing the order of setting the
amount of money and recording the message. Instead of
limiting the user to how long he has to record the
information he wants to convey, we let the user first
record the message, and if he is satisfied with the cost of
it, he can send it. If he thinks it costs too much, he can
re-record the message to make the message shorter. In
this case, we would have a timer to remind the user how
long the message has elapsed. For users who are not too
concerned with how much the message would cost, this
feature can be more convenient than the original price
sensitive feature design. Another minor feature similar
to this is to have the user set the amount of time first
instead of setting the amount of money. Having
different ways of incorporating price sensitivity into our
system allows the SmartVMS to be more dynamic in
satisfying different users’ preferences and the different
situations in which they would use the system.
To further accurately simulate the illiteracy problem, we
plan to conduct another user study that replaces all the
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English words on the buttons and labels with symbols
and icons. We suspect that the usability test would not
be as smooth as our previous trial, which can potentially
change our UI design significantly. Moreover, in real
cases of illiteracy icons and pictorial representations
would be more useful to the users. Then the next step is
to conduct a user study that is more accurate in terms of
our initial goals of deploying this system in the
developing world. We would like to take the refined
SmartVMS system to conduct a field trial in a rural
developing region. Before the field trial we would extend
the system to have the real functionalities of
communicating and sending voice messages from one
device to another. We would lend out devices to the
locals and collect feedbacks from their usages. The trial
would be free to the locals, but there would be a
simulated credit system that deducts money from the
user every time he sends a voice message.
From our user study, we noticed that many participants
were interested in using SmartVMS if it is available on
their mobile phones. Instead of just providing the
SmartVMS to the people in developing regions, people
in the developed world might also be very interested in
using the system. It is possible that the SmartVMS can
be successfully pushed into our current market today,
being used by millions or even billions of users who are
already used to the SMS and direct call on their mobile
phones.
7. CONCLUSION
Several efforts to increase the use of technology by poor
populations around the world by offering agricultural
information, educational material, e-governance, and a
range of other content seen as useful for the poor have
faced challenges in widespread adoption. In contrast,
the poor around the world, much like the rich, have
started buying cell phones and using them often for the
same reasons as anyone else, for communication. Our
primary purpose in proposing the SmartVMS
framework is to get HCI designers thinking about the
casual use of technology in developing regions. Much of
the design work within the Information and
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literature has focused on the "big problems" such as textfree interfaces, mobile-based instruction, data-gathering
and information management on domain areas such as
healthcare and microfinance, and governance. In this
process, attention to some of the simpler human issues
such as increased communication have seen much less
work. With Smart VMS, we argue that significant
impacts of technology in peoples' everyday lives will be
seen with an increase in their own technology use, and
such increase will come from supporting activities that
fit in with people’s perceived human needs - quite
simply communication. Based on initial field studies, we
are able to make certain usability-related claims for
SmartVMS, primarily that it has a short learning curve,
is usable and relatively comparable to SMS in terms of
time taken to use. During upcoming trials of
SmartVMS, we expect to have significant results to build
on this design case study.
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About Prof. Anil Gupta
Anil Gupta is a professor at Centre for Management in
Agriculture, Indian Institute of Management,
Ahmedabad. One of his major endeavours has been to
support the grassroots level innovators who do not have
a representation in conferences, papers or
communiqués. Their capacity to address their own
needs within their own context has not resulted in the
three Rs - Recognition, Respect and Reward - which Dr.
Gupta has been striving towards getting for the
thousands of unknown creative people. He has been
able to take his mission forward by successfully
expanding the space – both global as well as local – for
the grassroots innovators. This achievement was
possible due to sensitivity towards various issues
involved – whether it is a question of how to balance the
best from both formal and informal sciences; how to
protect the individual intellectual property rights and at
the same time expand open source as a part of
‘technology commons’; the issues of ethics regarding

conservation and prospecting of biodiversity; and, how
to link innovations, investments and enterprise.
His vision has resulted in the creation of knowledge
network at different levels for augmenting grassroots
green innovations and inventions in informal and
formal sector. In addition, he has been employing the
learning from grassroots innovations in helping
organizations become more creative and innovative
from bottom up.
HoneyBee Network was established in 1988-89 to
address the issues involved with unsustainability of the
methods of knowledge extraction from and knowledge
dissemination among the people. Later, in order to
augment HoneyBee Network, Dr. Gupta also established
Society for Research and Initiatives for Sustainable
Technologies and Institutions (SRISTI, 1993,
www.sristi.org ), which aims to strengthen the creativity
of grassroots inventors, innovators and ecopreneurs
engaged in conserving biodiversity and developing ecofriendly solutions to local problems. Another endeavor,
Grassroots Innovation Augmentation Network (GIAN,
1997, www.gian.org), helps scale up grassroots
innovations and convert them into viable products or
services with appropriate benefit sharing arrangements.
Dr. Gupta was instrumental in setting up of National
Innovation Foundation (NIF, 2000, www.nifindia.org )
assisted by Department of Science and Technology,
Government of India to make India innovative and
creative society and a global leader in sustainable
technologies.
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Marking the image content with descriptive keywords (also known as tags) is an effective way of improving the accessibility of images.
However, doing so practically is boring as well as laborious to most humans. In the recent times, there have been number of attempts to
inspire humans to annotate images. Notable examples are social tagging like Flickr and online games like ESP. However, existing
methods in their present form are inadequate to result in annotations of superior quality. Therefore, we present GoFish, an intelligent
system for semantic annotation of images. GoFish is a web variant of standard Go Fish, a popular playing card game. GoFish utilizes the
theory of Emergent Semantics to ensure that all images will have superior tags. We describe the complete design of the game and discuss
its benefits. Results of a preliminary user study are encouraging.
Games with a purpose, Human computation, Image Annotation, Emergent Semantics, Tagging.

1. INTRODUCTION
Today photo making is almost a routine part of life.
With the proliferation in digital capturing devices and
social networking sites, people are motivated to
communicate with each other by sharing photos, videos,
and thoughts (blogs). As a result, visual information
(images and videos) is now widely available on diverse
topics and from multiple sources. However, creating a
structured collection of this information is a tedious task
especially when the collection is going to be viewed by
others and they are given the rights to access something
they specifically need in the collection. For example,
modern image search engines like Google [1], Bing [2]
collect and index images in an attempt to provide access
to wide range of images. But, most of the search engines
are word matching tools that can only retrieve images
that match the words in the keyword query. Therefore,
they often struggle to find the correct image for the
specific need and to reduce the clutter that often comes
with the selection. To illustrate, given the popularity of
cricket in India, a search query ‘Cricket’ on Google
image search engine returns a collection of over 15
millions images. (Refer, Figure 1 shown below). Not
surprisingly, it is a diverse set of images that include live
match captures, images of cricket team, photos of star
cricketers and even screen captures of cricket video
games, all jumbled together. Notice that, we can even
find the images of insects named ‘cricket’ in the same
collection. Will an avid cricket fan be happy with such
clumsy search result?

Figure 1: Image Search results are often diverse with many
subtopics mixed together

The results of large automated image search engines will
probably disappoint the people who are used to view
well indexed collection of images.
A simple yet effective solution to improve the accuracy
and efficiency of image search engines can be in
semantic annotation of images, i.e. marking the image
content with descriptive keywords (labels) or tags. If the
image collection is extensively annotated, techniques
such as faceted search will help users to filter down a
collection and to show potential targets for browsing
[3].
There are two methods available to obtain precise image
descriptions:
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(i) Automated annotation using computer
vision techniques
(ii) Manual annotation.
Let us first look at the automated methods. Current
computer vision algorithms try to extract meaning by
analysing the visual content (shape, colour, texture etc.)
of an image. However, such approaches have found
limited success in specialized settings and are yet to
match the performance of humans in image recognition
and understanding [4, 5]. The primary reason is for this
pitfall is the ‘semantic gap’ between the low level visual
features and high level semantic details.
Humans on the other hand, have little difficulty in
describing images, however they find annotation task
boring and laborious. Therefore, recently, there have
been number of attempts in luring humans to do the
laborious task of image annotation. Notable examples
are games and social tagging. Although, existing
methods are quite successful, these methods in their
present form appear inadequate for obtaining
annotations of superior quality.
In this paper, as a solution to the above problem, we
propose a novel image annotation framework based on
the theory of Emergent Semantics. We describe the
motivation and need for such approach. A working
prototype of the proposed approach is presented in the
form of entertaining online game, called GoFish. GoFish
is a web variation of standard Go Fish [6], a popular
playing card game. People play the game for fun and
entertainment. And as a side effect of playing the game,
images get tagged (annotated). We carried a small user
study to test the viability of the design. Result of the
study is encouraging.

Figure 2: Effective methods to entice human participation

2.1. Social activity
An easy way to turn something boring into something
that is interesting is to make it social. For example,
tagging images may be boring to individuals, but
together in a group (with friends and relatives) it can be
fun and interesting. Ludicrop Inc. [7] realized very early
the inherent social nature of humans and designed a
social tagging system, Flickr [8] around it. Flickr is a
popular image hosting and sharing website. Its
popularity has been fuelled by its organization tools:
mainly tagging. Tagging allows users to attach set of
textual labels (tags) freely to images and browse with
them. The benefit of using Flickr is simple social
platform where people can come together, share photos,
and tag them collaboratively. Currently, Flickr claims to
host more than 4 billion images [9].
However, in Flickr, tagging is a choice. As a result, there
exist many unlabelled images in Flickr from
uninterested users. Since tagging is not forced on to the
users, the users, who are trying to increase their
exposure, will only tag images. Beyond the restricted
community of friends, there is little reason for an
average user to tag any image properly.

2. RELATED WORK
Humans have mostly avoided tagging despite its
benefits in terms of recall and retrieval. Researchers
therefore, tried different approaches to entice humans in
annotating images. Three most prominent of these
approaches are (Refer Figure 2):
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
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Embed tagging in social activity
Provide monetary incentives
Design special purpose games.

2.2. Monetary incentives
Images can also be annotated by paying humans the
money in return. The concept was introduced with
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) [10] which coordinates workers and developers in solving human
intelligence tasks like tagging, for a small payment in
return. Some recently launched search engines such as
TagCow [11] utilize AMT. They pay $1.20 per hour to
participants tagging images. However, current image
search engines do not have an alternate source of
generating revenue like Advertisements on image search
pages. Therefore, the strategy of paying humans to tag
images is not well justified from the business point of
view. Moreover, getting unbiased, precise description
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for images from unknown contributors is also a
problem of concern.
2.3. Special purpose games
Each year, people around the world spend billions of
hours playing computer games. The field of Human
Computation [12] started with the aim of channelling all
this time and energy into useful work such as annotating
images. Sometimes people like to think and be
challenged; sometimes it is just for pastime. Online
games are thus seductive methods for encouraging
people to participate in a collaborative work such as
tagging. Such games constitute a general mechanism for
using brain power to solve large scale problems. In fact,
designing such a game is much like designing an
algorithm—it must be proven correct and its efficiency
must be analysed [12]. People play such games for
entertainment, and not because they want to voluntarily
tag images. Existing human algorithmic games designed
for image annotations are: ESP game [13] and Phetch
game [14].

Figure 3: Which tags will result in easy agreement with the partner
in ESP game?

Even if one or both the players know the name of the
person in the image (that is, Gary Oldman in this case)
they will not tag the image as ‘Gary Oldman’. Since the
paring is done at random, the player does not know
whether his partner can also recognize the man in the
image as Gary Oldman (Refer Figure 3). Therefore, their
obvious guesses or tags will be limited to: ‘man’ and
‘spectacles’. These tags are not wrong in any sense, but
the question arises whether one has to rely on humans
to obtain them.

Let us look at them individually.
2.3.1. Extra Sensory Perception (ESP) game
ESP is the first human computation game, proposed by
Luis von Ahn et al in 2004 [13]. It has been hugely
successful and popular among the users. Millions of
image tags have been collected via playing the game, and
even after a many years of its launch, people are still
interested in playing the game.
The ESP game play is very simple. In this game, two
randomly paired players try to agree on labels for single
image. On each successful match (i.e. both players
choose the same tag for the image), both players score
points. The word or tag on which the two players agree,
then becomes the Taboo word for that particular image.
In the next round of game with the same image, players
cannot use the Taboo words to describe the image. They
must agree on some new label (tag) for the image in
order to score points in the game. Authors argue that if
the image has generated an extensive list of Taboo
words (words that player cannot use) and players are
unable to agree upon new label and preferring to pass
the image, then image can be considered as completely
labeled [13].

Moreover, ESP game gives players an easy option of
passing on difficult image and difficulty is kept up to the
user to decide. Therefore, in order to score more points
in the game, player will prefer to pass the image with
taboo words, rather than thinking over to extract new
tags. This fact can also be seen in their game statistics as
only 1023 of 293760 images have five or more labels
[13].
2.3.2. Phetch game
Phetch [14] game is aimed at fetching natural language
descriptions for images, to help blind people in
navigating images. In this multiplayer game, one player
(Describer) describes the image to other players
(Seekers) and they try to find the image from a search
engine for given description. On success, all players get
points.
However, in order to enjoy the game play it is “must”
for either Describer or Seeker or both of them to possess
some knowledge about the given image. If Describer
doesn’t describe the image properly to the Seekers, then
it is hard for seekers to find desired image. For example,
consider the image shown in Figure 4 (similar image is
also shown in original paper [14]).

However, problem with the ESP game is that it
encourages users to assign obvious labels to images,
primarily because, doing so can easily lead to an
agreement with the partner. For example, let us assume
the image in Figure 3 is shown to players in ESP game.
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To understand it better, let us follow a thought
experiment and observe our tagging tendency.
3.1. Fallacies of misplaced concreteness

Figure 4: To search for this image, players must know the names of
the celebrities.

If this image is given to describer, he must know that the
man and the woman shown in the image are Justin
Timberlake and Janet Jackson respectively. A general
query describing the scene like “two singers, a man and
woman in a concert when man ripped a piece of woman’s
shirt” is not sufficient to search with. Moreover, for such
a description, seeker should also be knowledgeable
enough to replace the man and woman with Justin
Timberlake and Janet Jackson Respectively. This
assumption is too strict and will therefore fail to attract
global audience.

Let us first understand how we generally describe an
image. The way we describe the image is as much
function of “how we see” as it is function of “how we
think” or more appropriately “how we are made to
think” [15]. To illustrate, let us describe the image we
see in Figure 5.

Figure 5: How will you describe this image?

Figure 5 shows a familiar pattern of oval shape and
green colour. Therefore, we reply as “It is an Apple”.
Now, consider the same image, within a group of other
images as shown in Figure 6 and try describing it.

3. MOTIVATION
On reviewing the existing literature, we found some
fundamental problems in the way humans tag images.
For example, most of the times, the person who is
tagging an image completely ignores the possibility that
a searcher for the image may not know what he is
looking for or may not able to recollect what he wants.
Seeing and saying may have meaning to one observer,
but the same visual experience may not have the same
meaning to another observer.
To illustrate, a person while tagging follows his own
interpretation of image and tag accordingly. He may not
be aware of other possible or complete interpretations of
the image, or can simply ignore them. For him, ‘the
meaning of image is what struck to his eyes’. In effect, the
tagged image remains accessible only to him and to
people who also interpret the image similarly. Any other
person, who wishes to find the same image but queries
differently, will not possibly find the image due to
mismatch in interpretation with the owner or tagger.
The person, who is tagging an image, must realize that
the image itself does not have any meaning. It is merely
a rectangular shape with amorphous blotches of various
sizes and colours. While looking at image, we interpret
and compare the blotches to objects or situations we
encountered before. The cumulative of all visual clues in
an image gives us the ability to constitute context and
meaning.
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Figure 6: Is 'apple' still a good tag for the first image?

Our discriminating mind can see that all images are of
Apple, yet we know, the first one is different from the
rest. We therefore, look for the features that separate
this image from the rest of the images and describe the
first image in Figure 5 as “It is an apple fruit.” If we
progress in the same way and assemble the same image
with other images of Apple fruit, our description
becomes even more precise and we say “It is a green
apple fruit, partially eaten from left.”
This small exercise in the prequel shows that, ‘we do not
always say what we see’. We all saw and knew from the
beginning, the features present in the image, but we
never felt the need to express it completely. We
described the image with an abstract notion of an
‘Apple’. The problem with manual annotation is our
tendency to oversimplify things. We tend to get lost in
what Alfred North Whitehead called as, ‘Fallacies of
misplaced concreteness’ [16]. If we do not describe the
image precisely (i.e. communicate the complete
cognitive experience through language), the image
under view remains hidden in the crowd of similar
images and needs cumbersome browsing for retrieval.
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3.2. Crippled viewer syndrome
Greisdorf and O’Connor in their book [15] coined the
term Crippled viewer syndrome which refers to the
cognitive disconnect a viewer experiences on seeing an
unknown image. Without the background knowledge
necessary to interpret the image, a viewer can describe
the image only in terms of the signs it contains.
Therefore, the true (intended) meaning of the image is
often does not get communicated in the annotation. For
example, let us look at the image in Figure 7. If we do
not know that the person in the middle is ‘Barack
Obama’, then our description would probably be limited
to ‘Basketball team’, ‘black kid among white kids’, ‘group
photo’ etc.

To elaborate more, emergent semantics theory [17]
reveals that:
•

•

•

Meaning of the image is contextual
It depends on the particular condition
under which the annotation is done and
particular user that is annotating the image.
Meaning of the image is differential
Meaning of the image can be made
manifest by differentiation between an
image which possesses that meaning and
image which does not. Further, Meaning of
the image can also emerge by association
between different images that share that
meaning.
Meaning of the image is grounded in
action
Meaning of the image can also be
established from the user actions when the
image is presented to her.

4.1 Emergent semantics approach to image
annotation

Figure 7: Without the necessary background knowledge, most
people will tag this image as 'basketball team'

Using the emergent semantics theory, we present a
novel approach for annotation of images (Refer Figure
8). Our approach is a recursive way of extracting new
meanings of the image by repeatedly placing the image
in the context of other similarly described images.

These problems with manual annotation exist because,
to most individuals, applying word descriptors to a
textual document and to an image appear to be the same
sort of activity. However, they cannot be the same
activity, since describing the document text is an
extraction process, and there are (usually) no words to
extract from an image (photo, painting, etc.) Creating a
structured collection of images based on words requires
an underlying framework that connects the collection to
its viewers through purposeful communications [15],
which we present in the next section.
4. EMERGENT SEMANTICS THEORY
A solution to the annotation problem lies in the theory
of Emergent Semantics [17]. According to this theory,
image in general does not have meaning, but the
meaning emerges from the interaction with the user and
by placing the image in the context of other images. The
small exercise in the prequel is a proof for the same.
When the image of the apple is placed in the context of
other images as shown in Figure 5, we are able to
describe (or made to describe) the image more precisely.
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Figure 8: Emergent Semantic Based Framework for Image
Annotation

4.1.1. The procedure
The steps are as follows:
1. Present user with an image A to describe.
2. Get the description D0 for the image A.
3. Find all images from the database that
corresponds to the given description D0.
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4.

5.
6.

Present the original image A along with images
found in the step 3 and ask user to describe the
original image again with respect to other
shown images.
Get the new description D1 for the image A.
Repeat the steps 3 to 5 using the new
description D1.

The process stops when the user is unable to
differentiate between the images and add a new
description (tag) to the image. At the end, each image
will have a rich set of n image tags, D = {D0, D1,…, Dn}.

5. GOFISH: TRANSFORMING A POPULAR GAME
Go Fish is popular card game, played among two to five
players with a deck of 52 playing cards. One of the
players is chosen as a Dealer, who first shuffles the cards
and distributes them equally among all the players
including him. Objective of the game is to win most
Books of cards where, a Book is a collection of four
cards of same rank. For example, four kings, four aces,
etc. Figure 9 shows interface of an online version of
GoFish game [19].

4.2. Benefits of this approach
4.2.1. Productivity:
If an image A receives a description or tag D, then the
tag D not only describes the image A, but it also tells us
that tag D differentiates the image A from the rest of the
presented images. These accompanying images
therefore, will not have the same tag D. As a result,
annotation is done faster and on the complete set of
presented images.
4.2.2. Features ranking:
With every new round, the image A receives a new
description Di. In the first round people describe the
most striking feature of the image (For example ‘apple’
for image in Figure 5). In all subsequent rounds; next
most striking features about the image are introduced
(For example, ‘fruit’ ‘green’ ‘eaten’ for the image in
Figure 5). This hierarchical way of tagging helps in
maintaining a ranking of the received tags.
However, success of the above approach depends upon
active human participation, which can only happen if
humans find this task engaging and entertaining.
We therefore present an intelligent system design for
tagging images using the above mentioned emergent
semantics approach in the form of a game. Our
technique like previously proposed games [18], is not
dependent upon computer vision techniques, but on
people’s existing perceptual abilities and desire to be
entertained. However, unlike previously proposed
games, rather than creating a new game for image
annotation, we actually transform an existing popular
game into a game with a purpose of image annotation.
We first describe the original game and later we discuss
how to transform it to suit our purpose.
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Figure 9: A screenshot of an online Go Fish card game

Player to the left of the Dealer starts the game. He asks
any one of the players, for a card of specific rank and
from a specific suit (Hearts, spades, clubs and
diamonds). For example, “John, Do you have ‘6 of
hearts’?” However, in order to ask, the player himself
must have at least one card of the same rank, i.e. ‘6’ in
this case. If John has the requested card, he has to give it
to the player who asked for it. Whenever, the request for
the card is successfully fulfilled, the same player
continues asking for other cards. But if the player
addressed i.e. John in this case, does not have the
requested card, he says “Go Fish!” It means, player who
asked for the card, loses his turn for asking and now
John can start asking for cards. Once the player collects
all the four cards of specific rank to complete one Book,
he shows them to all and keeps them face down on the
table. The game proceeds in the same manner until all
the thirteen books of cards are won. The player with
most number of books is declared as the “Winner”.
Transformation
Let us see, how we can transform this game into a game
with a purpose of efficient tagging of images. As a first
thought, the transformation seems easy. Just replace the
playing cards with images. The catch here is, whenever a
player asks for a card, he has to describe it in plain text.
If we capture all such description, it will solve the
problem of describing the images. However, we must
GoFish: Fishing Thousand Words Worth A Picture
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ensure that cheating is minimal and generated
descriptions are accurate. We describe below the
modified version of the GoFish.
5.1. GoFish: Our proposed game
GoFish is a turn based game played among four players.
One of the players is chosen as Narrator and others are
Seekers. The deck of the cards is a collection of eight
images those we wish to tag. The replica of the entire
deck is always visible at the bottom of the game screen
as shown in Figure 10.

Narrator will lose his turn of asking after two such
penalties.
Once the card has an agreed description, Narrator picks
any one player and asks him for the described card. If
the player has that card, he has to give it to the Narrator.
Narrator then continues asking for more cards.
However, if the player does not have the requested card,
he says “Go Fish!” and becomes the Narrator. He can
then ask for the cards. Present Narrator takes his
position as Seeker. The game continues in the same way
till one player wins all the eight cards, he is then
declared as “Winner”.

5.1.2 Strategy
GoFish maintains a scoreboard which lists top scorers
and players who won maximum number of games on
the current day, week and till date (all time winners).
We present below strategy for winning the game and
scoring good points.
5.1.2.1 Winning a game:

Figure 10: Screenshot of a GoFish Game in action

Figure 10 shows a snapshot of GoFish game window.
The four players are seen at the four corners of Figure
10.
Narrator starts the game by shuffling and then
distributing the cards equally among all the players
(including him). Therefore, each player holds two cards
(they are marked with orange bubble. Refer Figure 10).
The players do not know other players’ cards. The
objective of the game is to win (collect) all the cards.
5.1.1 Game play
Narrator gets the first chance to ask for a card. In order
to ask, Narrator must enter proper description of that
card which can be approved by Seekers. He describes
the card (that he wants to ask) in the plain text and
sends the description to all the Seekers. All the Seekers
on their respective turn try to identify the card that
matches the received description (all the cards are
visible at the bottom of the screen, refer Figure 10).
Seeker scores points for finding the correct card. If
majority of Seekers is able to find the correct card,
Narrator gets points for the valid description. However,
if none of the Seekers is able to find the correct card,
then Narrator is penalized for incorrect description.
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To win the game, a player needs to collect all the cards.
At the start of the game, player does not know which
player has which card (Probability of correct guessing is
1/3). For a player to improve his chances, a good
strategy is to pay attention to who seeks which card He
can then capture those cards in the next turn if he can
remember whom to ask.
5.1.2.2 Scoring High points:
Narrator scores points for every card he correctly
describes, while Seeker gets points for every correct card
he finds. If card is correctly described every time and all
the Seekers are able to find the card then everybody gets
equal points and none gets chance to become Narrator
for the next game. To beat other players in scoring,
Narrator can opt to give description to which minimal
number of Seekers agree (Minimum number of Seekers
will be able to find the correct card). Narrator cannot
give wrong description, to which no Seeker will agree.
Therefore, a better strategy would be to describe the
image in more specific details, hoping that not all the
Seekers knew about it. It is a gamble, but worth taking.
Similarly, for Seeker to score high he should look to find
the correct card each time and follow the above strategy
if he gets chance to become Narrator after wards.
5.2. Description quality
A proper description is correct if it makes sense with
respect to the image and complete if it gives enough
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information about its content. The description becomes
superior if it conveys beyond what can be seen from the
image.
5.2.1. Accuracy
We argue that descriptions generated by playing GoFish
will always be accurate. We list following points in
support of it.
•
•

•

•

All the players are randomly grouped from
all the players online to avoid colluding.
Narrator cannot give description that does
not correspond to any image (irrelevant) or
more than one image (incomplete). In both
the cases, he will lose points as Seekers may
not be able to find the correct card.
For an easy agreement with the Seekers,
Narrator might want to describe the
position of the card as discriminating
factor, for example, “First image”, “second
from right”. We make sure that no match
(agreement) is possible by randomizing the
order in which cards are laid on every
player’s screen. Therefore, the first card
from left on Narrator’s screen may not be
the same on any other player’s screen.
Similarly distinction based on colors can be
avoided by using grey scale images.
If Seeker select wrong image for given
description, he gets negative points. Since
the players are randomly grouped, the
probability that all the seekers choose same
image which is different from the one
Narrator has picked is low.

5.2.2. Completeness
We expect that Narrator will describe the image with
only features that separates the image from the rest of
the images. These features may not be sufficient to
describe the image completely. We therefore follow
emergent semantics theory discussed earlier and group
the image with other similarly described images in a
new game instance of GoFish. Now, Narrator of the new
game cannot give the same description as before, as it
will now correspond to two or more images (The
previous description cannot separate the image from the
rest of the images). Therefore, Narrator must explain
the image further to score points in the game. An image
can be said to be completely described if Narrator can
no longer able to distinguish the image from the rest of
accompanying images and asks for replacements.

5.2.3 Superiority
We call a description Superior, if it conveys beyond
what is conveyed (what we can see) in the image. Players
who are playing the game are viewers, not the originator
of the images. Getting superior description by player
(viewer of the image) compared to the originator of the
image is difficult. The viewer may not know the
meaning of what he is seeing, yet he knows what he is
looking at. We intend to help him by giving supportive
images which are similarly described to obtain the
desired background knowledge. Even then a player may
not give superior description for an image. To make him
do that, we introduce the strategy of beating other
player in points as we explained in Section 5.1.2.2.
Player (Narrator) can attempt to give superior
description, hoping that not all, only one Seeker knows
that the description holds (makes sense) for the selected
image.

6. IMPLEMENTATION AND USER STUDY
GoFish is implemented in Adobe Flash [20] and Smart
fox server [21] is used for socket connections. Upon
completion of the game, server records all activities of
the player in the database for future analysis. Currently,
GoFish is in beta stage. GoFish is made available within
the university campus for testing. We present below the
results of preliminary study conducted.
6.1. Objective
The objective of the user study was to know answers for
following questions:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Is playing GoFish fun?
Do people want to play GoFish regularly?
Does the game generate valid tags?
What is the quality of generated tags?

6.2. Participants
A total of 30 players played the game over the period of
2 weeks. All participants were students from the
university campus with their age in the range of 19 to 28
with 4 female students and 26 male students. To avoid
the cold start, monetary incentives were provided for
winners and image set was selected from the top 20
results of 10 popular search queries from India using
Google Zeitgeist [22]. Table 1 shows the 10 popular
search queries used to evaluate GoFish.
Table 1: Search queries used to evaluate GoFish
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Cars
Harry Potter
Lord Ganesh
Shah Rukh Khan

Cricket
Hrithik Roshan
Sachin Tendulkar
The Dark Knight

Table 2: Example tags received with
GoFish

6.3. Procedure
A web based prototype as mentioned before is created
and its URL was mailed to all the participants. A tutorial
was provided along with the mail explaining the rules of
the game and it was also kept on the game URL page as
shown in Figure 11.
Any player can start a new game or join an existing
game as shown in game list in the right panel of Figure
11. However, a game does not start unless four players
(including the one who started it) have joined and are
ready to play.

Note that, general description is the basic level
description of the image while specific description
speaks about the striking feature of the image and
superior description conveys beyond what is seen in the
image. For example in Table 2, under Apple category,
‘Green’ is general tag for an image of a green apple while
‘sliced apple’ is specific tag and ‘music’ is a superior tag
for an image of iPhone.
6.4.2. Enjoyability

Figure 11: Welcome page of GoFish game

Once that happens, a new game will start, indicating it
to all the four players who joined. The player who starts
the game will become the first Narrator and remaining
three players become Seekers.
6.4 Results
6.4.1. Efficiency and accuracy
Each game lasted for roughly 14 minutes. 60% of the
players played the game more than once, while 8 players
played the game for four or more times. Total number
of games played was 33 that generated 231 descriptions
for the 150 images. We analyzed the quality of the
generated tags and found that 78% of the received
descriptions were specific to the image, 12% general and
10% superior. Table 2 shows examples of these
descriptions for four search queries.

In correspondence with the objective 1 and 2, upon
completion of the game, we requested users to answer a
set of questionnaire providing feedback about playing
the game and to write down any specific comments they
have. This step was optional and 24 out of 30 users
participated in it. First question was: whether playing
GoFish was fun? A 5 point scale was given to users to
record their answer with 5 being extremely enjoyable
and 1 being least enjoyable or boring. GoFish received
on average a score of 3.2 on the 5 point scale. Second
question was whether they would like to play GoFish
again? And answer was to be given in binary form
(yes/no). Most of the players (75%) said they would love
to play the game again.
In the comments section of the questionnaire, some
users asked a single player version of the game, while
few users suggested its integration with social
networking sites and introduction of time gap between
the moves.
We believe above results are good indicator of the
viability of the design. As a future work, we are
concentrating on the comments and the suggestions and
trying to build a single player version of the game with
its integration to Facebook [23].
7. DISCUSSION
GoFish is a game that tests not only player’s ability to
distinguish among images but also his memory and
above all his luck. To score high points, player needs to
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describe image correctly, while to win the card, he needs
good luck and concentration in the game. A factor like
randomness which comes with luck was missing from
the earlier games like ESP and Phetch [13, 14].
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Yahoo! Digits is an internal web analytics tools designed to provide data driven insights for Yahoo! products. The paper outlines the
principles of Digits design involving - personalization, insight driven information design and scalable UI architecture. It also focuses on
how Digits is helping designers in understanding their product and users better. Data analysis can be used for evaluating design impact
and drives design insights; along with other qualitative methods like user testing, user research, ethnography etc. Discussing data driven
design, paper primarily outlines the two essential methods of using data – one as a support to a known issue where data is used to prove
and/or understand the scale of a known issue. Other is to drive insights through analysis of data, which the paper terms as ‘data driven
insight’. The data can be used in understanding user demographics, engagement, customer insights, comparative benchmarking, etc.
The paper talks about how the core analytics principles of metric, dimension and friends metric can be used for data driven insights. It
also highlights how Digits provides ‘context driven’ information design and features to help provide data driven insights instantly.
Data Driven Design, Analytics, User Experience, Data Presentation

1. INTRODUCTION
Yahoo! is an internet company providing solutions for
communication, search, entertainment etc. For a
company like Yahoo! it becomes essential to track the
performance of their products. Yahoo! Digits is the next
generation web analytic application built completely out
of Bangalore office.
This paper will discuss various aspects of Digits design
and also will focus on how digits is helping designers
understand their product and helping in design
decisions. Paper discusses analytics in a generic fashion
so that design community outside Yahoo! can also use
the principles of analytics through other analytics tool
available in the market.
2. THE PROCESS & USER PROFILES
Digits used a user centred design process; which
involved early research on the existing tools - pattern of
usage through data analysis of the existing older tools
and user
interviews, followed
by product
conceptualization, use cases detailing, product flows,
wireframes, visual design & usability testing, followed by
improvements. The most important part of the redesign
was to focus on the ‘users’ - their understanding of data
and usage patterns.
During the initial user research on data analytics the
team realized that there are a large majority of
employees in Yahoo! who are not trained in data
analysis. To add to the problem if the analytics

application itself become very complex and difficult to
use there will be a good majority of users who will not
be able to use the data.

Looking at the pattern of usage and the profile of the
users - which involved Business Unit heads, product
managers, product teams (engineers/designers), content
writers, analyst, sales and marketing - Digits team
identified that most of them would be interested in
looking at a specific set of products and data.
In general it was found that designers are not trained
into web analytics thus it’s important that the
application be simple to use. Thus, the most critical
aspect of the design was to make the application very
easy to use, so that users spend more time in analysing
the data rather than to struggle with the application
itself.
3. DESIGN CONCEPT
3.1. Personalization
Realizing that most user are untrained in analytics, the
team decided to build the application that remembers
the usage and helps these users reach to the reports
easily. The whole design is built that helps users quickly
reach out to the relevant reports and spend more time
analyzing the data. There are 6 different levels of
personalization – bookmarking, share reports, recent
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reports, recently viewed pages/products, auto redirect to
last seen report. Another important aspect was transfer
of settings, e.g. sales person is looking at Page Views
report for Mail for an age segment of 12-24, which
comes from India. Now the user moves to another
product like News the same settings of age segment and
country is transferred to News data.
3.2. Insight Driven Design
3.2.1. Kind of Reports
3.2.1.1. Summary Reports

Figure 2: Modules on the Summary Page

Yahoo! before Digits had an older generation of
analytics. Looking at the data available on the older
analytics application it became evident that usage of
summary reporting is at least 10 times more than any
other section. Summary Report provides instant insights
to product and page reporting.
Summary Report in Digits has primarily two sections –
the top one shows all the metrics available for a
product/page. This section is called All Metric Snapshot.

Summary Report is helping the product teams and
designers to quickly understand the demographics of
users on their products, popular sections of the site and
the region (country) of traffic (Fig2).
The real value is provided through the interactivity of
the page, which allows to see the modules for any shown
metric. E.g. designers can now easily discover content
and demographics, which provide more Page Views
versus demographics and content where users spend
more Time.
This insight can be used in choosing what sections of
the page should have more engagement while what
potions could be used to increase Page Views.
3.2.1.2. (Metric) Detail Page
As the Summary Report is designed to give an overall
view of the performance of the product/pages, Detail
Page is designed to drill down into the metric data.

Figure 1: Screenshot of Summary Report

The bottom part contain modules that essentially
answers some basic questions like “Who is coming to
my site” “where are the users coming from” and “what
part of my site are more popular”. These modules are
driven from the metric selected on the top section – All
Metric Snapshot (Fig 1).

Information on the Detail Page contains two sections.
The top section provides the total count, e.g. in the case
of Page Views, total value is mentioned. To provide
some context the metric count is accompanied by other
metrics (called Friend Metric).

Figure 3: Screenshot of Detail Page
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The bottom portion is totally dedicated to the details of
the metric; which shows the trending graph, data table
and other actions required to analyze the data (Fig 3).
Along with normal mode, Detail Page also allows
advanced segmentation through Breakdowns and
Filters. Where breakdown essentially breaks down the
metric with chosen dimensions like Age, Gender,
Country and Content. Filter allows the user to filter the
metric with the above dimensions (Fig 4). These
‘advanced settings’ by default are hidden from the
normal users so that they don’t get overwhelmed with
the settings option. These are required for advanced
reporting, thus their usage is limited to advanced users.

Designers can now account for seasonal trends in data
and make better predictions on the traffic.
Along with that, due to filtering and breakdown
capabilities designers can now see the data and the
trends for a specific demographics and content. E.g.
designers can track the usage patterns of teen-age
audience on the site through Filter. Thus, the designers
can understand the behaviour of a user segment and can
design for it with better understanding.
3.2.2. Information hierarchy
Digits design is built with core principle that the most
important information should stand out. Example, for
any metric report like Page View the core information
that should stand out is the total number of Page Views.
Other supporting information is toned down so that the
actual numbers stand out. There are three different
levels used in Digits:
3.2.2.1. Primary data
Bigger font and bolded generally visible even from a
distance (Fig 6).

Figure 4: Breakdown and Filter settings in Detail Report.

E.g. Page Views (PVs) Breakdown by Age – will be Page
Views contribution of various age segments for Mail
users. This report will split the total Page View (PVs)
with contribution of all the age segments (Fig 5).

Figure 6: Primary and Secondary data, Black and bolded data is
the primary data while %age change and other metric constitutes
the secondary data.

3.2.2.2. Secondary data:

Generally supporting information like % change or
other supporting metric data (Fig 6).
3.2.2.3. Roll over data

Figure 5: Showing the age group contribution for Page Views

This data is generally not visible on the UI upfront but
shown on user action – mouse over the numbers (Fig 7
& 8).

Filter PVs by age segment of 18-29, will show only the
PVs driven by that segment.
Detail Page along with its functionality to see the metric
in context of other metrics and Compare feature is
making it simpler for designers to get instant insights.
E.g. now designers can compare this year’s trend with
previous years trend to see the seasonality in data.
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A simpler data presentation and compare is helping
designers to better understand the data.
3.2.4 Friend Metric

Figure 7: Roll over percentage change data in All Metric Snapshot
section of Summary Report

Along with the chosen metric, Digits allows the ability
to see another metric to help setup the context. Friend
Metric are shown on Summary section of the Detail
Page and also in the Data table (Fig 10 & 11). Like, PVs
can be seen along with Time Spent. The use case could
be that the PVs are increasing while the Time Spent is
decreasing, which might indicate that engagement in the
site might be going down. Or the site is not getting the
desired traffic. User are coming to the site and not
finding relevant information/content to keep them
engaged on the site.

Figure 8: Roll over data on Modules in the Summary Report, the
actual data shown on the UI is in percent contribution while the
actual count is shown on roll over

Figure 10: Summary section in the Detail Page showing Friend
metric along side Page Views count.

During early research it was discovered that showing
too much information scares the users who are not
trained in analytics. This hierarchy is helping designers
focus on the most critical information and reducing the
information overload.

This ability to see two metric at a time allows for the
discovery of insights like, 20% users (say 20-25 age
group) is giving 70% PVs. This will be an important
insight, as now the designer knows that if this 20% user
group leaves the site, the PVs will drop by 70%.

3.2.3. Context
Both in the summary reports where multiple metrics are
shown are always accompanied by %age change and
some historical trend. E.g. 10,000 PVs will not make
sense unless you know more information about it. Like
whether it’s gone up or down (%age change), along with
some sense of historical data (spark line showing 7
historical data points) (Fig 9).

Figure 9: All Metric Snapshot

Context is the most important part of analytics. Without
considering the context both of factors within the
product and outside (competitors or events) it become
very difficult to make a correct judgment on the data.
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Figure 11: Data table with Friend Metric. The last column has a
drop down with all the Friend Metrics.

3.2.5. Percentage contribution vs. actual count
Digits use a good balance between %age contributions
vs. actual count. In Summary Report, Digits use %age
contribution to understand the split. There are cases
where %age contribution is more useful than actual
numbers. Information design is built around this
understanding of where to use %age as default vs. actual
count. E.g. if we say 12-25 age group is giving 12,234
PVs, it would be difficult to interpret. While if we say
12-25 age group contributes 45% of the overall PVs, it
might be more actionable insight.
3.3. Scalability
Another important aspect of Digits design was its
capability to scale. Most often we see the design not able
to accommodate the requirements and thus becomes a
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potential case for a redesign. Frequent redesigning can
take up crucial time and hold you back for a period
where your competitors can forge ahead with more
functionality. All the components used in the design can
allow to scale. The UI uses scalable Tab navigation and
carousal to help the UI scale in future.
4. USING DATA IN DESIGN
Design evaluation and research uses mostly qualitative
methods like ethnographic research, usability testing,
user interviews, contextual inquiry etc.
Data can be used in two essential ways – one to support
an existing issue found through qualitative methods. For
example at Yahoo! two of the designers found an issue
with password recovery tool through user research.
They found that most users are not able to successfully
recover the password. They informed the team working
on it, but could not convince the team to take this up as
high priority. They then looked at the flow analysis and
used the data to convince the team about the scale of the
problem. The issue was reprioritized to the highest and
quickly fixed.
Another way to look for insight is through the data
itself. For example in one of the news site the team
found that the traffic peak around 9:00am while the site
was uploading the fresh content around 11:00am.
Realizing that most users are not getting the fresh
content the team preponed the content release.
Data analysis can be used either to support design issue
or to identify design issues.
5. WHAT DESIGNERS NEED TO KNOW

5.2. Context creates actionable insights
Context is important because it’s difficult to make sense
of the number without it. Assume the report says
Monthly Page Views 2,233,233; with just this piece of
information its not very easy to make any insight. Now
if the data say 2,233,233 (+10%) then it brings some
content. So as we start to add more data to the number
like 10 historical data points, PVs of competitors, last
year’s data or PVs along with other metric the data
becomes more actionable.
This is the whole premise of Digits design, to always
provide number along with features that allows set this
context - through either friend metric or compare
feature.

5.3. Data can tell you “What” but not “Why”
It’s important to note that data can answer “What” but
can not answer “Why” [1]. E.g. Data can tell you that
PVs are going down but “Why” it’s going down cannot
be easily answered by data alone. “Why” can only be
answered by either usability testing or other qualitative
methods.
6. CONCLUSION
Data provides an unbiased view to the performance of
the site/application.
Data helps identify gaps and opportunities. It surfaces
popular and underperforming parts of the
site/application.
Data provides a good understanding of user segments
and demographics.

5.1. Definition of Metric
It’s important for designers to understand the definition
of the metric. To be able to make sense of the number
it’s important to know how it’s calculated. For examples
its useful to know what does Time Spent mean and how
its calculated to make sense of the numbers.
On mouse over on metric title Digits shows up the
definition of that metric (Fig 12).

Data can help drive Design Strategies – designers can
choose to leverage the top user group or to cover up
other underperforming user groups. Example, a site
might want to target the user group that’s giving the best
revenue and make the site more relevant and engaging
to that user segment. Or can decide to broaden the user
segment and try to find gaps to make it more relevant to
broaden the user segment.
Data can support user research outcomes and bring
more authenticity to usability findings.

Figure 12: Metric definition
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In order to make the usage of data more widely used,
web analytics application need to be designed in way
that are simpler to use and shows data is a way that
makes it easier to interpret.
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Design community should start to look into data and
some basic analytics should be thought in design schools
to make the next generation of designers more
comfortable in data analysis.

Manager), the whole product team (Engineering and
QA) and the product management team in U.S. Special
thanks to Sandeep Datar and other UED members for
guidance and support.

Digits usage doubled compare to the older application
in just two months of the launch. User feedback has
been very positive across profiles with special mention
on ease of use, sleek look n feel and the effective data
presentation on the UI.
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Mood tracking in the new realm of web 2.0 applications has undergone many interpretations and visualizations. On one extreme are the
fun social applications which greatly trivialize mood tracking to a scale of emoticons while on the other hand there are those which
complicate the idea by making the application highly technology oriented and bordering on scientific and statistical analysis.
To strike the right balance between fun and seriousness, we worked on finding a solution for a single question - what would each one of
us, as a common user, conversant with the social media paradigm, want in a mood tracker that proves to become a mood diary as well as
a social networking medium? Moodgroove maintains the spirit of self-tracking mood (for introspection and understanding), while
allowing synergic fusion of self-realization value as well as social expression. It satiates not only the stated but also the perceived needs of
users. Moodgroove enables users to locate their mood on a scale, express it in words and associate reasons to it. The product visualizes
these factors across time, and shows the patterns in users mood variations. What brings thrill to this product is its ability to convert a
mood entry into a piece of art - a traditional medium to express mood. Moodgroove translates the mood into abstract art with colors
and interaction patterns, while creating a musical mood piece for the specific mood. Yet another feature is the generation of a short
poem based on the user's selection and choice of words to express his mood. There are potential possibilities and options to selectively
share Moodart; Moodtune and Moodmuse on Facebook or Twitter bringing social aspect to the product.
In this case study, we delineate the various challenges faced, experimental techniques developed and the evolution of Moodgroove from
what it started out to be – an interaction that would encourage people introspect and realize how their moods are influenced by various
aspects in their lives
Mood Tracking, Social Media, Mood Expression, World Mood Temperature, Experiential Sampling Method.

1. INTRODUCTION
As economies fail and layoffs become the way of the
world, more and more people start thinking about
“existentialism” and coping with their realities. In such a
situation, applications in the domain of “Introspection
Space” start gaining attention. Capturing and analyzing
emotions and mood is considered to be an important
factor for introspection.
Moodgroove has been a journey which started with a
simple idea of mood tracking and finally culminated
into an application that not only captures mood but also
presents it in various manifestations. As the topic of
mood capturing is sensitive, throughout our journey we
encountered several challenges pertaining to human
emotion and interface design. In this case study, we
elaborate on how these challenges led to the evolution of
Moodgroove concept and opened up a plethora of
possibilities in the mood space.

Web 2.0 applications have primarily been to keep it
simple and fun – with the use of emoticons.
However, by keeping it simple and fun, most of these
applications trivialize the depth and complexity of
human emotions and feelings. One cannot truly express
his/her mood because of the restricting vocabulary
provided by these applications.
On the other extreme, there are also applications [1]
which are specifically built for tracking mood-annotated
data from blogs and online posts and represent this data
in the form of graphs. They thrive on the existing
content on the web, and act as world mood aggregators.
These graphs, however, are complex and may neither be
interesting, nor easy to understand, to a common user.
With the above mentioned studies, we defined our
problem statement as - what would each one of us,
conversant with the social media paradigm, want in a
mood tracker that evolves into a mood diary as well as a
social networking medium?

2. THE MOOD SPACE
Although moods and feelings have the potential to take
social networking to the next level, the focus of current
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3. INSPIRATIONS
While surveying the mood space, we also happened to
chance upon a few applications which truly stand out
with respect to their treatment of mood data– either in
the form of visualization (e.g. We Feel Fine) or in the
exploration of mood with another medium (e.g.
Gettyimages- Moodstream)
3.1 We Feel Fine
We feel fine is an experimental project started by
Jonathan Harris that captures the world’s expression by
collating every bit of feeling and emotion mentioned in
blogs across the web. More than just capturing this
information, it’s the way this information is visualized
that makes it very inspiring. The same information is
expressed as various movements - Madness, Murmurs,
Mobs, Montage, Metrics and Mounds. Each of these
movements, represent mood information in different
forms. [2] For example the screenshot below shows the
“Madness” movement – each dot in the space represents
a feeling captured from a recent blog entry. The dots are
colour coded to indicate the approximate feeling –happy
positive feelings are indicated by bright colours and sad
negative feelings by dark colours. Clicking on any dot
brings up the sentence that captures the feeling from the
corresponding blog entry.
3.2 Gettyimages- Moodstream
This application explores the interplay between mood
and visual/video footage. Based on a group of settings,
the application generates a stream of visual and video
footages from Getty repository. It is a visual
brainstorming tool specifically designed to take you in
inspiring, unexpected directions. As you watch and
listen you are exposed to different images which can
stimulate your mind and help you think of new
concepts. You can create a series of "moodboards" that
consist of a combination of soundtracks, Getty images &
videos - based on sliders describing tagged asset
attributes, such as happy vs. sad, warm vs. cool, or
nostalgic vs. contemporary. It also inspires the idea of
having users create their own Moodstream – including
their own videos, favourite tracks and pictures.
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Figure 1: Screenshot of We feel fine.

Figure 2: Screenshot of Gettyimages-Moodstream.

4. CONCEPTUALIZATION
We have discussed and involved many psychiatrists,
psychologists and neurosurgeons during the
brainstorming sessions of this product on a noncommercial basis and solely for the validation of certain
aspects of Moodgroove.
These sessions helped us in crystallizing what we wanted
our product to be, and the major issues it had address –
keeping the system simple but not trivial, building in
flexibility, and bringing value to each and every user in
the short and long term.
On another plane, an important factor to be considered
was whether the system should be leading or nonleading. By leading, we mean, should the system suggest
feelings which could be picked by the user – which
means there is a certain amount of influence that the
system exercises on the user simply by displaying a set
of words which knowingly or unknowingly the user
ends up picking, even though he may not quite feel that
way. On the other hand, building an honest system,
meant keeping it completely open ended – asking a
question like “How do you really feel” which makes the
user think and come up with his own word/phrase from
his vocabulary (this is clearly a clinical approach
favoured by psychiatrists because of its unbiased
nature). However, research shows [3] that the latter
Moodgroove – Creative expression to your mood
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approach may not work very well with users simply
because most people find it easier to pick from the
choices offered rather than having to come up with their
own. It also, in a way, ensured that users might not end
up using the same kind of trivial words like “I feel –
fine” which is what we all are pre-programmed to say
and think, no matter how we really feel deep down.
Having chosen to go the “leading” route, the next step
was to design the steps involved in mood input. To keep
it simple, we started off with a familiar component – the
slider with grooves ranging from most positive mood
right up to most negative mood, so users could indicate
generally which mood-groove they were at before
drilling down to their feelings.In order to build in
flexibility, we felt the need to go beyond just having the
groove scale, and so we introduced what people most
often use to express their feelings – a huge cloud of
“feeling” words. Not only were there hundreds of words
to pick from, you could also pick any word against any
groove value, so there were no hard limitations on
word-groove pairing.
While in the midst of designing the mood-input
process, we came across a technique in psychology
called Experiential Sampling Method[4]. This method
provides guidelines for users to keep track of their
feelings over a period of time, along with a record of
why they felt the way they did corresponding to each
mood entry. This method appealed to us and helped us
resolve the third thing to be addressed – the value of this
product – if we could build a system which not only
kept track of your feelings over a period of time, but also
maintained a record of why you felt that way, it could
provide immense value for users - they could find
patterns in their moods and the reasons linked to them.
Once the core interaction was figured out, what
remained was the visualization of this recorded mood
data. Here we intended to demonstrate true value to the
user by showing not just his mood variation as a plot
across time, but also patterns in his mood variations and
their associated reasons. This could stimulate
introspection and self-realization, if a user used
Moodgroove on a regular basis.
Another area we were really keen on exploring was the
expression of mood in various forms – art, music and
literature. Our literature search [5] revealed the
following findings.

It is found that red raises the whole energy level, blue
brings down blood pressure, slows respiration & heart
rate and Orange evokes excitement. Instead of exploring
the influence of colour on our moods, we experimented
with the reverse relationship – expressing mood
through art.
Music: Known to be the international language, has
great effect on our mood. Certain tunes and beats tend
to get a similar reaction from most people. Indian
classical music is known to be energizing, soft lullabylike music to unwind, music with specific pace of beats
evokes enthusiasm, medium-fast to fast music is good
during exercise and housecleaning. Just as music could
influence mood, there is scope for expressing mood in
terms of music. This was another form of expression
that we were keen on exploring and coming up with a
tune generator which could establish this connection.
Literature: Every piece in literature has a certain
character and mood associated with it, which reflects the
author’s personality or that of the characters in it.
Therefore, achieving mood in literature, especially in
poetry has been an age-old tradition. Just that there was
always a person behind each poem, while here we
intended Moodgroove to be the creator, and the poem
to be a reflection of the user’s mood.
5. EVOLUTION
5.1 Moodgroove – where it all started
The idea started a year ago when we decided to create a
product that would allow people to gauge their mood
temperature. This was measured on a 9-pt scale, which
had one word associated with each scale value. It was
however, a very limiting system because it only allowed
for people to indicate their mood across a 9-word
expanse.
This model also had a very basic Report in the form of a
Calendar View for day, week, month and longer periods
and a Chart view which could plot the moods across a
period of time as a graph.

Art: It is well known that art, and specifically color
influences our mood and our thoughts. Each color has a
psychological value and it affects people depending
upon one’s age, gender, climate and ethnic background.
India HCI 2010
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Figure 3: Emotiv – the initial face of Moodgroove.

There then evolved other versions of this model which
split the mood measurement into an emotional scale
and physical scale, so that people could track both
parameters that contributed to their mood. More than a
mood measurement, it was a measurement of the
physical and mental stress levels of a user.

Figure 5: Hoop, initiation of two pronged approach.

Figure 4: Emotiv - physical & mental stress scales.

To improve the system’s flexibility, we tried out a twopronged approach of not only having a slider scale, but
also having several words for a given scale value which
users could choose from. This way, we ensured that the
chances of finding a closer and more appropriate word
to describe a feeling would be higher. A real time graph
which would dynamically plot the user’s feeling across
time was also accommodated below the slider scale.
Another interesting feature addition at this point was
the World Mood status. This automatically opened up
the social side of the product – the inherent need to see
how others around the world are feeling as compared to
the user, and how many more people are feeling
somewhat similar to the way he was – which brought in
the comfort factor of being one among many. The UI
design also evolved with each version to reflect the
functionality. What started out with just a scale went on
to adding a word option, a dynamic chart, and a world
map.
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Figure 6: Moodmap

The product name too underwent its share of iterations.
What started out as Emotiv, became Hoop, which
further went on to Moodmap, and finally emerged as
Moodgroove. The name Moodgroove suggests that most
often we find ourselves stuck in a groove, unknowingly
or knowingly, when it comes to our moods and feelings,
and this is how the world sees us. This product helps
you identify your groove which could thereby lead to
self-realization or stimulate that much needed change in
your life.
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5.2 Moodgroove – Alpha version
Having arrived at the name Moodgroove was a
significant turning point in catapulting the product and
user interaction to the next level. Not only did we build
the main interaction for added flexibility, there was a lot
of emphasis laid on the messaging and other aspects of
the flow which would make it user friendly, right from
the beginning.
The important additions in this version were the
number of words to choose from. Here we established a
hierarchy of parent and child tags. Parent tags were
words which held the most popular mood, while child
tags were other words which were close or similar to the
parent tag.

another groove, the slider automatically jumped to
reflect that groove selection.
Several variations of the blue and white model were
tried out to see if we could make the UI look-n-feel
cooler. Using images in the background suddenly lifted
up the cool factor and made the experience more
dramatic and closer to people and emotions.
5.3 Moodgroove – Beta version
A paradigm shift in the user experience and the concept
of Moodgroove happened during the final phase of
moving from the alpha to the beta version.
The introduction of a dynamic flash word cloud
catapulted the system’s experience factor to the next
league – and users found it to be overwhelming. Having
a dynamic word cloud also meant that there was no
longer a limitation on the number of words the system
could hold. The system saw a multi-fold leap in its
vocabulary, and removing the hard pairing between
words and grooves, brought in a lot more freedom for
users to pair any word against any groove.

Figure 7: Moodgroove alpha version

Figure 9: Moodgroove – with dynamic word cloud.

Figure 8: Alpha version with enriched UI.

Another functionality that got added at this stage was
the search feature, which allowed users to search and
locate the words they wanted. However, the assignment
of words to a groove was fixed. So if a word didn’t
appear in the current groove, but it was found under
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Another key factor added to the system was the addition
of the second step which posed the next question –
“Why are you feeling this way?”. Users in beta version,
can not only record their moods, but also associate
reasons to them, which introduced more value to mood
tracking. Moodgroove could now be used as a true
introspection tool which could show patterns in your
moods and their associations with reasons, an important
medium to help in understanding mood swings [6].
Another critical improvement area for the beta version
was the leap in visualization of reports. There was a
need for not only showing how a user’s moods had
varied across a time period, but also provide more
dimensions across which this mood data could be sliced.
For e.g. how frequently a mood was felt, what were the
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most obvious reasons for a mood, etc – dimensions
which made understanding mood data more intuitive,
and aided in pattern finding and introspection.

already present is the system or is taken as a user
suggestion, so that the user doesn’t have to bother about
not finding his vocabulary.

At around this time, we also started experimenting with
the idea of expressing mood in various other forms –
art, music, haiku. These experiments are still underway,
and we believe, being able to incorporate them
effectively, can elevate the product to a whole new level.

Apart from the search/suggest feature, the system
provides added flexibility when it comes to the number
of words that can be picked by a user too. Moodgroove
appreciates that users may not necessarily only have one
kind of feeling at any moment – they could be going
through a mix of emotions. To help them capture all
these feelings irrespective of where they find themselves
on the groove scale, the system allows users to pick up to
4 words to describe their feeling(s). They also have the
option to remove or replace words, once picked.

6. SYSTEM DESIGN
6.1 Core functionality
Moodgroove in its current avatar sports a very
minimalistic homepage with just a few pointers on what
this product is about. It supports two types of login –
through Moodgroove registered account, and through
Facebook Connect.

Once users tell the system how they feel, they now
proceed to the next step which is “Why are you feeling
this way?” – the response to this is also in the form of
words which users can pick from the word cloud.
Alternatively, similar to the previous step, they can also
search for specific words or suggest them to be added if
they are not available in the system. The same wordlimit is applicable to this step too, and so is the remove
and replace functionality.
Moving on, users can now add an optional note to the
mood entry. The note is primarily meant to be a short
one or two liner (within 140 characters) which can also
be posted to one’s Facebook or Twitter account.

Figure 10: Home page - Moodgroove beta version.

On entering the system, user finds him/herself amidst a
word cloud with the groove scale perched prominently
on the screen – the starting point.
Moodgroove core functionality can be broken down
into three steps –
1) “How are you feeling?” 2) “Why are you feeling this
way?”
3) “Like to add something more?”
At the first step, the interaction involves a slider module
free from any labels; but with emoticon-like partial faces
on both extremes, to suggest the positive and negative
mood portions on the scale. Users have to first pick a
groove to indicate their overall mood. Each groove is
associated with several word suggestions which appear
as part of a word cloud in the space near the slider. One
could pick from these, or search for a specific word in
case he doesn’t find it in the suggested word cloud.

Having set all the above, the user proceeds to finally
submit his mood entry. Editing entries in any step is
allowed till this final submission happens.
7. ENHANCEMENTS
Post submission, Moodgroove shows the user his mood
summary for the day – his mood entry along with the
generated artwork, tune and poetry. These fall under the
Art view of Mood Summary.
Although being a highly experimental area, there is an
unspoken relationship between emotion and colour
which has been previously explored by Jonathan Harris
in We Feel Fine – assigning colours to the dots to
indicate a range of positive and negative feelings.

The system supports search and suggest feature, which
ensures that any word that a user searches for is either
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Figure 11: Sample Mood art.

Taking the concept further, we tried to experiment with
various colours and come up with a colour logic for
each groove on the scale. A transformation of these
colour shades using art generation algorithms into
abstract art pieces for each mood entry is a unique
contribution of this project in the space of cross-media
mood-mapping. A similar experimental technique was
evolved to create a unique tune corresponding to a
user’s mood entry, with the help of the latest sound APIs
available out there.
Users have the option to share any or all parts of this
mood summary view on their social networking account
or blog. Specifically, Mood entry (can be shared on
Facebook, Twitter), Mood art (Facebook, Flickr,
Twitpic, etc), Mood tune (Facebook, Myspace, any
music sharing application, blog), Mood haiku (personal
blog, Facebook, etc)
The other view is the Chart view which can be accessed
using the slider at the bottom of the page. This chart
plots mood variations for the given time frame. Seeing
mood data across other dimensions has been enabled
using multiple filters which slice moods and reasons
across how frequently or infrequently they have been
used in the given time frame.

Figure 13: Mood Universe

across the world posted recently, on a Google Map
interface – with markers pointing out the regions where
they have been posted from. This mood display is
dynamically updated in real time, and gives the user a
larger perspective into the mood space – almost fosters a
feeling of oneness with users across the world.
8. CONCLUSION
There is an inherent need in people to state, see and
share opinions, thoughts, pictures, stories and their
feelings through various mediums.
Moodgroove targets these perceived needs of users by
extending a mood tracking application to a mood
expression application. Our 18 months experience of
designing Moodgroove has revealed that while dealing
with sensitive topics like user feeling, it is essential to
consider various aspects of human emotions. Our study
described in this paper opens up several new
possibilities of expressing mood through various
manifestations. The domain of mood tracking is in a
nascent stage and thus an interesting area to study.
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Through our research and collaborations with usability practitioners and HCI researchers funded by European Union projects in India
and China, together with other interactions, we have previously proposed a model for the global institutionalisation and localisation of
HCI and usability practice. The model envisages three elements: the redefinition of HCI in the local culture, the embedding of HCI in
local national organizations and the consequential roll-out of localized HCI practices. In this paper we represent the model and discuss
detailed issues that will support its implementation. In particular we provide a critical review of the literature on culture, specifically with
reference to its use within HCI. The issue is not to attempt to enforce some canonical form, but rather to highlight some of the ongoing
controversies about some of the concepts and methods currently being employed in the field. Following this we explore issues relating
to both whole life cycle issues of user centred design and the more specific issue of user based evaluation. In relation to user centred
design we debate how best to involve clients and users in a development process that works according to the off-shoring model. In
relation to the localisation of usability evaluation we explore research relating to different approaches in a number of cultures and
context and present a model providing summary guidance for method selection in differing countries / cultures..
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1. LOCALISING USABILITY PRACTICE FOR
LOCAL NEEDS
Across the globe, local people have their own concepts
of knowledge and their own forms of information
communication. It is important that they should be able
to shape their use of interactive systems without the risk
of losing their culture and identity. Cultural differences
have the potential to affect both the product (e.g.
website, mobile phone, software application) and the
process (e.g. requirements capture, usability evaluation)
of interactive systems development. In relation to the
product, cultural differences in signs, meanings, actions,
conventions, norms or values raise challenging issues in
the design of usable localized artefacts. In relation to the
process of development, cultural differences potentially
affect the manner in which users are able to participate
in design and act as subjects in user based studies.
Across the world the number of usability professional is
growing significantly. Through a wide range of
engagements with usability practitioners during our EU
funded projects in India and China (Smith, Gulliksen,
and Bannon, 2005, Smith et al., 2007) it is clear to the
authors that there is a considerable appetite to learn
about Western HCI case studies in the expectation that
these can be implemented locally. However there are
two problems to overcome:
a)
Firstly a holistic understanding of HCI is
necessary across the practitioner base in order for the

most effective tool or technique to be successfully
selected and implemented – this implies a much broader
‘education in HCI’ amongst practitioners rather than
just ‘training in tools’.
b)
Secondly the cultural and organisational
differences between countries and cultures mean that
HCI tools and techniques that have been developed in
Western countries may not be most effective in
developing countries. What is required is the
localisation of methods to meet local requirements.
We have proposed a model for the international
‘institutionalisation of HCI and usability’, as the key way
to ensure that HCI is properly developed and
implemented across the world (Smith, Joshi, Liu,
Bannon, Gulliksen, and Li, 2007). Institutionalisation
needs to exist both in academia (so that effective
teaching and research can be supported) and industry
(so that interactive developers and usability engineers
can understand and implement the ideally localised
principles and practices.
This institutionalisation has three elements:
firstly the redefinition of HCI and usability practice in
the local country / culture – for the usability evaluation
process this involves further validation and extension of
the model proposed in Table 1.
secondly the embedding HCI in local national
organizations – this involves taking ownership of the
redefined HCI within local countries / cultures such as
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through national computer societies, usability
professional associations and academia
finally the roll out of usability practice in industry – so
that fully effective interactive products can be deployed
with a global IT industry
In practice these elements will occur in parallel (and
indeed all have started) but the critical issue is to ensure
sufficient feedback between the elements. Indeed the
model accommodates the fact that the practical
implementation of usability informs the redefinition of
HCI. It is not just a research led process, but one that
benefits from both theoretical research and practical
implementation.

parts of the world. On the face of it, one might expect
that certain methods for performing, say, “user-centred
design”, might not work in quite the same way in a rural
area of China as they do in a metropolitan area of
Chicago, for example. Issues such as “saving face” and
not criticising the “researcher” or interviewer might be
an issue, as we will discuss later in the paper. In recent
years, this area of what has been termed “cross-cultural
HCI” has grown. This is an interesting area for
examination, but at the same time we believe that there
are a number of potential pitfalls for aspiring
researchers in the area, as we have noted in an earlier
paper (Smith, Gulliksen, Bannon, 2007). In this paper,
we extend this discussion, taking a look firstly at the
issue of dimensions of national culture.

Existing HCI practices

Redefinitio
n of HCI in
the local
culture

Embedding
HCI in local
national
organizations

Roll-out of localized HCI and usability
practices
Figure 1: International ‘institutionalisation of HCI and usability’

In this paper we discuss some detailed issues that will
support the implementation of our model.
To set the institutionalisation in context we critically
start by providing a critical review of the literature on
culture, specifically with reference to its use within HCI
and usability as this is necessary to understand the
issues underpinning cultural institutionalisation. The
issue is not to attempt to enforce some canonical form,
but rather to highlight some of the ongoing
controversies about some of the concepts and methods
currently being employed in the field. Following this we
explore the wider issues relating to both whole life cycle
issues of user centred design and the more specific issue
of user based evaluation.
2. DIFFICULTIES WITH CULTURE
There has been a practical interest among sections of the
HCI community in examining how some of the
principles and methods developed in North American
and European research communities apply to other
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The concept of culture is one that is central to our ideas
of the diversity of human society. As the anthropologist,
Alan P. Fiske notes: “A culture is a socially transmitted
or socially constructed constellation consisting of such
things as practices, competencies, ideas, schemas,
symbols, values, norms, institutions, goals, constitutive
rules, artifacts, and modifications of the physical
environment” (Fiske, 2002). The understanding of
different cultures has been the province of
anthropologists who have attempted to understand
different human societies through spending time living
with members of the society, learning their language,
and participating in their daily life, and rituals. This
method of understanding has become known as
participant observation, and the reports on these
different cultures, ethnographies. Again, to quote Fiske:
“The best way to study a culture is for researchers to learn
it pretty much the way informants do, by observation and
imitation.” (Fiske, 2002). It would appear self-evident
that different cultures would have ways of perceiving
and acting in the world that may differ, dependent on
their upbringing and their adaptation to that part of the
natural world where they live, be it the Antarctic or
Equatorial Africa.
In more recent studies in the area of international
business and in global software development, there has
been a renewed interest in the topic of cross-cultural
comparisons focussed on national identities, such as for
instance, comparisons of North American culture vs.
Indian or Chinese cultures, and how such differences
might affect the structure and functioning of
organizations in general and work activities and
practices in particular. While agreeing to the fact of
distinct differences in ways of working across different
parts of the globe, we would urge some caution as to
how these differences are conceptualized and
formulated. For one thing, there is often a too-ready
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identification of these cultural differences with national
identities. It is well to remember that national identity
is, conceptually, not a very well-grounded psychological
sociological or anthropological concept. For instance,
countries such as India are made up of many different
ethnic groups, with distinct languages and cultures, so
attempting to characterize an “Indian” mentality or
approach is problematic in the extreme. Also, assuming
that one can identify a culture through attributes
identified through individual survey responses is fraught
with problems.
For example, one of the most well-known and cited set
of dimensions used in cross-cultural studies in the
organizational and global software engineering
literature is that of Hofstede (1991, 2002) whose work is
based on survey data from a large global sample of IBM
employees. Based on this data, Hofstede's (1991)
conceptualised culture as ‘programming of the mind’, in
the sense that certain reactions were more likely in
certain cultures than in other ones, based on differences
between basic values of the members of different
cultures. He proposed that all cultures could be defined
through three dimensions:
• power distance (PD), the degree of emotional
dependence between boss and subordinate,
• collectivism / individualism (IC), integration
into cohesive groups versus being expected to
look after him/her self,
• femininity / masculinity (MF), which could be
interpreted as toughness versus tenderness.
In later research he recognised that, for Western
cultures there was the additional important dimension
of uncertainty avoidance (UA), the extent to which
members feel threatened by uncertain or unknown
situations, and for Eastern cultures, long-term
Confucian orientation, which represented a philosophy
of life that was prepared to sacrifice short-term results
for long-term gain.
Many applied scientists have seized on this data as an
instrument for developing specific tools to cater to
specific sets of values on Hostede’s dimensions.
However, while welcoming the interest in
understanding the heterogeneity of working practices in
organizations globally, we would like to caution
researchers in these applied fields of the host of
difficulties with the approach adopted by Hofstede, both
at a conceptual and methodological level. Here we just
touch on a few issues with Hofstede’s model (a more
detailed critique is forthcoming) while later in the paper
we will examine some of the work published using this
approach.
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Within the organizational studies field, Hofstede’s
formulations have been the subject of extensive critique.
Criticisms of this approach include:
• culture is seen as a never changing, monolithic
concept,
• cultural groups are seen as homogeneous, while
the possibility of diverging subcultures is
ignored,
• actors are allocated to one culture at a time,
while different cultures are seen as being
mutually exclusive.
The wholesale adoption of this approach by certain
software engineering researchers probably has more to
do with the relatively straightforward way these
concepts can be operationalized and data “captured”
using easy-to-apply survey instruments, than to any real
engagement with the underlying organizational
“theory”.
A general critique of Hofstede’s work can be found in
the paper by McSweeney (2002a), including a response
by Hofstede (2002), and a reply by McSweeney (2002b)
However, of more specific focus in this paper is the
critique by Fiske, following on from the critical metaanalysis study of Oyserman et al. (2002).
As
summarized by Fiske, the conclusion is:
“On the whole, much of the research looking for effects
of IND (Individualism) and COL (Collectivism) does
not yield very meaningful or very consistent results,
most of the effect sizes are not very large, some are in
the wrong direction, and very few, if any, have been
replicated using diverse scales. The big picture is that
research does not support the theory that East Asian
COL produces a psychology that contrasts with the
psychology of NA (North American) IND. This is the
discouraging news that Oyserman et al. (2002) brought
us.”
Thus one fundamental problem is that one of the basic
dimensions of national cultural difference as posited by
Hofstede is not empirically or conceptually sound. Yet
this dimension has been accepted by a host of
researchers in the HCI and GSE fields as the basis for
further work. There are many further issues with
cultural studies that use questionnaire data as their basis
for extrapolation and interpretation. As Fiske so
trenchantly notes:
“A more fundamental epistemological problem is that
all of these methods rely on verbal responses. The use
of rating scales, free responses, or interviews is
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appropriate only to the extent that one conceptualizes
culture as declarative semantic or episodic knowledge.
Most contemporary theories posit, and fieldwork
confirms, that culture consists of diverse, loosely
connected constituents, only a few of which are
articulable. The core of culture consists of practices
and competencies, needs, motives, emotions,
institutions and constellations of relationships, and
artifacts and technologies. Most of the intangible
constituents of culture generally are not accessible to
consciousness, reflection, or explicit linguistic
expression. People simply are not aware of these
aspects of their culture and cannot report them, even
in terms of their own behaviours and preferences.
Studying most of these aspects of culture through selfreport is worse than useless; self-reports are likely to
be distorted, biased, and confabulated representations.
The core of culture is procedural competence, not
abstract propositions.” (Fiske, 2002).
Critiques of the reification of national cultures have led
to a number of alternate accounts of culture. Some focus
their attention on the many different forms of “culture”
- professional, organizational, etc. - that may affect local
practices. Others develop more nuanced interpretations
of the culture concept itself - moving from a focus on
the concept as denoting a set of pre-programmed
stereotypical behavioural responses to an understanding
of the dynamics of interaction within and across
professional, organizational and national boundaries. In
this view within global software engineering, for
example, in order to obtain a richer understanding of
cultural influences of knowledge management in global
teams, it is necessary to investigate actual work practices
in their social (and cultural) embedding.
In accord with interpretivist approaches, we propose a
much broader understanding of culture: we see culture
as a shared web of meanings that shapes roles and
interpretations, and is dynamically (re)negotiated by the
actors in the course of their daily work. Hence, we are
more interested in the actors’ interpretations and related
processes of sense making, than in the definition of
cultural particularities.
Let us now look at some of the other approaches that
have been taken to the “culture” concept. A number of
other researchers have attempted to define the various
dimensions that underpin culture through empirical
research. Hall (1976) distinguished cultures on the basis
of a way of communicating along a dimension from
‘high-context’ to ‘low-context’. A high-context
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communication is one in which little has to be said or
written because most of the information is either in the
physical environment or within the person, while very
little is in the coded, explicit part of the message. Hall
distinguishes ways in which culture defines time, with
the concept of monochronic and polychronic time. In
monochronic cultures, time is divided into linear
segments, and can be measured and controlled.
Individuals in such cultures also tend to focus on doing
one thing at a time (Hall and Hall 1987). In comparison,
in polychronic cultures, human interactions are more
valued over time and material things. Individuals in
these cultures are comfortable juggling a variety of tasks
at the same time and consequently time schedules are
flexible and only serve as a rough orientation.
So we can see that there is no lack of theoretical
underpinning for cross-cultural usability, there is a lack
in explicit demonstration that such theories are actually
transferable to our discipline. However Smith, Chang,
and French (2003) undertook studies in China to
actually measure the extent to which Hofstede’s
dimensions affected perceived usability of websites.
Results showed that although some of Hofstede’s
dimensions were statistically relevant others were not.
Furthermore not all preferred levels of the dimension
were as Hofstede’s analysis might indicate.
3. USER CENTRED DESIGN IN A GLOBAL
CONTEXT
Having explored key aspects of the literature and
theories underpinning the cultural localisation and
institutionalisation of HCI and usability we now turn to
the issue of user centred design as the fundamental
framework for usable interactive systems development.
Traditionally the theoretical development within usercentred design has mainly occupied itself with the
development of tailored systems for well-defined work
tasks. Cases in which iteration, involvement of users,
multidisciplinary design is pretty straightforward. But
user-centred design in a global context means new
challenges. Previous quality goals of usability become a
lot more complex and broaden to consider factors, such
as accessibility, reasonable from an economic point of
view, and cultural and linguistic adaptability of systems.
At the same time the user population becomes broader
and a lot more heterogeneous. Clearly the need for user
involvement in the development process increases, but
at the same time the need for standardized solutions and
common solutions also increases.
We adhere to a definition of user-centred systems
design (UCSD) outlined in Gulliksen et al (2003).
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Therein UCSD is defined, encapsulating everything
from tools and techniques to business and
organizational factors. But it is indeed much more than
this. One of the main characteristics is a required change
in attitude from all stakeholders involved in the
development work. One of the central issues when
applying UCSD in a global context is how the concept is
perceived and appreciated. From our experiences it is
much easier to undertake the principled guidelines and
process steps than to adopt the general philosophy that a
deep understanding of UCSD actually means. The
global context challenges traditional views of UCSD in
various ways:
• Developing for the general public means that
there is an increasing need for localization or
even individualization, as the software
penetration in all parts of the world is
constantly increasing. Web 2.0, mobile
applications and increased software and
hardware
technologies
provides
new
opportunities, and challenges traditional
general assumptions based on standardized
software use in office environments.
• Developing for a different culture than the
developers own culture poses challenges in
terms of understanding how to support that
particular culture. This is valid for among other
things the offshoring of development, where the
mere distance in time, place and culture put
high demands on a formalized development
process or costly adaptations to local
conditions.
• Development roles, organizational structures,
procurement and acquisition processes as well
as experiences and skill levels all influence the
ability
to
conduct
UCSD.
Usability
professionals have become a clearly established
role in most Western countries (Boivie et al,
2006; Gulliksen et al, 2006) but for example, in
the Asian context design and developer roles
shoulder these responsibilities to a much larger
extent.
Developing for the global context also needs a focus on
sustainability and social responsibility in entirely new
ways. The technology must be made much more
affordable, the user population’s preferences and
requirements broadens as we meet entirely new
challenges spanning from the very young to the very
old, addressing all potential physical and cognitive
capabilities as well as supporting the widest possible
range of learning deficits and illiteracy.
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4. LOCALISATION OF USABILITY EVALUATION
Having explored, albeit briefly, the whole life cycle issue
of UCSD we now turn to perhaps one of the most
investigated issues in relation to culture and usability that of the more specific issue of user based evaluation.
As long ago as 1996, Herman (1996) noted that the
results of user-based testing indicated that cultural
effects exist, and that they exert a strong influence on
the outcome of user interface evaluation. In addition he
recognized the need to modify 'Western' usability
evaluation methods for application in the Far East. Since
then a number of other researchers have reached the
same conclusions (Evers (2001), Yeo (2001) and Oyugi
et al (2008)), particularly in relation to evaluation
methods that seek to elicit users’ attitudes through the
use of contextual inquiry type think-aloud methods and
structured interviews.
Cultural differences potentially effect usability
evaluations in multi-dimensional ways. Differences can
occur as a result of cultural differences inherent within
different cultural user groups, with differing groups
potentially reacting differently to individual evaluation
methods. Differences can also be evidenced as a result of
cultural differences between users and evaluators.

4.1 Cultural differences between users and evaluators in
usability evaluation
Vatrapu and Pérez-Quiñones (2006) present a
controlled study investigating the effects of culture on
the effectiveness of structured interviews in crosscultural contexts (Indian / Anglo/American) finding
that participants found more usability problems and
made more suggestions with the Indian interviewer than
with the Anglo-American Interviewer. Similar results
are echoed in Clemmensen and Plocher (2007), where
they carried out a pilot study and chose users and
evaluators from Denmark and India. They specifically
focused on conducting all possible pairing of test users
and evaluator pair. Having a local evaluator testing local
users seemed to be fastest and the best way to find
culturally specific problems with localised test
applications.
It is clear therefore that usability tests should be
undertaken by moderators who are from the same
cultural background as the users themselves. However
using local moderators in combination with foreign
developers affects the ability of the local moderator to
comprehend the rationale, selection of usability method,
context and overall purpose of the test. To overcome
these problems it is not unusual for the foreign designer
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to travel to the location and observe the conduct of the
local usability tests, to provide advice and to observe
and take notes. This procedure, however, significantly
increases the cost of testing but results in improved
quality of usability evaluation.
4.2 Cultural differences inherent within different
cultural user groups in usability evaluation
Research into cultural differences relating to user-based
studies has been ongoing for many years. Nakakoji
(1994) highlights important cultural issues that would
need to be put into consideration when migrating
software to Japan finding that Japanese were not happy
with brainstorming sessions and that it was culturally
unacceptable to challenge managers’ ideas in public.
These findings were supported by Herman (1996) who
reported behaviour in the Eastern culture whereby it
was considered culturally unacceptable to criticise the
designer directly openly as this may cause the designer
to lose face.
Many cultures, particularly in Asia and Africa,
demonstrate difficulty with Western developed
contextual inquiry methods, particularly those with
probing. Lim and Usma (1998) carried out a summative
usability evaluation of public information kiosks in
Singapore finding a mismatch between the objective
assessment feedback and the subjective assessment
feedback. Yeo (2001) describes a study that examined
the efficiency of the global-software development
lifecycle technique. An American English spreadsheet
was adapted for Behasa Melayu literate speakers, a
cultural group in Malaysia, using think-aloud user based
evaluation, questionnaires and interviews. Again, he
found that users were reluctant to provide critical
negative comments. This reluctance was because they
wanted to ‘preserve face’ of the designer and also
because they showed respect for hierarchy.
Chetty (2005) describes a research project that was
undertaken in rural South Africa where a telemedicine
software prototype was implemented. The project
involved a mixed group of participants from the
university and the local community. It is noted that
during the evaluation phase which was carried out by a
Cuban doctor and a Xhosa nurse, cultural factors may
have played an important part. Both participants ‘did
not criticise’ the prototype but ‘leaned towards the
positive in all their suggestions’. Chetty attributes this
reluctance to criticise to the fact that both Cuban and
Xhosa cultures view criticism as a sign of disrespect.
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Oyugu, Dunckley and Smith (2008) report two separate
empirical studies of a number of well-known techniques
with UK, African and Indian users. In the Indian study
three different methods (think-aloud, think-aloud with
probing and post-usage interview) were selected for
investigation with two user groups (UK and Indian). In
fact all users were resident in the UK but the Indian
users has only recently arrived in the UK and their levels
of acculturalization was low as determined through the
Suinn-Lew Asian Self Identity Acculturalization (SLASIA) scale (Suinn, Ahuna and Khoo 1992). As
determined by the number of useful pieces of usability
information obtained, post usage interview performed
worst for both Indian and UK users. Similarly thinkaloud with probing performed best for both user groups.
However for Indian users the improvement of thinkaloud with probing over think-aloud alone was much
less marked when statistically analysed.
Although there is comparatively less supporting
research, there is evidence to suggest that Indian users
in particular have some difficulty in adapting readily to
highly structured task-based testing. This is supported
by Chavan’s (2005) work on Bollywood where a far
richer scenario is presented to the user compared to
Western methods. Both the interview and think-aloud
only methods, being ones without evaluator
interruption, seem to allow much more flexibility in
user’s interpretation of the required tasks. With
contextual inquiry / probing method user interaction is
far more interrupted and this may inhibit flexible
interaction. This is potentially in accordance with
India’s supposed polychronic culture as defined in
cultural models, in which multiple tasks are handled at
the same time, and time is subordinate to interpersonal
relations. It is possible that ‘think-aloud with probing
methods’ reinforce monochronic interaction. We can
also speculate about the effect of the differences in
uncertainty avoidance.
In further related in Kenya, Camara et al (2009)
compared the co-discovery usability method and the
retrospective protocol method with both Kenyan and
UK users, finding that the data collected from the
Kenyan users using the co-discovery method to be
much richer as compared to that collected using the
retrospective protocol method and a probing method.
The suggestion being that co-discovery was more
suitable to the Kenyan collectivist culture.
In Namibia (Africa), Winschiers (2001) describes
exploratory research based upon a computerised tutorial
system for students. Similarly to Indians, Namibians
have a culture of non-criticism and it is considered
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impolite to criticise someone’s work in front of them.
The culture also demands that the culturally established
authoritarian hierarchy is respected at all times. In order
to overcome the authoritarian gap, Winschiers used
peer-to-peer evaluation in comparison and integration
with other methods. The outcome of the peer-to-peer
evaluation differed dramatically from other methods, as
the students were approached by their peers, there was a
willingness and freedom to speak freely.
This paper has been written for a global, as much as an
Indian, audience but the authors would wish to
recognise and address (as far as we are able) the
particular contribution to the global understanding of
these issues from Indian based researchers and
practitioners. Indeed since our involvement in the Indo
European Systems Usability Partnership (IESUP)
between 2002 and 2004 and first All-India HumanComputer Interaction Conference (Prasad, Smith,
Joshi and Ahmed, 2005) much work has been achieved.
The contribution comes from both practitioners based
in both international and locally based usability
consultancies (e.g. HFI) and researchers / academics
based in universities (e.g. IITB, IITG) and research
institutes (e.g. C-DAC), sometimes working in
collaboration with international partners in funded
projects (e.g. http://culturalusability.cbs.dk).
In common with work in China, significant outcomes in
Indian based research relate to the specific nature of
localised interaction either in local language script, with
particular devices or user groups (e.g. Yammiyavar and
Kate, 2009, Katre, 2008). Furthermore work is on-going
into the relationship between HCI and software
engineering in Indian industry (e.g. Joshi, 2007)
For the practicing usability engineer and for interactive
systems developers the implications of all these
culturally determined issues are considerable.
International interactive product developer may need to
use different methods to evaluate the product in
different regions / with different users. This in itself may
be problematic as results from separate studies will not
be directly comparable.
4.3 Guidance on global usability evaluation methods
When providing guidance to usability engineers and
international interactive product developers there are a
few key issues on which there is little doubt:
• Test locally. It is clear that user evaluation /
testing should take place in the local context.
Using immigrant users initially from a local
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culture but who happen to be based in the
country where the product is being developed is
not appropriate. When placed in a new cultural
situation, users may undergo a process of
acculturalization which is defined as the social
and psychological integration of individuals
with the target language group (Spolsky, 1989.
This occurs as the dominant host culture
absorbs to a certain extent minority immigrant
culture (Suinn, Ahuma and Khoo, 1992). Even
though the alternative of engaging in
international travel is highly expensive,
undertaking usability tests in the culture of the
software developers with immigrant users from
other culture is not to be trusted.
Test with local moderator. Furthermore,
usability tests should be undertaken by
moderators who are from the same cultural
background as the end users themselves. This
may not be easy as the development of the
usability profession is variable globally. In Asia
(India, China etc) there is now a fast growing
usability community, but in other areas (such as
Africa) this may not be so and it will be difficult
to select appropriately skilled local people as
usability moderators. In such circumstances it
will be necessary to select, train and manage
local moderators very carefully.

Although the above two factors are generally agreed
within the international usability community, going
further we need to consider the type of evaluation /
testing method to be employed and its suitability to the
target culture. Here there is less general agreement but a
growing body of knowledge is emerging as evidenced in
the previous section. In an attempt to structure and
classify how cultural differences affect usability
evaluation a number of interrelated issues emerge.
• Ability to criticize / loss of face This is a
recurring feature in may reported studies and
with reference to models of culture it would
seem that the problems evidenced in the above
studies relate to the effects of Hofstede’s
dimensions of power distance and collectivism.
The difficulty in this situation may be
compounded in areas of high uncertainty
avoidance. In such situations methods such as
co-discovery between a local moderator and a
single user may work. Alternatively it may be
necessary to involve peer-to peer interaction in
a collective workshop setting.
• Appropriateness of sequential tasks / effects
of polychronic cultures Although there is less
documented evidence relating to these issues, it
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seems to be emerging that users in polychromic
countries find greater difficulty with strictly
task based testing, particularly if integrated with
the probing style of contextual inquiry . In such
situations much richer, more generic problem
based scenarios may be required allowing the
users far greater flexibility in the way in which
users are required to interact with the product.
Whilst acknowledging the dangers inherent in over
simplification, and acknowledging the debate we
presented in Section 2 concerning all the difficulties
associated with culture, but also in recognising the need
to provide practical guidance to interactive product
developers, Table 1 presents an overview of some of the
key factors that are relevant in major geographical
regions. It indicates some tentative suggestions as to
methods that might be considered suitable in each case.
Before adopting the guidance it is of course necessary to
remember the need to understand the typical user group
in each region. A software developer working for
Microsoft in Bangalore, India may have more in
common in relation to his or her interaction with an
interactive product with software developers in the USA
rather than his or her close neighbours living in a poor
neighbourhood of outer Bangalore. With all these
caveats in order to simplify analysis six methods are
provided:
• Task based think aloud. As commonly
practiced in US / Europe this method adopts
the contextual inquiry approach with local user
engaging in a series of clear problem based
tasks with a local moderator
• Task based think aloud with probing. This is a
variant of the above method where the local
moderator is more active in the evaluation
process asking questions of the user as
appropriate. Examples of the method include
DUCE.
• Scenario based think aloud. Here the user is
provided with a richer and higher level problem
scenario (e.g. Bollywood) that will enable local
users to provide feedback to the local
moderator
• Record and think aloud. Using this
‘retrospective
protocol’
method
users
interaction in uninhibited by both the need to
think-aloud at the time of interaction or the
probing of the local moderator. Instead the
sessions are recorded and the local user engages
in the think-aloud / reflection process based on
the recording after the evaluation session.
• User / moderator co-discovery. In this
approach the local user and local moderator
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collaboratively explore the interactive product
in an attempt to reduce barriers (power
distance) between user and moderator.
Peer to peer co-discovery. In order to reduce
loss of face and the effects of power distance in
this method co-discovery is undertaken by pairs
or groups of users with very little moderator
involvement. In this workshop approach
usability information can be obtained in realtime or on completion of the interaction
sessions.

Table 1: Key factors and usability approaches in key geographical
regions

US

Ability to criticize / loss

Appropriateness

of face

of sequential tasks

Power

Collectivist /

Polychronic

Distance

Individualist

Monochronic

Low

Individualist

Monochronic

High

Collectivist

Polychronic

High

Collectivist /

Polychronic

/

UK
Germany
Brazil
East Africa
Arab c’tries
China
India

Individualist
Possible Preferred Methods
US

Task based think aloud

UK

Task based think aloud with probing

Germany

User / moderator co-discovery

Brazil

Scenario based think aloud

East Africa

Record and think aloud

Arab c’tries

User / moderator co-discovery

China

Peer to peer co-discovery

India

Task based think aloud
Scenario based think aloud
Record and think aloud
User / moderator co-discovery

5. SUMMARY
In summary, for HCI and usability to be socially
responsive and economically effective in a global
software development community it needs to adapt to
the needs of the local societies, both to individuals who
interact with the artefacts that are produced and with
the development communities who produce them. Of
course this redefinition does not need to start from
scratch, but neither is it appropriate to replicate
untested methods that may be successful elsewhere. In
order to achieve this redefinition both indigenous and
global approaches are required, involving critically a
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collaboration between them. There still remains much
to be done to achieve these aims.
This may be particularly so in the field of interaction
design, as an extension of HCI, involves a more nuanced
approach to issues of design thinking, and allows for
ideas from the design disciplines to influence the more
engineering-oriented, traditional HCI approach. Again,
many of the Western-oriented approaches to interaction
design may require modification when adjusted to other
environments. However, it is important to note that this
is not a one-way process of assuming the Western
model as some “ideal” which is then tailored to local
circumstances.
It is also the case that we, in the West, need to be
confronted with our mistakes and our problematic
assumptions. We need to be open to learning new ways
of learning how to think about, and collaborate with
others, based on the very rich traditions of, for example,
Indian and Chinese thought as to how to understand the
essence of design thinking, how to appreciate form and
context, how to learn about mindfulness and clear
thinking, and how to collaborate and converse with
others. In an era where sustainability has become a key
goal in design thinking, we in the West have as much, if
not more, to learn from the East as they have from us.
In this sense, the general field of “design thinking” that
the field of IxD has brought into more traditional HCI
allows for a rich exploration of these distinct ways of
thinking in different traditions, hopefully to the
betterment of both.
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Our aim is to sensitise the design community in general, and interaction designers in particular about the problems and possible
solutions. In this review paper, we will be discussing about the problems of PLHA in India which are summarised from the literature and
some preliminary visits to HIV AIDS clinics also various design ideas that point to solutions.
HIV, AIDS, PLHA, ART, Adherence, Patients, Patient Psychology

1. INTRODUCTION
In India estimates of HIV positive population are 2.3
million
(AVERT,
2009).
HIV
(human
immunodeficiency virus) is a virus that attacks the
immune system of the human body (AVERT, 2009) and
begins to destroy CD4 cells (Key infection fighters)
making the person vulnerable to opportunistic
infections (OIs). The stage in which the body is unable
to fight infections is AIDS (Acquired Immuno
Deficiency Syndrome). HIV spreads through sexual
intercourse, shared syringes, blood transfusion, and
from mother to the baby. For people with exposure to
HIV Post Exposure Prophylaxis (PEP) are
recommended. (UCSF Medical Centre, 2009).
CD4 count test and viral load tests are carried to
monitor the HIV status. (Saran et al 2008). When the
CD4 count goes below 250, ART (Antiretroviral
Therapy) is initiated which has complex dosing
schedules, drug interactions, toxicities and severe side
effects (NACO, 2007).

In 2006 national adult HIV prevalence in India was
approximately 0.36% (NACO, 2008) (UNAIDS, 2007).
(AVERT, 2009), (Solomon, et al., 2002). High risk
populations are female sex workers, truck drivers, and
injecting drug users (IDU), (Kumarasamy, et al., 2007).
2. PROBLEMS FACED BY PLHA
2.1 HIV Awareness
During our clinic visits we found that people are
unaware of the disease, its causes, precautions, and
treatment. Treatment and procedures are not followed
seriously until some major health problems occur.
2.2 Financial Burden
The treatment includes cost of tests, medicines, and
travelling expenses. First line of ART medication cost is
about Rs. 1,000 per month, (Saran, et al., 2008)
sometimes it goes up to Rs. 6,000 per month. Second
line ART is costlier. Some people do not go to
government hospitals inspite of getting free ART, due to
fear of disclosure, quality of treatment and service.
2.3 Stigma
Disclosure to family and friends becomes a major issue
due to the stigma which leads to poor support and
therefore poor adherence. (Kumarasamy, et al, 2005).
2.4 Psychological effects
Stigma, social isolation, and financial burden lead to
further depression, and cause discontinuation of clinic
visits. (NACO, 2006) (Steven, et al., 2006).

Figure 1:- From Dr. Kumar the schematic diagram above depicts
the behaviour of CD4 count and viral load and shows the various
medical stages of PLHA.
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2.5 Loss of time
Patients spend half a day or more in the clinic in
addition to the travel time and also spend lot of time
waiting for their turn.
2.6 Lack of HIV and ART Knowledge
Patients initiated on ART have poor knowledge and
several misconceptions which lead to failed treatment
and development of resistant strains of the virus. Some
patients share drugs, delay, or skip doses due to
financial
burden,
festivals,
mensus,
alcohol
consumption etc.
3. PROJECTS UNDERTAKEN WORLDWIDE
Some projects undertaken are Freedom HIV/AIDS
(zmq, 2007), Rompay et al (Rompay, et al., 2008), Home
test kit for testing HIV status, Aftercare, Project
Masiluleke, PEPFAR, Mobiles in Malawi connects clinic
to community health workers by SMS. (Carole, et al.,
2009)
4. DESIGN IDEAS
We conclude with some ideas that we think are worth
working on in the Indian context:
• HIV AIDS awareness kiosks for PLHA with low
education and no access to the Internet to be
deployed in HIV AIDS clinics which is localised so
that they can access them while waiting for their
turn. Relevant information can be provided in a
personalised manner, their frequently asked
questions are answered, and the load on doctors
and counsellors reduced.
• Visualizations of patient reports, prescriptions, and
schedules. This will help patients keep track of their
status and reduce the time taken by the doctors to
assimilate all information.
• A cell phone application to provide reminders and
personalised information about side effects and
precautions.
• Customised pill box for maintaining a complex
medical regimen.
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This case study proposes an interactive system which helps illiterate adults to become literate in our national language Hindi. It aims at
reducing the time of literacy classes and to help them learn how to read Hindi (Devanagri Script) which is the first step in learning any
language. After spending time with them and understanding their problems while learning it was decided that the system should be
motivational and everyday learning can be immediately implemented in their daily life. The concept also explores the idea of making the
system independent to be used anywhere and anytime of the day and to reduce the involvement of the teacher/mediator and make the
whole process more self learning, interactive and enjoyable.
Design ideas were prototyped and experimented with. Depending on the findings of experiments, the ideas were refined and changed to
be explored more in the process of making the final prototype. The sequence of letters, ‘matras’ and words to be taught to the user was
decided and structured, and different stages in the schedule were defined which helped in designing the better system. After this the
Usability of the system was done considering various parameters and based on its output, the final system was designed. It was found
that this product speeds up the learning and helps them do collaborative learning which enhances the learning experience.
These Illiterate Users, Tangible User Interface, Learning and Practice Modes, User Motivation

1. INTRODUCTION
In order to figure out the right mode of interaction to
teach, two experiments were conducted with different
mediums like tangible interaction and screen based
learning. A voice based mobile application was also one
of the medium but was not considered for
experimentation as class room learning helped users in
motivation which a mobile application was not
providing. Various experiments of different teaching
methodologies were done which helped in defining the
goal for the system. It was found that it would require
combination of multiple methodologies to teach
different letters, matras and words.
2. EXPERIMENTS
Learning with the help of Tangible letters: The
tangible letters and ‘matras’ were cut and arranged on a
board in a sequential order. There were LED attached
alongside the position of the letters. The tangible letters
were used with the aim that the user can feel the shape
of the letters and remember it easily and when the
associated sound will be played they can remember what
that letter is. Users were shown a picture, identify the
word and to recognize what is म, क, ◌ा and न and make
that word using those letters and ‘matras’ in front of
him. Every time he picks any letter the sound associated
to that letter would be played. And if the user doesn’t
know which letter to pick then a small LED next to that
letter would lit up to give him hint to pick that

particular letter. Whatever word he makes (whether
right or wrong) the word would be pronounced to make
user understand what word he made. The interface of
tangible letters would help them play around with it.
Every time they pick up the letter and the corresponding
sound playing to it would become like a play for them,
and would motivate them to learn on their own too and
not just depend on the teacher. Lighting up of LEDs was
also one of the attractive features. I also wanted to see if
this product can be used for collaborative learning and
how users react to that.
Screen based learning: While designing this product I
aimed at teaching users 1) Learn how words look. 2)
Words are formed from letters 3) How those letters are
pronounced 4) Learn references of letters 5) How those
letters combine to form a word. It’s a screen based
application where users are asked a very simple question
by the application so that user doesn’t get discouraged
in the starting of the learning session only. The user has
to choose the right picture by clicking on it with the
mouse. Then the next few screens teach him that word
and how it forms from letters and what those letters are
with corresponding voice over.
Teaching
methodology
Research
and
Experimentation: 1) Teaching a simple two letter word
and then swap those two to form another word. For
example बस and सब. 3) Teach a word and remove a
letter from it to form another word. For Example: मकान
-> remove म -> forms कान 4) Letters which look
similar to the objects name starting with that letter. For
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Example: न से नल. न Is similar looking in shape with
the tap. 5) Teaching similar looking letters together to
remove confusion. For Example: म ग & न, र & स, प & ष
3. FINAL CONCEPT
After teaching users, analyzing of all the data and
experiments, it became clear that users needed regular
practice of what they were learning in the class. So it was
concluded that the approach for learning would be a
complete system which consists of two modes.
Learning mode: Where they would be coming to class
and learn under the guidance of a teacher /mediator. 1)
Learning from Tangible Letters: A prototype was made
in which the user will get voice and visual feedback
every time he plays with tangible letters on the table.
Table has two parts on it, one is screen for visual
feedback and one is base where he can move tangible
letters. The table has a height of normal table. Pictures
and animations with sound feedback were made for
words and letter for whom similar looking shapes
starting from the same letter were found. So even if the
teacher will not be around the student could learn on his
own. 2) Learning from similar looking letters: As we
follow the lesson plan, in next stages we get letters which
are similar looking. So now to learn व and म we use
different system. These are blocks which can be joined
together to form a new letter.
Practice mode: Where they would be able to practice at
home. The practice session should be a fun session,
where they don’t feel that they are learning. And can do
it whenever they get any free time at work or at home.
So it was decided that it would be a Mobile Memory
game which can be easily personalized. Cards are used
as the medium to practice. User selects any card; it
turns and then selects another. If both of them match
then the user wins that turn. And if they do not match
then user has to remember that card and its position to
match with another card later in the game.

Figure 1: Tangible Letter learning prototype

Lesson Plan: Lesson plan is designed based on
Letter Clusters based on Frequency and Shape
Similarity.
3. USER EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION
User Evaluation was done for two days which found out
that user gave positive feedback on using the table and
learning from tangible letters. Over all the product came
out as a very promising collaborative tool to learn. It
also motivated user to learn and come next day. He dint
had fear of making mistakes which generally a user has
while learning. He was also doing lot of self learning and
revising without much involvement of teacher.
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This case study discusses designing of a ‘Real Estate’ website and how user experience team took a technical solution approach for designing
easy to use user interface with maximum usability within limited available options. One of the biggest challenges we faced during the
execution that the website was suppose to be made only for ‘Western Australia’ users but we did not had access to them as all UCD activities
were executed at offshore.Though client was keen to do user research to build a seamless user experience but it could not happen as access to
the target users would have been possible only in ‘Western Australia’ and limited budget never allowed us to travel to end users’ location.
Usability, Real estate, Customized Usability approach, User Experience

1 INTRODUCTION
Often small clients have budgets only for the regular
product development activities (SDLC) and they consider
UCD processes as an add-on feature, thus they don’t hold
separate budget for UCD activities.
While working on this assignment, we faced the similar
situation.
We got the opportunity to execute the project but with the
limited UCD activities. Budget constraints forced us to
make a decision of not studying the ‘end users’.
During the whole execution of the assignment we learned
that in an ideal world greater importance is given to
implement end-to-end User Experience methodology to
any assignment. At the same time, we cannot overlook the
factors which do not allow us to have direct access to the
real/end-users.
1.1 The Client
The Client is one of the leading real estate information
providers over the web in Western Australia.

The end users (property seekers and agents) were
intended to visit/use the site for finding properties and
other related information like ‘growth rate reports’, ‘area
pricing maps’, ‘area rental reports’ and so on for a
particular area.
Users could also find package of information such as:
interactive search for property (Sell/Rental), pricing map,
rental reports, sales reports and growth reports.
2. CHALLENGES
2.1End-user pain point
‘Research’ module was intended to be simple, familiar and
logical to the user. The Site had plenty of useful
information over real estate but it was vaguely presented
and user had to struggle to locate relevant information.
Our contribution was to develop a fresh and rich
experience for the property search engine. The challenge
was to design an interface to empower the intended users
with a simpler, more approachable interface, with
improved Navigational support.

1.2 System Overview
The existing site had a common interface for the estate
agents & the property seekers to get information on real
estate for any location across Australia. Aiming to extent
their reach with the Western Australia’s property seekers,
the client had planned to revamp one of the key features
of their website ‘Research’.

2.2Business Objective
Client was targeting to increase revenue by providing
important property information like “area map with
property price” and various reports like: “Sales reports”,
“Rental Reports”, etc.
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3METHODOLGY AND APPROCH

3.2Design

As we had to work with the given time frame and budget
constraints, we decided to implement following
customized User Centered Design process framework to
execute the project.

Once we gathered a good amount of research data, it was
the time to implement User Experience design process.
Active support, from SMEs and sample users, was continued
in iterative design process as well.

3.1Research & Analysis

3.2.1Defining Information Architecture (IA)

3.1.1Stakeholder Interviews session on regular intervals –
We conducted stakeholder interviews on frequent basis to
get the better understanding of their business objectives. It
also helped us to understand the details on the end-users
of the site.
3.1.2Unique identity of module
From our regular interaction with stakeholders we learned
that the end users do not relate with title ‘Research’ hence
we performed ‘Terminology test’ to identify a unique title
and suggested changing the title to ‘Do Your Research’
(DYR).
3.1.3Create process Flow Diagram
Based on the gathered data from stakeholders we created a
basic process flow of how we can improve upon the
information flow in ‘DYR’ section. Flow diagram enabled
client to visualize the user’s work flow in a better way. The
work flow diagram also help client to understand the
navigation pattern effortlessly.
3.1.4Educated Client to perform User studies
As website is specific to Western Australia users, thus
access to the end users was not easy. Educating the
stakeholders on getting the end user information helped
us to get significant amount of information about the
actual users. Apart from that, client also played the role of
Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) which helped us to
understand the usage pattern and user perspective of
looking at the DYR section of the website.
3.1.5Detailed comparative competition analysis
Based on our regular practice of performing comparative
competition analysis and research, we identified a group
of rich features which could make users task easy and help
them achieving their goals with minimum efforts.

Based on the process flow diagram and gathered
information from various sources like stakeholder
interviews, SMEs interviews, sample user’s interaction and
comparative competition analysis we could now well
define information architecture, information flow, and
navigation model for proposed solution.
Our detailed research and efforts helped us to define IA as
per the user’s mental model. Our focus was to make
relevant information accessible to the user in a single
section instead of making user go to different sections and
be more confused.
3.2.2 Developed wireframe based on findings
We combined the findings and ideas identified during the
comprehensive research and developed the wireframes for
the proposed solution.
Wireframes helped to make a better understanding with
client as they could relate with information flow easily.
3.2.3 Collaborative Ideation with SMEs
We conducted regular walkthrough with SMEs and
sample users on wireframes to understand the gap
between task flow and process flow. This iterative process
facilitated us to improve and simplify the process flow
defined in the static wireframes.
3.2.4 Visual Interface Design with existing branding
As ‘DYR’ module was a part of an existing website, hence
it was very important to design the new visual interface for
that module which follows existing branding.
Our creative efforts helped in a smooth transition of
Wireframes to actual Visual Interface Design. The efforts
were appreciated by the client, SMEs and sample users.
3.2.5 UI Guideline Document
In the next step, we defined the standard guideline
document which could guide the developers during the
implementation phase and the Quality Assurance team
during the testing phase.
Sharing and educating the QA team on guideline
document really helped to save tons of efforts of UX team
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4 IMPLEMENTATION & EVLUATION
In this phase, we worked closely with the development
team to implement the design in a right way and in timely
manner to avoid need of any rework that may arise at the
latter stages of development. We made sure that the
suggested design solution was incorporated in a right way
during the development phase.
5 CONCLUSION
‘DYR’ module of the website provides highly innovative
and rich user experience to its users. Statistics provided by
the customer shows that users drop out now decreased
while the number of new/old visitors has grown
significantly.
Customized approach and UX team efforts on the project
lead us to an optimized solution for a variety of
information on a single screen with simpler, approachable
interface and provided a good learning experience as well.

Figure 1. Visual interface design – DYR search engine.
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Can we move the debate on “Design-for” Development
to being “Designed-with” Development? Can we
envision a flexibility in ourselves to redesign ourselves
as much as we design artefacts outside? Do we accept
that transformation needs to happen to us and our
methods as much as the community we seek to develop?
Are our methods and beliefs as much up for grabs as the
cherished values of the community that we are trying to
transform with our technology?
I present a (South) African perspective where the
challenge is to re-vision western methods to accord
more closely with the multi-facetted local values. For
Africans the challenge is how do we turn the insight,
captured in the term ubuntu, that our humanity is
intimately interconnected with, and dependent on, the
community of the living and the dead, into something
that helps us design computer artefacts? More formally:
can we extract normative values for design from the
implicitly held views of a community?
Further: is it not probable, once we accept the
community as co-designers that we might not even have
the last word in design? Can we accept that, as
designers, we might never be able to remove uncertainty
in purpose and functionality and thus we leave it up to
the users to appropriate our artefacts for their own,
unanticipated, uses? Uses that are literally and of
necessity situated outside the perspectives which we are
able to entertain?

About Prof. Edwin Blake
My awareness that Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) needs to be firmly based on
community values arose from my involvement with the
South African National Information Technology Forum
in the mid-nineties. This organization’s finest
contribution was the South African position paper at the
G7 conference on the Information Society and
Development that was held in 1996 in South Africa
where the notion of an Information Community was
first formulated.
It rapidly became clear that I was not suited to the
boring frustrations of governments and policy. I came to
believe that knowledge that does not lead to effective
action is not really knowledge and that failure of
implementation is equivalent to a failure of
understanding. By that definition most of the fine
policies announced by government were failures.
A small project illustrating some concrete action was
preferable. The first such project (1996) was a system
called CyberTracker that allowed semi-literate animal
trackers to reveal their deep understanding of nature.
My research has focussed on the interaction of people
and computers applied so that it bridges the way ICT
has to be applied in a Developing Country. Specifically
my work covers flow, presence, storytelling and heritage
work in Virtual Environments and Computer Games,
visualization and ICT for Development (ICT4D). In the
field of ICT4D my work has covered tele-health
projects, location aware computing to support animal
trackers and ICT applications to assist deprived Deaf
communities.
I am a South African with a Computer Science doctorate
from Queen Mary College, London University, and I am
currently Professor in Computer Science at the
University of Cape Town.
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